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Kurzfassung

Alle Empfänger für drahtlose Kommunikation basieren auf Frequenzumsetzung und müssen
sich mit dem Problem der Spiegelfrequenz befassen. Die Faltung der Spiegelfrequenzen-
ergie auf den Träger nach der Frequenzumsetzung kann das Signal-Rausch-Verhältnis des
Empfängers deutlich verschlechtern. Mischer mit Spiegelfrequenzunterdrückung unterdrücken
das Spiegelsignal und liefern ähnliche Verstärkung, Linearität und Rauschzahl wie konven-
tionelle Mischer und sind deshalb eine bessere Alternative als externe/interne Bandpassfilter
zur Spiegelunterdrückung. Zudem ermöglichen diese Mischer den nicht-gleichzeitigen und
gleichzeitigen Empfang von zwei Bändern durch einen einzigen Empfänger.

In der Literatur ist der Entwurf von Mischern mit Spiegelfrequenzunterdrückung darauf
ausgerichtet, das Spiegelfrequenzunterdrückungsverhältnis (Image Rejection Ratio IRR) zu
maximieren. Derzeit ist das mit solchen Mischern erreichbare Spiegelfrequenzunterdrück-
ungsverhältnis vergleichbar mit den externen Bandpässen. Der Grund, warum bisher wenig
IR-Mischer als integrierte Alternative zu Mischern mit einem externen Bandpass eingesetzt
werden, liegt an der bisherigen mangelnden Entwurfsmethodik, die ein Gleichgewicht zwis-
chen notwendiger IRR und minimaler Leistungsaufnahme schafft. Dieser Mangel hat diese
Forschung motiviert.

Diese Arbeit trägt zu folgenden Themen bei: IR-Empfängerarchitekturen, CMOS Mischer
zum Betrieb in IR-Mischern, und leistungsarme CMOS IR-Mischer.

Zunächst werden die IR Anforderungen moderner Empfängerarchitekturen und mögliche
passende IR Topologien untersucht. Darauf basierend werden zwei neuartige IR-Dual-Empfänger
vorgeschlagen, die für den anspruchsvollen breitbandigen Dual-Empfang als leistungsopti-
mierte Lösung im Bereich Lokalisierung und Navigation bestens geeignet sind.

Im zweiten Teil werden geeignete Mischertopologien zum Betrieb innerhalb von IR-Mischern
ausführlich untersucht. Der Einfluss aller Teile des Mischers auf Mischerleistungsparametern
wird behandelt. Darauf basierend, werden drei Optimierungsmöglichkeiten näher betrachtet:
Multi-Band Betrieb, Low-voltage Low-power Betrieb und DC-Offset und Flickerrauschen. Die
Gültigkeit aller Optimierungsrichtlinien wird durch Messungen an Prototypen gewährleistet.
Alle Messungen stimmen sehr gut mit den entsprechenden Simulationen überein.

Im dritten Teil wird eine neuartige Entwurfsmethodik für leistungsoptimierte Mischer
zur Spiegelfrequnezunterdrückung vorgeschlagen. Diese Methode konzentriert sich auf zwei
komplementäre Aspekte: statistische und strukturelle Optimierung. Als Rahmenbedingung
für den Entwurf wurde ein Indirektumsetzungsempfänger bei 433 MHz für das Industrial
Scientific Medical Band (ISM-433) für Nahbereichstelemetrie gewählt. Dort wird ein mit-
tlerer bis hoher Wert für die IRR bei gleichzeitiger niedriger Leistungsaufnahme benötigt.
Die Weaver- und offsetfreie Hartley-Mischer zur Spiegelfrequenzunterdrückung zeigen sehr
gute Übereinstimmungen zwischen simulierten und gemessenen Ergebnissen. Sie bestätigen
die vorgeschlagene Methodik und führen zu einer erheblichen Verbesserung des Stands der
Technik im Bereich leistungsoptimierte Mischer zur Spiegelfrequenzunterdrückung.
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Summary

All receivers for wireless communications based on frequency down-conversion have to deal
with the image band. The folding of image energy onto the carrier after down-conversion
can significantly corrupt the signal-to-noise ratio of a receiver. Image-reject mixers remove
the image energy providing performance in terms of gain, linearity and noise similar to a
conventional mixer posing a better alternative to external/integrated image-reject band-pass
filters. Additionally, IR mixers enable both non-concurrent and concurrent reception of two
bands with a unique receiver, being the key component of dual receivers.

In the literature, the design of IR mixers is focused on maximizing the image-rejection ratio
(IRR). At present the IRR achievable with an IR mixer is approximately in the same order
as the degree of rejection attained by an external band-pass filter. However, the stumbling
block that prevents the widespread use of IR mixers as a feasible integrated alternative to
external band-pass filtering is the higher power dissipation compared to a conventional mixer.
The lack of a complete analysis in terms of IR receivers and their requirements in terms of IR
on one side, and the lack of a design approach that optimizes the required IR and a minimal
power consumption striking a balance between these two somewhat opposed parameters on
the other side, have motivated this research work.

This work contributes in the following three main topics: IR receiver architectures, CMOS
mixers for operation in IR mixers and low-power CMOS IR mixers. First, IR requirements
of modern receiver architectures and possible IR topologies that fit into these receivers are
studied. Based on this analysis, two novel IR dual receiver architectures are proposed, which
give a power-optimized solution to the most challenging case of broadband dual receivers for
positioning and navigation systems.

Second, the mixer topologies best suited for integration within an IR topology are thor-
oughly studied in terms of the impact of each section of the mixer on the performance metrics
of the mixer. Relying on this study, three mixer optimization cases are researched: multi-band
operation, low-voltage low-power operation and DC-offset/flicker noise. All optimizations are
backed up by measured data on four prototypes that show excellent matching to simulation.

Third, a novel design methodology for low-power IR mixers is developed to address the lack
of a power-aware optimization of IR mixers. This approach focuses on two complementary
optimization aspects: a statistical optimization and a structural optimization. The design
framework chosen is an indirect-conversion receiver for Industrial Scientific Medical at 433
MHz (ISM-433) for short-range telemetry, where both moderate/large IRR and low power
dissipation are required, imposing the most challenging environment for CMOS IR mixer
design. The Weaver IR mixer and offset-free Hartley IR mixer implemented show very good
agreement between simulated and measured data, and validate the proposed methodology
imposing an important headway to the state of the art in terms of power-optimized IR
mixers.
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Einleitung 1

Kapitel 1

Einleitung

1.1 Motivation

Alle Empfänger für drahtlose Kommunikation basieren auf Frequenzumsetzung und müssen
sich mit dem Problem der Spiegelfrequenz befassen. Die Faltung der Spiegelfrequenzenergie
auf den Träger nach dem Mischer kann das Signal-Rausch-Verhältnis des Empfängers deutlich
verschlechtern. Externe SAW-Filter werden oft als Bandpass eingesetzt um vor der Frequen-
zumsetzung die Energie des Spiegelbandes zu entfernen. Zusätzlich zu den Beschränkungen
bezüglich Integrationsgrad, Kosten und Formfaktor, führen externe Bandpassfilter zu einer
größeren Leistungsaufnahme. Durch ihre Impedanz von 50Ω ist am Ausgang des leistungsar-
men Verstärkers und am Mischereingang eine Anpassung erforderlich. Ersatzlösungen, wie in-
tegrierte IR-Bandpassfilter sind hochgradig nichtlinear und besitzen zudem eine große Rausch-
zahl. Sie werden deshalb in dieser Arbeit nicht betrachtet. Mischer mit Spiegelfrequenzun-
terdrückung reduzieren das Spiegelsignal und liefern ähnliche Verstärkung, Linearität und
Rauschzahl wie konventionelle Mischer. Dadurch stellen sie eine bessere Alternative dar als
externe/interne Bandpassfilter zur Spiegelsignalunterdrückung. Darüber hinaus ermöglichen
Mischer mit Spiegelfrequenzunterdrückung den nicht-gleichzeitigen und gleichzeitigen Emp-
fang von zwei Bändern mit einem einzigen Empfänger. Damit sind sie die Kernkomponente
der so genannten Zweiband-Empfänger, was aktueller Forschungsgegenstand im Bereich Mo-
bilfunk und hochgenauen Ortungs- und Navigationsempfängern ist.

In der Literatur ist der Entwurf von Mischern mit Spiegelfrequenzunterdrückung darauf
ausgerichtet, das Verhältnis von Nutz- und Spiegelfrequenz (IRR) zu maximieren. Derzeit ist
die erreichbare Unterdrückung solcher Mischer vergleichbar mit der von externen Bandpassfil-
tern. Der Grund, warum bisher wenig IR-Mischer als integrierte Alternative zu Mischern mit
einem externen Bandpass eingesetzt werden, liegt an der mangelhaften Entwurfsmethodik,
die ein Gleichgewicht zwischen notwendiger IRR und minimaler Leistungsaufnahme schafft.
Dieser Mangel hat diese Arbeit motiviert.

1.2 Forschungsziele

Dieser Arbeit hat zum Ziel eine Entwurfsmethodologie zur Optimierung von Mischern mit
Spiegelfrequenzunterdrückung zu definieren. Dies umfasst einen hohen IRR und eine nied-
rige Leistungsaufnahme, gepaart mit einem hohen Anspruch an die Mischerparameter wie
Verstärkung, Linearität und Rauschzahl. Dementsprechend werden die IR-Topologien aus
unterschiedlichen Perspektiven betrachtet um eine umfassende Lösung zu liefern, die einen
leistungsbewußten Entwurf für die notwendige Unterdrückung mit der Empfängerarchitektur
und ihre Hauptanforderungen einschließt.

Es wird eine gründliche Analyse von Empfängerarchitekturen durchgeführt, sowie deren
Einflüsse und Anforderungen an das IRR beleuchtet, so dass der Entwurf von IR-Mischern
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geeignet optimiert wird. Die Untersuchung auf Systemebene dient auch dazu für jede Emp-
fangsarchitektur die bestmögliche IR-Topologie zu liefern. Diese Strukturanalyse ist in dem
sehr anspruchsvollen Gebiet der breitbandigen Zweiband-Empfängern angesiedelt. Die Her-
ausforderung ist es, optimale IR-Topologien zu finden, die einen leistungseffizienten Empfang
von zwei Bändern mit einem einzigen Front-End ermöglichen.

Durch Untersuchungen auf Transistorebene soll in dieser Arbeit auch die am besten für
den Betrieb innerhalb von IR-Mischern geeigneten Mischertopologien gefunden werden. Dies
ist der Schlüssel um die Bauteile mit der größten Leistungsaufnahme in IR-Mischern bezüglich
Verbrauch zu optimieren - bei gleichzeitiger Einhaltung der geforderten Mischerparameter.
In dieser Sinne, multi-standard, LV-LP Betrieb und andere kritische Probleme wie DC Off-
set und Flickerrauschen werden besonders untersucht und passende Lösungen geliefert. Die
Arbeit fokusiert sich auf standard CMOS-Technologie, denn sie ist die anspruchsvollste Tech-
nologie bezüglich Leistungsaufnahme im HF-Bereich und Bauteiltoleranzen. Es müssen Lay-
outrichtlinien für den Entwurf von CMOS HF-Mischern definiert werden um die erfolgreiche
Implementierung des Entwurfs auf Transistorebene zu gewährleisten.

Basierend auf der topologischen Transistorebene und den Optimierungen auf Layoutebe-
ne von CMOS-Mischern, ist ein Rahmenentwurfsystem für CMOS IR-Mischer gewünscht.
Sie basiert sich zum einen auf statistische Näherung für die Auswahl von Topologie, Ord-
nung und Lage der Polstellen der Polyphasenfilter und zum anderen auf Strukturverbesse-
rungen und Optimierungen. Genaue Layout- und Leitungverbindungstechniken für parasitär-
empfindliche Schaltungen wie IR-Mischer müssen untersucht werden, damit die größtmögliche
Übereinstimmung mit der Schaltplansimulation erzielt wird.

Einerseits soll eine gründliche mathematische Analyse Einblick in den IR-Mechanismus
geben und dessen Verstehen fördern. Andererseits müssen Mischerkern- und vollständige IR-
Mischeroptimierungen zusammen mit den theoretischen Überlegungen durch Messungen an
Prototypen bewiesen werden.

1.3 Gliederung der Dissertation

Der Inhalt dieser Dissertation ist in zwei Hauptabschnitten angeordnet, die dieser Einleitung
folgen:

+ Abschnitt 2 : Stand der Technik.

+ Abschnitt 3 : Eigene Beiträge zum Entwurf von leistungsarmen IR-Empfängern.

Das Ziel dieser Aufteilung ist es dem Leser bei der Unterscheidung zwischen gezielter
Analyse vom Stand der Technik und eigenen Beiträgen, die das Wissen in den folgenden
drei Hauptthemen rund um leistungsarme IR-Empfänger ergänzen und weiterentwickeln, zu
helfen:

+ IR-Empfängerarchitekturen.

+ CMOS Mischer für den Einsatz innerhalb von IR-Mischern.

+ Leistungsarme CMOS IR-Mischer.
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Abschnitt 2 beginnt mit dem Stand der Technik von modernen Empfängerarchitekturen
und mit einer Zusammenfassung der wesentlichen Beeinträchtigungen (§ 2.1 auf Seite 5). Es
schließt sich eine Analyse über Anforderungen von diesen Empfängerarchitekturen bezüglich
IR an. In diesem Abschnitt werden mögliche IR-Topologien, die am besten zur jeweiligen
Empfängerarchitektur passen, vorgeschlagen (§ 2.2 auf Seite 21).
Der nachfolgende Abschnitt 2.3 auf Seite 35 konzentriert sich auf das Kernbauteil der IR-
Topologien: der Mischer. Dieser Abschnitt untersucht den Stand der Technik von Mischerto-
pologien mit einer kurzen Einleitung zu Mischern und Mischerparametern. Die vorliegende
Arbeit fokusiert sich auf die Standard-CMOS-Technologie. Einerseits ist sie die beste Wahl
für eine vollständige Integration als Einzelchiplösung, während andererseits eine anspruchs-
volle Technologie für IR-Empfänger darstellt.
Der letzte Abschnitt von Kapitel § 2.4 auf Seite 46 erläutert die zwei grundsätzlichen IR-
Mischertopologien: Weaver und Hartley, in deren Einfachquadratur- und Doppelquadratur-
versionen. Zudem wird eine Zusammenfassung des Stands der Technik von IR-Mischer Im-
plementierungen gegeben.

Abschnitt 3 beginnt mit dem eigenen Beitrag zum Thema Zweiband-Empfänger (§ 3.1
auf Seite 53) basierend auf einer vollständigen Analyse von Empfängerarchitekturen, sowie
deren Anforderungen in Bezug auf IRR und geeignete IR-Topologien (§ 2.1 auf Seite 5
und 2.2 auf Seite 21). Es ist wichtig darauf hinzuweisen, dass die vorherige Untersuchung
von Empfängerarchitekturen, IR-Anforderungen und der Beschäftigung mit möglichen IR-
Topologien unverzichtbar ist um optimale Lösungswege für den anspruchsvollsten Fall, den
von Zweiband-Empfängern, zu finden. Solche Zweiband-Empfänger werden heutzutage we-
gen ihres Einsparpotentials beim Verbrauch intensiv untersucht. Diese Empfänger basieren
auf einer Form von Spiegelfrequenzunterdrückung um zwei Bänder gleichzeitig zu empfan-
gen. Deshalb stellen sie das beste und anspruchsvollste Szenario bezüglich Struktur dar um
IR-Topologien zu implementieren. Basierend auf der Analyse von IR-Topologien und das
Wissen von Empfängerarchitekturen, werden zwei neuartige IR Zweiband-Empfänger vorge-
schlagen1, die eine leistungsoptimierte Lösung zum Thema breitbandiger Zweiband-Empfang
für Ortungs- und Navigationssysteme bieten.

Basierend auf den in Abschnitt 2.3 auf Seite 35 vorgestellten Eigenschaften der Mischerto-
pologien werden die besten für Integration innerhalb einer IR-Topologie geeigneten vollständig
untersucht: aktive und passive Gilbert-Mischer (§ 3.2 auf Seite 62). Die Analyse ist nach den
einzelnen Bestandteilen des Mischers gegliedert, wobei der Einfluss jeder Teilstruktur auf die
Mischerparameter gründlich untersucht wird. Ein besonderes Augenmerk richtet sich auf die
Grenzen des LV-LP Betriebs von aktiven Mischern.
Beruhend auf die vorherige systematische Analyse, werden drei Optimierungsfälle untersucht:
Multiband-Betrieb, LV-LP Betrieb und DC-Offset/Flickerrauschen (§ 3.3 auf Seite 97). Der
erste Fall ist ein Schlüsselthema für Zweiband-Empfänger, während der zweite das Haupt-
problem in Bezug auf leistungsarmen Betrieb von IR-Topologien ist, weil der Mischer oft das
Bauteil mit der größten Leistungsaufnahme ist. Der letzte Fall bezieht sich auf die Optimie-
rung von Mischertopologien bezüglich zweier Hauptprobleme von CMOS-Mischern durch eine
innovative aktive-passive Mischertopologie. Alle diese Optimierungsmaßnahmen sind durch
Messungen von vier Prototypen nachgewiesen, die eine hervorragende Übereinstimmung zwi-
schen Simulation und Messungen zeigen. Diese Prototypen stellen einen erheblichen Vor-
sprung zum Stand der Technik und bei den in der Literatur wenig angegangenen Problemen
dar. Das Kapitel endet mit speziellen Layoutoptimierungstechniken um die anspruchsvolle
Implementierung dieser CMOS HF-Mischerprototypen zu schaffen. Die Prototypen zeigen
eine gute Übereinstimmung gegenüber den simulierten Ergebnissen (§ 3.4 auf Seite 126).

Die folgenden Abschnitte befassen sich mit dem Hauptthema dieser Dissertation: lei-
stungsarme IR-Topologien. Während breitbandige Zweiband-Empfänger für Ortungs- und
Navigationssysteme sehr anspruchsvoll in Bezug auf leistungsarme IR-Topologien auf Struk-

1Patente angemeldet.
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turebene sind, stellt dieser Fall keine große Herausforderung für die Optimierung auf Transi-
storebene dar. Der Hauptgrund liegt in der notwendigen niedrigen IRR bei solchen Empfängern,
auf Grund dessen, dass Nutz- und Spiegelsignal unter dem thermischen Rauschen liegen.
Stattdessen dient ein indirekter Umsetzungsempfänger für das Nahbereichstelemetrieband
ISM-433 als Entwurfsreferenz. Bei solchen Empfänger sind Mittelwert/hoher IRR und lei-
stungsarmer Betrieb nötig, was einer anspruchsvollen Umgebung für den Entwurf von CMOS
IR-Mischern entspricht.

Um das Problem von leistungsoptimierten IR-Mischern zu lösen, wird eine neuartige
Entwurfsmethodologie vorgeschlagen. Diese Annäherung konzentriert sich auf zwei komple-
mentäre Aspekte: statistische Optimierung (§ 3.5 auf Seite 133) und Strukturoptimierung
(§ 3.6 auf Seite 153). Die erste schlägt eine Methodologie vor um den IR-Mischer nach sta-
tistischen Informationen des Halbleiterherstellers zu optimieren. Es ermöglicht die richtige
Auswahl von Ordnung, Bandbreite und Lage der Polstellen der Polyphasenfilter als auch der
IR-Topologie. So kann der Einfluss von Bauteil- und Prozesstoleranzen unabhängig vonein-
ander auf das erreichbare IRR bewertet werden. Dieses statistische Entscheidungsverfahren
wird durch die Strukturanalyse ergänzt, so dass die fundamentale Trade-Off zwischen IR und
Leistungsaufnahme optimiert werden kann. In diesem Sinne sind Entwurf von Polyphasenfil-
tern, Wiederverwendnung von Bauteilen, unerwünschte Durchleitung des Spiegelbandes und
die Partitionierung zwischen aktiven und passiven Mischern ausrichtet.

Die statistische und strukturelle Optimierung werden an zwei Prototypen geprüft: ein
Weaver IR-Mischer und ein offsetfreier Hartley IR-Mischer (§ 3.7 auf Seite 173). Als Muster-
fall dient der gleiche leistungsarme, vollständig integrierte, indirekte CMOS-Empfänger für
biomedizinische Anwendungen, der im vorherigen Abschnitt für die Vorstellung von statisti-
schen und strukturellen Optimierungen verwendet wurde. Diese Prototypen bestätigen die
vorgeschlagene Entwurfsmethodologie, die durch die Übereinstimmung zwischen simulierten
und gemessenen Parametern sichergestellt wird. Sie entsprechen einer erheblichen Verbessung
im Vergleich zum Stand der Technik bezüglich eines leistungsoptimierten IR-Mischerentwurfs.
Das Kapitel endet mit entwickelten, speziellen Layoutoptimierungstechniken, die den Anfor-
derungen an CMOS IR-Mischer gerecht werden sollen. Diese Techniken haben gezeigt, dass die
Prototypen sehr gute Ergebnisse liefern und sich im Sinne der Reproduzierbarkeit zuverlässig
realisieren lassen (§ 3.8 auf Seite 200).

Kapitel 4 schließt in einer Zusammenfassung mit den wichtigsten Schlussfolgerungen
dieser Dissertation ab und gibt Ausblick auf zukünftige Entwicklungen.

Kapitel A beschreibt die Mathematik zur Einfach- und Doppelquadratur, sowie die Wea-
ver und Hartley Endstufen in komplex-exponentieller Darstellung im Zeit- und Frequenz-
bereich. Diese Erläuterung soll dem Leser einen Einblick geben, nach welchen Prinzip das
Spiegelband innerhalb eines IR-Mischers unterdrückt wird. Es wurde für den Fall von Qua-
draturphasenfehler erweitert um ein besseres Verständnis zu bekommen, wie sich dieser Fehler
durch die vier möglichen IR-Topologien zieht.

Tabelle 1.1 fasst die Hauptabschnitte dieser Dissertation zusammen und gibt einen Überblick
über die bearbeiteten Inhalte bezüglich Empfängerarchitekturen, CMOS Mischeroptimierung
oder CMOS IR-Mischeroptimierung. Sie soll auch dazu dienen um zwischen dem Stand der
Technik und den eigenen Beiträgen zu unterscheiden.

Tabelle 1.1: Zusammenfassung der Abschnitte dieser Dissertation.

Abschnitte Empfängerarchitekturen CMOS Mischer CMOS IR-Mischer

Stand der Technik 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4

Eigene Beiträge 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

All receivers for wireless communications based on frequency down-conversion have to deal
with the image band. The folding of image energy onto the carrier after down-conversion can
significantly corrupt the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a receiver. External surface acoustic
wave (SAW) filters are often used as band-pass filter (BPF)’s to remove the energy at the
image band prior to down-conversion. Apart from the limitation in terms of the degree of
integration, cost and form factor, the use of external band-pass filters imposes a severe power
penalty due to the need to output match the low noise amplifier (LNA) and input match the
mixer to the 50Ω impedance of the filter. The alternative integrated image rejection (IR)
BPF’s are rather nonlinear and introduce a lot of noise, and thus, will not be considered
in this work. On the contrary, image-reject mixers can remove the image energy providing
superior performance in terms of gain, linearity and noise similar to a conventional mixer.
Additionally, IR mixers enable both non-concurrent and concurrent reception of two bands
with a unique receiver, being the key component of dual receivers, subject of active research
in the fields of cellular telephony and high precision localization and navigation receivers.

In the literature, the design of IR mixers is focused on maximizing the image rejection ratio
(IRR). In this sense, the IRR achievable with an IR mixer is approximately in the same order
as the degree of rejection attained by an external band-pass filter. However, the stumbling
block that prevents the widespread use of IR mixers as a feasible integrated alternative to
external band-pass filtering is the higher power dissipation compared to a conventional mixer.
The lack of a complete analysis in terms of IR receivers and their requirements in terms of IRR
on one side, and the lack of a design approach that optimizes the required IR and a minimal
power consumption striking a balance between these two somewhat opposed parameters on
the other side, have motivated this research work.

1.2 Research Goals

The goal of this research work is to define a design methodology to optimize the design of IR
mixers, both in terms of high IRR and low power consumption together with the performance
in terms of gain, linearity and noise. For that sake, IR topologies are studied from different
scopes in order to provide a complete analysis embedding the power-aware design for the
required IR with the receiver architecture and its main requirements.
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A thorough analysis of receiver architectures, their impairments and finally their require-
ments in terms of IR is pursued, so that the design of the corresponding IR mixer is properly
optimized. This system-level analysis also aims at providing the possible IR topologies that
fit best into each architecture. All this structural study is put to work in the most challenging
field of dual receivers for spread-spectrum reception in order to find the optimal IR topolo-
gies for these power-efficient receivers that enable the reception of two bands with a unique
front-end.

This work should also find the best mixer topologies for operation within IR mixers with
a thorough understanding of the transistor-level design of those best suited. This is a key
research in order to power-optimize the most power-consuming building block of IR mixers
while providing the performance required as analyzed in the system-level analysis. In this
sense, multi-standard, low-voltage low-power operation and other crucial problems, such as
DC offset and flicker noise, should be specifically addressed and solutions provided. The work
focuses on standard complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology as it is
the most demanding technology in terms of power consumption for radio frequency (RF)
operation and component mismatch. In this sense, layout design guidelines for the design
of CMOS RF mixers have to be developed that assure a successful implementation of the
transistor-level design.

Based on the topological, transistor-level and layout-level optimization of CMOS mixers, a
design framework for the design of CMOS IR mixers is pursued based on a statistical approach
for the decision-making process of topology choice and order and pole location of polyphase
filters on the one side, and on structural improvements and optimization on the other. Specific
layout and interconnection techniques for the design of such parasitic-sensitive circuits as IR
mixers have to be researched in order to achieve a performance as close as possible to the
schematic simulation.

On the one side, a thorough mathematical analysis should provide insight and under-
standing of the IR mechanism. On the other side, both mixer core and complete IR mixer
optimization techniques and the theoretical reasoning should be backed up by measured data
on prototypes.

1.3 Thesis Organization

The content of this thesis is arranged in two major chapters following this first introductory
chapter:

+ Chapter 2 : State of the Art

+ Chapter 3 : Own Contributions to the Design of Low-Power IR Receivers

The aim of this grouping is to help the reader clearly distinguish between the targeted
analysis of the actual state of the art and the own contributions that complement and enhance
the knowledge of the following three main topics around low-power IR receivers:

+ IR Receiver Architectures.

+ CMOS mixers for operation in IR mixers.

+ Low-power CMOS IR mixers.
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Chapter 2 starts with the state of the art of modern receiver architectures and a summary
of their most relevant impairments (§ 2.1 on page 5). An analysis on the requirements of these
receiver architectures in terms of required IR follows. In this section, possible IR topologies
that best fit into each receiver architecture are proposed (§ 2.2 on page 21).
The following section 2.3 on page 35 concentrates on the core component of IR topologies:
the mixer. This section analyzes the state of the art of mixer topologies with a succinct
introduction of the down-conversion mixer and its performance parameters. The work is
focused on standard CMOS technology, being on the one side, the best choice for complete
integration into a single-chip solution, while on the other side, being the most challenging
technology for IR receivers.
The last section of the chapter (§ 2.4 on page 46) gives a succinct explanation of the two
fundamental IR mixer topologies: Weaver and Hartley, in their single-quadrature and double-
quadrature versions, as well as an analysis of the state of the art of IR mixer implementations.

Chapters 3 starts with the own contribution to the specially challenging case of dual
receivers (§ 3.1 on page 53) based on all the thorough analysis on receiver architectures,
their requirements in terms of IRR and suitable IR topologies (§ 2.1 on page 5 and 2.2 on
page 21). It is important to point out, that the previous analysis on receiver architectures, IR
requirements and the study and proposal of possible IR topologies is indispensable to come
up with optimal solutions to the most challenging case of dual receivers. Being a case of
intense research due to their power-saving potential, dual receivers are in some way or the
other based on IR to simultaneously receive two bands, posing the best and most challenging
scenario to implement IR topologies from the structural point of view. Based on the analysis
of IR topologies and the understanding of receiver architectures, two novel IR dual receivers
are proposed1, which give a power-optimized solution to the challenging case of broadband
dual receivers for positioning/navigation systems.

Based on the properties of the mixer topologies presented in section 2.3 on page 35, those
best suited for integration within IR topologies are thoroughly studied: Gilbert active mixers
and passive mixers (§ 3.2 on page 62). The analysis is organized according to the sections of
the mixer, where the impact of the section on the performance metrics of the mixer is studied
in depth. Special attention is paid to the limits in low-power operation of active mixers.
Relying on the previous systematic analysis, three mixer optimization cases are researched:
multi-band operation, low-voltage low-power operation and DC-offset/flicker noise (§ 3.3 on
page 97). The first is a key issue for dual receivers while the second is a main issue in the
context of low-power operation of IR topologies as the mixer is usually the most power-
consuming building block. The last involves the optimization of the mixer topology in terms
of the two major problems of CMOS mixers by means of an innovative active-passive mixer
topology. All the optimizations are backed up by measured data on four prototypes that
show excellent matching to simulation and involve an important headway to the state of the
art in these quite unaddressed issues in the literature. The chapter ends with the special
layout optimization techniques developed to cope with the challenging CMOS RF mixer
implementation of these prototypes that show such a good agreement with simulation (§ 3.4
on page 126).

The following sections address the main topic of this thesis: low-power IR topologies.
While broadband dual receivers for localization and navigation purposes impose a great chal-
lenge from the structural point of view in terms of power-optimized IR topologies, such a test
case is not a challenge in terms of the transistor-level structural design optimization. The

1Patent-pending.
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main reason is the required low IRR of such receivers due to the fact that the carrier and
image bands are both dominated by thermal noise. As an alternative, for the transistor-level
optimization of IR mixers an indirect-conversion receiver for the band Industrial Scientific
Medical (ISM)-433 for short-range telemetry is taken as design framework. In this case, both
moderate/large IRR and low power consumption are required, imposing the most challenging
environment for CMOS IR mixer design.

In order to respond to the unaddressed topic of power-aware optimization of IR mixers,
a novel design methodology is proposed. This approach focuses on two complementary opti-
mization aspects: a statistical optimization (§ 3.5 on page 133) and a structural optimization
(§ 3.6 on page 153). The first proposes a methodology to optimize the IR mixer configuration
based on statistical information of the semiconductor technology. This method enables to
choose the right filter order, bandwidth and corresponding pole location as well as the IR
topology, and to know the weight of component mismatch and process spread on the achiev-
able IRR independently. This statistical decision-making approach is complemented by the
structural analysis of IR mixers aiming at optimizing performance in terms of the funda-
mental trade-off between IR and power consumption. In this sense, polyphase filter design,
component re-use, image feed-through and active-passive partitioning are addressed.

The statistical and structural optimizations are put to work in two prototypes: a Weaver
IR mixer and an offset-free Hartley IR mixer (§ 3.7 on page 173). The test case is the same
low-power short-range fully integrated CMOS indirect-conversion transceiver for biomedical
applications used as design framework for the statistical and structural optimization. These
prototypes validate the proposed design methodology backed up by the good agreement
between simulated and measured data, and involve an important headway to the state of
the art in terms of power-optimized IR mixer design. The chapter ends with special layout
optimization techniques developed to cope with the challenging CMOS IR mixers that have
demonstrated such good results in the implemented prototypes (§ 3.8 on page 200).

Chapter 4 concludes with a summary that draws the most important conclusions of this
dissertation as wells as paves the way with suggestions for future research.

Appendix A describes mathematically the simple and double quadrature as well as the
Weaver and Hartley IR terminations by means of the complex exponential, both in time
and frequency domain. This explanation should provide the reader with more insight to
better understand how the image rejection within an image-reject mixer is performed. This
description is extended in case of quadrature phase error in order to better understand how
this error propagates across the four possible IR topologies.

Table 1.1 groups the sections of this thesis in order to provide an easy overview of the
content it addresses (receiver architecture, CMOS mixer optimization or IR mixer optimiza-
tion) and whether if it is a summary and study of the state of the art, or if it describes the
own contributions to the subject.

Table 1.1: Summary of the sections of this thesis.

Sections Receiver Architectures CMOS Mixers CMOS IR Mixers

State of the Art 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4

Own Contribution 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8
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Chapter 2

State of the Art

2.1 Receiver Architectures

In this section, the most significant receiver architectures are discussed, their impairments
thoroughly explained and state-of-the-art implementations presented.

2.1.1 Introduction

One of the key components of portable devices used in wireless communication systems is the
receiver, which is devoted to sense an incoming signal and extract the desired information.
In a worst case scenario, this signal is very weak while accompanied by significantly stronger
unwanted signals, or interferers. The design of a low-voltage low-power receiver under such
a constraining environment becomes quite a big challenge due to the practical limitations of
achievable performance of receiver components in terms of gain, noise and distortion. These
parameters are highly dependant on the specifications of the underlying communications
system. So as to meet such requirements while enabling a low-voltage, low-power operation,
the architecture to be implemented must be carefully considered.
The first radio receivers about a hundred years ago were detectors connected directly to the
antenna [1, 2]. Improvements were accomplished with tuned radio frequency (TRF) receivers
using self-oscillating detectors, and later with regenerative and super regenerative structures.
The feedback structures inherently suffer from stability problems, and careful adjustment was
required to overcome the issue. The invention of the heterodyne principle by Fessenden in
1912 and further developments during 1910’s by several people led to the superheterodyne
receiver, which was completed to its final form by Armstrong [3].
Transistors replaced vacuum tubes as active elements in the radio receivers slowly during
1950’s and 1960’s. It was from 1980’s onwards when it was possible to reach a high level
of integration of different radio parts. The rapid growth of cellular systems has been the
driving force of the receiver implementations through 1990’s. The concept of radio receiver
has been estimated again because of the distinct characteristics of integrated circuit (IC)
technologies [4], and as a result, superheterodyne is not anymore the only potential candidate
to implement high performance radios. Nonetheless, it remains the most common architecture
in high-end industrial products. However, the current demands for high integration and low
power consumption pushes against this well-established topology and tends to other solutions
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like homodyne, low-IF and wide-band IF receivers1. Direct digitalization or IF digitalization
cannot be considered as an individual architecture, because any architecture can be basically
implemented with digital instead of analog signal processing if a sufficient number of bits
with a high sampling rate is available [5]2.

2.1.2 Heterodyne Architecture

The heterodyne architecture (also called superheterodyne) is likely to be the most employed
receiver architecture due to its high performance and robustness.
As shown in figure 2.13, the signal received by the antenna is filtered by a RF BPF to select the
frequency band of interest4. This band is amplified by a LNA and filtered again to suppress
the image band (IM) before down-converting the band to an intermediate frequency (IF).
By means of the phase lock loop (PLL) the first local oscillator (LO1)5 is chosen to lay
the desired channel in the pass-band of the IF filter, which removes the energy of the rest
of adjacent in-band channels. After filtering, the signal is subsequently amplified, down-
converted to base band (BB) by a second mixer driven by a second local oscillator (LO2)
equal to the IF, filtered to remove up-converted terms and fed-through energy from the
second mixer and digitalized by the analog-to-digital converter (ADC). In case of single
sideband (SSB) modulated incoming signal, the last down-conversion generates both, in-
phase (I) and quadrature (Q) signal paths.
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AMP
90°
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AMP
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Fig. 2.1: Simplified block diagram of heterodyne architecture.

Filtering a desired channel that is centered at a high frequency and that may be accom-
panied by large interferers demands prohibitive high quality factors (Q). In the heterodyne
architecture, the signal band is shifted to a much lower frequency (IF) in order to relax the
Q required for the channel-select filter.
Due to having an IF and the down- and up-conversion present in all mixing process, the
image frequency must be considered. As a real mixing does not preserve the polarity of the
difference between the input frequencies, the bands symmetrically located above and below
the LO are down-converted to the same center frequency. Figure 2.2 on the next page il-
lustrates the evolution of the spectrum when RF and IM signals are applied at point A and

1The last topology is also known as wide-band indirect conversion or image-rejection receiver. Low-IF is
also a wide-band indirect conversion/image-rejection architecture, but it is usually considered separately due
to its particular characteristics because of having a close to zero intermediate frequency.

2The explanation of wireless systems, associated modulation schemes or performance metrics is beyond the
scope of this introductory chapter; and hence, it is assumed the reader is familiar with such topics. Basic
information on wireless communication systems and receiver metrics can be found in [6, 7].

3External components are drawn in red while circuitry for SSB demodulation is drawn in blue.
4Band stands for the whole spectrum in which the users of a particular standard are allowed to communicate,

whereas channel refers to the signal bandwidth of only one user in the system.
5The drift in frequency of the LO is an important issue, but not further studied in this work.
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are frequency translated and filtered by a mixer and a low-pass filter (LPF) that removes
the frequency components above the IF yielding the spectrum at point B. Both the positive
sideband of the RF and the negative sideband of the IM fold into the positive sideband of
the IF by means of corresponding up- and down-conversion6.
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Fig. 2.2: The problem of image frequency.

Image power can be much higher than that of the desired signal due to the lack of control
over the signal power in other bands. There are two basic approaches to cope with the
problem of image: image-reject filter or image-reject architectures. It is important to note
that the RF filter depicted in figure 2.1 on the facing page also performs the IR function, but
the attenuation achieved is insufficient unless an extremely high-Q filter is used. A high Q
involves a large insertion loss at the first component of the receiver, and thus, deteriorates
most the noise performance of the receiver.
There is a basic trade-off in case an IR filter is used. In order to have a relatively small
insertion loss in the desired band while achieving a large attenuation in the image band, a
high IF is mandatory. Nevertheless, the higher the IF, the higher the Q of the IF filter to
achieve a certain adjacent-channel rejection. In other words, a high IF leads to substantial
rejection of the image, whereas a low IF allows great suppression of nearby interferers [7].
Thus, the choice of IF is determined by the amount of image noise7 and the loss of the IR
filter (as shown in figure 2.3 on the next page) together with the form factor and the specific
frequencies for which SAW and crystal filters are designed, such as 10.7 MHz.

One of most severe drawbacks of this architecture is the fact that such IR filters are
external components which are designed for input/output matching of 50 Ω. This fact imposes
tougher constraints for the LNA in terms of gain, noise, stability and power consumption8.
In addition to their size, these filters have extremely unforgiving sensitivities to variations
in source and load impedance [8]. The alternative of integrating such filters still presents
high noise and implies rather prohibitive power consumption in order to achieve comparable

6It is important to note that under SSB demodulation, only one of the IM sidebands is relevant.
7The LO can be chosen for supradyne or infradyne reception depending on the noise of the sidebands.
8Actually, the combination of high performance and low power requirement result in the LNA being one

of the most significant power drains in heterodyne receivers.
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Fig. 2.3: IF trade-off in terms of image rejection versus channel selection.

dynamic range and intermodulation distortion (IMD) [9, 10].
As depicted in figure 2.4, heterodyne receivers suffer from the half IF problem [11]. This
problem arises from the down-conversion of second-order distorted interferer and oscillator,
both of which can be rather strong signals, and therefore, produce rather strong harmonics
due to the distortion of the mixing process. Differential paths which cancel out same-polarity
second-order distortion and 50% duty-cycle LO minimize this problem.

ωLO ω IFω IF

2

IR
Filter

ωLO

ωLO 0 ωω

Desired
Band

Interferer

+
2

ωRFωRF

Fig. 2.4: Problem of half IF in heterodyne receivers.

So as to relax the trade-off between sensitivity and selectivity, the heterodyne architecture
can be extended to multiple IF’s at the expense of power consumption. In this way, a high
first IF (usually on the order of 10% of the RF carrier frequency [12]) enables high image
suppression while a low last IF relaxes the requirements of channel-select filters. However,
multiple down-conversion brings some other problems apart from increased power dissipa-
tion. Due to multiple down-conversion and the corresponding spurious and intermodulation
components, frequency planning in multiple down-conversion superheterodyne receivers plays
a critical role to prevent these components from falling onto desired channels. On the other
hand, heterodyne receivers share with wide-band indirect conversion receivers the advantage
of not suffering from the LO radiation problem thanks to multiple down-conversion stages,
as it happens in wide-band indirect conversion architectures (see § 2.1.5 on page 16).
The selectivity and sensitivity of the heterodyne architecture have made it the dominant
choice in RF systems for many decades. Despite the complexity and the need for a large
number of external components, heterodyning is still viewed as the most reliable reception
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technique [7]. However, the dominant trend towards integration and lower power consump-
tion makes this architecture the last option to implement. Moreover, the fact of relying
on external filtering at IF together with external IR filtering disables its use for single-chip
multi-standard applications.
Some reported IC implementations of superheterodyne receivers are given in table 2.19.

Table 2.1: IC implementations of superheterodyne receivers and front-ends.

Ref. fRF BWRF IF BWCH Appl. Tech. Image PDISS

[MHz] [MHz] [MHz] [kHz] Filter [mW]

[13] 935-960 25 71 200 GSM BJT Y 154

[14] 935-960 25 400 200 GSM BiCMOS Y 421.2

[15] 935-960 25 225/45 200 GSM BJT Y 113

[16] 925-960a 35 71 200 GSM CMOS Y 49

[17] 1880-1900 20 110 1728 DECT BJT Y NA

[18] 1880-1900 20 110 1728 DECT SiGe/BJT N NA

[19] 1880-1900 20 110/13.8 1728 DECT BiCMOS N NA

[20] 1880-1900 20 110 1728 DECT BJT Nb NA

[21] 902-928 26 71/10.7 300 Cordless BJT Y 70.2

[22] 902-928 26 10.7 200 Cordless BJT Nc NA

[23] 1575.42 1 179/4.7/1.05 1000 GPS BiCMOS N 36

[24] 169.4-169.8 0.4 10.7 25 Paging BiCMOS N 0.69

[25]d 2400-2500 100 350 - WLAN BiCMOS Y 165

[26]e 1900 - 350 - - BJT Yf 47.7

aEnhanced GSM band.
bImage Rejection with a mixer pair.
cImage Rejection with a mixer pair.
dOnly an RF front-end including LNA and first down-conversion mixer.
eOnly an RF front-end including LNA and first down-conversion mixer.
fOn-chip.

2.1.3 Direct-Conversion Architecture

Called homodyne, direct conversion or zero-IF 10, this type of receiver translates the received
signal directly to base-band. This architecture has become target of active research again
([27, 28, 29, 30, 31]) due to three basic reasons:

+ It is easier to integrate monolithically than other architectures like heterodyne.

+ It suffers much less from mismatch-induced effects than IR architectures.

+ It is one of the few reception techniques whose drawbacks can be remedied through the
use of only more transistors [32].

9IR requirements are not shown as, in most cases, this information is not published in the case of super-
heterodyne receivers due to IR being performed by off-chip filtering.

10The term homodyne, stemming from homo (same) and dyne (to mix), has been historically used for only
coherent reception. We do not make such a distinction.
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The direct-conversion receiver architecture implies a less complicated design thanks to a
reduced number of circuit blocks, as shown in figure 2.511.
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Fig. 2.5: Simplified block diagram of direct conversion architecture.

There are three basic advantages which make the homodyne architecture attractive:

+ The problem of image frequency is not an issue as the image is the signal itself. The
cross-talk between both sidebands of the signal is important providing the modulation
scheme is SSB. In such a case, the rejection depends on the phase and amplitude errors
of the quadrature oscillator used for complex multiplication. Opposed to IR topologies
employed in other architectures where two quadratures are to be generated, image
rejection in homodyne receivers only depends on the accuracy of just one quadrature.

+ The LNA needn’t drive a 50Ω load because there is no need for an external IR filter.

+ Easily integrable less power-consuming base-band LPF replaces IF filter.

There are, however, some important drawbacks which counterbalance the above men-
tioned advantages:

DC Offset

Direct current (DC) offset corrupts the band at zero frequency and saturates the following
stages. Generally three main sources to DC offset are considered [10]:

+ Static offset: This offset arises from component mismatch in the receiving path. Due
to substrate and supply noise considerations, signal paths are typically implemented
fully differential. Any matching errors in these signal paths generate DC offset, which
results in a decreasing SNR.

+ Dynamic offset: This offset arises from a self-mixing mechanism due to imperfect
port-to-port isolation as depicted in figure 2.6 on the facing page. In this case, a strong
signal mixes with itself yielding a DC component at point C.

• Spurious LO leakage to antenna: Subfigure 2.6(a) depicts the LO leakage due
to the capacitive coupling of the oscillator switches of the mixer and substrate
coupling into points A and B. This problem is exacerbated if self-mixing varies
with time. This occurs when the LO signal leaks to the antenna and is radiated
and subsequently reflected from moving objects back to the receiver. For example,
when a car moves fast, the reflections may change rapidly [32].

11External components are drawn in red while circuitry for SSB demodulation is drawn in blue.
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Fig. 2.6: Self-mixing due to imperfect port-to-port isolation.

• Large near channel interferer leaking into the receiver LO port : Subfigure 2.6(b)
illustrates this case where LO signal presents spectral distortion, which also adds
DC to the signal.

DC offset represents a major limitation in the design of zero-IF receivers. In fact, DC
offset is the single most important reason why only a very limited number of commercially
available GSM handsets are based on this receiver architecture [33]. In order to remove or
cancel DC offset, several techniques may be applied:

+ AC coupling: One possibility is to use alternating current (AC) coupling or high-
pass filtering. This measure is not feasible provided the employed modulation scheme
presents significant information energy at DC. However, even though no energy is
present at zero frequency, a very low corner frequency is usually mandatory so as to
keep signal degradation at a reasonable level. Together with slow response to variations
in the offset, the large time constant of the filter (τ =R ·C) may also cause temporary
loss of data during start-up or if no data is received for a long time during normal
operation and the output of the high-pass filter (HPF) drops to zero. In such a case,
if data is again applied, the filter causes the first several bits to be greatly offset with
respect to the detector threshold, thereby producing errors [32].

+ DC-free modulation: Binary Frequency Shift Keying (BFSK) is an example of such
modulation schemes. Even if many of the commonly used modulation schemes exhibit
a peak at zero frequency, the base-band signal in the transmitter can be encoded such
that, after modulation and down-conversion, contains little energy near DC. Called DC-
free coding, this is particularly well suited to wide-band channels, such as in DECT,
where a few kilohertz of the channel can be wasted with no significant drop in the data
rate [7].

+ Offset cancelation: During the periodic idle mode of mobile stations using Time
Division Multiple Access (TDMA), the offset in the receive path can be stored on a
capacitor and subtracted from the incoming signal during reception. The thermal noise
of the switch used in the cancelation scheme (kT/C) together with the fact that inter-
ferers may be stored along with the actual offset limit the accuracy of the cancelation.
The former can be alleviated using large area for the capacitor, and the later, averaging
the incoming signal or using a calibration mode without signal and a normal operation
mode with the stored correction refreshed periodically.

Other methods of dealing with offsets are described in [34] and [35].
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Quadrature Mismatch

SSB demodulation requires complex (quadrature) down-conversion. The bit error rate (BER)
raises as the mismatches in phase and amplitude of the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) signals
increase. While gain error only scales the amplitude of one signal with respect to the other,
phase imbalance corrupts one channel with a fraction of the data pulses in the other channel,
degrading the SNR if in-phase and quadrature data are uncorrelated. Opposed to DC offset,
this problem is not as severe in direct conversion receivers as in other architectures, such
as IR architectures where the image rejection plays an important role in the overall SNR.
However, in homodyne receivers, the influence of parasitics on the mismatch is more severe
than in other multiple down-conversion architectures, as the frequency at which the phase
shift is performed is much higher and the size of the devices cannot be much increased in
order to improve the matching without a great power penalty. Moreover, homodyne receivers
include more building blocks in the in-phase and quadrature paths than other architectures,
which raises the overall mismatch.

Even-order Distortion

Even-order distortion generated in base-band circuitry adds onto the signal corrupting di-
rectly the SNR. Even-order distortion coming from RF components (LNA, filters, mixers,
and so on) is scaled by the RF-to-IF feed-through of the down-conversion stage. Due to
this particular influence of this port-to-port feed-through of down-conversion mixers in direct
conversion architectures, mismatch among the oscillator switches and deviation of oscillator
signal from 50% duty-cycle become crucial aspects as they lead to asymmetric commutation.
Other sources of SNR degradation are disturbance and fading during propagation or mixing
of higher-order harmonics at the mixer.
Implementing LNA and mixer in differential mode is the best way to minimize even-order
distortion and its side effects. However, the differential topology needs twice as much cur-
rent as its single-ended counterpart for a given noise figure (NF). Other practical problems
associated with differential topologies are the losses in RF transformers, or delay/amplitude
imbalance between differential branches caused by the single-ended-to-differential conversion.

Another approach to this problem is to let a higher even-order distortion based on less
power-consuming single-ended circuitry, and remove the resulting low-frequency components
after the signal experiences nonlinearity. In this sense, capacitive degeneration together with
AC-coupling substantially reduces the gain at low frequencies of transconductance stages of
LNA and mixers (in the later, in the case of active implementations).

Flicker Noise

In general terms, the gain of the LNA/mixer combination lies at around 30 dB, which is
not sufficient to overwhelm the flicker noise of mixer switches, and above all, the flicker
noise of all base-band circuitry12. This problem becomes especially severe in the case of
metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) technologies. In typical submicron MOS technologies,
minimum-channel metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) with a width
of a few hundred microns and bias current of a few hundred microamperes exhibit a 1/f noise
corner frequency in the vicinity of 1 MHz [32].

12Despite the high linearity of passive mixers in CMOS, active mixers are mostly chosen in dicon architectures
to amplify the signal prior to base-band where flicker noise becomes dominant.
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In order to reduce the impact of 1/f noise, large device geometry can be implemented for
base-band circuitry, as they operate at relatively low frequencies. On the other hand, the
flicker noise contribution of the switching stage of the down-conversion mixer can also be
reduced using large devices, using steeper driving oscillator signals or reducing the frequency
of the last of multiple oscillator stages [36] (see § 2.1.5 on page 16). Moreover, periodic offset
cancelation also suppresses low-frequency noise components [32].

LO Leakage

As shown in figure 2.6 on page 11, LO leakage adds DC offset to the base-band signal through
self-mixing. Moreover, leakage of the LO signal to the antenna and radiation therefrom also
creates interference in the band of other receivers [37]. The later is especially severe in the
case of dicon receivers, as the oscillator radiation is an in-band radiation.
The problem of LO leakage is alleviated as the frequency synthesizer is integrated on the
same die as the rest of the transceiver, and therefore, no oscillator signal is coupled through
bond-wires. On the other side, by means of keeping oscillator signal differential throughout
the chip, net coupling to the antenna can be kept at acceptably low levels [32].

Some reported IC implementations of direct-conversion receivers or their front-ends are
given in table 2.2 on the next page.

2.1.4 Low-IF Architecture

As explained in § 2.1.2 on page 6, the heterodyne architecture suffers from a large number
of external filters due to the problem of the image frequency and channel selection at the
IF. The choice of the IF trades off the quality of both types of filters. Nonetheless, even for
large IF, the RF band-pass filter requires a very high quality factor (Q up to 50 and more
even for fRF/fIF ratios as small as 10). Moreover, the center frequency must be tunable in
some cases, which makes them rather expensive or impossible to be integrated. On the other
hand, although more and more analog integrated IF filters are published [58, 59], for most
applications they are still not good enough, and ceramic resonators are still used instead [60].
In [61, 62, 63], it is shown that the performance in terms of achievable dynamic range over
power consumption of integrated active band-pass filters is intrinsically Q-times worse than
the performance of a passive band-pass filter. This means that the discrete passive band-pass
filters will always be significantly better than an active integrated version if one is concerned
with power and area efficiency [60], at the cost of higher price.
On the other hand, a very high integration level calls for a homodyne receiver, as explained
in § 2.1.3 on page 9. There is no need for high-Q tunable band-pass filters, while the low-pass
filters can easily be realized as analog integrated circuits. The requirements for image rejection
are not as severe as in other architectures, due to the fact that the image signal is the opposite
sideband of the signal itself, and therefore, there cannot be a larger interferer than the signal.
In this case, no IR mechanism is necessary. Quadrature down-conversion suffices to prevent
the folding of the sidebands carrying different information. The suppression of this folding
depends on the precision in the generation of the quadrature, which becomes a determining
factor for the SNR of homodyne receivers. This problem, together with distortion coming
from other factors like DC offsets, even-order distortion, flicker noise and LO leakage limit the
performance of this architecture compared to heterodyne receivers. It is only nowadays that
one begins to use homodyne receivers in systems based on digital communications. In these
systems, such as GSM or DECT, a lower performance can be accepted in exchange for the
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Table 2.2: IC implementations of direct-conversion receivers and front-ends.

Ref. # of fRF fC,BB NF iIP3 iIP2 Application Tech.a VDD PDISS

chips [GHz] [kHz] [dB] [dBm] [dBm] & Modulation [V] [mW]

[38] 1 0.15 5 NA NA NA Pager / BFSK B 1.8 4.5

[39] 1 0.02-0.5 10 3b NA NA Pager / BFSK B 6 2 5.4

[30]c 2 0.9 100 18d 0 NA GSM / GMSK B 9 5 195

[41]e 2 1.9 100 15 NA NA GSM / GMSK B NA NA

[42] 1f 1.9 135 4.3g -7h +32i PHS / QPSK BC 15 2.7 165

[44] 1j 0.9 800 2.9k -12.6l NA Cordless / BPSK B 25 2.7 135

[45] 1m 0.9 220 8.6 -8.5 +22 Test / QFSK C 1.0 3 360

[46] 1n 0.9 NA 4 -20 +10 Test / NA C 0.6 3 90

[47] 3o 2.0 2100 5.1 -9.5 +38 WCDMA / QPSK BC 25 2.7 346

[48] 1 0.9 ∼700 4.5 -21 +22 Cordless / BFSK C 0.6 3.3 525

[49] 1p 2.4 11000 8.3 -9 +22 WLAN / QPSK C 0.6 3 80

[50] 1 1.9 800 5 -20 NA DECT / GFSK BC 25 2.7 95

[51] 1q 2.0 2100 5.5 -11 +30 WCDMA / QPSK BC 25 2.7 346

[52] 1 0.9 - 3.1 -13 NA Test BC 20 3 28

[53] 1 1.0 - 3.2 +8 +25 Test / QFSK C 1.0 3 27

[54] 1 0.43 - 17 -12 NA Short Link C 0.5 1.3 0.33

[55] 1 2.0 - 4.0 -9 +43 WCDMA / QPSK BC 25 2.7 110

[56] 1 5.15 - 3 -11 +16 WLAN C 0.25 3 114

[57] 1 0.9 - 2.3 -19 +35 WCDMA / QPSK BC 25 1.8 21.5

[57] 1 2.15 - 4.3 -14.5 +34 GSM / GMSK BC 25 1.8 22.5

aB=Bipolar, C=CMOS, BC=BiCMOS, The number is fT,max in GHz for Bipolar and BiCMOS technologies
and minimum channel length in µm for CMOS. Only the technology of the RF chip is mentioned if several
chips using different technologies are used in the receiver.

bOnly LNA.
cThe reference contains only the RF front-end. LNA and synthesizer including the VCO are external. The

base-band block for the receiver is reported in [40]. The total power consumption is summed from these two
papers.

dRF front-end without LNA. NF of the front-end is 6 dB with an external LNA, and input referred noise
of the base-band chip 50 nV/

√
Hz.

eExternal LNA and VCO. Performance is given without LNA. With external LNA NF = 8 dB.
fExternal VCO and synthesizer. ADC not included.
gNoise figure includes only LNA. Mixer NF is 14.0 dB and input referred noise of low-pass filter is 18.0

dBµ at 96 kHz bandwidth according to [43].
hDo not include the performance of the LNA. Measured only for the mixer in [43].
iDo not include the performance of the LNA. Measured only for the mixer in [43].
jExternal VCO and synthesizer. ADC not included. The mixer outputs are connected to external 3-stage

Butterworth filters before base-band processing.
kOnly the RF front-end.
lOnly the RF front-end.

mLimiter stages drive directly an off-chip detector.
nNo ADC included.
oExternal VCO and synthesizer.
pExternal VCO and synthesizer. ADC not included.
qExternal VCO and synthesizer.
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higher degree of integration and the ease with which a homodyne receiver can be combined
with a digital signal processor (DSP) for the BB demodulation of the digital signal [60].
The development of low-IF topologies starts from the perception that it must be possible to
combine the performance of heterodyne and the integrability of the homodyne receivers. By
digitalizing the quadrature signal at the IF, digital circuit techniques can be implemented
to down-convert this complex signal to BB for demodulation. By implementing the image
suppression at the IF instead of at the RF, a broadband RF band-pass filter like in homodyne
receivers is satisfactory, while the high IF required to make the RF band-pass filter realizable
is not required anymore. This fact, in turn, enables low-Q low-IF band-pass filters, whose
integration is nearly as easy as the low-pass filters in homodyne receivers.
Nevertheless, it is important to point out that the band-pass filter is more dependant on
process spread than the low-pass counterpart, as not only does the cut-off frequency vary
with process spread, but also the center frequency. Moreover, given the same specifications
for channel filtering, a band-pass filter or Σ∆ modulator needs twice the number of poles and
zeros compared to its low-pass counterpart13 [8]. In order to alleviate this drawback, low-pass
(Nyquist) ADC’s can replace band-pass ADC’s when the signal bandwidth is comparable to
the IF frequency.

Figure 2.714 illustrates the basic block diagram of the low-IF architecture:
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Fig. 2.7: Simplified block diagram of low-IF architecture.

Some reported IC implementations of low-IF receivers are given in table 2.3.

Table 2.3: IC implementations of low-IF receivers.

Ref. fRF fIF iIP3 NF LO Isol. IRR PDISS

[GHz] [kHz] [dBm] [dB] [dB] [dB] [mW]
[64] 0.9 103 +27.9 24 NA 46 500
[65] 1.725-1.975 103 -3.0 4.9 @ 2.5V NA NA 140
[66] 1.725-1.975 103 -6.2 8.2 33 38 191
[67] 1.575 2000 -25 2.8 72 38 115

13Due to this reason, the power consumption necessary to cope with a wide bandwidth standard, such as
WCDMA, becomes prohibitive.

14External components are drawn in red while circuitry for SSB demodulation is drawn in blue.
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2.1.5 Wide-band Indirect-conversion Architecture

As explained in § 2.1.3 on page 12, flicker noise degrades significantly the SNR of dicon
receivers. Indirect conversion does not solve this drawback, but it alleviates its influence
on the desired signal by means of down-converting the received band to base-band in two
stages, as shown in figure 2.815. In this way, the signal of interest lies at an IF away from
the 1/f noise of the first mixer, while the flicker noise of the second mixer is decreased due to
lower oscillator frequency compared to a unique down-conversion, as in dicon architectures.
It is important to note that this architecture does not circumvent the problem of flicker
noise of the base-band circuitry. Nonetheless, a non-zero IF implies having to cope with the
problem of the image signal, which is the main drawback of this architecture compared to
direct conversion. In this sense, the BPF together with the selectivity of the LNA may not
be sufficient to prevent the degradation of the SNR due to a large image signal, which is an
uncontrolled unknown out-of-band interferer, like in the case of heterodyne receivers.
Compared to the dicon architecture, indirect conversion seems to be more power consuming
due to two down-conversion stages. However, this power penalty can be alleviated by means
of a first single-balanced mixer with a second-order inductor capacitor / low-current (LC)
resonant tank tuned to the intermediate frequency, as implemented in [36]. A single-balanced
mixer consumes half the current than its double-balanced counterpart and can be directly
coupled to a single-ended LNA. The selectivity of the LC resonant tank reduces the loss of
sensitivity of the next mixer resulting from feed-through and higher even-order distortion
when compared to a double-balanced mixer. The main drawback of this alternative is the
need for external inductors due to low resonance frequency and quality factor limitations
for so large integrated spirals. Furthermore, the second down-conversion stage (usually a
double-balanced structure for lower even-order distortion) can be power-optimized thanks to
much lower operating frequency, both at transconductance and switching stages.
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Fig. 2.8: Simplified block diagram of wide-band indirect-conversion architecture.

Taking into consideration the contribution of the frequency synthesizer to the overall
power consumption of the receiver, the fact of having a unique PLL in the case of dicon
receivers is a great advantage. As channel selection is performed at base-band by means
of low-pass-filtering, both down-conversion stages in the indirect conversion architecture can
also be driven by a unique synthesizer providing the frequency planning allows it16. Moreover,
in order to generate LO2 out of the synthesized frequency by the unique PLL in a power-
saving manner, LO2 is usually a power-of-2 fraction of LO1, such as in [68, 69]. The selection

15External components are drawn in red while circuitry for SSB demodulation is drawn in blue.
16This technique cannot be applied to heterodyne receivers because the channel selection takes place at a

fixed IF.
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of the division ratio between both oscillators is a trade-off between the power consumption
of the digital divider and the IF mixers. Nevertheless, as the second down-conversion stage
is implemented as quadrature mixers, a lower IF implies a greater power saving than the
increase in power consumption due to a higher division ratio for the digital divider that
drives the quadrature mixers out of the synthesized frequency. The limit for the decrease in
IF is imposed by the decreasing IRR of the pre-select filter.
An interesting particular case of the above described frequency planning consists of choosing
the same frequency for both oscillators, such as in [69]. Compared to a non-equal distribution
of oscillator frequencies, this approach presents the benefit of having the image band centered
around zero frequency, thus experiencing the highest possible suppression by the antenna and
the LNA, obviating the need for an explicit IR filter [69]. Furthermore, this lack of need for
additional image rejection relaxes the requirements in terms of phase and gain matching to
those necessary for quadrature demodulation. Compared to having lower IF, this particular
case presents maximum reduction in power consumption at the frequency synthesizer together
with less stringent requirements for the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) in terms of phase
noise and no need for a digital divider to generate LO2. In addition, the attenuation of LO1

power by the selectivity of the LNA and the antenna is also maximum.
Nonetheless, this approach spoils the main advantage of the indirect conversion approach,
which is the ability to prevent the flicker noise of the RF part. By choosing an IF half the
RF signal, the image band is centered around the zero frequency. As above stated, this is
beneficial from the point of view of reduced IR requirement. However, the flicker noise of
the LNA and the transconductance stage of the first mixer are up-converted by the oscillator
stage of this same mixer, folding directly onto the desired signal. Nevertheless, transistor-level
techniques can be applied, such as in [69], to prevent this flicker noise by means of AC coupling
after the two transconductance stages responsible for the flicker noise, thus attenuating this
noise before being up-converted onto the desired signal at IF.
Some reported IC implementations of indirect conversion receivers are given in table 2.4.

Table 2.4: IC implementations of indirect conversion receivers.

Ref. fRF fIF iIP3 iIP2 NF IRR IRR [dB] PDISS

[GHz] [kHz] [dBm] [dBm] [dB] [dB] incl. prefilter [mW]
[70]a 0.9 450 -8 NA 4.7 40 78 72b

[70] 1.8 450 -6 NA 4.9 36 74 75c

[68] 0.93 103 -25 +28 7.4 NA > 60 4.5
[69] 5.2 2600 -15 NA 6.4 62 62 73
[71] 2.4 190d -10 e 8.9 35f 75 165g

aFor the sake of multi-standard operation, two different synthesizers are necessary.
bIncludes LNA (∼15 mW).
cIncludes LNA (∼15 mW).
dfIF2=5-15 MHz.
eNot significant.
fIn-band IR is 55 dB.
gIncludes interstage amplifiers at both IF’s.
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2.1.6 Double-conversion Low-IF Architecture

As its own name reveals, this topology is the combination of the two previously presented
architectures, that is, low-IF and wide-band indirect conversion. While low-IF and wide-
band indirect conversion topologies are born from the perception that it must be possible
to realize a receiver which combines the performance of heterodyne and the integrability
of the homodyne receivers, this topology results from the effort to benefit from the main
strengths and circumvent the drawbacks of these two new topologies. This architecture was
first presented in [72]. Figure 2.917 illustrates the simplified block diagram of a double-
conversion low-IF receiver.
Basically this topology combines the low-IF concept into the second down-conversion stage
of a wide-band indirect conversion receiver. As in the case of low-IF after final analog down-
conversion, signal is not centered around zero frequency, but around a low IF which prevents
the degradation of the desired signal by DC offsets and flicker noise coming from base-band
circuitry. As in the case of indirect conversion, the RF section consists of two wide-band
down-conversion stages, which help for IR contribution of pre-select filter and eventually, the
LNA, together with minimized flicker noise contribution of the second down-conversion mixer
and insignificant LO1 radiation. In this sense, double down-conversion gets rid of the main
problem of the low-IF topology, which is a very high LO frequency, while a non-zero IF2

avoids base-band DC offset and flicker noise. Therefore, this receiver topology improves noise
performance compared to the two architectures it is based on. In particular, flicker noise at
base-band is circumvented and flicker noise coming from the down-converter alleviated by a
lower oscillator frequency.
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Fig. 2.9: Simplified block diagram of double-conversion low-IF architecture.

2.1.7 Direct Digital And Digital-IF Architectures

Digital signal processing would provide significant benefits compared to analog circuitry if
the conversion to digital were brought closer to the antenna. The main advantage of this ap-
proach is that digital signal processing does not suffer from matching problems. Furthermore,
other sources of SNR degradation, such as DC offset or flicker noise do not play a role if the
signal is processed digitally. However, avoiding analog mixing imposes very severe resolution
and speed requirements to the ADC’s, even with high-end submicron technologies. Being
the most critical aspect, the analog-to-digital conversion is not the only drawback of this
approach, as the increase in complexity of the digital circuitry to cope with higher clocking
speed and better resolution implies larger chip area and higher power consumption18.

17External components are drawn in red while circuitry for SSB demodulation is drawn in blue.
18Whether the trade-off is reasonable or not using current technologies is beyond the scope of this work.
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It is important to note that direct digital or digital-IF topologies are no architectures them-
selves, but any of the previously presented architectures where some part of the analog front-
end has been implemented digitally. In this sense, they follow the same frequency planning
or filtering arrangements of the analog counterparts they are based on. Figure 2.10 on the
following page shows the digital counterparts to superheterodyne and homodyne architec-
tures19. In both topologies the ADC’s are supposed to operate at the Nyquist-rate sampling.
On the one hand, this implies that aliasing at the input of the ADC is not a concern; on the
other hand, for typical cellular systems, this approach implies fS in the range of 2-4 GHz.
There are no reported Nyquist-rate ADC’s capable of RF reception [5] (see figure 2.10(b) on
the next page) and only few converters operating at or above 100 MS/s with 10 to 14 bits
resolution [73, 74, 75]. These are capable of digital IF reception (see figure 2.10(a) on the
following page) if their resolution is sufficient for the specific application.
Due to the fact that the band of interest is much narrower than the Nyquist rate in sampling,
band-pass ∆Σ converters are more suitable for digital receivers in cellular applications [76],
as they provide large resolution only at a narrow band, but can tolerate large interferers
within the Nyquist rate. This property has led to extensive research on these systems. The
following examples are potential candidates for digital IF, but not for digital RF due to speed
and power consumption limitations20:

+ [78]: 11-bit ∆Σ converter for a 200-kHz radio channel at an IF of 200 MHz.

+ [79]: 58-dB DR ∆Σ modulator for an input band of 1.25 MHz at an IF of 85 MHz.

+ [80]: Input bandwidth up to 70 MHz at an IF of 55.5 MHz and a fS of 4 GHz.

The feasibility to cope with those sampling rates despite a rather large power consumption
with state-of-the-art ∆Σ converters has made digital IF a widely used receiver topology for
base station receivers. In order to relax the clocking requirements of the ADC, subsampling
can replace a conventional RF mixer at the expense of higher noise contribution. The fS of
the subharmonic mixer21 is much lower than the Nyquist frequency of the RF frequency and
must be at least twice the bandwidth of the signal at the input of the sampler, which enables
a much lower power consumption. Sub-sampling can also be adopted in the down-conversion
from IF with less stringent requirements [76]. Although subsampling mixers have been used
especially in microwave test instruments [81], several experiments have also been established
for wireless receiver applications, such as in [82, 83]. As explained in § 3.2.3 on page 90,
this type of mixing process is inherently more linear than the Gilbert-cell mixer thanks to
voltage commutation. On the other hand, it is a passive structure and does not provide any
gain, which increases the relative influence of the noise contribution of successive blocks on
the overall noise of the receiver. However, noise aliasing is the most severe problem in the
sub-sampling process, and therefore, the noise behavior is fundamentally poorer in band-pass
sampling applications [84]. These are some examples of sub-sampling implementations:

+ [85]: Discrete-time analog front-end consisting of a down-conversion stage using sub-
sampling and a narrow-band filter. The resulting 47 dB of noise figure seem absolutely
too high despite of any realistic RF amplification.

19Analog in blue and digital in red.
20The feasibility of an RF sampling receiver using ∆Σ modulator is studied in [77].
21Also known as subharmonic sampler.
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+ [86]: Sub-sampling for a RF demodulator for a short-distance portable terminal.

+ [87, 88]: Direct digitalization using a sub-sampling ADC suitable for GPS reception.
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Fig. 2.10: Digital alternatives to superheterodyne and homodyne architectures.

Noise being the most limiting factor in the performance of sub-sampling mixers, there are
also other important differences compared to traditional receivers or mixers:

+ In the case of sub-sampling mixers, severe jitter requirements for the clock come from
the high frequency input signal rather than from a slower sampling rate [76, 85], which
differs from Nyquist rate sampling.

+ There is a fundamental difference between a sampling mixer and a mixer. The former
multiplies the input spectrum with zero frequency whereas the latter does not. This
imposes a disadvantage for the components following a sub-sampling mixer in terms of
second-order distortion. Exclusive AC-coupling is a means of attenuating these signals
prior to sub-sampling. A coupling method, which is capable of suppressing MHz-range
base-band signals using a small capacitor is described in [89].

+ Division into quadrature is also problematic in the case of sub-sampling. On the one
hand, quadrature generation in the RF signal path is not a good practice due to inac-
curacy from high-frequency operation and losses for the desired signal. On the other
hand, quadrature generation at the LO is also difficult as the required phase shift for the
LO reduces when the sub-sampling factor increases and may be difficult to implement
accurately [5]. Two different sampling arrangements have been proposed, which can
solve the problem without increasing the complexity significantly [90, 91].
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2.2 IR Topologies of Receiver Architectures

Based on the understanding of receiver architectures explained in § 2.1 on page 5, this section
concentrates on the IR requirements and possible IR topologies that fit into each receiver
architecture.

2.2.1 Heterodyne Architecture

The heterodyne architecture relies greatly on the pre-select filter for IR suppression. The
architecture benefits from the selectivity of this filter thanks to a not so low IF. If a quite low
IF is required, usually an additional down-conversion stage is included in order to preserve a
quite large first IF to profit the potential image rejection of the pre-select filter. Thanks to
this property, the requirements for additional image rejection are moderate. The IR filter has
traditionally accounted for the rest of the required IR by attenuating specifically the image
band while enabling a reduction of the Q of the pre-select filter.
Both filters are typically matched to 50 Ω. In the case of the IR filter, this imposes large
power consumption, as explained in previous sections. On the other hand, narrow-band LNA’s
based upon resonant tank become helpful for further IR. The selectivity of the resonant tank
becomes more and more beneficial as the IF increases. Therefore, both filtering and resonant
tank of the LNA call for large IF. As explained in § 2.1.2 on page 6, this requirement trades
off with the selectivity of the channel-select filter.
In the case of heterodyne receivers, image-rejection mixers grant a higher degree of freedom
as IR in these architectures is not a function of the IF22. In this sense, image-reject mixers
(IRM’s) enable more selective channel-select filters by substituting the IR filter. However,
the reduced IR of the pre-select filter and LNA with decreased IF is independent of the use
of an IRM or external IR filtering. On the other hand, the power saving due to on-chip high-
ohmic connection without having to drive a 50Ω external filter compensates the increased
power consumption of IRM topologies compared to standard mixers providing the active
components are power optimized and the passive components present low insertion loss.
In the following sections, possible IR topologies for the heterodyne receiver are presented:

Weaver with 3 Down-conversion Stages

As shown in figure 2.11(a) on the following page23, the Weaver IRM accounts for the channel-
select down-conversion prior to external channel-select filter operating at a fixed IF. An ad-
ditional real mixing stage down-converts the already selected channel to BB, where is further
filtered to remove the up-converted term by an easily integrable LPF. This real mixing stage
is driven by a fixed-frequency PLL. The main drawback of this topology is the need for 3
LO’s, two of which are variable. Thus, two frequency synthesizers and a fixed-frequency PLL
are required, which involves a large budget in terms of power consumption. As explained in
§ 2.1.5 on page 16, both oscillators driving the IRM can be generated out of a unique syn-
thesizer by means of an appropriate frequency planning and by generating the low-frequency
oscillator out of a digital divider driven by the unique synthesizer.

In case the frequency planning allows to implement this alternative, the digital divider
serves as generator of the quadrature signals. This possibility is very important, as no

22This does not mean that IR is independent of the frequency planning.
23External components are drawn in red while circuitry for SSB demodulation is drawn in blue.
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polyphase filter can serve as quadrature generator after the digital divider, unless a pro-
hibitory large filter order is used. The implementation of the digital divider as quadrature
generator usually grants worse results than polyphase filtering, but for moderate/low frequen-
cies, it can be sufficient. The oscillator signal equal to the IF around which the channel-select
filter is designed, cannot be generated in this manner, as it must be a fixed-frequency os-
cillator. Therefore, the generation of lower-frequency oscillators out of a unique synthesizer
cannot be extended in this case. This constraint comes from the fact that in heterodyne
receivers the channel selection is performed at a fixed IF, which once again proves to be both
the main strength and, as in this case, the main drawback of the heterodyne concept.
On the other hand, this topology only needs one power-hungry 330Ω driver between IRM
and the external channel-select filter. In the case quadrature demodulation is required, the
most sensible choice is to perform the complex mixing at the third and last down-conversion
by means of an additional mixer in quadrature with the one necessary in the case of final
real down-conversion. In this case, the power penalty involves an additional mixer, quadra-
ture components at BB and the quadrature generation at the fixed IF. Another possibility
consists of generating the quadrature at the second mixer stage of the Weaver IRM. That
option is much more power consuming as it requires doubling the receiver from the second
down-conversion onwards.
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Fig. 2.11: Heterodyne Weaver IR receiver alternatives.
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Weaver with 2 Down-conversion Stages

As illustrated in figure 2.11(b) on the facing page24, in this topology the IRM is responsible
for the down-conversion from RF to BB, where the first stage is channel-selective and the
second frequency-fixed. This saves one synthesizer or eventually, the digital divider and the
real-mixing down-converter. On the other hand, it requires two channel-select filters with
the corresponding 330Ω drivers. In this sense, it seems to be a more power-saving option, as
an additional buffer pays off the advantage of saving a mixer and a synthesizer. However, in
the case of SSB modulation where IQ outputs are required, both schemes require 6 mixers
and the power consumption comparison relies on a 330Ω buffer versus a synthesizer/digital
divider chain, where the choice is not so straightforward.

Hartley

Figures 2.12(a) and 2.12(b) on the next page25 propose two alternatives to merge the Hartley
IRM topology into the heterodyne architecture. The main difference relies on the use or not
of the quadrature outputs of the asymmetric polyphase filter in the case that quadrature
demodulation is mandatory. While the first solution makes use of both outputs and thus,
no quadrature oscillator is necessary at the second down-conversion stage, the second one
saves the additional quadrature buffer and external channel-select filter. In either case, one
synthesizer and one fixed-frequency PLL are required. The trade-off between both solutions
relies on the power consumption and cost of the additional buffer and filter compared to losses
in the quadrature generator of the second oscillator.

Table 2.5 on the following page summarizes the required number of mixers, output buffers
and external channel-select filters, frequency synthesizers and fixed-frequency PLL’s for the
proposed heterodyne IR topologies. The goal of this table is to provide the reader with an
overview of the number of most power-consuming building blocks of each IR architecture26.
It should be taken into account that under any of the proposed topologies base-band circuitry
is to be duplicated for SSB modulation schemes. In this sense, the impact of additional power
penalty of quadrature oscillator should also be considered.

2.2.2 Low-IF Architecture

This architecture does not profit the selectivity of preselect-filter and LNA due to an IF lower
than the whole signal bandwidth. This has two important implications. On the one hand,
given a practical achievable on-chip IR, the potential energy of the image signal becomes
a crucial criterion to go for or against this topology. Due to the IF lying typically in the
kHz-range, the image signal is usually an in-band interferer, whose maximal power level is
a known parameter27. On the other hand, the lack of IR from the antenna, pre-select filter
and LNA makes it indispensable for the receiver to rely on an integrated Hartley or Weaver
IRM topology28, as illustrated in figure 2.15 on page 2829.

24External components are drawn in red while circuitry for SSB demodulation is drawn in blue.
25External components are drawn in red while circuitry for SSB demodulation is drawn in blue.
26The actual choice for the most power-efficient receiver configuration strongly depends on the power con-

sumption of those building blocks, which may vary a lot depending on the requirements for the receiver.
27This is a clear benefit to estimate the need for IR of a receiver compared to heterodyne receivers, where

the image signal is an out-of-band interferer, whose maximum power level is not controlled.
28The reader should note that among all receiver architectures previously discussed, (dual-conversion) low-IF

is the only one that originally relies on an IR topology.
29External components are drawn in red while circuitry for SSB demodulation is drawn in blue.
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Fig. 2.12: Heterodyne Hartley IR receiver alternatives.

Table 2.5: Comparison of required number of main components of proposed IRM implemen-
tations within heterodyne architecture.

DSB Modulation

IRM Archi. Mixers Buffers-Filters Synthesizers PLL´s

Weaver 3D 5 1 1 or 2 1

Weaver 2D 4 2 1 1

Hartley (a) 3 2 1 1

Hartley (b) 3 1 1 1

SSB Modulation

IRM Archi. Mixers Buffers-Filters Synthesizers PLL´s

Weaver 3D 6 1 1 or 2 1

Weaver 2D 6 2 1 1

Hartley (a) 4 2 1 1

Hartley (b) 4 1 1 1
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Low-IF Hartley Image-reject Receiver

As shown in figure 2.15(a) on page 2830, the image suppression is performed in the ana-
log domain by means of an asymmetric polyphase band-pass filter centered at the IF. This
polyphase filter is also responsible for channel selection prior to sampling. Due to the fact
that the image signal is canceled in the analog domain, the dynamic range requirement for
the ADC is equal to that of an ADC in a homodyne receiver (digital applications require
around 6-8 bits while high quality continuous-time applications require around 10 bits). The
main drawback of this approach relies on the non-zero IF, which in principle requires higher
power consumption due to higher sampling frequency compared to homodyne.
However, this problem can be circumvented by choosing the IF equal to the fS. In this way,
the sampling automatically performs the down-conversion to base-band. In this sense, the
ADC does not need more power than its counterpart in a homodyne receiver with the same
fS. This prevents the increase in power due to the increase in fS, but it implies other side
problems, such as the need for an extreme sharp low-pass filter in the digital domain for
such closely located sampling replicas or the addition of the DC offset to the signal prior to
demodulation31.

Compared to the heterodyne architecture, though, having such a low fixed IF channel-
select filter enables a unique analog down-conversion, which, in principle, calls for a Hartley
IRM as the most power efficient fully analog solution to handle on-chip IR (see figure 2.15(a)
on page 28).
The fact of having an IF in the order of some kHz makes the influence of parasitics on the
asymmetric polyphase filter required in the Hartley architecture negligible. However, being
a purely passive structure, such a low cut-off frequency demands prohibitively large passive
devices, making the use of a passive polyphase filter (PPF) unfeasible for low-IF topologies.
As proposed in [60], conventional real low-pass filters can be frequency shifted into complex
band-pass filters. Figure 2.13 illustrates this conversion in the case of a simple passive first-
order resistor-capacitor (RC) low-pass filter. Nevertheless, this conversion can be performed
with any order, low-pass topology and circuit-level implementation. Equation 2.1 shows the
transfer function of real LPF and complex BPF:

HLPF (j · ω) = 1
1+j·ω/ωo =⇒ HBPF (j · ω) =

= HLPF (j · ω − j · ωc) = 1
1+j·ω/ωo−j·ωc/ωo

(2.1)

It is important to note that this frequency translation is not possible by means of a
real filter. The polynomial denominator of a real filter is real, and therefore, all poles are
either real or complex conjugates (complex poles). Such a frequency translation involves
asymmetric placement of the poles with regard to the real axis by ωc (see figure 2.13(b) on
the next page). This pole configuration can only be possible in a complex filter through
constructive (positive frequencies) and destructive (negative frequencies) addition of signals
of in-phase and quadrature real filters, in the same manner as it takes place in a passive
asymmetric polyphase filter.

30In this particular case, the additional circuitry for SSB demodulation can be substituted by quadrature
extraction in digital domain.

31The same effect can be achieved by choosing fS twice the IF by inverting every second sample, as this
corresponds to sampling with a sine or cosine of half the sampling frequency.
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Fig. 2.13: Generation of first order complex band-pass filter out of real low-pass filter.

Although these structures are active filters, they resemble passive PPF in the sense that
the higher the order of the filter, the better the achievable IR is. The reason, however, is quite
different. While higher order in passive PPF makes their transfer function around the cut-off
frequency shallower, and therefore, less sensitive to process spread, higher order in active
complex BPF makes the transfer function around the center frequency steeper. However, in
either case, the effect helps for larger IR32.
The use of this kind of complex filter has the obvious advantage of combining both function-
alities, the asymmetric response of passive PPF and the selective character of real channel-
select BPF. This combination saves the need for external components and corresponding
output buffers. On the other hand, it must be clear, that this technique is feasible only
because the IF is very low. As the IF increases, the power consumption of the operational
amplifier (OPAMP) increases and the order required to achieve certain selectivity at a higher
center frequency also increases. For a particular technology and overall receiver specifica-
tions, there is a trade-off frequency for which the second stage of the Hartley architecture is
implemented more power-efficiently with one or the other complex filtering technique.

Low-IF Weaver Image-reject Receiver

Figure 2.15(b) on page 28 shows an alternative implementation of a low-IF receiver. In this
case, channel selection is performed by means of a real band-pass filter. The main consequence
is that both, image and wanted signals are selected. Thus, an auxiliary quadrature down-
conversion in the digital domain is required in order to cancel out the image signal.
In principle, digital multipliers are rather complex building blocks which require a large
number of bits to multiply with accuracy with a digitally generated sinusoidal oscillator
signal33. However one particular choice of the fS and the IF enables to greatly simplify the
complexity of this digital quadrature mixing stage. As shown in formula 2.2 and illustrated
in figure 2.14 on the facing page, by choosing the ADC sampling frequency exactly four times
the IF, the digital sinusoidal generation is just a sequence of alternating inverted samples of
half the fS.

cos (2πfIF t) = cos
(

2π fs4 t
)
−−−−→
digital

cos
[
π
2n
]

sin (2πfIF t) = sin
(

2π fs4 t
)
−−−−→
digital

sin
[
π
2n
] (2.2)

32This effect is more determinant as the ωc
ωo

ratio is smaller in complex BPF.
33In-phase and quadrature LO signals can be generated from a read only memory (ROM) look-up table.
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Thus, a cosine wave of frequency fIF sampled at 4 · fIF yields the {...+1,0,-1,0,...} se-
quence while a sine wave of frequency fIF sampled at 4 · fIF the {...0,+1,0,-1...} sequence.
Consequently, frequency translation to BB can be achieved by simply deinterleaving each
of the ADC outputs into two data streams, and then, toggling the sign of every other data
sample. In this manner, the digital hardware becomes trivial, eliminating the need for mul-
tipliers as well as circuits to generate the digital in-phase and quadrature LO signals [92].
Furthermore, the fact of having a zero for every other sample after multiplication eases the
implementation of the finite impulse response (FIR) low-pass filter required after mixing.

π
2 n
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4310 2 5 6 n

π
2 n
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cos [         ]
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Fig. 2.14: Quadrature LO signals for fs = 4 · fIF.

Compared to the implementation described in § 2.2.2 on page 25, the Weaver topology
requires a higher sampling rate, which increases the power consumption. Nevertheless, the
main increase in power compared to the previous implementation comes from the larger
number of required bits. The resulting higher dynamic range is necessary to sample both the
signal together with the image signal, as the last is to be canceled out in the digital domain.
Due to the fact that in the low-IF architecture the image can be larger than the wanted
signal, the higher the image, the more additional bits are required. For an image signal in the
range of 20-30 dB higher than the wanted signal, 4-5 extra bits are required for the ADC to
capture it and cancel it out in the digital domain [60]. In this sense, frequency plan plays a
particularly important role so that the incoming image energy is as small as possible. This is
best achieved by choosing the image frequency between two transmitter signals. On the other
hand, the IRR achievable with this topology tends to be better than that with the previous
topology thanks to the inherent digital precision for quadrature generation. Furthermore, the
fact that the last mixing stage takes place in digital domain eases the implementation of the
DSP-based algorithms for correction of quadrature accuracy, such as in [93, 94]34.

Although one unique down-conversion stage calls for a Hartley architecture, the Weaver
architecture can also present one unique analog complex mixing stage providing the second
complex mixing stage is digitally implemented, as shown in figure 2.15(b) on the following
page. As it happens in the case of the Hartley architecture, the fact of having such a low
IF enables the integration of a not so power-hungry high-selective real BPF and the second

34This last measure does not alleviate the requirements in terms of dynamic range for the ADC.
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Fig. 2.15: Low-IF IR receiver alternatives.

mixing stage can also be digitally implemented, which becomes less and less feasible as the
IF increases. In this implementation, you benefit from the inherent precision of the digitally
implemented quadrature down-conversion, while suffers higher dynamic range (DR) require-
ments for the ADC as the image signal (which can be much larger than the desired signal)
must also be captured.
If one considers both IRM topologies within the heterodyne and the low-IF architectures,
it becomes quite evident that the lower IF enables substantial power saving within the IR
architectures. On the one hand, the Hartley architecture benefits from the integration of
the channel-select functionality and the combination of asymmetric response into band-pass
filtering. On the other hand, the Weaver architecture integrates the channel-select functional-
ity through real band-pass filtering and second complex mixing becomes digital. This higher
degree of integrability and reduced power consumption calls clearly for low-IF IR topologies.
The drawback that counterbalances the choice is the increased IR requirement, being a deter-
mining factor to choose between these two receiver architectures, as pre-select filter and LNA
together provide typically around 50-60 dB of IRR. If such a high additional IR requirement
is to be fulfilled by the IR topology, the precision in terms of mismatch increases consider-
ably, where the same overall IR may not be achieved by the low-IF architecture compared to
heterodyne. Nonetheless, due to an IF typically in the kHz-range, the image signal is usually
an in-band interferer, whose maximal power level is a known parameter.

Another question that arises from the discussion on IR requirements on low-IF topologies
is which approach grants better IR performance for a certain power consumption. As the
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requirements for the first complex mixing stage in terms of RF and LO frequency are the
same, the main comparison centers at the second stage where complex BPF competes with
digital complex mixing. At this point, it is quite clear, that IR of the first is limited by
cross-talk from negative into positive frequencies due to mismatches between in-phase and
quadrature real filters and the inter-filter cross-coupling circuitry necessary to achieve the
asymmetric response of the complex filter. The second, however, is mismatch-free and thus,
the achievable IRR by the second is superior. However, the increased DR requirement of the
ADC is the limiting factor for the IR achievable by this topology, and not the quadrature
precision. While the IR achievable by the Hartley topology is not dependant on the magnitude
of the image energy, that of the Weaver is indeed dependant. In this sense, the larger the
IR requirement is, the more power must be invested in the ADC so that the precision of the
digital complex mixing is not disturbed by a coarse capture of the large image signal due to
insufficient number of bits. On the contrary, the IR of the Hartley implementation is not
dependant on the magnitude of the image energy, but is limited by purely analog mismatch.
Another drawback of the Weaver approach relies on the need for quadrature components
all along the analog chain regardless of the type of modulation scheme, while the Hartley
architecture can save one of the branches after the complex BPF. Thus, in the case of DSB
demodulation, and SSB if quadrature separation is performed in digital domain, Hartley is
potentially more power-saving.

2.2.3 Wide-band Indirect-conversion Architecture

As an attempt to alleviate the problem of DC offset and flicker noise of the down-converter
in the dicon architecture, wide-band indirect conversion reintroduces the solved problem of
IR due to multiple down-conversion. This very fact makes the IR problem less severe in this
topology as it is in its closely competing low-IF architecture, as multiple down-conversion
enables to profit from IR at the RF section, like in heterodyne receivers. On the other hand,
it shares the power-saving integrated channel selection of low-IF. However, two important dif-
ferences lie between these two topologies. First, indicon receivers perform channel selection
at base-band, thus, by means of low-pass filters, which require lower order, and therefore, less
power consumption than their band-pass counterparts for a given performance (whatever the
type of BPF, either real or complex). Second, channel-select filtering is not bound to IR per-
formance in indicon architecture, while it is indeed part of the IR architecture in the low-IF
architecture, both in the Weaver and Hartley topologies. In other words, mismatch problems
at the channel-selection in the indicon architecture are quite irrelevant for IR performance,
while they are a killing factor in the case of the band-pass filters of the low-IF architecture,
especially in the Hartley architecture, where channel selection and IR are performed by the
same complex BPF.
Thus, although the IR problem comes back to stage when implementing dicon with multiple
down-conversion stages, it benefits from the IR of the RF section as in heterodyne receivers
and it enables low-power on-chip channel-selection as in the low-IF architecture, with the
additional benefit that the analog mismatch of this filtering stage does not degrade IR per-
formance. Therefore, this architecture can be considered as the best one suited for low-power
integrated IR35, without weighing other parameters, such as DC offset or flicker noise.
Like in the case of heterodyne receivers, the choice of IF imposes a determining trade-off in
indicon topologies. Nevertheless, the trade-off is not constrained by IR performance on the

35Dicon is not considered, as image problem is limited to the opposite sideband of the desired signal.
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one side and quality of channel filtering on the other side (see figure 2.3 on page 8), but by
IR and flicker noise of the IF mixer (flicker noise is proportional to fLO2) [68], which sets
the limit for a desired high IF for maximum pre-selection of image energy at the RF section.
From another point of view, the choice of the IF also influences the IR depending on the IRM
topology chosen, as the influence of cut-off frequency on the mismatches of the PPF is bigger
in the case of Hartley than in Weaver, as the PPF at the IF lies in the signal path, and the
gain mismatches have a greater influence there than in the LO2 path.
Figure 2.16 illustrates Weaver and Hartley implementations within the wide-band indirect-
conversion architecture36.
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Fig. 2.16: Wide-band indirect-conversion IR receiver alternatives.

As further explained in [95], the Weaver architecture fits a priori better than the Hartley
into indicon as it consists of the required two down-conversion stages and saves the losses of
the passive complex filtering in the signal path, while the original Hartley architecture must
be completed with two additional mixers to bring the signal to base-band.

36External components are drawn in red while circuitry for SSB demodulation is drawn in blue.
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However, the Hartley IRM seems to be better suited for SSB demodulation as the polyphase
filter after down-conversion provides these four outputs, while the Weaver IRM needs two
additional mixers at the second down-conversion stage. Thus, the election of the most power-
saving scheme for IR is not straightforward, moreover, if isolating buffers in the case of the
Hartley architecture between first mixer stage and PPF are considered. Thus, the Weaver
configuration is potentially better suited in case double sideband (DSB) demodulation is
employed and the Hartley topology in the case SSB is required.

The wide-band IF architecture illustrated in figure 2.17 can be considered as a particular
case of a wide-band indirect conversion receiver based on a Weaver IRM and was first pre-
sented in [96]. This receiver architecture enables a degree of integration and a flexibility to
operate with multiple communication standards comparable to that of the homodyne receiver.
The fact that it relies typically on the more flexible Weaver IRM topology is bound to the
flexibility to down-convert multiple communication standards. This topology down-converts
all potential channels to base-band in two stages, as it takes place in the conventional indirect
conversion architecture (see 2.1.5 on page 16).
Nevertheless, in this case, the first higher frequency LO1 is generated by a single frequency
PLL while the lower frequency LO2 operates as a channel-select frequency synthesizer. De-
spite the similarity with the superheterodyne or wide-band indirect conversion architectures
in terms of down-conversion stages, it is important to point out the difference in the way the
channel selection is performed. In the superheterodyne architecture, channel selection is per-
formed by LO1 and channel filtering at the IF. In the indirect conversion architecture, channel
selection is performed simultaneously by multiple LO’s and channel filtering at base-band.
In the wide-band IF architecture, channel selection is performed by only LO2 and channel
filtering at base-band37. As it happens in the case of the homodyne and indirect conversion
receivers, the channel filtering at base-band enables on-chip digitally-programmable filter im-
plementations, which makes possible more multi-standard-capable receiver features [96]. In
other words, the base-band filtering helps for integrability and multi-standard operation.
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Fig. 2.17: Wide-band IF IR receiver.

37This property gives the name to the architecture as LO1 translates all of the receiver channels, maintaining
a large bandwidth signal at IF.
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As explained in § 2.1.5 on page 16, this topology shares the advantage with indirect-
conversion of preventing retransmission of LO power and the derived time-varying DC offset.
Although fLO2 = IF, the offset which results at base-band from self-mixing is relatively con-
stant and may be canceled using one of the proposed methods described in [34, 35]. On
the other hand, the wide-band down-conversion in two stages with a unique-frequency PLL
for the high frequency LO1 and a channel-select synthesizer for low frequency LO2 helps for
integrability compared to the homodyne receiver:

+ Unique-frequency pll: Several techniques can be applied which allow the realization
of low phase noise in the LO output with low-Q on-chip components. The most common
technique is using a PLL with large loop bandwidth, which presents the drawback of
rather coarse frequency resolution, what becomes irrelevant in the case of LO1 as the
frequency is unique. On the other hand, being the LO at the highest frequency, it suffers
from higher phase noise in the case of a fully integrated VCO. However, the large loop
bandwidth filters the in-band phase noise of the VCO. In this way, low phase noise LO1

can be implemented with low-Q integrated spirals, as shown in 2.18(a) on the facing
page. Implementations of this technique can be found in [97, 98, 99]. It is important
to note, that VCO phase noise is dominant in this case over phase noise coming from
the phase-frequency detector of the digital divider, because increasing loop bandwidth
increases indeed the noise coming out of these other in-band noise sources.

+ Channel-select synthesizer: Operating at a much lower frequency compared to
homodyne implementations, the channel-select frequency synthesizer of this topology
presents less in-band phase noise due to lower divider ratio of the pulse-swallow digital
divider, and therefore, less contribution of the phase noise coming from the reference
crystal oscillator, phase-frequency detector and divider circuits. Moreover, a lower
divider ratio implies a reduction in spurious tones generated by the PLL [100, 101].
However, the required frequency resolution limits to a small loop bandwidth, which
involves rather long settling time and a larger amount of unfiltered out-of-band phase
noise coming from the VCO. Nevertheless, thanks to the low frequency of LO2, the
out-of-band phase noise dominated by the VCO is not so large, as illustrated in 2.18(b)
on the next page.
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2.2.4 Double-conversion low-IF Architecture

At first sight, double-conversion low-IF architecture shares the image rejection requirements
of wide-band indirect conversion thanks to double conversion, which alleviates the IR re-
quirement for the IR mixer. However, the fact of dealing with two down-conversion stages
brings the problem of second image (IM2) onto stage. The question is why this energy is
to be considered in this topology, and is not a concern in indirect conversion. The answer
is simple: as in homodyne receivers, image is the opposite sideband of the carrier itself, in
indirect conversion receivers the second image is the opposite sideband of the carrier as well.
On the other hand, the fact of having a slightly different LO2 from IF1 involves having to deal
with IM2 energy different from the carrier. Moreover, due to the low IF2, IM2 becomes even
more problematic than IM as it is not filtered by the pre-selection filter and LNA. Further-
more, this signal is amplified quite the same as it is the desired signal. Thus, additionally to
the conventional image-rejection mechanism, an additional image-rejection mixer must be in
charge of getting rid of IM2. In other words, this topology requires that both down-conversion
stages are image-rejection mixers. Thus, this architecture lends itself to be implemented into
the second down-conversion stage in the same way as the conventional low-IF topology in
order to reject IM2, while the first down-conversion is in charge of rejecting IM by means of
a Hartley image-rejection mixer. Both alternatives are illustrated in figure 2.19:
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2.3 CMOS Mixer Topologies

2.3.1 Introduction

Mixing is the use of analog two-signal multiplication in order to achieve frequency transla-
tion. An analog multiplier responds linearly from both input ports. Nevertheless, the linear
product of two inputs is rarely required in frequency translation. In this sense, practical
radio-frequency (RF) mixers are not analog multipliers, but carefully-optimized frequency-
translation devices. When applied to receivers, the down-conversion mixer is used to convert
the RF signal down to an intermediate frequency (IF) by mixing the RF signal from the
low-noise amplifier (LNA) with the local oscillator (LO), as shown in figure 2.20.
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Fig. 2.20: Frequency translation at a down-conversion mixer.

Mixers perform frequency conversion by using nonlinear elements in time-varying circuits.
In practical terms, this translates to the frequency conversion performed by signal multipli-
cation by highly nonlinear switches. As a result, in addition to magnitude changes and phase
shifts as in a linear system, signals and noise also undergo frequency shifts in a time-varying
nonlinear system. The most important parameters to measure the performance of a mixer
are conversion gain, linearity, noise, port-to-port isolation and power consumption.

2.3.2 Performance parameters

In this section, the most relevant performance parameters used to characterize mixers are
briefly explained and their most relevant or confusing aspects clarified.

Conversion Gain

Conversion gain can be defined in terms of voltage or power. The voltage conversion gain
(VCG) of a mixer is defined as the ratio of the root mean square (RMS) voltage of the IF
signal to the RMS voltage of the RF signal. It is important to bear in mind that these two
signals lie around two different frequencies. VCG can be measured by applying a sinusoid
at ωRF and examining the amplitude of the down-converted component at ωIF. The power
conversion gain (PCG) of a mixer is defined as the IF power delivered to the load divided by
the available RF power from the source.
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As seen in figure 2.21, the power available at the mixer input,
PI, and the power delivered to the load, PO, are given by:

PI = v2
I/ZI =

(
vS · ZI
ZS + ZI

)2

/ZI PO = v2
L/ZL (2.3)

where vS and ZS, vI and ZI, and vL and ZL represent the RMS
value of the voltage and impedance of the power source, mixer input
port and mixer load, respectively. From this expression, we can
deduce the power conversion gain of the mixer, PCG:

PCG =
PO
PI

=
(
vL
vS

)2

· (ZS + ZI)
2

ZI · ZL
(2.4)

Assuming real impedances38, for instance 50 Ω, only if the condition ZS = ZI = ZL is
satisfied, the value of power conversion gain corresponds to the value of voltage conversion
gain, when both are expressed in decibels:

PCGcdB = 10 · log
(

vL
2 · vI

)2

· 4 · Z2

Z2
= 20 · log

(
vL
vI

)
= V CGcdB (2.5)

However, these three impedances are rarely equal when the components around the mixer,
such as the LNA or the LPF, are also integrated and directly connected to the mixer on-chip,
as the design goal is to maximize voltage gain, and not power gain. Therefore, if not explicitly
stated, the term can lead to confusion, above all in calculating the overall noise, linearity and
gain of a cascade of stages employing a mixer39.

Linearity

The linearity of a mixer is quantified in terms of 1-db compression point (1dBCP) or P−1dB,
intermodulation distortion (IMD) or intercept point (IP).
As shown in figure 2.22(a) on page 3840, P−1dB represents the power level that causes the
mixer to deviate from its linear magnitude response by 1 dB due to the compressive influence
of the higher-order harmonics generated by the mixer non-linearities. This parameter captures
the influence of all higher-order harmonics on this saturating effect. P−1dB can be input- or
output-referred depending on which port is used to determine the point. An important factor
to keep in mind is the fact that the compressive response with increasing input power can be
caused either by the signal power itself or by the much larger power of an interfering signal
(known as blocker). In the latter case, the blocker drives the mixer into saturation inducing
a reduced conversion gain of the much smaller desired signal. This overloading reduces the
DR and is usually the dominant factor which sets the requirements for linearity of the mixer.
When two signals with different frequencies are applied at the input port of the mixer, the
output port exhibits some components, known as intermodulation products (IM) that are not
harmonics of the input frequencies. These side-tones arise from the mixing of the two signals

38Without any loss of generality.
39In this work, if not otherwise stated, when referred to conversion gain, VCG is meant.
40POUT only refers to the output power of the corresponding harmonic, not to the total output power.
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when their sum is raised to a power grater than unity. Of particular interest are the third-
order and second-order IM products (IM3 and IM2), which lie at 2 · ω1 − ω2 and 2 · ω2 − ω1,
and ω1 − ω2 and ω1 + ω2 respectively, as illustrated in figure 2.22(b) on the following page.
When the frequency offset between ω1 and ω2 is small, the IM products may not be filtered by
the LPF following the mixer. The worst case occurs when these two frequencies correspond
to the frequencies of two adjacent channels of a desired band to be received and the IM3

products fall onto the desired channel at the mixer output. These channels can be larger
than the desired one, and their corresponding IM3 products significantly corrupt the SNR of
the channel carrying the information. It is important to note, that IM3 captures all odd-order
nonlinearities of the mixer. At low input power level, the IM3 product is dominated by the
third-order nonlinearity. As the input power increases, higher-order nonlinearities become
more important [102]. IM2 is relevant for homodyne and low-IF receivers, where the lower
IM2 product can potentially fall directly onto the signal. As depicted in figure 2.22(b) on the
next page, IM is expressed in dBc, where c means with respect to the output power of either
tone at the RF port. The magnitude of IM, if used as a measure of mixer linearity, must be
expressed in conjunction with the input power level of either tone, as IM, by itself, does not
fully characterize the nonlinear behavior of a mixer.
Like IM, IP is measured in a two-tone test. The range of power of the two tones, however,
is chosen small enough so that higher-order nonlinear terms are negligible and the gain of
the mixer is linear with input power and IM terms are dominated by third-order or second-
order nonlinearities, and thus, are proportional to the cube or to the square of the input
power, respectively. As shown in figure 2.22(c) on the following page, IP is defined as the
intersection of the linear extrapolations of the mixer gain and corresponding IM tones, and
as in the case of P−1dB, it can be either input- or output-referred. In contrast to IM, IP
is a unique magnitude that, by itself, can serve as a means of comparing the linearity of
different mixers. The numerical value of the IP3 is not directly related to that of the P−1dB

because IP3 measures the small-signal nonlinearity which is dominated by the third-order
nonlinearity, whereas P−1dB measures the large-signal nonlinearity which includes all odd-
order nonlinearities.

Noise Figure

The noise figure (NF) of a mixer is defined as the ratio of the SNR at the input of the mixer to
the SNR at the output of the mixer expressed in 10·log scale. In other words, NF is a measure
of how much the SNR degrades as the signal passes through the mixer. The noise of mixers
is classified in terms of single-sideband (SSB) or double-sideband (DSB) noise, depending on
the type of down-conversion they perform.
As illustrated in figure 2.23 on page 39, if it mixes down to a non-zero IF (as in the case of
heterodyne, wide-band IF and low-IF receivers), both the noise at the signal sideband and
the image sideband around the LO and its harmonics41 contribute to degrade the SNR at
the IF (figure 2.23(a) on page 39). However, if it mixes down directly to zero frequency (as
in the case of homodyne receivers), the image sideband lies at the same frequency band as
the signal, and only the noise at this unique frequency band and its harmonics contribute to
degrade SNR at base-band (figure 2.23(b) on page 39). The first is called SSB noise because
only one of the sidebands of the LO carries information, while the latter is called DSB noise

41LO driving signal is usually not sinusoidal. Nevertheless, the effect of LO harmonics on NF is often
negligible due to limited RF input bandwidth of the mixer and the small magnitude of higher-order harmonics.
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Fig. 2.22: Linearity performance metrics.

because the information lies at both sidebands of the LO. It is evident that if the noise at
both sidebands is equal, SSB noise figure is 3 dB higher than the DSB noise figure. From all
types of noise contributions in a mixer, flicker noise (also known as 1/f -noise) is especially
important in down-conversion mixers that frequency translate into base-band or to a few-kHz
IF. This problem aggravates if such mixers are implemented in CMOS technology. Although
there is no unifying mechanism for flicker noise, measurement on CMOS device shows that it
has much higher flicker noise than bipolar device (bulk device), possibly due to the random
trapping in the oxide-silicon conduction of CMOS [103].

Port-to-port isolation

As explained in § 2.1.3 on page 13, the isolation between the RF and LO ports of the mixer
is a key element to prevent both, LO radiation that corrupts the desired signals of other RF
systems and time-varying DC offset due to self-mixing. This issue becomes especially impor-
tant in low-IF and homodyne receivers, where the radiation is a strong in-band interferer. In
such cases, the reverse isolation of the LNA plays an important role.
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LO-IF feed-through is also important because a large LO tone at the IF can saturate the IF
port of the mixer and worsen its linearity, thus, acting as a blocking signal and desensitiz-
ing the following stage. RF-IF feed-through is relevant in terms of even-order distortion in
homodyne receivers.

Power consumption

Power consumption of the mixer must be optimized in conjunction with that of other sur-
rounding building blocks, in order not to increase their power consumption more than the
power savings of the mixer. For instance, a noisy mixer demands excessive gain and power
from the LNA, which in turn, increases the linearity requirements of the mixer. This requires
more power from the mixer. Another interface to pay attention to is the LO port. The need
for a very large LO driving signal to improve conversion gain may take more additional power
at the buffer driving the LO port of the mixer than the additional power needed to improve
the conversion gain with a less demanding LO drive.

2.3.3 Mixer Topologies

In this section, the most characteristic properties of different topologies of mixers are pre-
sented.

Diode-Ring Mixer

The diode-ring mixer has been the most common mixer topology for high-performance ap-
plications. As shown in figure 2.24(a) on the next page, the diodes, which are usually silicon
junction or Schottky-barrier types, provide the essential switching action. The diodes act
as change-over switches driven hard into forward conduction by the LO drive, which must
significantly exceed the largest RF signal applied, since such signals will de-bias the diodes
when in antiphase to the LO current in the diode. Usually employed to frequency convert
large signals, the LO drive levels are very high42, so that the diode conduction is high enough
to prevent excessive spurious nonlinearity.
From the practical point of view, the three ports (RF, LO and IF) present a highly non-
linear behavior, which together with the large input signals make it difficult to control the

42Sometimes a significant fraction of one watt.
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impedances, and as a result, to perform an accurate impedance matching. Capacitive and
substrate coupling together with the large LO drive create significant LO power at the RF
port. In addition to the inherent loss of such a passive mixer topology, junction resistance,
losses in the transformers and mismatches at all three ports raise the losses to typically 6-9
dB, while LO port isolation lies around 25 dB for moderate frequencies of a few MHz.

MOS-Ring Mixer

As depicted in figure 2.24(b), this mixer topology may be regarded as an evolution of the
diode-ring mixer described in § 2.3.3 on the previous page, where the switching function
is performed by MOS transistors instead of by diodes43. The concepts underlying for this
substitution are:

+ Being a triterminal device, the MOS switch accommodates the RF, LO and IF ports
without the need for transformers, like in figure 2.24(a), which are not amenable for
integration.

+ Eliminate the fundamental distortion caused in the diode-ring mixer by the inherent
(exponential) nonlinearities of junction diodes, whose incremental resistance varies in-
versely with the instantaneous signal current. The currents flowing through the diodes
are high in order to diminish the nonlinear response.

+ Reduce the LO driving power. The LO voltage may even be higher, but the currents
involved are significantly lower.

Therefore, the key improvement lies at the fact that the channel resistance of a large
MOS driven hard into triode can be as low as the dynamic resistance of a diode at moderate
current level. Thus, the MOS-ring mixer achieves similar conversion gain and noise levels,
but without any current flow in the channel, and it is more constant than that of the diodes
when signal current flows, resulting in lower intermodulation.
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(a) Common diode-ring mixer.
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(b) Common MOS-ring mixer.

Fig. 2.24: Most common ring mixer topologies.

43Other type of transistors, such as JFET of GaAs MESFET’s, can also be used.
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Sub-sampling Mixer

Another interesting passive topology derives from the fact that a track and hold (T/H) is
itself a mixer. Compared to the two types of switching mixers explained in the previous
sections, these are the basic properties of this type of mixer:

+ The LO drive is not driven by a 50% duty-cycle rectangular wave or a large sinusoidal
signal trying to approach sharp zero-crossing transitions, but by a very narrow strobe
pulse. Reduced to the essentials, this conversion transforms the MOS switch into a
zero-order sampling gate, when followed by a storage capacitor. This sampling LO
produces discrete-time IF outputs instead of sinusoidal outputs.

+ The mixing phenomenon is not performed between the RF signal and the LO funda-
mental, but with one of its high-order harmonics (this gives the name of subsampling
instead of sampling). The key underlying point is that the sampling frequency is much
lower and this reduces the capacitive loading to the preceding buffer which has to pro-
vide a rectangular narrow pulse. Furthermore, the fact that the LO fundamental lies
quite away from the RF signal makes it very desirable for direct-conversion receivers,
where LO feed-through to the antenna is a main concern.

+ Absolute jitter σ(T) in subsampling clock reciprocally mixes into additive noise at down-
converted spectrum. This noise in a subsampling clock or in LO port of a conventional
mixer results in same additive noise. However, the reduction in fS in the first relaxes
the noise introduced by clock jitter. Furthermore, the low-frequency crystal reference
used to derive LO frequency in a frequency-multiplying PLL presents very low jitter
and may directly drive subsampling clock without introducing additional noise.

+ The main drawback of the subsampling approach compared to conventional mixing re-
lies on larger noise folding to the output IF spectrum. As previously explained and
illustrated in figure 2.23 on page 39, not only do the side-bands around the LO fun-
damental contribute noise to the IF output, but also side-bands around the high-order
LO harmonics. The difference between the conventional mixer and the subsampling
mixer in this sense lies at the RF input bandwidth. In the case of the conventional
mixer, the LO frequency lies close or is equal to the RF input bandwidth. Thus, the
noise around high-order LO harmonics will be down-converted with high conversion
loss. As a result, the contribution of this harmonics to the total noise is quite low. On
the contrary, the input RF bandwidth of the T/H is much higher than the sampling
frequency, and therefore, the noise around all the harmonics of the sampling frequency
within this RF bandwidth will contribute noise at the output with low conversion loss,
as shown in figure 2.25 on the next page44. Thus, the ratio of RF bandwidth and half
the sampling frequency determines a basic trade-off between noise folding on one side,
and jitter and power consumption on the other.

As implemented in [104], the subsampling mixer is commonly used in CMOS embedded in
a closed-loop using OPAMP’s to attain high linearity and to cancel charge feed-through from
MOS switches. This kind of mixer is an interesting alternative to conventional passive mixers
in spread-spectrum systems where high linearity is required due to the distortion caused by
narrow-band interferers.

44The equal height of the harmonics of fS represents the quite constant conversion loss of the sampler within
the RF bandwidth, in contrast to the increasing losses with frequency in figure 2.23(b) on page 39.
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Gilbert Mixer

This mixer topology was developed by Barrie Gilbert as a current-commutating mixer topol-
ogy in bipolar technology. However, unlike other mixer structures, such as the dual-gate mixer
explained in § 2.3.3 on page 45, this topology is amenable for integration in other technologies
like CMOS or gallium arsenide (GaAs) metal-semiconductor field effect transistor (MESFET)
or heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT). Traditionally, this mixer type is widely used in
active RF systems because it can provide positive conversion gain that reduces the impact of
noise from subsequent stages, in contrast to the previously presented passive mixers, that are
more used in microwave and base-station circuits due to their superior linearity and speed.
As shown in figure 2.26 on the facing page, this topology can be implemented as a single-
balanced (2.26(a)) or double-balanced (2.26(b)) mixer. In either topology, the mixer consists
of three main building blocks:

+ RF section: This transconductance stage converts the RF voltage into RF current
providing the gain to compensate for the losses of the LO section. The linearity of
this voltage-to-current (V − I) conversion is the main responsible factor for the limited
linearity of this type of mixers compared to passive mixers. In CMOS implementations,
the linearity of the MOS transistors is fairly acceptable and controlled by the form
factor of the transistors and the overdrive voltage (VOD=VGS-VTH). In bipolar imple-
mentations, though, the highly-nonlinear V-I conversion requires of special techniques
to enhance the linearity of this stage, being the most important problem in bipolar mix-
ers. Emitter degeneration is the most common solution. Nevertheless, this technique
imposes severe trade-offs between the linearity improvement with increasing degenera-
tion and the consequent loss in VCG and increased NF45. In order to circumvent this
problem, new bipolar mixer topologies have been developed that include a modified
RF section to improve linearity without having to pay a high price in terms of gain
and noise. The multi-tanh principle based on multiple carefully scaled RF sections and
the micromixer based on a class AB RF section developed by Barrie Gilbert are clear
aims at improving the intrinsic poor input linear range of the bipolar transconductors
without incurring in large noise and gain penalty46.

45Where the frequency range and the technology allow it, inductive instead of resistive degeneration intro-
duces less noise and delivers slightly better linear performance for a given current and impedance.

46A detailed analysis of specific bipolar mixer topologies is beyond the scope of this work.
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+ LO section: This switching stage commutes the RF current arriving from the transcon-
ductor into IF current by modulating the RF current with the driving LO voltage. This
stage is the one that actually performs the frequency translation, which is performed
by commuting current and not voltage, as it happens in the passive MOS-ring mixer.
Comparing technologies, the MOS switch typically requires much greater swings to
experience complete switching than does its bipolar counterpart.

+ IF section: This section comprises the load of the mixer where the IF current is
converted into output IF voltage. If large conversion gain is demanded, active load
is also used, usually in the form of p-channel metal oxide semiconductor field effect
transistor (PMOS), which presents less flicker noise than n-channel metal oxide semi-
conductor field effect transistor (NMOS). However, the capacitive loading of PMOS
transistors limits the bandwidth at the output, together with the need for a common-
mode feedback to keep the operating point of the load transistors. Another interesting
choice is to use a resonant load as it is common practice in LNA’s, fundamentally to
increase the available headroom for the mixer. This technique also helps to reduce the
feed-through problematic. However, the large inductors required at moderate or low
IF frequencies and the bad quality factor of such inductors in an integrated form quite
limit their use as resonant load.
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Fig. 2.26: Single- and double-balanced Gilbert mixer.
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The single-balanced topology requires less current than the double-balance counterpart
for the same gm and linear performance. In addition, this simple topology introduces less
input-referred noise because it consists of less noise contributors. In receivers where mixer
RF port is connected to a single-ended LNA, or external IR filter, which are typically single-
ended terminated, this topology is the natural choice.
Nevertheless, the single-ended topology suffers from LO-IF and RF-IF feed-through. A work-
around to still use the single-ended version and avoid the problems derived from these high-
frequency spurious at the IF output is to implement a LPF at the IF section. However, IF
must be significantly lower than RF so that feed-through isolation does not also suppress
the desired signal at IF. RF-IF feed-through (also known as direct feed-through) is ideally
canceled if the output is sensed differentially. In the case of homodyne receivers, this becomes
indispensable so that the low-frequency beat or demodulated signals created by the even-order
distortion in the RF path do not corrupt the down-converted spectrum.
However, differential sensing of the IF output in the single-balanced mixer does not cancel
out the LO-IF feed-through. This is only achieved if a double-balanced mixer is implemented,
because the LO signal coupled to the IF output of the switches whose output currents add
up at the load have opposite sign, thus providing a first-order cancelation. In fact, this
robustness against feed-through is the main benefit of the double-balanced with respect to
the single-balanced mixer. Though ideally zero, the feed-through exists indeed in real double-
balanced mixers due to mismatch-induced asymmetries as well as unbalanced duty cycle of
the LO drive.
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Dual-Gate Mixer

The dual-gate device is a cascode connection of two equal-width, single-gate field-effect tran-
sistors, as illustrated in figure 2.27(a). This configuration is well suited to MOS technology
since the drain and source of the two FET’s can be shared, thus reducing capacitance at
this floating node [105].VG2S2 controls the current through the upper MOSFET while VG1S1

controls the current through the lower one. VG2 together with the condition that the current
through both MOSFET’s be the same, determines the voltage of the floating node. This
voltage ranges from zero to total VG2S1 across the dual-gate device, where three possible
operating modes are possible: linear-active, active-active and active-linear.
Dual-gate mixers are typically biased in the linear-active mode with the lower MOSFET op-
erating in the linear region and the upper one in saturation. To operate both MOSFET’s in
saturation is the optimum choice in a similar way to the operation of a Gilbert cell to improve
conversion gain and noise performance compared to the operation in the linear-active choice.
However, in practice, this operation is rather difficult to achieve as it requires that VG2S2 =
VG1S1, which is impossible if, as it usually is the case, the LO amplitude is over an order of
magnitude higher than the RF signal. Due to this linear-active operation, it makes no sense
to implement it in bipolar technology since the frequency response of bipolar transistors is
greatly degraded in saturation.
The dual-gate structure presents the advantage of isolated signal and LO ports, which allows
separate matching and provides inherent LO-RF isolation. The simplicity of the single-ended
dual-gate mixer usually results in current savings, and thus, it is often the mixer of choice in
low-power front-end designs [106]. As seen in figure 2.27(b), the double-balanced version is
very similar to the double-balanced Gilbert cell. However, the mixing process is completely
different. While the LO signal at the drain of the differential pair is zero in a Gilbert cell,
it is not in the dual-gate topology. In fact, LO signal must exist at the drain of the lower
MOSFET to induce mixing by modulating the gm of the lower MOSFET between linear and
active region. As a result, a dual-gate mixer has lower VCG and requires a larger LO power
than a Gilbert cell but presents a slightly better linear performance, as proven in [105].
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Fig. 2.27: Dual-gate MOSFET and the double-balanced mixer based on the device.
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2.4 CMOS IR Mixer Topologies

2.4.1 Introduction

Image-reject mixers fulfill two different functions:

+ Frequency translation like a conventional mixer.

+ Rejection of the image signal inherent to all mixing mechanism.

Like in the case of conventional mixers, IR mixers are characterized in terms of conversion
gain, linearity, noise, port-to-port isolation and power consumption (see § 2.3.2 on page 35
for a succinct explanation of these parameters). The additional feature of image rejection is
quantified in terms of image rejection ratio (IRR). This is the ratio expressed in dB at the
output of the IR mixer of desired signal to the image signal. As illustrated in figure 2.28,
for this metric to be meaningful, the signal levels of the desired and image frequencies at the
input of the IR mixer must be equal.
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Fig. 2.28: Image rejection ratio.

Any IR mixer topology consists of conventional mixers and at least two Hilbert trans-
formers47 that provide the IR mixers with their characteristic asymmetric response to carrier
and image frequencies. In practical terms, these quadrature phase shifts are accomplished by
means of the following alternative circuitry:

47H(ω) = −j · sgn(ω) =


−j
0

+j

for

for

for

ω > 0

ω = 0

ω < 0
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+ Asymmetric passive polyphase filters.

+ Active complex polyphase band-pass filtering.

+ Digital divider.

The first option is a passive network which consists of resistors and capacitors to tune
quadrature phase shifts at the desired cut-off frequency. This topology can be expanded by
stagger-tuned stages, which can be exploited to increase the precision and the bandwidth of
the quadrature phase shift. This network can also be disposed to operate not only like a
quadrature phase shifter, but also like a quadrature generator. These properties make the
passive polyphase filter the most common quadrature phase shifter / generator. Its major
drawback is its inherent insertion loss. This topology is the one chosen in this work, and its
design is studied in detail and optimized in § 3.5.1 on page 133 and 3.6.1 on page 153.

Active complex band-pass filtering is implemented in (double-conversion) low-IF receivers
to provide double functionality: quadrature phase shifting and band-pass filtering. The
complex band-pass filter is a result of a frequency shift achieved by cross-coupling a couple of
real low-pass filters. The use of low IF enables an active implementation of the filters, which
is the major benefit of this topology complementing passive polyphase filters, which are not
feasible at low IF due to size constraints. However, active implementation limits its use to low
IF and signal bandwidth, because otherwise a very large power consumption of the original
low-pass filters is required. Opposed to passive polyphase filters, the active complex BPF’s
are only used as quadrature phase-shifters and not as quadrature generators. The operation
of this kind of active complex polyphase filtering is explained in § 2.2.2 on page 25.

On the contrary, digital dividers are solely used as LO IQ generators. IQ signals are
provided by master and slave outputs of the flip flop. Due to moderate/high frequency of
operation, they are usually implemented in emitter-coupled logic (ECL) or source-coupled
logic (SCL). The benefit of this topology is that it introduces no insertion loss, but at the
price of high power consumption. Furthermore, the accuracy in the IQ generation cannot be
increased by a higher-order implementation, like in the active/passive PPF’s.

2.4.2 Topologies

There are two basic IR mixer topologies depending on how mixers and quadrature genera-
tors/shifters are arranged: Weaver and Hartley. The RF section of both topologies is the
same complex mixing stage, which can be implemented as a SQ or as a DQ complex mixer.
The difference between the two IR architectures relies on the IF section/termination, where
the rejection of the image signal is performed. Figure 2.29 on the following page illustrates
Weaver and Hartley topologies in their SQ and DQ versions.

These are the main properties of these two topologies:

+ Weaver: As seen in figure 2.29(a), the IF section/termination of this topology is the
same as its RF section, consisting of a couple of mixers driven by a quadrature gener-
ator at the LO port, and thus forming a complex mixer. The difference relies on the
substractive combination of the outputs of the IF mixers, which additively combines the
carrier signal at both paths, whereas image signals cancel each other out. As quadra-
ture shift takes place at the LO port, quadrature generators are required to split the
differential LO signal into four-quadrant signals. As another consequence, this topology
requires two down-conversion stages.
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Fig. 2.29: Single- and double-quadrature IR mixer topologies.

The arrangement of the second Hilbert transform at the LO port has important im-
plications. On the one hand, the Weaver topology benefits for higher conversion gain
because no lossy phase shifter is required in the signal path. On the other hand, this
topology is less dependant than the Hartley counterpart to amplitude errors derived
from imperfect second Hilbert transformer providing the second stage of mixers are
biased in saturation region versus LO drive (see § 3.2.1 on page 73). At this operation
region the mixer barely translates the amplitude error to the downconverted signal.
Phase errors of the quadrature generator translate to the downconverted signal inde-
pendent of the region of operation of the mixer with respect to LO drive.
Related to the Hilbert transformations at both LO ports, the Weaver topology presents
an important benefit for systems where fixed LO frequencies are employed, such as,
spread spectrum systems. On the one hand, only bandwidth to account for process
spread is required at the LO port in terms of quadrature generation, and on the other
hand, the IRR is not limited by the large bandwidth of the signal.
One limitation of this topology is that its output delivers either the in-phase or the
quadrature output. In case both outputs are required, the topology can be modified
substituting the standard termination by a double-quadrature termination. The draw-
back is the increased power consumption due to twice as many mixers and the increased
loading to the quadrature generator.
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+ Hartley: As seen in figure 2.29(b), the IF section of this topology does not require
a second down-conversion stage because the IR is performed at a Hilbert transformer
at the IF. Depending on the IF, this adopts the form of an active complex BPF for
low IF, or the form of a passive polyphase filter for moderate IF. In the case of the
passive implementation, the insertion loss of the filter seriously limits the conversion
gain of the IR mixer. In either case, the IR achievable with the Hartley topology is
more dependant on the accuracy of this IF Hilbert transformer than the IR achievable
with the Weaver architecture on its second quadrature generator. Another limitation
due to the IF polyphase filtering is that the output of the IRM cannot be base-band.
All the same, this topology grants all four quadrants free from the image signal at the
output of the IF Hilbert transformer, which compared to the Weaver topology, can
involve important power savings.

Under either topology, the RF section can be implemented as a SQ or a DQ complex mixer.
Subfigures 2.29(a) and 2.29(b) show the SQ and subfigures 2.29(c) and 2.29(d) illustrate
the DQ versions of the Weaver and Hartley topologies, respectively. Independent of the
IR topology, the DQ version grants superior IR than the SQ counterpart under imperfect
quadrature generation. Figure 2.30 on the following page depicts the power spectral density
of RF, LO and IF ports of a SQ (2.30(a)) and DQ (2.30(b)) RF complex mixer with imperfect
quadrature generation. Comparing the spectra of both complex mixers, it is evident that the
key factor for the superior IR performance of the DQ topology is that the multiplication of
two signals in quadrature (RF and LO) yields a more perfect quadrature signal as if a real
signal (RF) is multiplied with a signal in quadrature (LO), as it happens in the SQ topology.
It is also clear to see that if the LO quadrature generation is perfect, the DQ topology brings
no benefit at all. However, that is never the case, and the use of the quadrature generator at
the RF port looses the requirements for the accuracy of the LO quadrature generation for a
given IF quadrature accuracy48.

In order to ease the understanding of how IR mixers work, a thorough mathematical
analysis has been performed in appendix A on page 225. First, the concept of the complex
exponential is explained in time and frequency domains and phasor representation, as it is the
mathematic basis to represent a perfect quadrature oscillation. As being shared by both IR
topologies the RF SQ and DQ complex mixers are first analyzed node by node by representing
the time domain signal mathematically and the corresponding spectrum with an accompa-
nying figure (§ A.1 on page 227). Based on this analysis, the operation of the IF sections of
the Weaver and Hartley topologies are likewise explained (§ A.2 on page 228). Proven SQ
and DQ RF complex mixers deliver the same IF spectra under perfect LO quadrature, the
evolution of carrier and image are studied under phase error49 at the LO1, both in terms of
RF SQ and DQ complex mixers (§ A.3 on page 230), and in terms of IF Weaver and Hartley
terminations (§ A.4 on page 232). Finally § A.5 on page 235 provides an overview of the
output spectra of Weaver and Hartley topologies with SQ and DQ RF sections in terms of
in-phase and quadrature components of the carrier and image signals.

48It is important to note that the use of a DQ topology at the IF section of a Weaver IRM does not improve
the IR compared to the SQ topology. The use of a DQ complex mixer at the IF section only delivers both
I and Q components instead of just either one, but has no impact on the IR because both the IF and LO2

components are in quadrature independent of the use of SQ or DQ topology.
49Phase error is chosen instead amplitude error because a phase error indirectly also produces an amplitude

error in the quadrature signal.
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Fig. 2.30: Spectra at RF, LO and IF port for single- and double-quadrature mixing.

2.4.3 Summary of the State of the Art of IR Mixers

Table 2.6 on the next page summarizes the state of the art of the most representative IRM
implementations. First, the overall characteristics, such as year of implementation, archi-
tecture, technology used and occupied area are shown. The next section comprises general
performance metrics such as operating frequency, bandwidth of the achieved IRR, voltage
conversion gain and input 1dB compression point. The last section concentrates on the
achieved IRR, whether this is attained by means of calibration or not and the supply voltage
and power dissipation.

The implementations are grouped depending on the use of calibration techniques to correct
phase and gain errors that limit IRR. Either analog, digital or mixed-signal, calibration boosts
IRR of originally poor IR mixers. However, the main drawback of this approach is a rather
large power dissipation, which rarely makes up for the power saved in implementing a low-end
IRM. Depending on the implementation, size of the complete IR mixer including additional
circuitry for the calibration loop may greatly increase die area.

While the goal of calibrated systems is to maximize IRR with little or no regard at all for
power consumption, there are other more power-aware implementations that provide moder-
ate IRR, such as in [107, 108, 109, 110]. Nevertheless, when considering power consumption
of IR mixers, all design and technological constraints have to be considered.

A thorough analysis on calibration techniques is beyond the scope of this work. Master
of Science thesis [111, 93] provide a good overview with adaptive calibration techniques for
IR mixers. Other interesting contributions in the field of calibrated systems without chip
implementation can be found in [94, 112, 113].
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Table 2.6: Comparison of state of the art of IR mixers.

Ref. Year Arch. Tech.a A fRF BW VCG P1dB
b Cal.c IRR VDD PDISS

d

[mm2] [MHz] [MHz] [dB] [dBm] [dB] [V] [mW]

[114] 2000 SQ W C 0.35 NA 900 NA NA NA A 57 3.0 170

[115]e 2003 SQ W C 0.25 2.26 2000 NA 41 -29 D 57f 2.5 55g

[116]h 1996 SQ H BiC NA 2000 200 8.5 -16.5 D 45 3 45

[117]i 2004 SQ W C 0.35 4.0 1800 NA NA -15 D 59 NA 160

[118] 2005 SQ H C 0.13 4.1 NA 4.7 12 -19 D 46.6 1.8 23.4

[109] 2003 SQ W C 0.6 0.8 1900 NA 16 -6 NO 34 3.3 23.4

[110]j 2003 DQ H C 0.18 3.0 5000 20 16 -24 NO 50 1.8 22.4

[107]k 2002 SQ H C 0.18 NA 2400 1 21.4 -10 NO 28 1.8 6.5

[119] 2002 SQ H C 0.35 NA 2450 2 23.7 -19 NO 45 3 31.2

[120]l 2001 DQ H C 0.6 NA 2400 10 NA NA NO 58 3.3 96

[121] 2005 DQ H GaInp NA 5200 20 11 -17 NO 40 NA 500

[122] 2004 DQ H BiC 0.5 NA 50-860 6 10 NA NO NA NA 115

[123]m 1995 DQ x C 0.7 6.0 900 NA NA 16 NO 43 5 NA

[108] 2004 SQ W C 0.25 0.36 1500 NA NA -12 NO 43 n 2.5 10

[124] 2001 SQ H C 0.5 NA 3650 2.5 NA 6 NO 55 o 3.3 96

[125] p 1998 SQ H GaAs 2.94 2440 130 34 NA NO 33 NA 500

aC = CMOS; BiC = BiCMOS; The number stands for the transistor length in [µm].
bIn some papers, linearity is given in terms of IP3 and in others in terms of 1dBCP. For comparison

purposes, IP3 values are converted to the equivalent 1dBCP assuming 1dBCP = IP3-9.6dB. This relation
holds true providing 1dBCP and IP3 are dominated by third-order nonlinearity. In practical designs the
values of IP3 can be more than 9.6 dB higher than those of 1dBCP, and thus, the figures presented should
only be considered for rough comparison purposes.

cA stands for analog calibration and D for digital calibration.
dIn case calibration is used, PDISS corresponds to the calibration mode.
eIncludes LNA.
fIRR = 25 dB uncalibrated.
gPDISS = 50 mW uncalibrated.
hTrimming applied to VCG.
iIncludes LNA.
jIncludes LNA.
kIncludes LNA.
lIncludes LNA.

mDouble-quadrature RF complex mixer without second stage.
nPeak of 64 dB @ VLO = 1 V. It uses communalized transconductor.
oIn conjunction with the rejection of the vector filter.
pIncludes LNA, VCO and digital divider.
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Chapter 3

Own Contributions to the Design of
Low-Power IR Receivers

3.1 Novel IR Topologies for Broadband Dual Reception

In this section two novel dual receiver architectures are proposed. It is important to note that
these inventions1 are grounded on the knowledge gained from the study of the IR requirements
and possible IR topologies performed in § 2.1 on page 5 and 2.2 on page 21. Without this own
analysis of possible feasible IR topologies bound to the needs of each receiver architecture,
these contributions would not have been conceived, and thus, the reader is encouraged to visit
these sections to have the right background to better understand the underlying principles
around the proposed novel receiver architectures. Broadband dual reception is chosen as test
case because from the topological/structural point of view imposes the greatest challenge in
terms of IR and power consumption. On the one hand, there are nowadays no unified receiver
topologies to deal with dual reception and spread spectrum signals of very large bandwidth. In
other words, there are either single broadband receivers or rather band-limited dual receivers,
these last being quite novel themselves. On the other hand, the trend for higher precision
requires higher bandwidth (for instance, E5 and E6 bands of the Galileo navigation system)
while dual reception is acquiring more relevance to overcome precision limitations due to
multi-path or ionospheric group delay variations. Therefore, it becomes highly desirable to
overcome the actual limitation where either independent broadband receivers or relatively
narrow-band dual receivers are available. Furthermore, it is pursued to optimize the few
already presented dual receivers in terms of power consumption and/or number of required
analog building blocks. In this context, I present two novel receiver topologies tailored to the
needs and IR requirements of broadband dual receivers.

A clear example of the evolution from a single-band to dual-band is the inclusion of the
new GPS L2 C/S code on L2 band. The primary need for the new modernized L2 civil
code (C/S) was to eliminate the unacceptable cross-correlation performance of the L1 C/S
code, which allows a strong GPS signal to interfere with weak GPS signals. Furthermore,
L2 C/S lowers the data demodulation threshold, making it possible to read the message
when barely tracking the signal, and hence, can improve the sensitivity performance in multi-
path environment as well as the first-time-to-fix performance [126]. Moreover, one can easily
compensate for the ionospheric group delay variation, a dominant source of ranging error, by

1At present patent-pending.
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measuring two delays from two different carrier frequencies [127]. As a result, the L2 C/S is
likely to become the signal of choice for applications like the Enhanced 911 North American
emergency-calling system (E911) inside buildings, personal navigation in wooded areas, or
vehicle navigation along tree-lined roads. If this prediction comes true, embedded GPS in
wireless phones will make the L1/L2 dual-band receiver the most widely used of all GPS
applications until nearly every satellite has the L2 civil signal. In order to exploit the L2 C/S
benefits as well as the stable L1 C/A GPS signal with reasonable cost and moderate power
consumption, optimized dual receivers are required.

In this sense, it is important to mention that the proposed dual receiver topologies are
not constrained to a particular navigation system and the bands available in the system (such
as L1 C/A and L2 C/S in GPS), can be used for the bands of other positioning systems (like
E5 and E6 in Galileo) or even for simultaneous reception of bands of different systems (for
instance, L1 C/A of GPS and E5 of Galileo).

In any case, the underlying idea of a dual receiver is to substitute the two dedicated
independent receivers by one that is capable of simultaneously receive and process both
bands. It is important to note that in this work the dual reception means concurrent reception
of both bands, and not alternate or non-concurrent reception2. The key that enables this
combination of two receivers into a single one is to make both bands image of each other at
some frequency conversion stage. This has two important implications: A unique frequency
synthesizer can be used to receive both bands, and the dual receiver requires some kind of
IR mechanism. Either based on a Weaver or on a Hartley topology, dual receivers require a
modified version of the IRM. A conventional IRM delivers the desired signal at the in-phase
and quadrature outputs of the IRM, canceling the image at both outputs. In the case of a
dual receiver, however, both bands are desired but separated. Thus, the IRM has to deliver
one band at the in-phase output, and the other at the quadrature output.

Another important implication is the fact that positioning systems are based on spread
spectrum. These signals have pre-correlated negative SNR, and thus, lie below the broadband
noise floor dominated by thermal noise. With both bands lying below thermal noise, the
carrier-to-noise degradation due to unrejected image band is 3 dB and corresponds to the
thermal noise of the image band, Ni. Compared to other narrow-band systems where the
image can be orders of magnitude larger than the desired signal, the requirements in terms
of IRR in positioning systems are quite loose. If C/N0 is the carrier-to-noise density, its
degradation due to a finite IRR can be expressed as follows:

(
C

N0

)
OUT

=
C

N0 +Ni
=
(
C

N0

)
IN

·

(
1

1 + 1
IRR

)
(3.1)

Figure 3.1 illustrates the loss in dB of C/N0 versus IRR. A relatively low IRR of around
16 dB involves a degradation of C/N0 of only 0.1 dB, which is negligible in most cases.

There are several common design considerations for both of the proposed topologies:

+ The dual receiver can consist of either dual-band antenna, pre-select filter and LNA or of
two separate conventional antennas, pre-select filters and LNA’s in two different paths
centered around their corresponding band. In either case, not only the frequencies
below the lower band and those above the upper one are attenuated, but also those
lying between the two bands of interest. This prevents any positive-SNR narrow-band

2When either band can be received by a unique receiver, but not both at the same time.
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Fig. 3.1: Loss in C/N0 versus image rejection.

signal from desensitizing the dual-receiver. A combination of two separate single-band
components with dual-band components (for instance, two antennas and two pre-select
filters in two paths converging before a common dual-band LNA) is not feasible due to
loss of power due to impedance mismatch.

+ All positioning systems receive very weak signals of negative pre-correlated SNR. In this
sense, delivering a lot of gain and avoiding lossy components within the signal path in
the receiver are important factors to bear in mind. Thus, a Weaver topology is a much
better candidate than a Hartley one, because it consists of two down-conversion stages
that may provide positive gain. A Hartley topology based on a passive polyphase filter
should be avoided because the insertion loss of the polyphase filter introduces more
noise than the image noise it cancels. An alternative is to use a Hartley topology
based on complex active bandpass filters. While providing gain this solution has a
major limitation: power consumption and degradation of IR increase considerably as
the bandwidth of the received signal increases.

+ The architecture that best suits this kind of dual receivers is (double-conversion) low-
IF. Apart from getting rid of flicker noise (especially important in the case of reception
of spread spectrum) and DC offset, it enables the perfect extraction of in-phase and
quadrature content of the received bands easily by means of IF = fS/4 (as explained
in § 2.2.2 on page 26). On the one hand, the need for IR, being the major stumbling
block of low-IF, is not an additional problem, as it has to be dealt with in any case.
Furthermore, by making both bands image of each other the IR requirement is indeed
quite loose, as shown in figure 3.1. Making both bands image of each other fixes the IF
to a fixed frequency, which in general is larger than required in terms of the bandwidth
of the signal. On the other hand, a second down-conversion to a lower IF2 is always
required. This down-conversion can be performed analog (double-conversion low-IF) or
at the ADC by means of subsampling (low-IF). In either case, the receiver has to cancel
two image bands corresponding to the two down-conversion stages.
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3.1.1 Broadband Low-IF Dual-Receiver

Figure 3.3 on page 58 shows the architecture of the proposed broadband low-IF dual-receiver,
and figure 3.2 the evolution of the desired bands within the novel hybrid Weaver IRM it is
based on. B1 and B2 represent both bands to be received. LO1 lies in the middle between
both bands, in such a way that B1 and B2 become image band of each other. As a result, a
unique PLL serves to receive both bands.

The filtering after the complex mixing stage comprises a band-pass filter, which in this
topology fulfils two functions: digitalization and frequency conversion from IF1 to a IF2 =
fS/4, where fS represents the sampling frequency of the ADC. This frequency plan involves
the fulfilment of the following relation, where n represents the subsampling factor:

n · fS ±
fS
4

= IF1
fS
4

= IF2 (3.2)

For n = 0, the ADC performs no subsampling and a low-pass filter serves as anti-alias
filter and rejector of the second image (IM2). For n ≥1, a band-pass filter is required for
these two functions.

1

11

1

1

1

s

s

s s

11 22

Fig. 3.2: Simplified spectral evolution of desired bands within the hybrid Weaver IRM.
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It is important to note that the capability of the low-/band-pass filter to operate as rejector
of IM2 is a distinctive feature of this dual receiver and possible thanks to the proposed
particular subsampling operation of the ADC. The choice between low-pass or band-pass
filtering is a trade-off between the ease of implementation and lower change in group delay in
the case of the low-pass filter and the lower fS for the band-pass operation. The actual choice
depends on the particular bands, their bandwidth and frequency plan.

The subsampling offset to an IF2 = fS/4 paves the way to the innovative digital signal
conditioning following the ADC. This building block performs three functions with minimal
hardware complexity:

+ It performs the final down-conversion of both bands to base-band based on the technique
explained in § 2.2.2 on page 26.

+ It extracts the real (in-phase) and imaginary (quadrature) components of each band
with perfect quadrature precision (see signals {D, E} at IF2 and signals {F, G, H, I }
at base-band in figure 3.2 on the preceding page).

+ It separates (rejects) both bands from each other by means of 4 additions, conforming
together with the analog complex mixing an hybrid double Weaver IRM.

It is important to note that this receiver reduces the number of analog building blocks
to the essential minimum by getting rid of two analog IRM’s necessary to reject the two
images involved, by shifting the rejection of the first image (actual separation of both bands)
to digital domain and using the anti-alias filtering to reject the second image. Furthermore,
the ADC can operate at a low rate thanks to subsampling with the unique limitation of fs
≥ the bigger bandwidth of both received signals. In addition, the low number of bits used
to digitalize positioning signals (2-4 bits) reduces the hardware complexity for the required
4 additions. The elimination of two IRM’s in analog domain and reduction of fS involve
important power savings.

The precision of the division of both bands from each other is performed by an hybrid
double Weaver IRM. The large amount of analog components in the chain after the complex
mixing rather limits the achievable IRR. However, the perfect quadrature generation in dig-
ital domain quite compensates for the large amplitude and phase mismatches in the analog
domain. Furthermore, the required IRR is quite low (above 15-20 dB of IRR no improvement
in SNR is noticeable), which makes the hybrid approach a feasible solution.
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3.1.2 Broadband Double-Conversion Low-IF Dual-Receiver

Figure 3.5 on page 61 shows the architecture of the proposed broadband double-conversion
low-IF dual-receiver, and figure 3.4 on the next page the novel frequency plan and evolution
of the desired bands within the modified Weaver IRM it is based on. B1 and B2 represent
both bands to be received. LO1 lies between but not in the middle of both bands, in such
a way that the attenuation of IMB1 and IMB2 (the first images of B1 and B2, respectively)
is maximized (for instance, if both pre-select filters have the same attenuation profile around
their respective center frequencies, this optimum placement for LO1 is at a quarter of one
and three quarters of the other band). The architecture is flexible in terms of the actual
frequency of LO1, but it is indispensable that it lies between both bands so as to grant an
asymmetric response to both bands at the first complex mixing stage.

The second stage consists of a couple of complex mixers that down-convert B1 at IF1B1

and B2 at IF1B2 into the same frequency IF2 by means of lying LO2 exactly in the middle of
IF1B1 and IF1B2. In this manner, B1 and B2 become image band of each other, but at the
second and not at the first down-conversion stage, which has important implications:

+ Both bands can be separated from each other at the second complex mixing stage thanks
to the asymmetric response at the first complex mixing stage.

+ The problem of second image is solved because B1 and B2 are made second image of
each other at this stage and are separated from each other.

+ With this innovative frequency plan a unique Weaver IRM rejects both image bands
involved in a two-step down-conversion.

This topology places B1 and B2 at a common IF2, but gives the freedom to choose an
optimum IF2, which in most cases corresponds to a frequency slightly above half the biggest of
the bandwidths between B1 and B2. In this manner, flicker noise is avoided and the frequency
of operation of the filtering, VGA and ADC are reduced to the minimum, enabling a higher
degree of integration and important power savings.

In principle, the ADC does not need to perform a frequency conversion operation because
the analog double conversion enables a minimal IF2. This involves the use of a low-pass filter
as anti-alias filter, which reduces group delay variation compared to a band-pass filter. In
case IF2 is still relatively high for the ADC to fulfill IF2=fS/4, the same approach as in the
proposed broadband low-IF dual receiver (see § 3.1.1 on page 56) can be followed.

Another important aspect to reduce the power consumption of this already optimized
topology is to generate LO2 out of the PLL used to synthesize LO1 by means of SCL or ECL
digital dividers. In this way, a unique fixed-frequency PLL is sufficient to down-convert both
bands in two steps.

It is important to note that the fact that a unique Weaver IRM based on this innovative
frequency plan can reject both image bands is an important headway in the optimization of
dual-band receivers. The only known full dual-receiver for concurrent reception of two bands
for navigation systems is presented in [128]. In this paper only a rejector for the second
image based on the functional combination of active complex band-pass filtering with VGA
functionality is implemented. The capability for fully dual reception is only proposed based
on duplicating the architecture based on a Weaver IRM and two of the proposed variable gain
complex band-pass filters, in order to reject both images. This topology is rather band-limited
because it is based on complex band-pass filtering to reject the second image. Furthermore, it
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Fig. 3.4: Frequency plan of the Weaver IRM.

requires two of these topologies, which in turn consist of two low-pass filters and two VGA’s.
Thus, this topology requires the Weaver IRM to reject the first image in addition to 4 low-
pass filters and 4 VGA’s combined in two independent complex band-pass filters. With this
background, it is clear to see the important improvement that this proposed topology enables
by means of combining rejection of both images into a unique Weaver IRM.

Both proposed dual receivers rely on the Weaver architecture. This suits better than the
alternative Hartley topology because the polyphase filtering is not performed in the signal
path. This becomes a very important issue when dealing with broadband signals, because
delivering the same IR for a broader band involves more stages. In the case of passive
asymmetric polyphase filter, the loss becomes large, what involves increasing NF above the
improvement achieved by canceling the image band. In the case of active complex band-pass
filtering, the increase in operation frequency of the filter involves huge power consumption
due to the demanding bandwidth required at the operational amplifiers.
On the contrary, the Weaver topology is not affected by an increasing bandwidth of the signal,
because the quadrature generation is performed for a fixed-frequency oscillator, and thus, not
affected by the bandwidth of the signal. Furthermore, the Weaver topology can provide
gain at both stages, which is also a relevant aspect for reception of pre-correlated negative-
SNR signals. Finally, both topologies lend themselves easily to two modi of operation: full
dual-band reception or selectable one-band reception. Under this last operation just one
of either band is received and processed, making it possible to power down approximately
half of the components. Thus, the receivers can be operated in the full dual-band modus
when the precision required is maximum with a dual-band architecture optimized for power
consumption, and in a single-band modus in a power-save modus for moderate positioning
precision. Enabling this choice of either dual- or single-band operation with a unique receiver
does not require much additional hardware.
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3.2 Analysis of CMOS mixers for Operation in IR Mixers

Based on the most significant properties of the mixer topologies described in § 2.3.3 on
page 39, a thorough in-depth analysis of the most suitable CMOS mixers for integration
within an IRM is performed, which in turn, will be the basis of the optimization process for
such mixer topologies.
IRM are basically built up around two basic components: mixers and quadrature filters. The
basic goal of an IRM is to deliver an asymmetric response to the RF and IM signals. Ideally,
granting image rejection should be the only change in performance when substituting a mixer
by an IRM. However, this becomes quite impossible in practice, as the passive quadrature
generation surrounding the mixer operates at RF/IF frequencies and thus, introduces large
losses, imposing severe gain and noise penalties, which in turn, require significant larger
power consumption from the mixer to counterbalance these parameters. Therefore, gain and
noise, and as a result, power consumption, are the key parameters that are worsened when
substituting a regular mixer by an IRM in an integrated receiver.
In this sense, it is clear that active mixers are per se better suited for IRM than their passive
counterparts. Between Gilbert-cell and dual-gate topologies, the first are more appropriate
due to the following reasons:

+ As explained in § 2.3.3 on page 45, the main advantage of this topology is a slightly
better linearity compared to the Gilbert-type mixer due to the operation in triode of the
lower MOS transistor. However, the linearity of a mixer is not a performance parameter
that is worsened by the substitution of a mixer by the corresponding IRM.

+ In practice, the linear-active operation of a dual-gate mixer is rather inevitable, and
grants less gain and worse noise performance than a Gilbert-type mixer.

+ Whatever the IRM topology, the LO port is always driven by a quadrature generator
that introduces losses between the VCO/LO buffer and the mixer. Losses in this section
involve a rather high power penalty, as they occur at high frequency. In this sense, the
dual-gate mixer requires a larger LO drive to deliver a given performance than the
Gilbert mixer, which further increases the power penalty at the VCO/LO buffer.

On the other hand, passive topologies can also be used as building block within an IRM.
Diode-ring mixers are not suitable because of the difficulty to integrate the transformers and
the mismatch problematic at the ports. Sub-samplings mixer are not good candidates either,
because of the inherent high noise figures resulting from the noise folding phenomenon within
the RF bandwidth. All the same, the critical drawback lies at the quadrature generation in
conjunction with the T/H. Passive quadrature generation based on polyphase filters is not
possible with the narrow-band pulse used to sample the RF input. On the other hand, the
accuracy of the quadrature generation based on a digital divider is rather poor if the pulse
should resemble a Dirac pulsing signal, which involves rather poor image rejection.
In this sense, the MOS-ring mixer is the only candidate that finds its place within an IRM.
Despite its inherent insertion loss, the overall gain and noise may be kept at reasonable figures
if combined with an active mixer within an IRM topology. On the other hand, compared to
the active mixer, the MOS-ring mixer can present less mismatch due to a reduced number of
mismatch contributors while consuming no power itself.

Therefore, CMOS Gilbert-type mixers and CMOS ring-mixers are the most suitable candi-
dates for power-aware IRM implementations. In the following sections, both mixer topologies
are studied in depth in order to determine their potentials for a low-power implementation.
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IF+ IF−

RF+

RF−

LO+

LO−

Fig. 3.6: Schematic of double-balanced mixer for ISM-868.

3.2.1 CMOS Gilbert Mixer

In this section, the Gilbert mixer is thoroughly analyzed, organized according to its three
basic functional blocks (RF transconductor, LO switch and load) and their impact on the
most significant metrics of the mixer, such as conversion gain, noise figure and linearity.
As test case, a fully-differential double-balanced mixer in 0.35µm CMOS for ISM− 868 and
ISM− 2400 is used in the lower frequency range operating at 1.8 V, where rounded fRF =
870 MHz and fLO = 860 MHz are chosen for the sake of a simplified simulation environment.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the schematic of the mixer. Apart from the mixer core3, the figure
shows the biasing and matching of the input ports and the output buffer that serves to match
the output port.

RF Transconductor

gm OUTR
2

−gm OUTR
2

t0

TLO

LO LO

LOLO 4/ 4/

2/2/

−T

−T

T

T

Voltage Gain

Fig. 3.7: Ideal unity voltage
gain commutation.

Conversion Gain The transconductance gm of the RF
stage is defined as gm = ∂iDS/∂vGS. If no commutation
at the LO switches took place, the mixer would resem-
ble a differential amplifier whose voltage gain is given by
gmROUT. If you consider a perfect unity square LO drive
toggling between ±1/2 in differential mode, the previous
voltage gain is toggled between ±gmROUT/2 in time do-
main with the difference that the current driving the load
ROUT lies at the IF and not the RF. However, the gain
of the mixer cannot be captured directly in time domain,
as the gain of the mixer is defined in frequency domain
from the vGS at RF to the iDSROUT at the IF. In order
to quantify the conversion gain of the mixer under perfect LO commutation, a Fourier se-
ries expansion of the periodically toggled voltage gain in time domain is performed. In its
trigonometric representation, the Fourier series expansion of the voltage gain (VG) across the
mixer is:

3The current mirror is replaced by an ideal current source, so that bias current sweeps can be performed.
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V G (t) = a0 +
∞∑
k=1

ak cos (kωLOt) +
∞∑
k=1

bk sin (kωLOt) (3.3)

Being an even function, the square wave presents no odd terms in its Fourier series ex-
pansion, thus, bk = 0. The even terms are expressed as follows:

a0 =
1
TLO

∫ TLO/2

−TLO/2
V G (t) dt ak =

2
TLO

∫ TLO/2

−TLO/2
V G (t) cos (kωLOt) dt (3.4)

Having assumed perfect differential commutation, there is no offset present, and thus a0

= 0. If you integrate ak over one cycle of the LO-commuted voltage gain of the mixer, you
get the following expression:

ak =
2
TLO

gmROUT
2

[
−
∫ −TLO/4
−TLO/2

cos (kωLOt) dt+
∫ TLO/4

−TLO/4
cos (kωLOt) dt−

∫ −TLO/2
TLO/4

cos (kωLOt) dt

]

=
gmROUT
kωLOTLO

{
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4
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2
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4
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4
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2
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}
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2
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2
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=

2
π

gmROUT
k
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(3.5)

Substituting equation 3.5 in equation 3.3, we obtain the following expression for the
voltage gain in terms of its Fourier series expansion:

V G (t) =
∞∑
k=1

2
π

gmROUT
k

sin
(
kπ

2

)
cos (kωLOt)

=
2
π
gmROUT

[
cos (ωLOt)−

1
3

cos (3ωLOt) +
1
5

cos (5ωLOt)− · · ·
] (3.6)

From this expression, the following conclusions can be drawn:

+ Under ideal LO commutation, the mixer voltage gain is equal to the gain it would have
if it operated without LO switching as a differential amplifier (gmROUT), modulated by
the superposition of the odd harmonics of the LO square wave, times the factor 2/π.

+ Even under perfect switching, the active mixer has to overcome the inherent loss (2/π)
due to commutation to deliver positive gain.

+ The voltage conversion gain (VCG) is defined in frequency domain as the voltage gain,
frequency translated by the LO fundamental, thus, 2

π gmROUT.
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+ The voltage conversion gain of higher-order odd harmonics is 1/n times smaller than
that of the fundamental LO tone, where n is the order of the LO harmonic. From this
result, it is evident that operation similar to that of the sub-sampling mixer is rather
poor due to this inherent loss of higher-order harmonics. On the other hand, in normal
operation, where the desired frequency translation is performed by the LO fundamental,
the noise contribution of the higher-order harmonics diminishes by this conversion-loss
factor. Compared to sub-sampling, where all higher-order harmonics are equal to the
fundamental, the Gilbert cell is inherently less noisy.

Therefore, as far as the RF section of the mixer is concerned, the transconductance gm

is the key factor to maximize the VCG. In equation 3.7, the expressions of the drain current
iDS are expressed in terms of the operation region of the RF stage:

iDS =

{
µnCox

2
W
L (vGS − VTH)2 Saturation region

µnCox
2

W
L

[
(vGS − VTH) vDS −

v2
DS
2

]
Triode/linear region

(3.7)

where µn is the carrier mobility factor, Cox is the oxide capacitance per unit area, W and
L the transistor width and length, and VTH the transistor threshold voltage. According to
this expression, it is obvious that the RF stage must always operate in saturation region as
drain current is proportional to the square of the overdrive voltage, while it follows a linear
relation in triode operation. Thus, gm = ∂iDS/∂vGS is clearly greater in saturation than in
triode for a given bias and form factor conditions. On the other hand, not having a direct
influence on technological parameters like µn and Cox, maximizing the form factor W/L of
the transistor is the key degree of freedom to maximize gm apart from increasing iDS.
According to equation 3.6 on the preceding page, there is a linear relation between conversion
gain and the transconductance of the RF stage. Figure 3.8 on the following page demonstrates
in practice this relation, where conversion gain and transconductance are swept with respect to
the width (3.8(a)) and the length (3.8(b)) of the RF transistor based on the mixer shown in 3.6
on page 63 with the RF stage in saturation. Both pictures prove the linear relation between
VCG and gm, while the saturation of gm and correspondingly that of VCG is more evident
in the case of increasing width than in the case of decreasing length in their corresponding
useful range of values.

In this sense, the saturation effect of VCG is clearly bound to the saturation of the
transconductance with increasing width of the transistors of the RF stage. Figure 3.9 on
page 67 shows the saturation of the increase in gm (the slope of curves iDS vs. vGS) as
the form factor of the transistor is linearly increased from W/L = 1000 to W/L = 10000.
As the form factor increases for a given iDS, the gm increases, but its increase saturates as
the overdrive voltage approaches zero. Having demonstrated that the gm saturation is the
dominant factor that limits achievable VCG for a given bias current, it is not the unique.
By increasing the size of the RF transistor, the parasitic capacitances of the transistor also
increase, reducing the effective VCG of the mixer4.

4The change in input capacitance with varying size of RF transistor has an important side effect on the
simulation of conversion gain. The varying input reactance changes the reflection coefficient, and thus, changes
the power conversion gain of the mixer, making it impractical to correctly quantify the conversion gain versus
the size of RF transistor. In order to avoid this problem, voltage conversion gain is measured with an ideal
voltage source.
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(a) VCG and gm vs. W for L = 0.5 µm.
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(b) VCG and gm vs. L for W = 500 µm.

Fig. 3.8: Analogy between mixer VCG and gm versus form factor of RF stage.

Noise Figure Equation 3.8 shows the well-known Friis equation for the noise factor of a
cascade of two-ports [129]:

Fcascade = F1 +
F2 − 1
G1

+
F3 − 1
G1 ·G2

+ · · · (3.8)

If the Gilbert mixer is decomposed into its three major functional blocks (RF transcon-
ductor, LO switch and load stage), it is evident that the RF stage is dominant in the overall
noise figure of the mixer because it is the first noise source and because its dominant impact
on VCG influences most the weight of subsequent noise contributions.
Among all the noise types present in the RF stage, these are the dominant ones:

+ Thermal noise: In general terms, the mean square noise voltage V2
n generated by resistor

R in a bandwidth ∆f is given by:

V 2
n = 4kTR ·∆f (3.9)
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Fig. 3.9: ∆gm saturates for increasing W/L as you approach VTH.

where k is the Boltzmann constant, equal to 1.38 × 10−23J/K and T is the absolute
temperature. When applied to MOS devices operating in saturation, the thermal noise
can be modeled as a current source I2

n,thermal connected between the drain and source:

I2
n,thermal = 4kT

(
2
3
gm

)
·∆f (3.10)

Derived for long-channel devices [130], the factor 2/3 may need to be replaced with
higher values for channel lengths below 1 µm [131]. Note that the distributed gate
resistance of MOSFET’s also contributes thermal noise [132], but the effect can be
minimized through careful layout.

+ Shot noise: This type of noise is a Gaussian white noise process associated with the
transfer of charge across an energy barrier. In the case of MOS transistors, this is related
to DC current flow through the channel and, like thermal noise, it can be modeled as a
current source I2

n,shot connected between drain and source:

I2
n,shot = 2qI ·∆f (3.11)

where q is the charge of an electron and I the average current.

+ Flicker noise: This noise arises from random trapping of charge at the oxide-silicon
interface of MOSFET’s, and it is often expressed as a voltage source V2

n,1/f in series
with the gate rather than as a current source parallel to the channel:

V 2
n,1/f =

K

WLCox

1
f
·∆f (3.12)
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where K is a process-dependant constant. Due to the inverse-proportionality of this
type of noise with frequency, it is also known as 1/f-noise. In the context of mixers, it
is important to note that noisy spectrum at low frequencies can be up-converted to RF
range, and thus, not only concerning baseband circuitry.

Figure 3.10 depicts a MOS transistor together with the noise sources.

I 2
n,thermal

V2
n,1/f

I 2
n,shotG

D

S

Fig. 3.10: MOS transistor together with the most relevant noise sources.

The RF transconductor is the most significant contributor of thermal noise in the mixer.
The fact that it operates in saturation so as to maximize conversion gain is also responsible
for the large thermal noise associated with the large channel resistance. Furthermore, being
the first noise contributor in the mixer, the impact of the thermal noise of the RF stage is
the most significant in the overall noise behavior of the mixer. The relation between rDS

and thermal noise, being quite evident (as expressed in equation 3.9 on page 66), it is not
so straightforward to relate the weight of this thermal noise in the overall noise figure of the
mixer. Figures 3.11(a) and 3.11(b) on the facing page plot the overall NF of the mixer and
the channel resistance of the RF stage versus WRF and LRF, respectively.

As shown in figure 3.11(a), up to a certain transistor width (around 300 µm in this case),
the increase in width and its corresponding decrease in channel resistance have a dominant
impact on overall NF. Beyond that width, channel resistance further decreases, but NF does
not follow the corresponding pattern, because the thermal noise of the RF stage is not dom-
inant any more, and other types of noise, such as shot noise become dominant. This white
noise is not affected by the form factor of the RF stage, and thus, the NF enters a very slow
decrease close to a flat region. The impact of the transistor length is a bit different, though.
As illustrated in figure 3.11(b) on the next page, the increase in length increases the channel
resistance, and thus, the overall NF. Nevertheless, in this case, NF follows a quite linear
behavior with respect to transistor length, as the influence on channel resistance is smaller
compared to transistor width, in a reasonable range of values. Thus, reaching the minimum
length of the technology (0.30 µm in this case), even for a relatively large width (500 µm),
thermal noise is still a dominant contributor for the overall NF of the mixer. Another impor-
tant factor related to thermal noise is the fact that it is broadband noise, and thus, frequency
planning cannot prevent this noise from corrupting the signal at IF.
This issue holds also true for shot noise appearing at the RF transistors as white noise is
also broadband. Shot noise at the RF stage is also a dominant noise contributor in a similar
way to thermal noise. It also occurs at the first stage of the mixer and compared to the LO
switches, these transistors are biased at twice as much direct current, resulting in twice as
much shot noise. Unfortunately, not much design optimization can be performed, other than
decreasing the IBIAS, to minimize the impact of shot noise at the RF stage.
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(a) NF and rDS vs. WRF for LRF = 0.5 µm.
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(b) NF and rDS vs. LRF for WRF = 500 µm.

Fig. 3.11: Schematic-simulated NF of the mixer and rDS versus form factor.

Flicker-noise in CMOS transconductors is by far the dominant noise contributor at low fre-
quencies (generally with a flicker-noise corner lying in the range of 100 kHz - 1 MHz). This
noise, however, is not of big concern as this low-frequency noise is up-converted by the LO
and thus, is in general far away from the signal at the IF. The only case where this noise
becomes a killing factor in the overall system performance is when fRF = 2fLO. In this case,
the IF is equal to fLO and lies directly in the range of the up-converted flicker noise of the
RF section. In other scenarios, the only design issue to bear in mind in relation to the flicker
noise of the RF stage is to lay out the mixer with large symmetry to minimize the flicker
noise feed-through from the RF to the IF port. If this feed-through is large, this 1/f-noise
can corrupt the signal in homodyne receivers5.

5As it happens with sweeps of conversion gain versus transistor form factor, in noise figure simulations the
change in input impedance fakes the results. In this case, however, no ideal voltage source can be used to
avoid this collateral limitation, because noise figure is inevitably measured in terms of power. The solution
undertaken is to vary the source impedance to match the conjugate input impedance of the RF stage for every
form factor.
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Another interesting aspect is the broadband influence of the RF transconductor on NF.
Figure 3.12 on the facing page illustrates simulated broadband NF versus output frequency
for swept width and length of RF transconductor. In general terms, the NF of the mixer
versus output frequency can be split into three regions:

+ The low-frequency region is clearly dominated by flicker noise, where its inverse propor-
tional dependence with frequency sets its boundary with the next region. This corner
lies typically in the range of 100 kHz - 1 MHz.

+ The middle-frequency region is dominated by thermal and shot noise. Both being
broadband noise, this region is relatively flat and the output frequency of the mixer
lies in this region at best as NF reaches its minimum. This NF minimum is mostly
determined by the weight of the gm and the broadband noise of the RF transconductor.

+ The upper-frequency region is a result of the limited bandwidth of the conversion gain
of the mixer. The sharp increase in NF does not respond to increased noise, but to
the decrease in conversion gain with increased operating frequency, thus, resulting in
reduced SNR at the output of the mixer.

Figure 3.12 on the next page shows the described three regions of operation for varying
form factor of the RF transconductor.

On the one hand, figure 3.12(a) illustrates the variation of NF with the length of the
RF transistor. It is clear to see that increasing length increases NF broadband in a quite
homogeneous way. The reason for this relation is the direct impact of length of the RF
transconductor on its thermal noise related to its channel resistance, which involves a large
fraction of the thermal noise of the mixer. Being a broadband noise type, this influence
extends itself in all three regions of NF versus output frequency.
On the other hand, figure 3.12(b) shows the dependence of NF on the width of the RF
transistor. As in the case of the length, the increasing thermal noise with decreasing width
is present broadband. However, the higher dependence of gm on width than length in their
reasonable range of values makes its indirect influence on other noise contributors visible.
The most significant of these side effects is the decrease in the dominant flicker noise of the
LO switches when lower RF current flows into them as a result of lower gm of RF transistor
with decreasing width. Even if the form factor of the LO switches, the current flowing into
them, the LO drive and frequency is kept constant, their flicker noise contribution decreases
with decreasing gm of the RF transistors, which for the smallest transistors in figure 3.12(b)
creates cross-overs in the pattern of NF. This effect is also present in the case of swept length
but it is not noticeable due to lower weight on gm. This indirect effect is quite a relevant one,
and proves that the higher the RF current going into the LO switch, the higher the flicker
voltage from the LO stage at the output of the mixer. Another remarkable aspect is the
marginal contribution of the flicker noise of the RF stage on the 1/f-noise of the mixer, quite
dominated by that of LO switches providing good RF-IF isolation.
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Fig. 3.12: Schematic-simulated broadband NF versus form factor of RF transconductor.

Linearity The RF transconductor is the most determining section in terms of the linear-
ity of the mixer. In this sense, most of the modifications on the original Gilbert cell are
aims to enhance the linearity of the voltage-to-current conversion at the input transistor.
Such techniques are usually employed with bipolar technologies where the quite exponential
voltage-to-current conversion involves a poor linear response, and involve a significant reduc-
tion in VCG and corresponding increase in NF, as in the case of emitter degeneration. More
sophisticated techniques to improve the linearity of bipolar input stages with lower VCG and
NF penalty are the multitanh principle and the micromixer. CMOS mixers, on the contrary,
do not tend to incorporate modifications of the RF stage to improve linearity. The reasons
are quite evident. On the one hand, the voltage-to-current conversion is more quadratic than
exponential, and, thus, less non-linear. On the other hand, given a bias current, the gm of
a CMOS transconductor is considerably lower than that of a bipolar transistor, tightening
the headroom to reduce VCG and increase NF for the sake of better linearity by means of
source degeneration. Therefore, in general terms, most of the linearity of the CMOS Gilbert
cell is determined by IBIAS and the form factor of the RF transistor. Figure 3.13 shows the
response of the mixer used as test case against the form factor of the RF transistor.

The strong dependence of overall mixer linearity on the width of the RF transistor is
proven in figure 3.13(a), where linearity decreases rapidly with increasing width reaching a
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(b) Input IP3 vs. LRF for WRF = 100 µm.

Fig. 3.13: Schematic-simulated iIP3 versus form factor of RF transconductor.

saturation region. Figure 3.13(b) shows the quite linear correspondence between mixer lin-
earity and swept length of the RF transistor for a reasonable range of values. The explanation
for this behavior is closely related to the dependence of gm on the form factor. While in-
creasing form factor involves a saturation in the increase in VCG, it also involves saturation
in the decrease of linear performance. The underlying phenomenon, however, is exactly the
same: the saturation in the increase of gm as the overdrive voltage tends to zero (figure 3.9
on page 67 illustrates this saturation). The higher dependence of width than length also
responds to the higher influence of the former on transconductance than the later6.

On the other hand, increasing current improves linearity for a given form factor due to
operation further away from threshold. Thus, increasing IBIAS, decreasing WRF and increas-
ing LRF are the three basic measures to improve the linearity of the mixer. However, it is
important to note, that all these three measures tend to bias the RF transistor close to or
in triode region, which makes the Gilbert cell inoperative. Without reaching this extreme
situation, operation in saturation but close to triode may dynamically put the transistor in
triode, thus introducing distortion cyclically and reducing the linearity of the mixer.

6In this sense, the saturation effect is only noticeable with the variation of width in a reasonable range of
values, but it is also present with the length if its value is pulled far beyond the useful range.
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Switching Stage

Conversion Gain According to the result obtained in formula 3.6 on page 64, VCG is
equal to 2

πgmROUT when mixing with the fundamental tone of LO. Nevertheless, two basic
idealizations are implicit in terms of the influence of the LO switch on the VCG:

+ The LO switch is assumed to toggle the gain of the differential amplifier with a mod-
ulation factor of 1. Thus, the 2

π insertion loss responds only to the ideal switching
mechanism. In practice, however, this factor is the least possible insertion loss, as the
modulation of the incoming RF current by the LO switch has a lower factor than unity,
and depends on the amplitude of the LO fundamental. The higher this amplitude, the
closer this modulation factor is to unity.

+ The LO switch has zero-crossings with infinite slope. However, in practice, there is a
time period around zero-crossings when both, the switches going to on and those going
to off state conduct simultaneously (tBAL). This side effect involves current recirculation
within the switches. This fraction of the IF current does not convert to IF voltage at
the load of the mixer, and thus, results in reduced VCG. While the dependence of the
modulation factor on VCG is difficult to properly characterize analytically, the weight
of tBAL can be quantified averaging VCG over one period of the LO. Modeling the
CMOS switch as a square-law device, all the switches will conduct current when the
absolute value of the LO voltage is below

√
2 (VGS −VTH)SW. Assuming that the LO

can be approximated by a sinewave as VLO (t) = VLO sin (ωLOt), the time the switches
need to go from balanced state (all switches conducting) to unbalanced state (only two
of the four switches conducting) may be determined by the following relationship:

VLO(t) =
√

2 (VGS − VTH)SW = VLO sin (ωLOtBAL) (3.13)

Assuming that sin(x) ≈ x for small x, gives the following approximation for tBAL:

tBAL =
√

2 (VGS − VTH)SW
VLOωLO

(3.14)

The VCG is then averaged over one period of the LO (2π/ωLO) assuming that the
instantaneous VCG increases linearly from zero to 2

πgmROUT at time tBAL [96], which
yields the following approximation for the VCG:

V CG ≈ 2
π
gmROUT

(
1−

(VGS − VTH)SW√
2πVLO

)
(3.15)

Figure 3.14 on the following page illustrates the influence of VLO on tBAL for a given
overdrive voltage by comparing the resulting tBAL of two sinusoidal signals of different ampli-
tude. The reduction of tBAL as a result of steeper zero-crossing of the sinusoidal with larger
amplitude becomes evident.

Apart from the influence of the amplitude of the driving signal, the form factor of the LO
switches affect the VCG through several mechanisms:
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Fig. 3.14: Influence of LO amplitude on tBAL.

+ The switches of a Gilbert cell are current switches, not voltage switches as in the case
of a passive mixer. This factor is important to bear in mind as it affects the way the
incoming RF signal is modulated by the LO switch to yield the IF signal, and the
conversion gain of such an operation. The incoming RF signal is primarily a current
signal coming out of the transconductor, which at the source of the switch is modulated
by the LO current in the channel of the switch generated by the LO drive. This RF
current modulated by the strong LO current is what yields the IF current, which is
finally converted to IF voltage at the mixer load. The conversion gain of this modulation
is quite related to the amplitude of the LO current. Therefore, the transconductance of
the LO switch plays an important role to yield a strong LO current in the channel out
of the LO drive. This is the main reason why the switching section of a CMOS Gilbert
cell must operate in saturation, opposed to the operation in triode of the switches in a
passive mixer. Moreover, opposed to the ideal voltage switch without channel resistance
in the on-state, in this case, the high resistance of the LO switch is indispensable, as it
is in parallel with the load where the current-to-voltage conversion takes place. Thus,
in order to yield a strong modulating LO current from a given LO drive, WLO ↑ and
LLO ↓ are desirable.

+ In order to minimize current recirculation through simultaneous conduction of all switches
due to asymmetric period between on and off state, DC bias close to VTH is indis-
pensable7. In this sense, WLO ↑ and LLO ↓ are desirable to bias the switch close to VTH

for the current set by the current mirror. The fact that through the switches flows half
the current than through the RF transconductor eases the bias close to VTH.

7It is important to note that the asymmetry meant does not concern the duty cycle of the driving signal,
but the relation between conduction and off periods due to the bias of the LO switch driven by a LO signal
with 50% duty-cycle.
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+ It is desirable that the switches present a quite linear response in order to minimize
the distortion generated by the large LO drive8. A large distortion involves an energy
transfer from the LO fundamental to its higher-order harmonics due to the subtracting
nature of the influence of the odd-order harmonics on the LO fundamental. This results
in a lower amplitude of the LO fundamental, which reduces VCG for a given LO driving
signal. In this sense, WLO ↓ and LLO ↑ are desirable.

+ Fast switches are desirable. Thus, minimum size switches present minimal parasitic
capacitance, reducing the loading at all its three ports. In this sense, WLO ↓ and LLO ↓
are desirable.

All these factors take part simultaneously defining the influence of the form factor of the
switch on the VCG of the mixer. Figure 3.15 shows the variation of the VCG with the form
factor of the LO switches.
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(a) VCG vs. WLO for LLO = 0.3 µm.
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(b) VCG vs. LLO for WLO = 300 µm.

Fig. 3.15: Schematic-simulated VCG versus form factor of LO switch.

8Usually an order of magnitude higher that the RF signal.
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The first conclusion to be drawn is the higher dependency of VCG on the length (3.15(b))
than on the width (3.15(a)) of the switches, for a reasonable range of values. This result
matches the above discussion in the sense that most factors call for low length for high VCG,
while in the case of the width, the effects counterbalance themselves to a great extent. These
influences, however, become more or less dominant in relation to the amplitude of the driving
signal. As seen in figure 3.16 on the facing page, the relation of VCG on the combination of
form factor of the switches and the LO amplitude reflects both the dependence depicted in
figure 3.15 on the previous page and the three regions of operation versus LO amplitude for
any form factor of the switches:

+ Linear region: Providing the switch is in saturation, the increase in drive voltage
translates into increased LO current in the channel in a linear way, which results in a
linear increase in VCG with the drive voltage.

+ Saturation region: The increase in drive voltage does not translate into a linear
increase in VCG because of the reduced increase in amplitude of the fundamental due
to distortion.

+ High-distortion region: The increase in drive voltage causes indeed a drop in VCG
due to a reduction in amplitude of the fundamental tone.

In the linear region, the factors that call for small-width switches dominate up to a certain
extent where the increased VOD involves a rather asymmetric duty cycle, which is aggravated
by a low driving LO voltage, proving that it is the factor mostly influenced by reduced LO
drive. In the case of transistor length, most factors call for minimum length, included the
duty cycle asymmetry due to increased overdrive voltage. That is the reason why the drop
in VCG becomes more significant for increasing length and decreasing LO swing.

In the saturation region, minimum width and length provide maximum VCG, with a larger
weight of length over width due to practically no effect calling for larger length opposed to the
width, where this dominance is more counterbalanced. It is also remarkable that as voltage
swing increases, the drawback of large VOD in the case of low values of width looses weight.

In the high-distortion region, linearity is obviously the factor that acquires most relevance.
In this sense, transistors with large width and small length suffer from larger distortion at
high levels of LO swing, reducing the effective swing of the LO fundamental and resulting
in a sharper drop. In this sense, in the case of transistor length, minimum length devices
provide maximum VCG before going into high distortion, where they suffer from sharpest
distortion, resulting in crossings in the VCG pattern.

Thus, the VCG profile is defined by the three regions of operation versus LO swing and
dominated by duty cycle asymmetry for low PLO and linearity for the highest PLO.

Noise Figure At the optimum region for NF where the IF lies away from dominant flicker
noise, the noise contribution of the switches is thermal and shot noise. For a given IBIAS, the
noise inserted by the switch is mostly dependant on its channel resistance, which, being a
current switch, is not trivial because, as stated before, the switches must operate in saturation.
If only this factor were taken into account, increasing the width and decreasing the length of
the switches would provide the best NF, as it happens in the case of the RF transconductor
(see figures 3.11(a) and 3.11(b) on page 69).
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Fig. 3.16: Schematic-simulated VCG versus form factor of the switch and PLO.

Figures 3.17(a) and 3.17(b) on the next page show the NF of the mixer and the channel
resistance of the switch versus its width and length, respectively. In contrast to the RF
transistor, the on-resistance of the switch and the NF of the mixer do not follow the same
pattern in the case of varying width, while it does in the case of varying length. The reason
lies on the influence of the form factor of the switch on the VCG of the mixer, as explained
in previous § 3.2.1 on page 73.
In the case of the width, its increase decreases channel resistance and thus, thermal noise,
but it reduces considerably the VCG of the mixer, thus increasing the weight of this noise
and following noise sources in the overall NF of the mixer. In the case of the length, its
increase both increases the noise contribution itself and its weight on the overall NF due
to the substantial reduction in VCG that it causes. Therefore, it is important to not only
consider the noise contribution but also the impact on VCG as both define the SNR variation
across the mixer. It is also important to note that the influence of the length of the switch
is higher than that of the width or even that of the length of the RF stage due to its higher
impact on VCG, where several factors target in the same direction to reduce VCG with
increasing length.
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(b) NF and rDS vs. LLO for WLO = 300 µm.

Fig. 3.17: Schematic-simulated NF and rDS versus form factor of LO switch.

Special mention has to be made to the flicker noise from the LO stage, as this is by far the
dominant 1/f noise contributor. For direct, indirect and low-IF receivers, this noise is one of
the major stumbling blocks, especially in CMOS implementations. Figure 3.18 on the next
page shows the broadband pattern of NF with respect to the output frequency, swept with
respect to the length (3.18(a)) and width (3.18(b)) of the LO switch. The results match the
expectable 1/f noise pattern from expression 3.12 on page 67, that is, decreasing flicker noise
with larger device area. The increase in 1/f noise is more noticeable with decreasing length
than with decreasing width.

Linearity The V-I conversion at the RF transconductor is the dominant factor determining
the linear performance of the mixer. Nevertheless, the LO switches can corrupt the linearity
of the mixer even more than the RF stage if some fundamental rules are not respected. On
the one hand, the large LO signal may dynamically drive the switch between triode and
saturation regions, which greatly distorts the incoming RF current due to the dramatically
large variation in channel resistance during conduction. Obviously, this risk is also present
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Fig. 3.18: Schematic-simulated broadband NF versus form factor of LO switch.

at the RF stage, but the RF signal is usually relatively small and therefore, does not alter
much the DC operating point, providing it does not lie at the border between triode and
saturation. In the case of the LO switch, however, the LO drive imposes a large change
in DC bias conditions. On the other hand, the LO transistor is a switched stage and its
imperfections, such as simultaneous commutation of all switches or asymmetric duty cycle,
introduce considerable distortion.

Providing these disruptive factors are accounted for, the contribution of the LO stage to
the linearity of the mixer is more related to its linear response to the LO drive than to the
incoming RF current. As shown in figure 3.19 on the next page, the weight of this indirect
contribution to the overall mixer linearity is lower than the direct contribution of the V-I
conversion at the RF transconductor. In other words, the variation of the form factor of the
LO switch influences the linearity of the mixer less than the variation of the form factor of
the RF transconductor (see figure 3.13 on page 72). Given a certain LO power, a transistor
with small width (3.19(a)) and large length (3.19(b)) modulates most linearly the incoming
RF current into an IF current during conduction, as it happens with the RF transconductor
with the RF input signal in a continuous way.
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Fig. 3.19: Schematic-simulated iIP3 versus form factor of LO switch.

Bias Besides the already discussed need for bias in saturation (DC and dynamically) and
close to VTH, there are some other special factors concerning bias that are important to
remark. On the one side, body effect becomes a design issue in the case of the LO switches.
Every MOSFET is a four-terminal device, and the variations in the bulk potential relative
to the other device terminals determine the MOSFET performance. Despite source and bulk
terminals usually being tied together, it is usually not the case in the LO switches, where bulk
tends to be connected to ground, just as the rest of the transistors in the mixer. The resulting
negative bulk-source potential increases the depletion region formed between the channel and
the bulk, decreasing the amount of negative charge in the channel. This in turn increases the
VGS required to form and maintain an inversion layer, which demands more headroom to bias
the switch in saturation. Being true for all transistors in the mixer, this is especially important
in the case of the switches, as these transistors have a relatively large source potential. In
this sense, this issue becomes especially important for low-voltage applications, as the body
effect tightens further the available headroom. Therefore, for extreme low-voltage operation,
it is highly desirable to lay out the switches so that the bulk underneath is tied together with
the source despite its corresponding additional complexity in terms of interconnections and
cross-overs. On the other hand, it must be pointed out, that the DC potential at the gate of
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the switches must be chosen taking into account the even-order distortion that the large LO
drive generates at this terminal. Otherwise, the DC component of this distortion added to
the DC bias may raise the gate potential yielding operation in triode.

LO Amplitude In § 3.2.1 on page 73, the dependence of VCG on the amplitude of the
LO drive is introduced in order to analyze the influence of the form factor of the switches in
relation to the magnitude of the driving signal. In this section, the way this driving signal
influences the overall mixer performance is analyzed. In this sense, two different factors have
to be taken into account:

+ Direct influence: The distortion generated by the compressive behavior of the switch
driven by a large LO amplitude. The level of distortion defines the three regions of
operation versus LO amplitude described in § 3.2.1 on page 73.

+ Indirect influence: The LO amplitude sets the rise and fall times of the on/off
transitions of the switches, the balanced time (tBAL) where all switch conduct simulta-
neously, and for large values of VLO, the possible incursion of the switches into triode.

Figure 3.20 on the next page illustrates the direct and indirect way VLO determines the
VCG, NF and linearity of the mixer. On the one hand, figure 3.20(a) demonstrates the
impact of the course of VCG on that of NF across the three regions defined by the distortion
generated by VLO at the switches. For low values of VLO, the low distortion at the gate
of the switch translates into a quite linear increase in VCG with increasing VLO. This in
turn, reduces the impact of the noise introduced by the switching stage. In this region, the
NF improves most with increasing VLO because the reduction of the balanced state of the
switches is most noticeable. Therefore, NF is reduced drastically in this region because both,
the noise introduced during balanced state per LO cycle is greatly reduced and because the
linear increase in VCG diminishes the impact of this noise on the overall NF of the mixer.
For intermediate values of VLO, both VCG and NF enter a flat region. VCG compresses
due to saturation in the increase of fundamental LO tone modulating the RF current. By
moderate VLO, the noise introduced during tBAL becomes less important as it becomes a lower
part of the LO duty cycle. On the other hand, the quite constant VCG does not boost this
slight improvement. For large values of VLO, VCG degrades significantly as the subtracting
influence of the third-order distortion dominates over the increase of the fundamental tone.
All the same, NF degrades much less than VCG because its increase responds to the indirect
impact of VCG increasing the weight of broadband noise from the switches on the overall
NF. The noise contribution of the switches, however, remains quite the same.

Figure 3.20(b) depicts several regions in the evolution of mixer linearity versus VLO.
For low values of VLO, linearity exhibits a slight degradation due to the increase in VCG,
which is counterbalanced by the reduction of the distortion introduced during tBAL due to
simultaneous commutation of complementary switches. For moderate values of VLO, the
saturation of the increase in VCG and the reduction of tBAL contribute to a relatively flat
region. For high values of VLO, however, linearity exhibits a rapid improvement because
both the strong reduction of VCG and a residual tBAL contribute in the same direction. The
saturation of this improvement for extremely large values of VLO responds to partial incursion
of the switch into triode region during the LO cycle, resulting in considerable distortion.

These results let us draw interesting conclusions:
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Fig. 3.20: Parameters vs. VLO for W/LcRF=400/0.35 and W/LcLO=100/0.35.

+ NF improves significantly with increasing low VLO because both the impact of increasing
VCG and reduced tBAL influence in the same direction, while increasing high VLO

degrades little because the influence of decreasing VCG and reduced tBAL work in
opposite direction.

+ Linearity improves significantly with increasing high VLO because both the impact of
decreasing VCG and reduced tBAL influence in the same direction, while increasing low
VLO degrades little because the influence of increasing VCG and reduced tBAL work in
opposite direction.

Nevertheless, it is important to point out that the optimum operating region is the tran-
sition between linear and flat region of VCG, where VCG is maximum, NF minimum and
linearity moderate. Operation in high distortion grants a very linear response but at the
expense of a significant loss in VCG and a large power of the VCO or buffer delivering the
signal. That is, if linearity is the main concern, this can be optimized without consuming so
much power.
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LO Slope In previous § 3.2.1 on page 81, the influence of VLO on the performance of the
mixer is studied. Nevertheless, changing the magnitude of VLO has the indirect impact of
changing the slope of the on/off transitions of the switches, and therefore, the value of tBAL.
Thus, the results of the previous section result from the direct and indirect influence. In this
section, the unique influence of the slope of the LO drive is detached from the direct impact
of changing the magnitude. For this sake, an analog hardware description language (AHDL)
model is developed that converts an input sinusoid into a square wave with the desired
rise/fall time. It is important to point out, that the amplitude of this square wave is changed
according to the chosen rise/fall time so as to keep the magnitude of the fundamental tone
constant. This issue is important to take into account, as the fundamental tone is indeed the
tone that carries out the frequency conversion of the desired tone, and this tone alone is the
one to keep constant, and not the time domain amplitude resulting from all the harmonics
of the square wave, in order to detach the direct and indirect influence of VLO.
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Fig. 3.21: Parameters vs. trise/fall of VLO with constant amplitude of fundamental tone.
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Figure 3.21 on the previous page shows the change in mixer parameters and linearity as
a result of the change in the rise/fall time of the LO signal. On the one hand, figure 3.21(a)
illustrates the decrease in VCG as this time increases (the slope decreases) due to increasing
tBAL. During this time, part of the current coming out of the switch does not reach the load,
but is recirculated into the complementary switch, yielding lower VCG. NF also degrades with
increasing tBAL as longer noise spikes add to current coming out of the switch during this
balanced state. All the same, it is clear to see that both VCG and NF are little influenced
by tBAL compared to VLO as a whole, especially in the case of NF. This proves that the
higher weight of VCG evolution than the reduction of noise contribution during tBAL on
the evolution of NF with VLO. On the other hand, figure 3.21(b) shows the much higher
dependence of linearity on tBAL. This proves the higher weight of tBAL than the evolution of
VCG on the evolution of the linearity with VLO.
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Fig. 3.22: Dependence on switch rDS and resulting correlation between VCG and ROUT.
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Load

The load of the mixer converts the IF current coming out of the LO switches into output
voltage, and together with the gm of the RF stage, defines the VCG with linear proportion-
ality, as expressed in 3.6 on page 64. The output resistance (ROUT) results from the parallel
combination of the load of the mixer (RL) and the channel resistance (rDS) of the LO switches.
ROUT sets indeed the iIF → vIF conversion, defining the VCG of the mixer.
Figure 3.22 on the preceding page shows how the rDS of the switches varies with increasing
RL (3.22(a)) and how ROUT presents a maximum as a result of being a parallel combination
of the increasing RL and decreasing rDS of the switches (3.22(b)). In this same figure, the
linear relation between the output resistance (instead of the load resistance) and VCG is
shown. The linear decrease in rDS is caused by triode operation due to reduced headroom.

Figure 3.23 shows the evolution of NF related to that of VCG (3.23(a)) and linearity
(3.23(b)) versus RL. On the one hand, the influence of VCG on the weight of load broadband
noise on NF sets its pattern with respect to load impedance, showing a minimum at the VCG
maximum where load impedance is equal to channel resistance (maximum ROUT). On the
other hand, linearity does not follow any dependence on VCG, where the determining factor
is the distorting incursion in triode region of the switches. Thus, there is no inflexion point,
as rDS instead of ROUT governs its evolution.
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Fig. 3.23: Noise and linearity versus RL.
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3.2.2 Design Consideration for LV-LP Operation

The goal of this section is to define some guidelines for low-voltage (LV), low-current (LC) and
low-power (LP) operation on CMOS Gilbert mixers based on the knowledge on its operation
thoroughly described in § 3.2.1 on page 63. For that purpose, the mixer used as test is also
the one depicted in figure 3.6 on page 63.

Low-Voltage Operation

+ The most determining factor that constrains reduction of supply voltage is the required
operation of all stacked transistors in saturation.

+ As supply voltage is decreased, increasing W/L form factor of current bias, RF transcon-
ductor and LO switches enables to preserve operation in saturation. The most evident
result of this design strategy is an increasing nonlinear response of the switches, and
above all, of the RF stage.

+ For a given IBIAS, the reduction of VDS involves a reduction of gm, which in the case of
the RF transconductor implies a significant loss of VCG. The load, however, cannot be
increased to compensate this loss because it pushes the LO switch into triode operation.
This loss should be compensated increasing the form factor. Nevertheless, as explained
in § 2.3.2 on page 35, gm saturates with increasing form factor. Therefore, LV operation
finds a design limit at the region where the gm of the transconductor saturates. A further
increase in form factor only degrades linearity without gaining headroom and VCG.

+ At the LO stage, switches with larger form factor present distortion for lower values of
driving signal. Therefore, VLO should be decreased to preserve operation with optimum
VCG. Besides, larger devices involve larger feed-through, for which a reduction in driv-
ing signal is highly advisable, while reduction of VD of the switches due to reduction
of supply voltage (or even increase in load resistance to compensate losses at the RF
stage) involve having to use a lower VLO so as not to enter triode region dynamically.

+ Gate bias (VG) for RF and LO stages is to be decreased to preserve operation in
saturation.
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Table 3.1 shows the results achieved for decreasing supply voltage. The mixer has been
reconfigured for every drop in VDD according to the previous considerations in order to achieve
the most similar performance to that at 1.8 V in all design parameters. Obviously, the design
of the mixer can be targeted in many directions, but if a balance is sought, the results show
that VCG and linearity are the parameters that suffer most the decrease in VDD (with a clear
limit at 1.3V in this particular mixer used as an example).

Table 3.1: Low-voltage operation of Gilbert cell for IBIAS = 0.5 mA.

VDD [V] PDISS [mW] VCG [dB] NF [dB] iIP3 [dBm]

1.8 0.9 7.35 15.05 -13.05

1.6 0.8 7.24 14.91 -14.74

1.4 0.75 5.17 14.95 -16.15

1.3 0.65 4.36 15.18 -17.23

1.2 0.6 0.92 15.23 -17.81
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Low-Current Operation

+ The Gilbert cell lends itself more easily to low-current than to low-voltage operation due
to the fundamental constraint in a current-commutating mixer: operation in saturation
of all transistors. Decreasing IBIAS reduces VGS of RF and LO transistors, which eases
operation in saturation for a given headroom.

+ The reduction in VCG due to lower gm and in linearity due to lower overdrive voltage
can be counteracted by higher load and smaller transistors, respectively. Both measures
require more headroom and profit from the reduced VGS due to lower IBIAS. The
reduction in form factor, however, reduces further the gm of the RF stage, which makes
VCG rely very strongly on RL.

+ Reduction in form factor is the design strategy to follow under low-current operation.
While increasing form factor would compensate for the loss in VCG due to lower IBIAS,
the linearity, already degraded by low-current operation, becomes worse. Decreasing
form factor worsens the already degraded VCG, but, in contrast to linearity, this can
be compensated up to some extent due to higher load resistance.

+ Noise is the parameter that suffers most the decrease in current. The reduction in form
factor increases channel resistance at both RF and LO stages. Besides, the considerable
increase in load resistance to compensate the strong reduction in gm also increases noise.
However, NF can be kept at reasonable values providing a moderate VCG is attained.
Nevertheless, as VCG inevitably goes down with decreasing IBIAS, the increase in NF
becomes very large as the noise itself also becomes higher. This point where VCG starts
dropping more significantly sets the limit for low-current operation, above all, in terms
of too large NF.

Table 3.2 shows the results achieved tuning the mixer for decreasing IBIAS. On the one
hand, the results confirm NF being the parameter most affected by the reduction in IBIAS,
setting the limit of the achievable decrease in power consumption. On the other hand, low
current operation allows a LP consumption maintaining a more balanced performance in
terms of VCG, NF and linearity than LV operation, as VCG is preserved easier under LC
than under LV operation.

Table 3.2: Low-current operation of Gilbert cell for VDD = 1.8 V.

IBIAS [mA] PDISS [mW] VCG [dB] NF [dB] iIP3 [dBm]

0.5 0.9 7.35 15.05 -13.05

0.4 0.72 7.32 15.95 -12.82

0.3 0.54 7.31 17.31 -13.24

0.2 0.36 6.94 19.48 -13.77

0.1 0.18 4.83 24 -14.04
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Low-Power Operation

The analysis of the two previous sections proves that headroom is more relevant than bias
current to the performance of the Gilbert mixer. In other words, if a Gilbert mixers is to be
power optimized, IBIAS should first be decreased and not the available headroom. In order to
either boost the performance of the mixer without increasing power consumption or decrease
power consumption degrading as least as possible the performance of the mixer, headroom
should be increased for the transistor core of the mixer, that is, RF and LO stages. In this
sense, two approaches can be followed:

+ Providing IF and bandwidth allow it, lossless resonant tank should replace resistive
loading to relax headroom constraint.

+ Provided the overall specifications enable it, current source and RF transconductor
functionality ought to be performed by a unique transistor. Together with LC load,
this measure is the best structural change possible to regain headroom for the RF and
LO transistors in saturation.

Table 3.3 shows the results achieved tuning the mixer for decreasing supply voltage and
bias current. Decreasing both magnitudes enables to balance the degradation of the linearity
(especially affected lowering VDD) and the NF (more influenced by decreasing IBIAS). The
results clearly demonstrate the higher impact of headroom on linearity and bias current on
NF as explained separately in previous sections.

Table 3.3: Low-power operation of Gilbert cell.

VDD [V] IBIAS [mA] PDISS [mW] VCG [dB] NF [dB] iIP3 [dBm]

1.6 0.4 0.64 7.1 16.08 -13.67

1.5 0.4 0.6 6.57 16.12 -14.96

1.4 0.4 0.56 5.67 16.18 -17.14

1.3 0.4 0.52 4.25 16.25 -18.53

1.6 0.3 0.48 6.8 17.51 -14.22

1.5 0.3 0.45 6.24 17.57 -15.37

1.4 0.3 0.42 5.4 17.64 -17.83

1.3 0.3 0.39 4.2 17.72 -19.13

1.6 0.2 0.32 6.0 19.81 -14.79

1.5 0.2 0.3 5.51 19.87 -15.88

1.4 0.2 0.28 5.01 19.94 -18.45
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3.2.3 CMOS Passive Mixer

In this section, the ring mixer is thoroughly analyzed in terms of its performance with respect
to its form factor, bias conditions and LO drive. For this sake, a passive CMOS ring mixer
based on the topology shown in figure 2.24(b) on page 40 and operation at fRF = 400 MHz,
fLO = 320 MHz and fIF = 80 MHz is chosen as test case.

DC bias & Conversion Gain

A passive mixer is an lossy circuit which presents a limit at the minimum conversion loss given
by the loss of 2/π (∼ −4dBV) inherent to the switching mechanism by a perfect square wave,
as expressed in expression 3.6 on page 64. In this sense, it is important to point out that this
limit applies to power conversion gain. VCG can indeed be above this value depending on
the actual values of growing impedance from source, mixer to load impedance.
Another fundamental aspect that determines the VCG of the passive mixer is the fact that
no V − I−V conversion takes place in the mixer core, but one single V −V conversion. This
kind of voltage instead of current commutation determines two fundamental aspects that
define the VCG of the mixer. On the one hand, the channel resistance of the mixer has
to be as low as possible while the load resistance has to be as high as possible, without
limits for those parameters in their corresponding optimization. This mandates operation in
deep triode of the switches and a much higher dependency on high input impedance of the
succeeding stage to keep conversion loss as close to its theoretical minimum as possible. This
is radically opposed to the operation of the switching stage of the Gilbert cell, where current
commutation mandates operation in saturation and the VCG does not depend so exclusively
on the input impedance of the next stage.

Therefore, the impact of form factor on VCG of the passive mixer is quite small, once
again in contrast to the case of the active mixer where it is one of the most important factors
determining the VCG of the Gilbert cell. The reason is the small variation of the channel
resistance of the switch with the form factor when it operates in deep triode. Figure 3.24 shows
the VCG of the passive mixer versus the form factor. Both the evolution of the VCG versus
width ( 3.24(a)) and length ( 3.24(b)) resemble that of the Gilbert cell as the increase in gm (or
equivalently the decrease in rDS) saturate with increasing width, but still follow a relatively
linear pattern with decreasing length, which is directly reflected in the evolution of the VCG.
What it is important to note is the much smaller magnitude of the change in VCG in the case
of the passive mixer when compared to the active mixer (see figure 3.8 on page 66), which
responds to the small change in rDS with the form factor due to operation in triode instead of
in saturation. On the other hand, the evolution with respect to VOD shows an optimum value
close to but lower than zero. The reason is that the optimum symmetric commutation takes
place for lower values than the theoretical VTH of the transistor. Obviously, at this region
where conversion loss is minimum, the difference in form factor also becomes more evident.

DC bias & Noise Figure

A passive mixer itself usually introduces less noise than an active mixer because it consists
of less noise contributors (only the switching core compared to RF, LO and load stage in an
active mixer), because the channel resistance of the switches is several orders of magnitude
lower than that of the switches of an active mixer and because no direct current flows through
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(a) VCG vs. VOD for L = 0.35 µm and W = (40,1000) µm.
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(b) VCG vs. VOD for W = 40 µm and L = (0.4,1.2) µm.

Fig. 3.24: VCG versus VOD and form factor.

it9. However, its conversion loss enhances the weight of this noise, and what is more relevant,
increases the weight of the NF of the following components on the overall NF of the receiver.
This is the main reason why NF is considered the main drawback of passive mixers.

Figure 3.25 illustrates NF versus the form factor of the mixer. The large variation of NF
is remarkable, as well as the analogy in its evolution with form factor when compared to that
of VCG, suggesting the large influence of the conversion loss on the large value and variation
of NF. Another important aspect is the larger influence of length than width on the variation
of NF, as it happens in the case of VCG. This contrasts with the corresponding evolution in
active mixers, where width tends to be more determining. The difference of which parameter
is the most influential is clearly bound to the operation in saturation in the case of active
mixers, and operation in triode in the case of the passive mixer. With respect to the evolution
with VOD, it becomes evident that the optimum region coincides with that of VCG.

9No shot noise present.
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(a) NF vs. VOD for L = 0.35 µm and W = (40,1000) µm.
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(b) NF vs. VOD for W = 40 µm and L = (0.4,1.2) µm.

Fig. 3.25: NF versus VOD and form factor.

DC bias & Linearity

The high linearity of the passive mixer is its major advantage compared to Gilbert-type
mixers. The main reason for the superior response is the V→ V conversion driven by switches
in deep triode. Figure 3.26 shows the linearity versus the form factor of the switch10. The
results show clearly an improved linear performance for W ↓ and L ↑, with an optimum
operation around VOD = 0. In this case, the optimum lies at positive VOD close to zero
because the optimum symmetric commutation competes with more linear duty cycle away
from VTH, shifting the optimum region to positive VOD.

10Due to the high linearity of the passive mixer, the IM3 products from a two-tone analysis lie down below the
noise floor for low input power levels. Therefore, 1-dB compression point instead of IP3 is used to characterize
the linearity of the mixer.
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(b) Input 1dBCP vs. L for W = 40 µm.

Fig. 3.26: Linearity versus VOD and form factor.

DC Bias & LO Amplitude

The bias scheme of a passive mixer presents quite different constraints if compared to that of
an active mixer. On the one hand, the passive mixer is not constrained by a limited headroom
in which at least two sets of transistors in saturation and load are to be accommodated. The
passive topology consists of a unique quad operating in triode which floats on the source/drain
voltage and through which no direct current flows. Therefore, the bias scheme is reduced to
the proper choice of the source/drain potential seen at one of the inputs and the output of
the mixer and the gate potential onto which the drive signal operates. On the other hand,
the fact that no direct current flows through the mixer enables to DC bias the mixer with
either positive or negative overdrive voltage. Having a unique VGS to choose without risk of
changing the operation region is quite straightforward. However, being the unique factor to
bias the mixer, it has a great impact on its performance. Figures 3.27(a), 3.27(b) and 3.28 on
page 95 illustrate the VCG, NF11 and linearity of a passive mixer with 40/0.35 form factor
versus the VOD for different values of VLO, respectively.

11In order to sweep VOD, the LO and RF ports are biased with ideal voltage sources instead of real resistive
networks, which results in much lower NF.
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As seen in figure 3.27(a), the choice of VOD has a strong impact on VCG in relation with
the commutation of the switches. The figure proves that biasing close to VTH maximizes
VCG thanks to optimum commutation where the switch remains on during half cycle of the
driving signal and off during the other half cycle. If positive/negative VOD is chosen, the
switches remain in on/off more than 50% of the duty cycle, respectively. On the one hand,
the figure demonstrates that the loss in VCG is higher if complementary switches are longer
simultaneously off (VOD < 0) than if they are simultaneously on (VOD > 0). On the other
hand, it becomes clear that the loss in VCG due to unbalanced commutation is aggravated
as VLO is decreased, because for a given offset in VOD, a smaller swing involves a higher
deviation from balanced commutation.
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(a) VCG vs. VOD for VLO = (0.3,1.5) V.
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(b) NF vs. VOD for VLO = (0.3,1.5) V.

Fig. 3.27: VCG and NF vs. VOD for VLO = (0.3,1.5) V.

As shown in figure 3.27(b), NF follows the pattern of VCG. On the one hand, NF finds its
optimum around VOD = 0 where the switches work with 50% duty cycle. Stronger degradation
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of VCG for VOD < 0 than for VOD > 0 results in corresponding pattern of NF. On the other
hand, NF increases faster as VOD increases in either polarity for decreasing VLO due to higher
impact on commutation asymmetry12.

Figure 3.28 illustrates the evolution of linearity (expressed in terms of input 1-dB com-
pression point) versus VOD and VLO, and proves that unbalanced commutation with duty
cycle below 50% introduces much more distortion than asymmetric commutation with duty
cycle above 50%, showing an optimum operation when VGS = VTH, as it happens with VCG
and NF. In the figure, the impact of VLO on linear performance in relation with VOD coin-
cides when compared to that on VCG and NF as well. The only remarkable difference lies at
the boost in linear performance for VLO < VOD. This large increase in linearity responds to
the fact that the mixer does not commute under such condition any more. The continuous
modulation by the LO drive is indeed much more linear than even at a perfectly balanced
commuted mixer. Nevertheless, it is important to pinpoint that this region of operation is
not desirable because this continuous modulation involves large conversion loss and NF (see
figures 3.27(a) and 3.27(b)).
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Fig. 3.28: Input 1-dB Compression Point versus VOD and VLO.

In the literature, the importance of a large VLO to drive passive mixers is remarked, but
little is said about the relevance of the bias. In this section, it has been shown that operation
around VGS = VTH grants the best performance and enables significant reduction in VLO

with little degradation of mixer performance, which involves large power savings at the VCO
or buffer driving the passive mixer. Moreover, the results confirm that operation in on state
longer than 50% of the period is less harmful than longer operation in off state.

LO Slope

Figure 3.29 shows the performance of the mixer versus the rise/fall time of a rectangular LO
drive, while maintaining the amplitude of the fundamental tone. In this way, the influence of
tBAL on the performance of the mixer is analyzed independent from the impact of the ampli-
tude of VLO. On the one hand, the conversion loss decreases with decreasing rise/fall time due
to the reduction in balanced state and the subsequent parallel loading of the complementary

12For very low values of VLO and large negative VOD, NF improves abruptly as a result of an increasing VCG.
This inflexion point has no physical meaning, but responds to numerical errors due to very high conversion
loss yielding output voltage in the range of simulator noise floor.
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channel resistance with the load resistance. The decrease in NF with decreasing rise/fall time
responds to the improvement in VCG. On the other hand, linearity also improves due to the
reduction in tBAL. However, the improvement of the performance in the case of the passive
mixer is not so large due to a relatively minimized tBAL thanks to being able to choose the
bias close to VTH and driving with a very large VLO. Thus, the slope does not have in the
case of a passive mixer a great impact on performance providing VOD is close to zero and VLO

large. This contrasts with the active mixer, where the inability to increase VLO much and
more restricted biasing due to IBIAS gives more weight to the sharpness of the transition to
reduce tBAL in more extent, and thus improve performance. However, VCG, and as a result,
NF are more affected by tBAL than in an active mixer (despite it being shorter), because
during tBAL a passive mixer parallelizes a very large load with the extremely low channel
resistance of the complementary switch in triode, whereas during tBAL an active mixer paral-
lelizes a relative moderate resistance with the high resistance channel of the complementary
switch in saturation. As a result, VCG and NF are more affected by tBAL in passive mixers
(compare 3.29(a) with 3.21(a) on page 83) and linearity is more affected by tBAL in active
mixers (compare 3.29(b) with 3.21(b) on page 83).
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Fig. 3.29: Parameters vs. trise/fall of VLO with constant amplitude of fundamental tone.
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3.3 CMOS Mixer Optimization

In this section the CMOS mixer is optimized targeted at certain relevant issues concern-
ing the operation of mixers within an IR mixer topology, such as, multi-band operation
(§ 3.3.1) and low-power operation (§ 3.3.2 on page 109). Other critical issues such as DC
offset and flicker noise are also especially addressed due to their relevance in the context of
direct/indirect-conversion receivers (§ 3.3.3 on page 118). This optimization process is based
on the understanding of Gilbert and passive mixers described in § 3.2 on page 62, and all
results are backed up my measured data on the implemented prototypes.

3.3.1 Multi-band Operation

The key idea of this mixer design optimization relies on the re-use of a unique mixer to
operate at different frequency bands while delivering the required performance. This multi-
band operation can be profited to reduce power and silicon area.

A clear example of such optimized operation is the first set of mixers of a Weaver IRM,
whose output nodes can be alternately switched between addition and subtraction. As il-
lustrated in figure 3.30, by choosing LO1 between the two bands to receive, one band is the
desired RF signal and the other the IM to be rejected. By alternating the addition/subtraction
of signal after the second down-conversion, the bands are inversely treated. In contrast to
operation at the same IF in both operation modes in the case of the second set of mixers,
the first mixers may have to deliver the same performance while operating at quite different
frequency bands. In contrast to this alternating reception, dual-receivers, like those proposed
in § 3.1 on page 53, are another interesting use-case. In those receivers, concurrent reception
of both bands is pursued with the same requirements for both bands to receive.

+

_

LO2QLO1I LO1Q LO2I

Multi−band
operation

+

++

_

} Either band
received

Dual reception

Fig. 3.30: Multi-band operation of Weaver IRM.

Comprising operation at different frequency bands and/or specifications in a single mixer,
however, becomes more challenging than separate designs with a single set of requirements,
and demands different strategies according to the range of standards and performance to de-
liver. In this section, the capabilities of CMOS mixers for multi-band operation are discussed
based on the analysis of CMOS mixers in § 3.2 on page 62 and two different approaches are
proposed validated by corresponding measured results.
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A 0.6-µm CMOS Down-conversion Mixer for GSM-900 and DECT

This mixer is intended for multi-standard operation at the GSM900 and DECT. Both stan-
dards are middle/large-range high-performance standards with rather tight specifications for
the mixer, which has to operate as part of a heterodyne receiver with fixed IF = 70 MHz
and VDD = 3.3 V for both standards13. In particular, the mixer has to deliver a highly-linear
response while presenting no conversion loss and moderate noise. Table 3.4 summarizes the
common specifications for the multi-band mixer:

Table 3.4: Common mixer specifications for GSM-900 and DECT standards.

PARAMETER SPECIFICATION

VCG ≥ 0 dB

iIP3 ≥ +5 dBm

SSB NF ca. 15 dB

Port isol. ≥ 30 dB

Linearity being the most stringent requirement, and having to operate at such high fre-
quencies as fRF,GSM = 925 MHz and fRF,DECT = 1.9 GHz, a MOS-ring mixer would be the
most suitable topology. However, the inherent conversion loss and noisy frequency conversion
discard the passive mixer. For a Gilbert-type mixer, on the other hand, conversion gain and
noise targets are attainable, with linearity being the major stumbling block and the speci-
fication around which the design strategy must be defined. Furthermore, it is important to
note that no tuning at all is desired to accommodate the operation of the mixer to either
frequency band, which constrains further the design of the mixer.

In order to meet the goal of multi-standard operation and highly-linear performance, the
following design strategies are proposed:

+ The highly-linear performance demands a relatively high IBIAS so that the transcon-
ductance stage operates with high overdrive voltage. Having a limited headroom of
3V with a 0.6µm CMOS process, a very high bias current compromises the operation
in saturation of RF and LO transistors. One must bear in mind that, given RF and
LO transistors operate in saturation, the bias current determines VGS of transistors.
Increasing IBIAS, increases VGS, bringing the operating point of transistors closer to
triode region and worsening linearity provided transistors alternate between saturation
and linear region dynamically with the signal.

+ In order to relax this problem, the input transconductor is to be chosen relatively small
(WRF = 100 µm in this design), as the overdrive voltage increases as W decreases for a
given IBIAS. This approach is one of the key design strategies to achieve a fairly constant
multi-standard operation, as the bandwidth of the transconductance is kept large and
delivers quite constant conversion gain for the frequency bands within this bandwidth.
Having a relative relaxed requirement for conversion gain, the approach remains valid
as increasing IBIAS increases transconductance while decreasing form factor of RF stage
decreases it, yielding a moderate gain, which matches the specification.

13This IF is chosen due to the availability of external narrow-band channel-select filters for this frequency.
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+ Therefore, IBIAS is traded off according to this boundary conditions: on the lower side,
by the relative frequency ratio between the standards to which deliver a constant con-
version gain, and on the upper side, by the necessary operation in saturation region (not
only DC operating point, but also dynamically) for a given headroom and technology.
In this particular case, IBIAS = 2.4 mA.

+ The mixer itself is not a low-power implementation, but it must be understood that
the stringent linearity requirement, together with the moderate conversion gain and
noise performance to be delivered do not allow it to be; thus, as previously discussed,
a certain level of IBIAS must be supplied regardless of the multi-band operation. The
basic re-use concept in this approach, however, lies at the fact that the IBIAS required,
mostly due to linear performance, is profited to grant a broadband gm and exploit that
benefit to merge two mixers (each for two different bands) into a single one.

+ However, the RF stage, being the dominant factor for this broadband performance, is
not the only one to grant multi-standard operation without increasing the power of the
mixer. The width of LO switches and LO power are to be chosen in order to grant
similar performance for both bands. The basic trade-off concerning the width of the
switches relies on the capacitive loading to the LO drive and operation at low overdrive
voltage. As explained in § 3.2.1 on page 73, given the IBIAS, the larger the switch, the
closer from threshold voltage VGS lies, which helps to decrease simultaneous conduction
of all the switches for a given LO power level. However, a large WLO involves large
parasitic capacitance as load for the LO driver and this, in turn, increases the difference
in LO power delivered for both frequency bands. Such a big difference in the capacitive
loading results in different distortion and absolute amplitude of LO fundamental, which
results in different conversion gain and noise performance for both bands. As explained
in § 3.2.1 on page 73, the optimum operation in terms of LO power and form factor of the
switches should lie at the point where increase in conversion gain and decrease in noise
figure start to saturate with increasing LO power. Figure 3.31 on page 101 illustrates
the post-layout simulated three regions of operation of the implemented mixer in terms
of VCG and NF versus PLO, both for the GSM band (3.31(a)) and the DECT band
(3.31(b)). Comparing the response of the mixer to the PLO sweep, the higher influence of
distortion due to large PLO at the DECT band is proven. At moderate/high PLO where
gain and noise performance saturate, this flattening is more abrupt at DECT while in
the ultimate region where third-order subtractive intermodulation starts dominating
the fundamental driving signal, the stronger influence at DECT is still more evident.
The corner between linear and saturation region in the VCG & NF versus PLO, being
the optimum operating point in terms of power consumption in the mixer and the LO
driver versus mixer performance, it is also the maximum PLO advisable so that the
performance between both frequency bands does not diverge due to different weight of
distortion at the LO port. In this design, PLO = 0 dBm and WLO = 100 µm are chosen.

+ Resistive load instead of active load is preferred because the PMOS transistors quite
limit the frequency of operation and require common-mode regulation. Furthermore,
no large conversion gain is required; thus, the main benefit of this type of loading is
not profited. The headroom available for the load resistors is the key issue. Providing
operation in saturation of all transistors, fixing a relatively high IBIAS results in large
VGS, which in turn, involves high VG to bias RF and LO transistors in saturation. A
large VG at LO involves little headroom for the load resistors, so that the LO switches
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remain in saturation. Thus, relatively small resistance is preferred. As no large conver-
sion gain is needed, this approach is feasible. On the other hand, the cut-off frequency
of the resistors is not so important, as IF is not so high and common for both standards.
In this design, RL = 700 Ω is chosen.

+ The source-follower stage implemented at the output of the mixers serves as impedance
matching network to match the 50Ω load and to isolate the mixer load from such a low
impedance providing a high-ohmic interface for the mixer. It is important to note that
this stage inserts 6 dBV of loss under perfect matching and consumes 34 mW compared
to the 16.3 mW of the mixer core. Such a high current is required to attain 50Ω
output impedance and prevent the linearity of the mixer from degrading at this output
stage. As in the case of the mixer load, this stage does not contribute any difference
in performance between both bands because IF is common for both standards. On
the other hand, this buffer solely responds to the need to drive either a 50Ω load for
measurement purposes or to match the input impedance of an external channel-select
filter. If this mixer were not to operate in a heterodyne receiver, but in a receiver where
channel selection is realized on-chip, this buffer would not be required at all.

This mixer was fabricated in 2-metal 2-poly 0.6µm CMOS process and 20 samples mea-
sured on-wafer. Figure 3.32 on page 102 shows post-layout simulated (all parasitic capacitance
included) and the average of the measured VCG versus PLO. The agreement within 1-dB
deviation between simulated and measured results in the whole span of PLO and both fre-
quency bands proves good modeling and layout strategy when dealing with a CMOS process,
not tailored for RF operation. Both pictures (3.32(a) in the case of GSM band and 3.32(b)
for DECT band) illustrate the two regions of operation versus PLO: linear increase and satu-
ration to constant gain over PLO. While measured VCG in GSM band is slightly higher than
simulated, it is lower in DECT band. In general terms, under typical mean conditions, one
should expect a certain loss in measured VCG compared to simulated one due to such effects
as component mismatch or imperfect balanced input signals. The reason for this behavior is
that the process yielded a more resistive wafer than the typical mean simulation. This results
in larger resistance in resistors, included load resistor and bias resistor for the current-mirror,
which results in lower IBIAS. In the case of the GSM band, the influence of increase in resis-
tive load dominates over the reduction in transconductance, resulting in a slight increase in
VCG compared to typical mean simulation. In the case of DECT, however, the reduction in
bandwidth in RF transconductance has a bigger impact due to higher operating frequency
and dominates over the higher resistance of the load.

Figure 3.33 on page 103 shows the measured evolution of the fundamental tones and the
IM3 at the output of the mixer with respect to the input power in order to extrapolate the
IP3 of the mixer. As explained in § 2.3.2 on page 36, this measurement is performed with two
RF tones with a small frequency offset between them. In the case of GSM band (3.33(a)),
two tones at 920 MHz and 925 MHz are swept in power and, in the case of DECT band
(3.33(b)), two tones at 1.88 GHz and 1.885 GHz are swept, while the extrapolation point in
the linear region used to figure out the IP3 is -15 dBm of input power. As expected from
theory, the down-converted input tone exhibits a 1-dB increase while IM3 tone exhibits a
3-dB increase in the linear region, while both exhibit saturation for higher input power due
to the subtractive influence of higher-order even harmonics14.

14The flat response of IM3 for the lowest levels of input power corresponds to the noise floor of the spectrum
analyzer, which undercovers the 3-dB increasing signal below it.
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(b) DECT band.

Fig. 3.31: Post-layout simulated VCG and NF versus PLO for multi-band operation.

The mixer shows a very highly linear response around the targeted +5 dBm for both frequency
bands, and is in good agreement with post-layout simulated values of +5.5 dBm and +6.85
dBm for GSM and DECT bands, respectively. Once again, the higher resistance of polysilicon
in this run compared to typical mean explains the slight deviation in terms of linearity.
Being a dominant factor for linearity, the decrease in IBIAS explains the slight worse linear
performance. Compared to VCG, however, the influence for both frequency bands is quite
the same, as other effects like load, have little or no influence.

Table 3.5 on page 103 summarizes the post-layout simulated and measured values for the
most relevant parameters of the mixer in both frequency bands for PLO = 0 dBm. Apart
from the already mentioned performance in terms of VCG and IP3, results also show a good
agreement in terms of NF and power consumption. In this sense, the power consumption,
whose major part corresponds to the output buffer, is slightly smaller than simulated and
proves the reduced IBIAS compared to simulated typical mean. NF performance is also in the
range of the targeted figure, and the slight increase is also related to the decrease in IBIAS.
Having chosen IF = 70 MHz, the output signal lies at the optimum middle region of the mixer
in terms of noise, where signal lies quite above the dominance of flicker noise and quite below
the region where loss in conversion gain due to high-frequency increases NF significantly.
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Fig. 3.32: Post-layout simulated and measured VCG vs. PLO for multi-band operation.

In this optimum flat region, VCG has a direct influence on the weight of thermal and shot
noise of the transconductor on NF. For the GSM band, the VCG remains quite the same as
simulated, which results in nearly exact NF performance compared to simulation, while for
the DECT band, the slight loss in VCG translates directly to the increase in NF compared
to simulation.

The measured results prove a very good agreement with post-layout simulations15 and
the likeliness of results for both bands in spite of the higher resistivity yielded by the process.
Therefore, this approach based on careful understanding of the trade-offs involved in the
mixer design and the layout optimization make it possible to down-convert both bands to the
same IF with a unique mixer instead of dedicating two to account for different frequency of
operation. Figure 3.34 on page 104 shows a microphotograph of the multi-standard CMOS
mixer. A more detailed discussion on the design of this mixer can be found in [133].

15These simulations correspond to resistive & capacitive extraction, in contrast to simulations in fig-
ures 3.32, 3.31 and 3.33, which correspond to capacitive extraction.
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(a) Measured iIP3 = +4.1 dBm at GSM band.
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(b) Measured iIP3 = +5.5 dBm at DECT band.

Fig. 3.33: Measured IP3 for multi-band operation.

Table 3.5: Post-layout simulated and on-wafer measured results for GSM and DECT.

PARAMETER GSM DECT

(PLO = 0 dBm) Simulated Measured Simulated Measured

VCG [dB] 0.8 1 -1.7 -2.3

iIP3 [dBm] 5.5 4.1 6.85 5.5

SSB NF [dB] 17.8 18 18.5 19

Power Consumption [mW] 52 47.1 52 46.9
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Fig. 3.34: Microphotograph of multi-standard CMOS mixer for GSM-900 and DECT.

A 0.35-µm CMOS Down-conversion Mixer for ISM-868 and ISM-2400

This CMOS mixer implementation is another example of power/silicon optimization based on
re-use of a single core for multi-standard operation. The mixer is intended for the free-licensed
ISM frequency bands around 868 MHz and 2400 GHz converting both RF bands down to
an IF = 10.7 MHz16. The target of this transceiver, operative at both ISM bands, is short-
range biomedical applications. Such modulation schemes as linear amplitude modulation
(AM) / frequency modulation (FM) or digital amplitude shift keying (ASK) / frequency
shift keying (FSK) are common practice for short-range wireless telemetry. Despite their
low spectral efficiency, they enable quite simple circuit implementations thanks to lower SNR
requirements [134] and the lack of need for in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) generation.
The mixer is implemented in a 3-metal 2-poly standard 0.35µm CMOS process. While aiming
at multi-standard operation like the mixer described in § 3.3.1 on page 98, and sharing the
same fully-differential double-balance topology depicted in figure 3.6 on page 63, the design
strategy is quite different. In the first, the stringent requirements, above all, in terms of
linearity, are coupled to the broadband transconductance, essential to deliver quite similar
performance at both bands. In the later, however, this large broadband transconductance is
opposed to the low-power operation and the relaxed dynamic range required, as summarized
in table 3.6 on the next page. Furthermore, in the first, the frequency range ratio is about 2,
while in this later case is about 3, which still demands a larger broadband transconductance
at the price of higher IBIAS. Thus, how can you deliver the same performance for these two
frequency bands with low power consumption in agreement with the specifications? The
innovative solution proposed is based on power management of supply voltage. In particular,
supply voltage is alternated between 1.8 V for ISM-868 and 3.0 V for ISM-2400. As the 1.8V
supply is actually generated by a buck regulator followed by a linear regulator out of a 3V
supply, the need to use either supply voltage does not involve much complexity.

16The main reason for the choice of this frequency is the availability of ceramic BPF for this frequency.
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Table 3.6: Common specifications for ISM-868 and ISM-2400 bands.

PARAMETER SPECIFICATION

VCG 8 dB

iIP3 -17 dBm

SSB NF ca. 15 dB

Port isol. ≥ 30 dB

The main stumbling blocks of the proposed approach are:

+ Dimensioning the mixer and the internal bias so that the operating points of the mixer
under both supply voltages keep all transistors in saturation and deliver the same
performance at the corresponding frequency band.

+ Stack current-mirror, RF and LO stages, and load within 1.8 V @ ISM-868.

Both constraints in conjunction with the specifications for the mixer mandate a low IBIAS,
large-width and minimum-length transistors. Low IBIAS decreases VGS of RF and LO transis-
tors, diminishing the required VDS to guarantee operation in saturation, even at low supply
voltage. However, VCG is the most demanding specification of the mixer, and a very low
IBIAS greatly reduces transconductance. Therefore, large form factor RF transistors with
minimum length are required to counterbalance this loss. Both design measures result in a
rather poor linear performance of the RF stage, as both bring the operating point close to
VTH. Nonetheless, the relaxed dynamic range enables such an approach up to certain extent.
In this design, W/LcRF = 400/0.3 is chosen.
As it happens with the RF stage, operation at 1.8 V demands large W/L ratio at the LO
switches as well. Nevertheless, large switches with large parasitic capacitance would make the
response of the mixer rather different between both ISM bands due to distortion generated
by the non-linear operation of the switches with a large driving signal. In this sense, it is
much more appropriate to implement switches with minimum L, rather than very large W,
so that on-resistance is relatively low, but at the same time, parasitic capacitance is kept un-
der reasonable values. Minimum-length switches, however, exhibit high flicker noise corners.
Bearing in mind the high frequency of operation, above all, in the case of ISM-2400, flicker
noise from the switches can significantly corrupt signal up to a few MHz at the output of the
mixer. A moderate WLO trades off between capacitive coupling of distortion on one side, and
flicker noise and headroom on the other, while the choice of IF = 10.7 MHz keeps LO flicker
noise corner away from signal, with a corner frequency at around 1-2 MHz. In this design,
W/LcLO = 100/0.3 is chosen.
Being narrow-band and sharing the same IF, the use of a resonant tank as mixer load eases
biasing and enhances performance at both ISM bands, thanks to the increased headroom.
However, in this particular case, it is not feasible, as the size of inductors would be so large
and their quality factor so bad, that it does not make up for the increased headroom. Instead,
2kΩ poly-resistors are implemented as load, providing the required VCG. The capacitive load-
ing of these relative large resistors does not reduce VCG at such a low IF. Not being feasible
to gain headroom at the load, removing the current-source remains the only possibility. How-
ever, aiming at power management on supply voltage as means to toggle operation of the
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mixer for either ISM band, removal of current source and using the RF stage, both as RF
stage and current mirror17, improves mixer performance, but makes it too dependant on the
supply voltage, being not feasible to deliver quite the same performance for both frequency
bands. One possibility to exploit the benefit of the current-mirror removal but still deliver
constant performance, consists of analog regulation of supply voltage instead of switched sup-
ply voltage between two states. However, this analog voltage tuning would involve a complex
regulation system, which in turn, does not pay the price of the improvement of multi-band
operation in one single mixer. Therefore, the current mirror was preserved.
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Fig. 3.35: Post-layout simulated and measured VCG vs. PLO for multi-band operation.

17This functional combination into the RF stage is discussed in § 3.3.2 on page 109.
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Figure 3.35 on the preceding page shows the post-layout simulation and the average VCG
of 10 on-wafer measured mixers with respect to LO power at both ISM bands. Once again,
there is very good agreement between simulated and measured results in the three regions of
operation, even in the band at highest frequency. Comparing the results at ISM-868 operating
at 1.8 V ( 3.35(a)) and at ISM-2400 operating at 3.0 V ( 3.35(b)), the following conclusions
can be drawn:

+ VCG saturation in this mixer takes place at lower PLO than in the mixer for GSM and
DECT (see § 3.3.1 on page 98). The reason is the lower IBIAS and the corresponding
higher distortion of the switch for a given form factor and PLO.

+ The patterns of the three operating regions of VCG versus PLO between GSM and
DECT in the previous mixer resemble each other more than the patterns of the three
regions in this mixer between ISM-868 and ISM-2400. The reason for this is double.
First, the ratio between the frequencies of operation of the two ISM bands is higher
than that between GSM and DECT, which involves that higher distortion due to higher
frequency of operation differentiates more the response of the switching stage to both
bands in which to deliver the same performance. Second, the impact of higher fre-
quency of operation on the higher distortion at switching is stronger for switches that
are inherently less linear due to lower IBIAS. The folding of the negative influence of
lower IBIAS together with highest operating frequency is clearly demonstrated in fig-
ure 3.35(b), where the influence of third-order harmonics at the switching stage is so
strong that the flat region of VCG versus PLO barely exists, going directly from linear
increase to decrease due to dominance of subtracting terms coming from third-order
harmonics onto the LO fundamental tone.

Nonetheless, carefully tuning IBIAS and the form factor of the switches, the optimum PLO

at ISM-2400 yields the desired VCG while this PLO also drives the mixer in the upper side of
the optimum region at ISM-868, yielding the desired VCG as well. Therefore, it is achieved
to deliver, not only the same performance at both bands, but also without requiring more
PLO than that corresponding to the optimum region of operation. In other words, not only
is the mixer multi-band operative, but also power-optimized itself.
In this sense, it is important to note that with the appropriate RF transconductor versus
mixer load dimensioning, quite the same VCG is attained with a factor of 3 in terms of power
(500 µA @ 1.8 V ; 1 mA @ 3.0 V) for a ratio of operating frequency also around 3.

Table 3.7: Post-layout simulated and on-wafer measured results for ISM-868/-2400.

PARAMETER ISM-868 @ VDD = 1.8 V ISM-2400 @ VDD = 3.0 V

(PLO = 0 dBm) Simulated Measured Simulated Measured

VCG [dB] 7.3 8.1 7.5 7.4

iIP3 [dBm] -12.5 -13.5 -10.4 -11.0

SSB NF [dB] 15.6 NA 18.3 NA

Power Consumption [mW] 0.9 0.9 3.0 3.0
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Table 3.7 on the previous page sums up the post-layout simulated and measured values for
the most relevant parameters of the mixer in both frequency bands for a PLO = 0 dBm. Apart
from the already mentioned performance in terms of VCG, the mixer shows a better linear
performance than demanded, very close to the simulated figures and quite homogeneous for
both bands. In this sense, compared to the previous mixer where the high linear performance
demanded was clearly the dominant specification, in this power-aware design, VCG shows to
be the dominant factor. The slight worse performance at the lower ISM band compared to
the upper one responds predominantly to the lower IBIAS, while the slightly higher divergence
responds to slightly worse-power performance of RF transistors, resulting in slight more VCG
and more distortion than expected. This slightly faster performance of the transistors reduces
the typical higher gap between simulated and measured results at higher operating frequency,
resulting in almost the same VCG and iIP3 at ISM-2400. Simulated NF lies in the optimum
flat region and the achieved performance is around the targeted figure; but in this case, it was
not possible to measure it. However, the likeliness between simulated and measured VCG
makes it reasonable to think that real noise performance resembles the simulated results.
The good agreement between simulation and measured performance is thus related to that
between simulated and measured power consumption.

The measured results prove a very good agreement with post-layout simulations and
the likeliness of results for both bands, which is undoubtedly related to matched power
consumption. Therefore, this approach based on power management controlling dual supply
voltage together with careful understanding of the trade-offs involved in the biasing of the
mixer and the layout optimization make it possible to down-convert both bands to the same IF
with a unique mixer instead of dedicating two to account for different frequency of operation.
Figure 3.36 shows a microphotograph of the multi-standard CMOS mixer. A more detailed
discussion on the design of this mixer can be found in [135].

Fig. 3.36: Microphotograph of multi-standard CMOS mixer for ISM-868 and ISM-2400.
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3.3.2 LV-LP Operation

In this section, mixer optimization is addressed in terms of LV-LP operation. A down-
conversion mixer chain comprising a RF mixer and two IF mixers which deliver quadrature
output at baseband is used as test-case, as illustrated in figure 3.37. The receiver relies on
indirect conversion from 400MHz RF input to baseband through an IF at 80 MHz, in such a
way that a by-four SCL digital divider generates quadrature LO2 out of LO1, following the
topology depicted in figure 2.8 on page 16. Being aimed at short-range mobile biomedical
applications, LP operation is a key factor. In contrast to the mixer described in § 3.3.1 on
page 104, no multi-band operation is required, but on the other hand, a more stringent mod-
ulation scheme is implemented, requiring quadrature processing at baseband and in digital
domain. This fact together with down-conversion to BB determines to a great extent the
boundary conditions for the mixer.
As explained in § 2.1.5 on page 16, indirect conversion to BB helps to alleviate the problem
of 1/f noise and DC offset, which are the two main stumbling blocks in receivers that perform
channel-selection, amplification and digitalization at BB. On the other hand, it increases the
number of required mixers, imposing stringent conditions for LP.

cosω

cosω

LO1

LO2

Gilbert

Gilbert

Gilbert
90°

0°

Fig. 3.37: Topology of the implemented mixer chain.

The main design challenges and solutions proposed and implemented in this mixer chain
have been summarized as follows:

+ Minimization of power consumption of the IF mixer is a critical aspect, as this stage
consists of two mixers in order to provide quadrature output at BB. In this sense,
indirect conversion enables an overall power saving, as just one mixer operates at highest
frequency while the two IF mixers benefit from the VCG provided by the RF mixer
compared to direct conversion, where both mixers need to operate at full speed and
provide the total VCG. Thus, requiring one more mixer does not imply a higher power
consumption if RF and IF mixers are adequately dimensioned.

+ The RF mixer is implemented as a double-balanced Gilbert-cell with resistive load.
The mixer can also be implemented as a single-balanced down-converter, which in such
a power-aware transceiver as this one, is especially well suited, because it requires
half the current to deliver quite the same performance in terms of VCG, noise and
linearity. However, as explained in § 2.3.3 on page 42, single-balanced mixers suffer
from uncanceled LO feed-through. This is a major issue in indirect conversion, because
the LO1 feed-through acts as a strong blocking signal for both IF mixers, increasing
distortion and reducing VCG, and accordingly increasing NF.
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+ With a factor of 4 between fLO1 and IF, a first-order RC filter does not provide enough
attenuation of LO1. Instead, a second-order LC resonant tank tuned at IF can be used
as selective load to attenuate LO and RF feed-through with respect to the signal lying
at IF. Furthermore, this loss-less load provides additional headroom to the RF mixer,
enhancing its performance for a given IBIAS. This approach, however, has a practical
limitation due to relatively low IF, which demands extremely large inductors of very
poor Q when integrated, thus, providing poor VCG and noise performance for the RF
mixer. Instead, external inductors with high Q can be used. Nevertheless, it is a design
goal for this application to integrate the whole transceiver. Therefore, while being the
most power-efficient solution, due to the constraint of full integration, another solution
is implemented: a double-balanced mixer with resistive load as RF mixer. Despite
consuming more current than its single-balance counterpart, LO1 isolation becomes a
determining factor so as not to compromise the performance of the IF mixers.

+ Not having to deliver multi-band operation, and with a fixed supply voltage of 1.8 V,
the mixer chain as a whole has to deliver at least 4 dB of VCG and -10 dBm of input
1-dB compression point (P−1dB)18, while NF beyond the flicker noise corner should be
at most 8 dB. Comparing to the mixer described in § 3.3.1 on page 104, operating
at the lower ISM band, this mixer chain has to deliver little less VCG, considerably
higher linear performance and reduced NF, with the aggravation of flicker noise lying
onto the signal in the case of the IF mixers, while supply voltage is constant at 1.8
V, the technology being the same used to implement the multi-band mixer. Bearing
in mind that mixer was quite at the limit to deliver that performance for ISM-868,
this mixer can simply not meet the specifications for ISM-400, above all, in terms of
linearity, where halving the operating frequency does not have much impact on the
linearity of the mixer. This higher linearity mandates increasing supply voltage in
order to accommodate higher IBIAS and/or transistors with smaller W/L ratio, which
would considerably increase power consumption. Not being feasible to replace resistive
load by a resonant LC tank, the following solution is proposed: combine transconductor
for RF input and current mirror into the same transistor. Figure 3.38 on page 112
illustrates the proposed functional combination into one single transistor. Obviously,
the main advantage of this approach is to gain headroom by getting rid of one stacked
transistor. Besides, grounding the source of the RF transconductor, the capacitive
loading of the current source is eliminated. However, the classical biasing scheme is
to be reconsidered. In the proposed topology, the RF signal is capacitively coupled
into the gate of the transconductor maintaining the DC operating point of the LNA
output independent of the mixer bias, while the current mirror sets the DC operating
point through a very high ohmic resistor. In terms of high-frequency operation, the high
ohmic resistor together with the low ohmic input resistance of the gate/drain node of the
current source isolate this RF input from the current source, preventing distortion due
to modulation of the DC bias point by the RF signal. On the other hand, the isolation
resistor does not alter the DC operating point set by the current source thanks to the
high impedance at DC at the gate of the current mirror.

18If odd-order intermodulation is dominated by just IM3, IP3 is theoretically 9.6 dB higher than P−1dB. In
many practical designs, IP3 tends to be more than 9.6 dB higher than P−1dB.
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+ Minimum channel length for transconductor operation is good in order to maximize
gm. However, it is not good practice for the operation as current mirror due to mobility
modulation and reduction in channel resistance. In this design, LMIN is employed while
special attention is paid at the bias points so that the current mirror remains in deep
saturation and presents enough rDS despite LMIN so that it can operate as current
mirror. On the other hand, the isolating resistor plays an even more important role
to isolate the RF signal from the current source, as with LMIN the sensitivity of the
current source to the RF signal feed-through is highest.

+ The increase in headroom thanks to the combination of RF transconductor and current
mirror into the same transistor becomes the fundamental improvement that enables
to grant highly linear performance at a low supply voltage. The overall approach
implemented in this design is to use transconductors and LO switches with small W/L
ratio. This enables quite linear performance of the transconductor even at low IBIAS,
thus, providing low-power operation. This practice involves large overdrive voltage,
which in turn, tightens headroom to operate all transistors in saturation, which is
feasible only thanks to the function combination described above. Another point to
bear in mind is that both low IBIAS and low W/L transistors involve low gm. By
means of large load resistors, again only feasible thanks to the functional recombination,
the moderate VCG requirements can be fulfilled. In terms of noise performance, this
approach reduces shot noise considerably and increases a bit thermal noise, with a
moderate improvement of NF in the optimum region compared to previously described
CMOS mixers.

+ Another important aspect that enables this LV-LP approach is to preserve high-ohmic
interfaces at the load of the RF and IF mixers. In other words, very small transconduc-
tor presents very high impedance at IF at the output of the RF mixer, and the input
stage of the LPF does the same at base-band at the output of both IF mixers. Besides,
small switching transistors present low parasitic capacitance, and therefore, reduce LO
and higher-order feed-through. Bearing in mind that at very low IBIAS and working
with tiny transistors, VCG is the most aggravated performance metric, preserving high-
ohmic load is essential. In this sense, no passive LPF is introduced between both mixer
stages to remove up-converted RF input and other high-frequency tones such as RF and
LO1 feed-through19. Obviously, these tones degrade to some extent the performance of
the IF mixers. However, the partial attenuation of these tones does not make up for the
losses of the LPF, and above all, for the reduction in VCG induced at the RF mixer.
Instead, capacitive coupling is used to connect both mixer stages. This capacitor serves
to get rid of the DC offset of the RF mixer20 and greatly attenuates the flicker noise
of the RF mixer, which introduces much more flicker noise than the IF mixer under
the same conditions of LO drive and transistor dimensioning due to higher frequency
of operation (fLO1 = 4 · fLO2). Besides, the lower plate capacitance to substrate of this
coupling capacitor together with the load of the RF mixer is used to form a first-order
LPF that grants some attenuation of high-order tones.

19The RF mixer, being a double-balance mixer ideally presents no feed-through at fLO1, but it does present
large tones with the same phase at 2 · fLO1 from self-mixing of the LO1 with itself at the differential outputs
of the mixer. In terms of common-mode, these tones cancel each other out, but they still act as blockers for
the IF mixers. Besides, mixer mismatch also yields direct feed-through of LO1.

20The LNA is also capacitively coupled to the RF mixer, so no DC offset propagation takes place.
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Fig. 3.38: Transconductor operating as current mirror.

This mixer chain has been implemented twice with slightly different 0.35µm CMOS tech-
nologies, which results in slightly different figures due to this technological difference. The
IBIAS for the RF mixer core lies in the range of (48,65) µA, while for the IF mixer lies between
(28,34) µA21. In both mixers, the form factor of the transistors is 20/0.35. If you compare the
mixer described in § 3.3.1 on page 104 operating at ISM-868 and the RF mixer of this mixer
chain, the later with half the RF input and VCG but much better linearity and noise perfor-
mance, and the same technology and supply voltage, requires around 10 times less current.
This significant improvement lets us prove that the performance of the Gilbert cell is much
more dependant on headroom than on IBIAS. Therefore, the function combination described
above proves to be a key factor for low-voltage low-power optimization. Another important
factor is that no buffer is required to drive the interface to an external filter thanks to channel
selection at BB, which also allows to save significant power22. While the current consumption
of the mixer cores adds up to around 130 µA, including the buffer to drift the DC operating
point at the output, this current increases up to 650 µA.
Extreme low IBIAS increases sensitivity to process spread as performance becomes very
narrow-band. For this reason, accessible nodes are measured in terms of DC in order to
evaluate the drift and to gain insight about the measured performance. Table 3.8 on the
facing page compares the simulated and measured DC operating points at both, mixer in-
puts, LO inputs and output voltages, together with total current consumption. For such a
narrow-band implementation, all DC voltages and the current consumption show very good
agreement. Both input voltages are lower than expected. As both mixer inputs operate at
the same time as the corresponding current mirrors, this directly implies a reduction in IBIAS

in both mixers. Having a slight lower current consumption but lower output voltage implies
higher resistivity at the load as simulated typical mean. Resistive voltage divider proves to
deliver a very well matched DC operating point for the LO inputs against mismatch.

Figure 3.39 on page 114 shows the post-layout and measured single-ended23 output spectra
of the mixer chain loaded with 50 Ω and the maximum -30 dBm input PRF , showing very good
agreement when measured at an offset of 10 MHz at the output24. The around 2 dB higher

21The first value corresponds to the same technology as the one used for the mixer described in § 3.3.1 on
page 104. The results presented here correspond to the second implementation that required a bit more power.

22In this design, a buffer was also implemented at the output of the IF mixer only to shift the common-mode
due to special topology of the LPF.

23Single-ended stands for one branch of a differential signal, and, thus, 3 dB lower in power and 6 dBV in
voltage compared to the differential signal.

24This corresponds to driving LO2 at 70 MHz instead of 80 MHz, 10MHz being the lower advisable boundary
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Table 3.8: Comparison of measurable DC levels with simulated values.

Parameter Simulated Measured

Isupply 650µA 627µA

VRF 612mV 596mV

VIF 582mV 559mV

VBB 598mV 550/538mV

VLO1/2 1536mV 1530mV

measured output power compared to the simulated value corresponds to the higher resistivity
of the load in both mixer stages. Extrapolated from the difference in dB between the mixer
VCG under 50Ω and 10kΩ loading, the measured output power corresponds to 6 dB of VCG,
which exceeds the required 4 dB. On the other hand, figure 3.39 also shows the feed-through
of LO and other high-order tones. In figure 3.39(a) a certain degree of LO2 feed-through
can be observed. While theoretically null in a double-balanced mixer, this signal appears in
the simulation due to parasitic capacitive coupling between LO port and output ports in the
layout. In figure 3.39(b), LO feed-through becomes more powerful due to inherent component
mismatch, which is not simulated under typical mean simulation. On the other hand, the
tone arising at 140 MHz remains quite the same because switch mismatch does not play an
important role. Another point to note is that LO1 feed-through appears quite as powerful
as LO2 feed-through at the output of the mixer chain while PLO1 = PLO2. The reason for
this powerful signal is that fLO1 = 4 fLO2, and therefore, the coupling impedance is 4 times
lower25, which is balanced by the direct feed-through through the LO2 switches by means of
capacitive coupling and imperfect commutation. In this sense, the mismatch effect on LO2 is
responsible for increased measured LO1 feed-through at the output compared to post-layout
simulation. On the other hand, with a single-ended input power of -3 dBm at both LO ports,
port isolation remains higher than the 40 dB specified. The attenuation delivered by the
LPF at those frequencies makes these tones harmless for the foregoing components, but these
tones must be kept small in order not to overdrive the LPF and compromise its gain and
above all, its linear performance.

Figure 3.40 on page 115 shows measured single-ended power versus power sweep from
either single-ended LO1 or LO2 at -30 dBm of maximum input PRF. The graph shows that
the choice of ± 225 mV LO drive (-3 dBm single-ended) for both LO signals is a good choice
to drive the mixer chain in the optimum region. LO2 being generated by a SCL by-four
divider, having the same swing for both LO’s eases the design of the digital divider, while
having the same form factor for both switching stages with little absolute difference in IBIAS

results in quite the same response. This similarity can be observed in the measured output
spectrum pattern, where the earlier compression of output signal with LO2 compared to LO1

responds to the distortion the second mixer suffers from the spurious tones of the first mixer.

of the used spectrum analyzer, which was used as no audio analyzer with high-ohmic input impedance was
available. The 50Ω loading causes large conversion loss as the mixer is designed to operate with 10kΩ load.

25The amplification of the LO1 feed-through by the IF transconductor or the increased capacitance due to
higher IBIAS has a less significant contribution.
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Fig. 3.39: Simulated and measured single-ended output spectrum with 50Ω load.

Figure 3.41 on the next page depicts the post-layout differential and measured single-ended
P−1dB

26 with 50Ω load. The agreement between the linear and the simulated performance is
very good, what proves that the increased resistivity of the load has no noticeable influence on
linear performance providing the operation in saturation of the switches is not altered by the
reduction in drain voltage. The post-layout simulated P−1dB with 10kΩ yields input-referred
-3.2 dBm. Thus, based on the agreement under 50Ω loading, you can assure that the linearity
of the mixer chain in the real environment within the receiver lies around the -3 dBm, which
is an excellent linear performance, which lies beyond the -10 dBm required.

26The differential power is 3 dB higher than each of the single-ended outputs.
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Fig. 3.41: Post-layout simulated and measured P−1dB with 50Ω load.
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Figure 3.43 on the facing page illustrates the performance of the IF mixer chain in terms
of flicker noise (3.43(a)) and DC offset at the output of the IF mixers, these being the most
critical problems of an indirect conversion receiver, as both problems strongly compromise
SNR if the signal lies at zero frequency and contains information at DC, as it is the case
in this receiver. Thanks to the reduction in a factor of 5 of the fLO at the switches that
dominantly contribute to flicker noise at the output of the mixer due to the chosen frequency
plan, even with small switches, the flicker noise corner lies at such a low frequency as around
10 kHz, in such a way that the 150 kHz-wide channel is little distorted by this critical type
of noise when dealing with CMOS down-converters to base-band. Another factor used to
minimize this effect is to choose a PLO2 strong enough, so that the transitions at the switches
are sharp. On the other hand, large resistors were used as load of the IF mixers, so that
they present low mismatch between them. This helps to reduce output offset while has no
impact on the VCG of the mixer because signal lies around zero frequency. However, small
transistors with small IBIAS present inherently high mismatch and contribute to large offset.
Besides, layout mismatches additionally increase this output offset. Measured offset at the
output of the mixer chain (equal to the offset of the IF mixer thanks to capacitive coupling
between the mixers) is 10 mV, which is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distributed
offset at the post-layout simulation, as seen in figure 3.43(b). Thus, the layout implemented
presents very little additional offset to the inherent mismatch of the technology. Bearing in
mind that 10 mV is the typical offset of a differential pair in CMOS technology, the measured
output offset is a good result, as, compared to a differential pair, the IF mixer also introduces
the offset of the switches together with the offset of the buffer used to shift the DC output
level for the LPF.

Figure 3.42 shows a microphotograph of the LV-LP CMOS mixer chain and table 3.9 on
the facing page summarizes the post-layout and measured results of the LV-LP mixer chain.

Fig. 3.42: Microphotograph of low-power mixer chain for ISM-400.
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Fig. 3.43: Simulated post-layout performance of most critical parameters.

Table 3.9: Post-layout simulated and on-wafer measured results of the mixer chain.

PARAMETER ISM-433

(PLO = 0 dBm) Simulated Measured

VCG [dB] 10 10

iIP3 [dBm] -6.1 -5.2

Output DC offset [mV] <30 12

Flicker noise corner [kHz] 10 NA

Power Consumption [mW] 1.17 1.13

A more detailed discussion on the design of this mixer chain can be found in [136]27.

27The mixer described in this paper corresponds to the first implementation with slightly different results.
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3.3.3 DC Offset and Flicker noise

Based on the LV-LP mixer chain presented in § 3.3.2 on page 109, further optimization is
performed with emphasis on the two major problems of mixers that down-convert to base-
band: DC offset and flicker noise at the base-band output of the mixer. This design approach
is also appropriate for mixers that down-convert to a low-IF, where DC offset is not so critical
but still important, and flicker noise is still the dominant type of noise at the low IF.
Therefore, potentially most receiver topologies can benefit from the proposed mixer topology,
above all, if a significant part of the gain is provided at base-band. In such cases, DC offset is
aggravated and multiplied by the DC gain of the following components, whereas the weight
of mixer flicker noise increases due to limited gain in the RF part of the receiver. As an
example to gain a numerical insight of relevance of DC offset propagation, it is not unusual
to find direct/indirect conversion receivers where around 60 dB of gain are provided by the
LPF and the VGA at base-band when the weakest possible signal is received at the antenna.
At such an scenario, just 1 mV of offset at the output of the mixer that down-converts to
base-band involves 1 V of offset at the input of the ADC, which makes impossible to receive
any signal at such low supply voltages as 1.8 V. Furthermore, the offset of the components at
base-band28 adds to this amplified offset. For such indirect/direct conversion receivers that
concentrate a lot of gain at base-band for weak received signals, typical values of offset at the
output of the mixer in the range of 10 mV make reception impossible.
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(a) Topology of the offset-free mixer chain.
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(b) Schematic of the offset-free ring mixer.

Fig. 3.44: Offset-free mixer.

Even if large devices are used in the mixer stage that down-converts to base-band, offset
still remains above the 1mV frontier if Gilbert-type mixers are implemented. Large currents
can also be used to diminish the influence of device mismatch on the output offset. However,
this measure is not efficient enough to decrease offset under reasonable levels of IBIAS. In
the case of indirect conversion with quadrature base-band, increasing the current makes least
sense because the quadrature mixer operates at relatively low frequency, and thus, tends to be

However, the design considerations and the analysis of the results is fully compatible.
28Usually larger than the output offset of the mixer.
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power optimized, while consisting of two mixers, doubles the increase in power consumption.
As an aim to further optimize the LV-LP mixer chain presented in § 3.3.2 on page 109 within
an indirect conversion receiver and achieve DC offset below the mV range, a novel offset-free
mixer is proposed.
As shown in figure 3.44(a) on the preceding page, the new mixer chain consists of a Gilbert cell
mixer which down-converts from RF to IF, capacitively coupled to in-phase and quadrature
(IQ) passive ring mixers driven by a rail-to-rail square wave. Figure 3.44(b) on the facing page
illustrates the schematic of the passive ring mixer and its special biasing scheme29. These are
the most relevant design considerations of this proposed topology:

+ As a substitute for the LV-LP mixer described in § 3.3.2 on page 109, the novel mixer
chain has to grant the same performance while competing with the LP operation of its
predecessor. The substitution of the IQ Gilbert mixers by passive ring mixers imposes a
complete redistribution of the overall VCG of the mixer, and accordingly, quite different
requirements for the linearity of both mixing stages.

+ The ring mixers do not consume power themselves, but introduce conversion loss. Thus,
all the VCG with excess to make up for this loss is to be granted by the RF mixer. In
principle, this transfer of gain to the RF section is rather power inefficient. Furthermore,
the larger IF signal imposes more severe linearity requirements for the following IQ
mixing stage. However, the IF to BB conversion is in quadrature, and, thus, twice as
much power is saved by implementing passive mixers, which partially compensates the
power penalty derived from complete RF amplification. On the other hand, ring mixers
exhibit much better linear performance than Gilbert mixers; therefore, handling with
ease the increased IF swing due to complete amplification at the RF section.

+ This topology is considerably less noisy than its predecessor. On the one hand, the
complete amplification at the RF section greatly reduces the influence of the noise
contributed by the passive mixer. However, the major improvement in terms of noise is
the reduced 1/f noise, compared to the fully active implementation. The 1/f noise of the
RF section, being attenuated by the capacitive coupling between RF and IF sections,
the passive mixer presents less 1/f noise than the previous implementation because there
is no transconductance stage whose 1/f noise can appear at the output due to RF-to-
IF feed-through. Furthermore, driving the switching stage with a rectangular signal,
and thus, sharper transition, 1/f noise is reduced. In addition, relatively large-length
switches are implemented to reduce the flicker noise contribution of the switches.

+ As illustrated in figure 3.44(b) on the facing page, the proposed offset-free topology
relies on a special bias scheme based on the ring mixer. The bias scheme is inspired
in the scheme proposed for the common functionality of transconductor and current
mirror depicted in figure 3.38 on page 112. On the one hand, the coupling capacitor
couples the IF signal while decouples the bias from the DC output level of the RF
mixer. On the other hand, the very high-ohmic resistors isolate the IF signals from the
common bias point. In the same manner, no DC current flows through the isolating
resistors as the IF mixer is loaded with a very high-ohmic input impedance from the
LPF. This issue is essential in order not to incur in DC offset. Another vital issue is
to share a unique bias point set by a single voltage divider to either input of the ring

29Both ring mixers share the same bias. Just one mixer is depicted for simplicity.
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mixer, thus avoiding possible mismatch and corresponding DC offset of two separate
voltage dividers. The voltage divider is also very high ohmic to further prevent losses of
the IF signal and above all, to diminish power consumption. The current flow through
the voltage divider can be switched off by the power-down (PD) PMOS transistor.

+ The ring mixer can basically be arranged in two manners, either driving the LO on
the gates of the transistors or on the drain/sources. The first allows to save quite a
lot of power at the RF mixer because the relatively small switches present a fairly
large impedance in parallel with the load of the RF mixer. However, this topology
imposes rather large current consumption at the LO driver because this has to deliver
a rail-to-rail signal on the low ohmic drain/source of the switch, which involves much
more power than the current save in the RF mixer. However, the most important issue
is that the output of the ring mixers is a switching signal that follows the pattern of
the LO drive, and thus, cannot be used to bias the following LPF. The second, on the
contrary, delivers a continuous DC level at the output set by the unique voltage divider.
Providing a very high ohmic input impedance at the LPF and a low ohmic on-resistance
at the switches operating in triode region, the mixer presents practically no offset as
the voltage is set by the voltage divider regardless of imperfect commutation and switch
mismatch. This essential issue is also a key factor to keep the losses of the passive mixer
under reasonable values that can be made up for by the RF mixer. However, in spite
of very high ohmic isolation resistor and LPF input impedance, the source/drain of the
switches impose a low-ohmic loading for the RF mixer.

+ The coupling capacitor plays an additional role apart from removing 1/f noise from
the RF mixer and decoupling the offset-free bias scheme from the IF output of the RF
mixer: granting a series impedance to the source/drain node of the passive mixer, and
thus limiting the reduction in conversion gain of the RF mixer. Obviously, this series
impedance has its own losses, but if adequately dimensioned in conjunction with the
RF mixer, the increase in VCG at the RF mixer pays the price of the losses through the
capacitor. Furthermore, this coupling capacitor also pads the much lower on-resistance
of the switches and diminishes the influence of their mismatch on the gain and phase
mismatch of the signal, as the conversion loss is basically dominated by the ratio between
the impedance of the coupling capacitor and the input impedance of the LPF.

Figure 3.45 on the facing page shows the simulated post-layout performance of the NF of
the passive ring mixer (3.45(a)) and the histogram of a Monte Carlo simulation accounting
for process spread and component mismatch (PM) on a capacitive and resistive extraction of
the layout (3.45(b)).
Comparing the results obtained by its predecessor, on the one hand, the passive mixer presents
even less flicker noise while the overall noise figure is significantly smaller. The first proves
that the lack of transconductor flicker noise fed through at the output and a square LO drive
with sharp transitions decrease the 1/f noise corner frequency from the former 10 kHz to a few
tens of Hz. Thus, flicker noise problem is solved as its influence on a 150kHz channel becomes
negligible. On the other hand, the passive mixer presents no shot noise as no current flows
through the switches, while thermal noise is significantly reduced because the on-resistance
of the switches operating in triode is significantly lower than that of the transconductor and
the switches of a Gilbert cell, which operate in saturation. All these factors result in a lower
overall NF.
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In terms of DC offset, the former σ = 10 mV is reduced to pV-range. Thus, this topology
proves to deliver an offset-free output in practical terms thanks to its independence from
mismatch between switches and imperfect LO drive. Therefore, this novel active/passive
mixer grants an output offset that, even under maximum amplification at base-band (in the
order of 60 dB), results in less than 1 mV of offset before the ADC.
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Fig. 3.45: Simulated post-layout performance of most critical parameters.
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The inherent drawback of this mixer chain is the need to provide all the conversion gain in
the RF section, in addition to compensation of the losses of the passive mixer. However, care-
ful choice of the coupling capacitor, very high ohmic isolation resistors and LPF input stage,
and a rail-to-rail square LO drive reduce the losses of the mixer to about 5 dB. To cope with
around 10 dB of conversion gain at highest frequency, the RF mixer combines transconductor
and current mirror in one transistor, and consists of a very large transconductor (W/L =
640/0.35) with a relatively large IBIAS = 525 µA30. This combination provides large conver-
sion gain and moderate linearity. The increased current in the RF section is counterbalanced,
not only by the current-less passive mixers, but also by the lack of need for a buffer to shift
the DC operating point to the 625 mV required by the LPF31. Thus, while the core of the
mixer chain consumes slightly more than the previous mixer chain, including the buffer the
former needs, this solution requires even less current.

This novel mixer topology has been fabricated with the same technology as its predecessor,
and it has also been measured on-wafer. This mixer, however, is obliged to be measured with
a high-ohmic interface at its output because it does not incorporate a buffer that grants
proper mixer functionality with the 50Ω loading of a spectrum analyzer. For such purpose,
a Rohde & Schwarz UPV audio analyzer with 250kHz bandwidth has been used to capture
the base-band output of the mixer. The differential rail-to-rail square wave driving passive
mixers is generated with a HP Pulse Generator 8133A up to 3 GHz, driven by an external
reference providing precise 80MHz sinusoidal input. Compared to RF and LO1 ports, which
are matched, the rail-to-rail drives directly the passive mixer in order not to load unnecessarily
the pulse generator and thus, limit the slope of the on-off transitions. For this reason, half
the amplitude is delivered by the pulse generator around an offset centered at 0.9 V, as twice
the voltage drives the switches due to full reflection of the incident wave.

Table 3.10 on the next page compares simulated typical mean DC operating points, with
those of the most deviating measured sample. According to the information of the foundry on
measured process parameters of the wafer in which this prototype was fabricated, transistors
show significant higher drain currents, resistors are quite at their typical mean value and
capacitors show a slight lower capacitance. The lower on-resistance of the transistors is
clearly reflected on the higher current consumption and the lower voltage at the RF input, as
this voltage is set by a bias resistor and a MOS operating as current source while the output
of the mixer at base-band presents no offset. Being the most important target of this mixer
concept, the output DC levels have also been measured with a high precision Keithley 2000
multimeter. Offset lies below 100 µV, where the precision of the multimeter and the offset
due to cascade heads, connectors and cables, limit a sensible measurement below this order of
magnitude. Therefore, it can be stated that the mixer shows no DC offset in practical terms.

The targeted conversion gain of 4 dB for the mixer chain is confirmed by measurements on
multiple samples of the mixer. Figure 3.46 on page 124 shows the fast Fourier transform (FFT)
of the captured base-band outputs of the mixer at an offset of 100 kHz and a very high ohmic
loading by the audio analyzer comparable to the loading imposed by the integrated LPF
following the mixer. With the maximum RF power of -30 dBm (equivalent to -40 dBV on
the matched RF port of the mixer) both single-ended outputs have a voltage amplitude of
around -42 dBV (see figure 3.46(b) for a zoomed-in view of the output signals), which results
in a differential output of -36 dBV, thus, 4 dB above the RF signal. In relation to the
measurement of the conversion gain, several remarks are important to point out:

30This current is practically the whole current used for the complete mixer chain.
31The lack of buffer is also crucial to be able to deliver an offset-free output.
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Table 3.10: Comparison of measurable DC levels with simulated values.

Parameter Simulated Measured

Isupply 525µA 592µA

VRF 556mV 501mV

VBB 625mV 628mV

VLO1 1348mV 1332mV

+ The measured output spectrum corresponds to a differential rail-to-rail signal driving
the LO2 port. However, measured conversion gain remains at the same level for much
lower LO2 driving signals down to ± 200 mV providing the square wave presents the
same sharp transitions between on and off state of the switches. This more constant con-
version gain versus amplitude of square wave is clearly related to having faster switches
in this wafer than the simulated typical mean. This worse-power behavior makes this
switches less dependant on drive voltage. This phenomenon is clearly illustrated in the
corner simulation of the capacitive & resistive extraction of the mixer chain. Figure 3.47
on page 125 shows the VCG versus amplitude of square wave for typical-mean (TM),
worse-power (WP) and worse-speed (WS) models of the MOS transistor.

+ The choice of the common mode of the differential square wave is essential for an
optimum commutation. With a source/drain DC voltage of 625 mW, the rail-to-rail
signal presents a common mode of 900 mV, and thus, a little below its VTH, operating
at the region for minimum conversion loss.
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Fig. 3.46: Measured output signals at an offset frequency of 100 kHz.

Table 3.11 summarizes the post-layout and measured results of the LV-LP mixer chain.

Table 3.11: Post-layout simulated and on-wafer measured results offset-free mixer chain.

PARAMETER ISM-433

(PLO = 0 dBm) Simulated Measured

VCG [dB] 4 4

Output DC offset [nV] <1 <1

Flicker noise corner [Hz] 10 NA

Power Consumption [mW] 0.95 1.07
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Fig. 3.47: Simulated VCG vs. VLO2 for typical and extreme spread conditions.

Figure 3.48 shows a microphotograph of the offset-free LP CMOS mixer chain. Further
information on the design of this mixer chain can be found in [137].

Fig. 3.48: Microphotograph of the offset-free low-power mixer chain for ISM-400.
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3.4 Layout Optimization of CMOS Mixer Prototypes

Good agreement in the CMOS mixer implementations presented in § 3.3 on page 97 between
simulated and measured results depends, to a large extent, on a well defined layout strategy.
In this sense, CMOS mixers impose a great challenge, because CMOS devices are poorly
matched compared to other technologies like bipolar. In addition, they can operate at rela-
tively high frequencies where the influence of parasitic capacitance plays an important role.
Finally, mixers are 3-port devices, where one (the LO port) is usually an order of magnitude
larger than the other two (the RF and IF ports)32.
So as to prevent confusion, different sources have to be identified in relation to mismatch, as
some can be fought against by layout techniques, and other not:

+ Component mismatch refers to the different performance of devices of equal drawn
dimensions and bias placed together in the layout. The source for this mismatch are
impurities and imperfections during fabrication. Gradients across the wafer have no
influence on this parameter. This is the type of mismatch considered in Monte Carlo
mismatch simulations. No layout technique can prevent this mismatch, but dummy
structures against edging irregularities33.

+ Gradient mismatch refers to the different performance of devices of equal drawn
dimensions and bias placed in different spots within the wafer. Fabrication gradients
across the wafer are responsible for this difference. This source of mismatch is not
characterized and therefore, cannot be simulated and evaluated prior to fabrication.
So called common-centroid techniques can be implemented in layout to counterbalance
this mismatch.

+ Symmetry mismatch refers to different performance of devices of equal drawn di-
mensions and bias due to asymmetric interconnections that present different parasitic
capacitance and/or resistance. This source of mismatch is completely layout-dependant
and is reflected in the difference in performance between schematic and post-layout sim-
ulations where this asymmetry in parasitic devices is included.

Apart from all these types of mismatch, process spread is another fabrication imperfection
that deviates real performance from ideal schematic simulations. This term refers to overall
spread of all devices within a wafer from their nominal value. Although it is usually pro-
portionally larger than component mismatch (corner process spread of passive devices ranges
typically between ± 20%, while mismatch between ± 2%), it is not as harmful to mixer per-
formance as mismatch. This is the type of process spread considered in Monte Carlo process
simulations. No layout technique can prevent this deviation.

The following differences can be considered between bipolar and CMOS technologies:

+ Parasitic capacitance and resistance tend to decrease the conversion gain of mixers
compared to ideal schematic simulation. Due to significant lower transconductance of
CMOS transistors compared to bipolar transistors for a given current, CMOS layouts
are particularly stressed to decrease these parasitic influence, above all, in low-power
implementation, in order not to increase IBIAS to counterbalance the parasitic losses.

32 In this sense, port-to-port isolation becomes an essential issue to keep in mind in layout.
33Unless otherwise stated, the term mismatch refers to component mismatch in this work.
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+ Component mismatch in CMOS transistors is higher than in bipolar transistors for
a given form factor and IBIAS. Therefore, CMOS layouts are also especially stressed
to diminish the influence of gradient mismatch and symmetry mismatch, in order to
grant a similar performance to schematic simulations despite all mismatch factors. In
this sense, common-centroid techniques are essential in CMOS mixers. In contrast to
bipolar transistors, CMOS transistors lend themselves to interdigited layout where one
MOS device presents multiple gates and interdigited transistors. Bipolar transistors,
however, cannot be laid out in this manner, and the common centroid has to be applied
among different transistors, and not within a unique device. Figure 3.49 shows the
microphotograph of a double-balanced Gilbert cell designed with GaAs HBT’s for pre-
distortion of power amplifiers for the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
(UMTS). In the picture, every transistor of the Gilbert cell can be recognized and is
laid out close to its differential counterpart, but not interdigited with it.

+ Interdigitation allows to lay out CMOS mixers according to common-centroid techniques
within less die area and reducing relative influence of edging. The first is a consequence
of integrating multiple transistors into a unique device, and the second, is a result of
edging affecting only the sub-transistors at the borders of the MOS device, instead of
effecting the whole transistor. The higher the number of gates the transistors within
the interdigited device has, the lower the influence of edging is.

Fig. 3.49: Microphotograph of highly-linear GaAs HBT mixer for UMTS.

Therefore, CMOS mixers are to be laid out according to common-centroid techniques with
highly-symmetric interconnections with low parasitic loading and interdigited transistors. In
order to meet all these requirements, a particular layout scheme is proposed. This layout
philosophy is used in all the CMOS mixers presented in § 3.3 on page 97 with very good
agreement with simulated results at high frequencies and low current consumption. These
are the basic guidelines of the proposed layout strategy:
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+ Transistors arranged according to functional blocks. These blocks comprise transistors
that perform the same operation and that are to be well matched to each other. Each
of these blocks is a unique MOS device whose transistors are laid out according to
common-centroid techniques. For instance, in the case of a Gilbert-type mixer, these
are grouped as RF transconductor, LO switches, current mirror, and eventually, source
follower and its corresponding current mirror.

+ Digital approach for the interconnection of inputs/outputs of every functional block.
These are accessed vertically while all nodes in parallel and their connection to other
functional blocks is horizontal, resembling the routing of synthesis of digital designs.
This approach reduces the length of the interconnections of all sub-transistors in par-
allel and their connection to other functional blocks. Furthermore, the combination of
functional blocks and digital-like interconnection enable very compact design.

+ Common-centroid compensation against gradient mismatch is performed per functional
block and by chaining transistors that share a common drain/source terminal. A basic
common-centroid block can be multiplied, which grants a higher number of symmetry
centers. In theory, a unique common-centroid block is enough to compensate for linear
gradients in the wafer. However, the higher the number of common-centroid blocks, and
thus, the number of symmetry centers, the better compensation for non-linear gradients
is accomplished.

+ For a given transistor width, the number of gates determines how many symmetry
centers the functional block can have. This number of symmetry centers is at its
optimum for a given transistor width, when the number of gates is multiple of 2. The
choice of the number of gates, however, defines the width strip of the functional block,
which should lie between 10-20 µm, as a good trade-off between compact design and
low source and drain depletion capacitance.

+ A large number of gates is beneficial to reduce the effect of edging at the border of the
functional block. Apart from a large number of gates, dummy transistors at the borders
can be used to prevent the edging from damaging an active transistor. However, this
dummy transistors are only advised when the common drain/source to which they are
connected is ground. If not, these dummy transistors add parasitic capacitance to the
transistors whose sub-transistors lie at the borders34, inducing a mismatch between the
transistors that have to be compensated. If it is not the case, it is usually better to
leave the dummy transistors away.

+ Functional blocks are to be surrounded by guard rings that ensure that the substrate
potential at the block is the desired one. This is especially important with large devices
where the currents through the substrate can induce difference in potential within the
substrate of the same functional block.

+ Wide supply and ground lines that present low series ohmic resistance are advisable.
Furthermore, these lines can be vertically aligned on top of each other to induce a large
decoupling capacitance that serves as RF ground for possible coupled signals at the
supply line.

34In a common-centroid topology, the same transistor is present at both borders of the device.
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+ Being accessed vertically, signals can be inserted/collected from the upper or lower side.
This obvious issue involves that, the transistor, being a triterminal device, two signals
have to share their access point. This is particularly important in the case of the LO
switches, where the LO drive, the RF current arriving from the transconductor and the
IF current to the load have to be accessed. Being an order of magnitude larger than
the other two signals, the LO drive is to be exclusively accessed, in order to minimize
capacitive coupling to the other signals, especially to the IF output. It is important
to note, that the capacitive coupling of these interconnections can significantly corrupt
the LO-to-IF isolation of the mixer, and for instance, spoil the main benefit of the
double-balanced topology compared to the single-balanced one.

+ Passive components should be grouped according to their function in order to minimize
the gradients. It is also highly advisable to use the same type of resistors for the
same function (for instance, voltage dividers) so that process spread is compensated
between resistors. Common-centroid can also be applied to passive components, as well
as dummies and guard rings.

In order to illustrate the proposed layout methodology for optimum CMOS mixer layout,
the multi-standard mixer described in § 3.3.1 on page 104 is revisited. The schematic of
the mixer and all its nodes are lettered as shown in figure 3.50(a), the functional blocks and
surrounding passive components and supply/ground lines are highlighted on the micropho-
tograph of the mixer in figure 3.50(b), and the basic common-centroid blocks of each of the
five functional blocks of the mixer in figure 3.50(c)35. In the microphotograph, the functional
blocks and their short interconnections can be observed, yielding a very compact pad-limited
design. It is important to note the exclusive access of the LO drive on one side of the func-
tional block comprising all LO switches, the wide supply and ground lines and the grouping
of functional resistors (matching resistors, bias resistors, load resistors) in order to minimize
the mismatch between them.
This approach is especially interesting for fully differential mixers, where all differential struc-
tures can be compensated according to common-centroid following this scheme. However, this
differential compensation can be expanded to higher-order more complex common centroid
topologies, where not only differential pairs are compensated, but also other pairs which have
to match against gradients in the wafer. A clear example of this are quadrature mixers and
IRM’s, where I and Q channels should match in order not to generate gain and phase error,
which, in turn, induce IR and SNR reduction.

Figure 3.51 on page 131 shows an implemented example of the extension of the presented
digital-like approach to higher-order compensation of quadrature ports. Figure 3.51(a) il-
lustrates the topology of a DQ mixer. This combination of 4 mixers combines quadrature
RF/IF inputs with quadrature LO inputs to deliver quadrature IF/BB outputs, and im-
poses the highest complexity in terms of quadrature compensation because all three ports are
in quadrature. Figure 3.51(b) depicts the proposed layout of a differential DQ mixer with
highlighted common-centroid compensation at different levels.

35Source terminals in red, gate terminals in green, and drain terminals in blue.
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(a) Schematic of CMOS mixer.

 
 

Fig. 2. Detailed micro photo of the mixer. 
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(c) Common-centroid of main building blocks of the CMOS mixer.

Fig. 3.50: Example of proposed layout methodology for CMOS mixers.
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Fig. 3.51: High-order common-centroid.
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These are the main design guidelines to understand this complex common-centroid that
compensates all possible gradient mismatches: differential mismatch, input quadrature mis-
match, LO quadrature mismatch and output quadrature mismatch:

+ The basic concept to understand this approach is that the layout is not arranged ac-
cording to the four mixers, but according to their common functional blocks. All four
differential RF transconductors (eight transistors) are grouped in the lower device and
all four differential double-balanced LO switches (16 transistors) in the upper one. It
is important to note, that the LO port is kept separate from the drain/source of the
switches, in order to minimize coupling, and that functional blocks are accessed verti-
cally and common nodes and the paralleled transistors connected horizontally according
to the proposed digital approach, yielding a very compact design.

+ The common-centroid comprises three levels of compensation:

• Compensation of differential pairs. This is the basic compensation that is present
in the differential transconductor and switches.

• Compensation according to the quadrature LO driving port {LO2I, LO2Q}. This
provides a matched input for the component driving the LO port, for instance, a
PPF. This compensation is built upon the basic differential compensation.

• Compensation of quadrature inputs of the transconductor and quadrature outputs
of the switches. This compensation grants a matched input for the previous block
driving this topology, for instance, the output of a preceding IQ mixer, and a
matched output for the following block, such as a LPF, or a PPF. In the case of
the switches, this compensation is built on the compensation of the LO input port.

+ The RF stage is built according to the common transconductor and current mirror
topology illustrated in figure 3.38 on page 112. Although the current source is not part
of the transconductance section, it is part of this functional block in terms of its current
mirror functionality. Thus, it is crucial for proper operation to embed this transistor
with the quadrature differential transconductor, so that gradient mismatch does not
alter the current proportionality between current source and mirrors. For this sake,
this current source is laid out at the center of this functional block.
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3.5 Statistical Optimization of CMOS IR Mixers

In this section, a novel design methodology for the optimization of image-reject mixers is
proposed. This approach relies on Monte Carlo simulation based on statistical data from the
IC manufacturer. This insight is profited for the decision-making process enabling a design
methodology bound to the real performance of each individual technology in contrast to other
approaches where only theoretical and structural considerations are considered.

In particular, the influence of process spread and component mismatch are addressed
separately, enabling to weigh the influence of each source of error on the resulting perfor-
mance of a real image-reject mixer. On the one hand, this makes possible to find out which
deviation from ideal behavior is dominant at each critical section of the image-reject mixer
and correspondingly focus the optimization by fighting against this dominant effect. On the
other hand, this statistical design strategy makes possible to power optimize the design for
a given targeted IR thanks to a higher degree of insight bound to the particular technology.
For instance, the optimum bandwidth and the order of the polyphase filters can only best
chosen if the impact of process spread and component mismatch is known and quantified,
enabling to optimize the location of the poles according to the number of stages bound to
the particular properties of the IC technology chosen to implement the image-reject topol-
ogy. Another example is the ability to co-design the polyphase filters together with the mixer
cores by analyzing the joint impact on VCG and IR as a function of the order of all polyphase
filters and the form factor of the transistors of the mixer cores. The ability to differentiate
the impact of process spread and component mismatch is a crucial benefit to co-design filter
and mixers and thus power optimize the resulting image-reject mixers.

The methodology is described based on a standard CMOS technology without any loss of
generality, being fully portable to any other IC manufacturing technology.

3.5.1 The Statistical Approach for Pole Location of Polyphase Filter

The order of the polyphase filter is one of the most important design parameters. The choice
of the number of stagger-tuned stages is constraint by the bandwidth around the cut-off fre-
quency36 and the insertion loss of the filter, both of which increase with the order of the filter.
The choice of the bandwidth of the polyphase filter is determined by the bandwidth of the
signals going through it. Nevertheless, this is not the only parameter to take into account.
Process spread can cause a significant deviation from the nominal time constant R · C. This
deviation of cut-off frequency is dependant on the dimensions chosen for the passive compo-
nents and the particular technology chosen. Given a desired quadrature accuracy, the filter
order must be chosen to account for both external bandwidth required by the signal, and for
the internal bandwidth set by process spread37.

Figure 3.52 on the following page shows the relationship between the bandwidth and
the order of 80MHz (3.52(a)), 320MHz (3.52(b)), and 400MHz (3.52(c)) polyphase filters
implemented as quadrature generators38. It is important to note that all poles are placed
around the corresponding cut-off frequency (delimited by vertical markers in the figures).

From the transfer functions of the three quadrature generators, not only can the increase
in bandwidth with order be observed, but also that this increase is proportional to the cut-off
frequency. In order to prove that proportionality between order of polyphase filter with ∆f/fo

36ωo = 1
R·C

37Component mismatch is not a determining factor for this deviation in cut-off frequency.
38Mind the asymmetric transfer function of the polyphase filters with respect to frequency.
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Fig. 3.52: Bandwidth of quadrature generator versus number of stagger-tuned stages.

table 3.12 on the next page compares the quadrature phase difference under a fixed offset of
20 MHz and under an offset 25% of fo for the above three PPF’s39.

39In the case of the 80MHz PPF both offsets coincide.
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Table 3.12: IQ phase difference under fixed and fo-proportional offset vs. filter order.

Order
80 MHz 320 MHz 400 MHz

20MHz[deg] 25%[deg] 20MHz[deg] 25%[deg] 20MHz[deg] 25%[deg]

1 102.6701 102.6701 93.5314 102.7594 92.7588 102.6799

2 88.5877 88.5877 89.8964 88.5749 89.9429 88.5987

3 90.1568 90.1568 90.0029 90.1577 90.0009 90.1528

4 89.9826 89.9826 89.9999 89.9826 89.9999 89.9835

On the one hand, the results confirm that the increase in filter order improves the IQ
accuracy more as the fo increases. This means that either a larger signal BW or a larger
process spread can be dealt with for higher fo. On the other hand, all IQ generators show
the same IQ phase difference at the offset scaled to their corresponding fo, proving a linear
proportionality between order of the PPF and ∆f/fo.

These simulations are performed with models of real resistors and capacitors, which in-
clude the influence of parasitics to ground. On the one hand, the slight difference among
the results corresponding to 25%-offset are due to the parasitics, which do not scale linearly
with fo. On the other hand, the passive components are new dimensioned to come against
the deviation in fo at every stage caused by parasitics and loading. Table 3.13 shows how
the residual error after recalculation of the time constant R · C accounting for the parasitic
influence is also corrected by successive stages.

Table 3.13: Schematic amplitude and phase errors of IQ generators vs. filter order.

Order
80 MHz 320 MHz 400 MHz

∆A[V] ∆φ[deg] ∆A[V] ∆φ[deg] ∆A[V] ∆φ[deg]

1 9.952e-3 10.964e-3 111.424e-3 53.972e-3 149.126e-3 43.362e-3

2 1.903e-6 36.574e-6 104.956e-6 4.688e-3 112.850e-6 8.427e-3

3 3.559e-9 19.0e-9 4.510e-6 6.626e-6 10.924e-6 9.588e-6

4 3.574e-9 2.0e-9 6.510e-9 188e-9 17.019e-9 599e-9

Whether due to an internal/external bandwidth or due to the drift in fo caused by par-
asitics, the corrective mechanism of successive stages is the same: the recombination of the
forward-quadrature pair and the cancelation of the reverse-quadrature pair (see appendix A
on page 225). The effectiveness of this mechanism, however, depends on how accurate the fo
is achieved by every stage of the PPF. Thus, the overall cancelation of the reverse-quadrature
pair depends on the number of stages and the accuracy of every fo of the stagger-tuned stages.

So far the influence of the number of stages on quadrature accuracy and bandwidth is
analyzed locating all poles at the fo of the PPF. Providing the actual fo after fabrication is
close to the desired and that the signal passing through the PPF is narrow-band, this ap-
proach is suitable. Nevertheless, this choice is indeed the least efficient in terms of bandwidth
pro number of stages. Bearing in mind that increased bandwidth by means of additional
filter order has the high price of increased insertion loss, the question on the optimal pole
distribution for a given filter order arises.
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In this sense, it is important to properly choose the required bandwidth for the PPF
as part of the statistical approach for pole location proposed in this work. A priori the
bandwidth of the filter should account for the bandwidth of the signal going through it.
However, as explained before, the bandwidth of the PPF should also take the process spread
of the time constant ∆τ = ∆R ·∆C into account. This variation is in general rather large,
therefore obliging to a large number of poles to grant a certain quadrature accuracy in this
extended bandwidth, which involves a higher insertion loss. In other words, going for the safe
way stresses the importance of the optimization of the pole distribution to provide wide-band
quadrature accuracy limiting the number of additional stages.

Figure 3.53 on the facing page shows the worse-speed and worse-power boundaries of the
cut-off frequency of first-order 80MHz, 320MHz and 400MHz quadrature generators calculated
by means of corner analysis40. The cut-off frequencies under worse-speed and worse-power
conditions are delimited by vertical markers. On the one hand, the extended bandwidth
resulting from the boundary conditions shows to be proportional to the nominal cut-off fre-
quency and approximately 70% of it in all three cases. This same proportionality responds
to the use of the same form factor for the passive components forming the pole. On the other
hand, it is quite evident that the deviation from the nominal fo is quite asymmetric with a
higher offset under worse-power conditions. This results from the influence of the parasitic
capacitance to ground of both the resistor and capacitor forming the pole. This asymme-
try also proves how important is to characterize properly this parasitic influence in order to
properly retune the PPF to compensate the drift.

Once the boundary conditions of the potential drift in fo are known, the optimal pole
distribution within this frequency range has to be found to provide minimal deviation from
perfect quadrature within this bandwidth and, thus use the minimal number of stages. Two
possible pole distributions are considered: equidistant pole distribution and logarithmically-
equidistant pole distribution. In either case, two poles are located at the boundary cut-off
frequencies, and the rest are located equidistant or log-equidistant within the increased band-
width due to the process spread. In order to compare both distributions, third-, forth- and
fifth-order quadrature generators have been designed with both pole distributions based on
ideal resistors and capacitors and using the boundary conditions depicted in figure 3.53 on the
next page. Figure 3.54 on page 138 superposes the transfer functions according to both pole
distributions for the third-, forth- and fifth-order 80MHz, 320MHz and 400MHz quadrature
generators. Vertical markers point out the maximum in-band ripple under equidistant (in red)
and log-equidistant (in blue) pole distributions. Apart from the evident improvement due to
increased filter order with either pole distribution, it can be seen that with every number of
poles, the log-equidistant distribution ensures less in-band ripple than the equidistant one.
From the transfer functions it can be clearly seen that the log-equidistant distribution best
damps the low-frequency overshooting. The drawback is a larger drift at higher-frequency
poles. However, the main ripple taking place at the lowest-frequency pole, the log-equidistant
distribution has less ripple than the equidistant alternative. Concentrating the poles around
the first overshooting would damp further this ripple, but would involve a higher high-order
ripple as payback.

Not only does component mismatch reduce with increasing area, but also process spread
has less impact on the drift from the nominal value. Thus, if the geometrical dimensions of
the passive elements of the polyphase filter are changed while preserving the desired cut-off

40Simulation with models that represent the worst-case or boundary conditions due to process spread for a
given component.
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Fig. 3.53: Cut-off frequency spread under boundary conditions.
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Fig. 3.54: Maximum ripple for equidistant and log-equidistant pole distribution.
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frequency, the boundary conditions resulting from the process spread also change. Therefore,
the design for optimum pole location must take this dependence into account. Taking the
400MHz quadrature generator as test case, it is redesigned to tune the nominal values of
the passive components to yield the same poles corresponding to both distributions. While
keeping the same square geometry and size for the capacitor, performance with 3µm and
0.65µm wide poly2 resistors is compared. First, boundary conditions are calculated for both
resistor sizes, resulting in a larger bandwidth for the smaller resistor size. The transfer func-
tions under equidistant and log-equidistant pole distribution shown in figure 3.55 reinforce the
conclusion that the log-distribution with higher pole density at the lower-frequency boundary
best counteracts the exponential character of the highest ripple at the lower frequency, in-
cluding the impact of the parasitics to ground. Obviously, the benefit of the log-distribution
is more noticeable if the boundary frequencies are further apart due to higher process spread.
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Fig. 3.55: Comparison of (log-)equidistant pole distributions with different resistor size.
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In order to better visualize these last results, table 3.14 summarizes the quadrature phase
error for third-, forth- and fifth-order with both pole distributions for both resistor widths.
Additionally the relative improvement in terms of reduction in maximum in-band ripple of
the log-equidistant with respect to the equidistant distribution for every case is calculated.
The table clearly shows that the relative benefit of using the log-equidistant distribution
increases when the process spread is worse and a higher filter order is used.

Table 3.14: Relative improvement of log-equidistant pole distribution vs. resistor width.

Res. Width IQ Error with 3 Poles IQ Error with 4 Poles IQ Error with 5 Poles
[µm] Equi[deg] Log[deg] Equi

Log Equi[deg] Log[deg] Equi
Log Equi[deg] Log[deg] Equi

Log

3 0.274 0.210 1.301 0.0288 0.0181 1.591 0.0033 0.0017 1.941

0.65 1.326 0.887 1.495 0.2503 0.1226 2.042 0.0515 0.0191 2.696

Nonetheless, it is a wrong assumption to consider the log-equidistant distribution around
the extended bandwidth as the optimum pole distribution to attain the best accuracy at the
desired cut-off frequency. On the one side, placing all poles at the desired cut-off frequency
grants the best accuracy providing the fabricated chip presents the very little drift from the
typical mean conditions. On the other side, log-equidistant pole distribution around the
extreme boundary conditions is the optimum solution provided the fabricated chip presents
a large spread. However neither solution may be the best. The reason is simple: neither need
the fabricated IC lie so close to the typical mean conditions so that the first solution is the
best, nor the actual spread be the worst possible so that the safest widest bandwidth is to
be considered to locate the poles according to the log-equidistant distribution. Under such a
trade-off, only statistical information about the process spread of the particular technology
shows which approach should be dominant.

Figure 3.56 on the next page shows the histogram of the IQ phase error of the third-,
forth- and fifth-order 400MHz PPF from a Monte Carlo statistical simulation of 1000 samples
under process spread, with all poles located at its nominal fo, with equidistant and with log-
equidistant distribution around the boundary cut-off frequencies41.

Table 3.15 on the facing page summarizes the typical mean (µ) and standard deviation
(σ) of the quadrature phase errors according to the order of the PPF and the strategy used
for the pole location. The results demonstrate that neither locating all poles at the nominal
fo nor using the entire extended bandwidth to locate the poles is the best solution. The best
solution lies in-between. In the case the process presents little spread or a low-order PPF
is available, the bandwidth should be narrow, while in the case the passive elements have
larger spread or a larger number of stages can be used, the bandwidth should be large. All
the same, whatever the bandwidth, the log-equidistant provides the best performance.

Following this proposed statistical approach, the performance of second-, third-, forth-
and fifth-order 400MHz PPF’s are put under test based on 1000 runs of Monte Carlo process
spread simulation scaling the log-equidistant pole distribution across fractions of the extended
bandwidth. Table 3.16 on the next page42 summarizes the typical mean (µ) and standard
deviation (σ) of the quadrature phase errors in [mdeg] for the relative bandwidth and filter
order43. Best accuracy is obtained by using a larger bandwidth as the filter order is higher.

41The continuous line in green is the probability density estimation.
42Best results highlighted in bold.
43The relative bandwidth refers to the extended bandwidth delimited by the WP and WS corner analysis.

Thus 0% corresponds to placing all poles at f0, whereas 100% corresponds to the complete extended bandwidth.
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Fig. 3.56: 1000 MC runs on IQ phase error of 3rd-, 4th- and 5th-order 400MHz PPF.

Table 3.15: Summary of statistical IQ phase error for different pole distribution.

Order
All-poles @ Nominal fo Equidistant poles Log-equidistant poles
µ[mdeg] σ[mdeg] µ[mdeg] σ[mdeg] µ[mdeg] σ[mdeg]

3 14.711 90.046 60.982 148.367 19.998 143.735
4 5.428 9.971 2.019 11.270 0.710 9.420
5 0.201 1.468 0.137 0.880 0.014 0.613

Table 3.16: Summary of statistical IQ phase error for different relative bandwidth.

Order
0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ

2 508 561 285 564 326 575 1343 571 2700 552

3 12.26 86.10 9.34 75.59 8.43 51.91 0.75 65.81 15.58 144

4 4.99 9.62 3.95 9.02 1.71 6.67 0.62 4.14 0.48 9.10

5 0.17 1.42 0.17 1.34 0.15 0.95 0.03 0.42 0.02 0.61

These results confirm the following pattern:
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+ The process spread of the passive components that form the PPF follow a Gaussian
distribution around its typical mean. Correspondingly, the probability of a certain drift
from the nominal value diminishes with the magnitude of the drift. This translates lin-
early to the drift in fo. For a low-order PPF, the optimal bandwidth is small by placing
the poles close to the nominal value as in this way the most likely small quadrature
errors are best corrected.

+ On the contrary, for a high-order PPF, the optimal bandwidth approaches the worst-
case boundary. In this case, the most likely small quadrature errors are compensated
by poles located close to the nominal fo. The additional poles are better invested in
correcting the less likely large quadrature errors and thus, placed far away from the
cut-off frequency, than further correcting the more likely small quadrature errors.

+ The particular process spread and the form factor chosen for the passive components
determines the worst-case bandwidth, and thus scales the optimum pole location pro-
portional to this boundary bandwidth.

3.5.2 Statistical Analysis on IR and VCG

In this section, a computational-demanding procedure based on Monte Carlo simulations
is performed to analyze single-quadrature (SQ) and double-quadrature (DQ) Weaver and
Hartley IRM’s statistically in terms of achievable IRR as a function of the order of the
polyphase filters. The evolution of the mean VCG is also shown as a function of the order
of the polyphase filters, as this parameter is directly and most influenced and more critical
in an IRM than linearity or NF. Supply voltage and quiescent current are kept constant for
all following simulations in order to identify the most suitable configuration to trade off a
power-optimized IRM and a moderate/high IRR. While being based on a particular 0.35µm
digital CMOS process, it serves as design guideline to find the optimum configuration with
other technologies based on their statistical data.

All presented results correspond to schematic simulations and the IRR and VCG values
correspond to the mean value of 100 runs of Monte Carlo statistical simulations. The order
of the polyphase filters ranges from second to fifth. The filter of every order is the optimum
in terms of pole location following the design strategy explained in § 3.5.1 on page 133. Ta-
ble 3.17 on the next page summarizes the optimum bandwidth as percentage of the maximum
bandwidth determined by the extreme cut-off frequencies due to process spread for resistors
4µm wide44. Both Weaver and Hartley IRM’s under test are based on active mixers at the RF
and IF sections. Unless otherwise stated, the dimensions of the transconductors and switches
of both sections are as follows: {W/L}RF = 300/1.2 and {W/L}LO = 100/0.7.

Analysis on Single-/Double-quadrature

The difference between a SQ and a DQ IRM is that the RF section of the first is a complex
mixer while the RF section of the latter is a double-quadrature mixer45. In order to provide
the RF quadrature signal to mix with the LO1 quadrature oscillator, a RF polyphase filter
is required. The mixing of the two quadrature signals makes the resulting IF quadrature
signal less sensitive to the LO1 quadrature accuracy because the harmful sideband of the

44The reasoning for the choice of the f0 at the image band (240 MHz) instead of at the carrier (400 MHz)
is explained in the following section.

45DQ imposes twice the capacitive load for the LO1 polyphase filter than the SQ complex mixer.
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Table 3.17: Optimum bandwidth of the polyphase filter used in the statistical simulation.

Filter Order LO1 PPF @ 320 MHz RF PPF @ 240 MHz LO2 PPF @ 80 MHz

2 50% 50% 25%

3 75% 50% 50%

4 100% 100% 75%

5 100% 100% 100%

image band is already rejected by means of the RF quadrature generation. This polyphase
filter is centered around the RF signal. However, based on the understanding of the double-
quadrature mechanism, in this work the RF polyphase filter is centered around the image
band instead of around the RF band. This has the following implications:

+ The accuracy at the quadrature generation is optimized for the image band instead of
for the carrier. This involves a better suppression of the image band but a certain loss
in VCG due to a less perfect mixing between the quadrature carrier and quadrature
oscillator.

+ The IF of the double-quadrature mixer is an important factor in this approach. As the
IF increases, the frequency difference between the image and the RF band increases
twice as much, and thus the RF band lies further and further away from the cut-off
frequency resulting in a less and less accurate quadrature RF signal, what increases the
losses in VCG.

In this particular test-case the IF of 80 MHz enables to optimize the quadrature accuracy
of the image band with very low impact on the VCG. In order to verify this novel approach
for DQ mixing, a DQ Weaver IRM is used with a high-precision 5th-order RF polyphase
filter. Table 3.18 on the following page compares the mean VCG and IRR of 100 runs of PM
Monte Carlo simulations of the DQ Weaver IRM as a function of the order of both oscillator
polyphase filters and both 5th-order RF polyphase filters. The RF/IF mixer cores in both
cases are dimensioned as follows: {W/L}RF = 300/1.2 and {W/L}LO = 100/0.5.

From the statistical analysis it is proved that the RF polyphase filter centered around the
image band delivers better IRR regardless of the order of the other polyphase filters thanks
to an optimized pre-suppression of the harmful image sideband. The results also confirm
the drawback in terms of loss in VCG compared to the standard option of centering the RF
polyphase filter around the carrier band. However, at an offset of 160MHz around the cut-off
frequency, a 5th-order polyphase filter still delivers a quite precise quadrature signal, which
involves a quite low loss in VCG of around 1dB, but also a low improvement in terms of IRR.
As the IF is increased or the order of the RF polyphase filter is decreased, the improvement
in IRR and the loss in VCG are higher.

Table 3.19 on page 145 compares the mean VCG and IRR of 100 runs of PM Monte Carlo
simulations on a DQ Weaver IRM as a function of the order of all three polyphase filters, and
grouped in order to analyze in particular the impact of the order of the RF polyphase filter.
On the one hand, the results show that the RF polyphase filter compromises a low-power
implementation as the slight improvement in IRR with filter order hardly makes up for the
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Table 3.18: Comparison of mean VCG and IRR on DQ Weaver IRM based on fo of RF PPF.

RF Polyphase Filter @ 400 MHz

Filter VCG [dB] IRR [dB]

320/80 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

5 -24.4 -21.6 -18.4 -14.5 57.3 59.2 56.7 49.1

4 -19.8 -16.3 -16.1 -11.6 59.5 60.7 54.8 50

3 -19.3 -13.9 -10.3 -9.1 60.3 62 57.7 46.4

2 -14.7 -12.7 -10.1 -7 57.4 57.6 48.5 50.5

RF Polyphase Filter @ 240 MHz

Filter VCG [dB] IRR [dB]

320/80 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

5 -24.2 -22.9 -19.5 -15.7 60.4 59.6 57.2 50

4 -21.1 -17.4 -17.6 -12.8 59.4 63.1 55.2 50.4

3 -20.7 -15 -11.7 -10.3 57.6 62.1 58.3 49.6

2 -15.9 -13.9 -11.4 -8.2 60.1 57.7 54.3 51.1

additional losses46. On the other hand, this simulation is performed with RF/IF mixer cores
of {W/L}RF = 300/0.7 and {W/L}LO = 100/0.5. Comparing the results with the 5th-order
polyphase filter to those presented in table 3.18 with the RF polyphase filter centered around
the image band, the mixer with smaller transistors presents a significant improvement close to
10 dB in VCG with the same power but slight worse IRR. These results show how important
the right dimensioning of the mixer core is in order to strike the right trade-off especially in
terms of VCG and a high IRR with an limited power budget.

After comparing the impact of the choice of the cut-off frequency of the RF polyphase
filter between the carrier and the image band, and after seeing the evolution of VCG and IRR
with the order of this filter, table 3.20 on page 146 compares SQ and DQ47 under the same
conditions of supply voltage, quiescent current across the mixer cores and the same dimensions
of the transistors of these cores: {W/L}RF = 300/1.2 and {W/L}LO = 100/0.7. On the one
hand, compared to the results presented in table 3.18, this time instead of decreasing the
length of the transconductors from 1.2µm to 0.7µm (corresponding to results presented in
table 3.19 on the next page), the length of the switches is increased from 0.5 µm to 0.7 µm.
The results prove the higher robustness against component mismatch by a slight improvement
in IRR but a loss in VCG of approximately 6 dB. On the other hand, a moderate improvement
in IRR can be observed, especially significant for low-order LO1 and high-order LO2 where
higher insensitivity of the double-quadrature against LO1 quadrature inaccuracy can be best
exploited. This best IRR improvement of around 5-10 dB is counterbalanced by a lost in
VCG of around 15-20 dB.

46Certain unexpected variations respond to the limited number of 100 samples. Nevertheless this number
of samples fulfils the required statistical accuracy in order to quantify the general trend in terms of VCG and
IRR and makes the simulation time feasible.

47The 5th-order RF polyphase filter @ 240 MHz is chosen to better contrast the VCG and IRR trade-off
between the SQ and DQ counterparts.
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Table 3.19: Comparison of VCG and IRR on DQ Weaver IRM based on order of RF PPF.

2nd Order RF Polyphase Filter @ 240 MHz

Filter VCG [dB] IRR [dB]

320/80 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

5 -6.8 -4.8 -5.8 1.7 54.1 53.4 44.7 47

4 -3.7 0.7 -1.6 4.9 57.6 57.9 47.9 49.4

3 -.7 2.1 5.5 1.9 54.9 51.9 57.2 40.8

2 1.5 4.9 3.7 8.4 49.9 54.8 46.5 44.8

3rd Order RF Polyphase Filter @ 240 MHz

Filter VCG [dB] IRR [dB]

320/80 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

5 -13 -5.9 -2.5 -1.1 58.4 58.5 56 46.4

4 -6.2 -3.9 -2.2 1.8 55.3 57.4 47.5 49.1

3 -2.5 0.9 -2.6 4.6 54.9 56.2 48.1 46.3

2 -1 -0.1 4.6 8 57.3 51.6 52.4 45

4th Order RF Polyphase Filter @ 240 MHz

Filter VCG [dB] IRR [dB]

320/80 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

5 -12 -8.3 -9.1 -4 57 59 52.3 48.2

4 -12 -5.6 -2.5 -0.9 57.6 57.8 57 46.7

3 -6.1 -4.3 -2.3 1.8 54.4 58.8 46.2 50.3

2 -4.1 -0.1 -0.9 3.9 57.6 55.9 50.4 47.1

5th Order RF Polyphase Filter @ 240 MHz

Filter VCG [dB] IRR [dB]

320/80 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

5 -15 -15 -12 -6.6 57 60.6 53.5 49.7

4 -12 -8.2 -8.8 -3.7 56.2 58.5 51.8 50.5

3 -12 -5.9 -2.5 -1.2 58.4 59 55.9 46.6

2 -6.8 -4.9 -3.2 0.8 54.3 60.4 46.8 49.4

Table 3.21 on the following page shows the same results as table 3.20 on the next page
but between a SQ and a DQ Hartley IRM with the same dimensions in the cores48. On
the one hand, comparing these results with the corresponding ones of the Weaver IRM, the
IRR values are around 5 dB lower. The reason for this poorer performance comes from the
influence of the mismatch of second stage of mixers as load of the IF polyphase filter. Overall
IRR of the Hartley topology is more dependant on quadrature accuracy of its IF polyphase
filter than the Weaver of the quadrature accuracy of its LO2 polyphase filter, as explained
in § 3.5.1 on page 133. The matching performance of the second stage of mixers has an
unbuffered influence as load of the IF polyphase filter, and thus, on the overall IRR of the
Hartley IRM. On the other hand, the pattern in terms of the large conversion loss and IRR

48The results presented correspond to a Hartley IRM complemented with two real mixers to perform the
down-conversion from the IF to BB.
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Table 3.20: Comparison on mean VCG and IRR between SQ and DQ Weaver IRM.

Single-quadrature Weaver IRM

Filter VCG [dB] IRR [dB]

320/80 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

5 -10.2 -6.4 -4.6 -0.4 56.6 56.5 53.6 49.7

4 -6.7 -4.6 -0.3 2.2 58.5 56.8 58.5 52.4

3 -5.1 -1.4 1.5 4.8 56.3 58.5 51 50.8

2 -3 0.9 1.6 6.6 46.1 45.6 45 45.2

Double-quadrature Weaver IRM with PPFRF @ 240 MHz

Filter VCG [dB] IRR [dB]

320/80 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

5 -29.3 -27.9 -23.1 -19.9 61.1 62.7 59.7 50.1

4 -26.2 -22.4 -21.9 -16.9 62.8 62.6 56.8 50.3

3 -25 -19.6 -16.3 -14.2 60.7 66.1 59.2 47.1

2 -19.8 -18 -15.2 -11.4 60.1 62 49.9 51.1

evolution with the order of the LO1 and IF polyphase filters is quite similar to that of the
Weaver IRM’s and the difference between the SQ and DQ topologies because the RF sections
being compared are the same.

Table 3.21: Comparison on VCG and IRR between SQ and DQ Hartley IRM.

Single-quadrature Hartley IRM

Filter VCG [dB] IRR [dB]

320/80 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

5 -10.7 -7.2 -4.9 -1.9 50.7 53.9 51.3 41.8

4 -7 -7.1 -1.8 -1.8 60 54.4 52.6 52.2

3 -4.4 -2.2 1.1 5.8 54.5 56.3 58 53.2

2 -2.8 -0.6 4.3 7.8 50.7 46 47.2 47.2

Double-quadrature Hartley IRM

Filter VCG [dB] IRR [dB]

320/80 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

5 -30 -26.5 -23.7 -20 55.5 56.3 55.8 48.9

4 -26.9 -23.4 -21.5 -16.3 57.1 56.5 55.3 49.8

3 -24.6 -21.3 -18.4 -13.5 59.7 57.8 58.8 49.5

2 -20.6 -18.3 -16.2 -10.3 58.2 57.9 56.5 50.3
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Comparison of Impact of Process Spread and Component Mismatch

In § 3.5.2 on page 142 SQ and DQ topologies are analyzed and compared based on PM Monte
Carlo simulations of Weaver and Hartley IRM’s. In this sense, several aspects such as the
center frequency of the RF polyphase filter, the order of this filter, the dimensions of the
RF and IF mixer cores, or the difference in sensitivity between the LO2 (Weaver) against
the IF (Hartley) polyphase filter are studied in terms of their impact on VCG and IRR.
This section complements the previous by a separate analysis to weigh independently the
influence of process spread and component mismatch, allowing to gain insight to adapt the
design strategy to improve the limiting factor.

In the case of SQ IRM topologies the following form factors are chosen: {W/L}RF =
300/1.2 and {W/L}LO = 100/0.7 while in the case of DQ IRM topologies the following form
factors are chosen: {W/L}RF = 300/1.2 and {W/L}LO = 100/0.7. The direct comparison
of SQ and DQ topologies under the same form factor is already done in previous § 3.5.2 on
page 142. This choice of form factors tries to equalize SQ and DQ as competing candidates
reducing the higher IRR and increasing the lower VCG of double-quadrature topologies by
means of smaller transistors. This equalization results in a slightly higher IRR and a slightly
lower VCG of the DQ topology compared to the SQ counterpart. Supply voltage and current
consumption are the same for both topologies.

Table 3.22 on the next page shows the result of the mean VCG and IRR of a SQ Weaver
IRM based on 100 runs on process spread, component mismatch and both effects simultane-
ously. From the results the following conclusions can be drawn:

+ Performance under process spread is much more dependant on the order of the LO1

and LO2 polyphase filters than performance under component mismatch. While IRR is
mostly influenced by the process spread of the polyphase filters, the influence of the core
is quite indirect as load to ground for the polyphase filters. In this sense, the influence
on the pole location of the last stage of the polyphase filter is not so strong.

+ In the case of process spread, the increase in the order of either polyphase filter improves
the achievable IRR without any counterbalancing effect. On the contrary, in the case
of component mismatch, the quadrature accuracy due to a higher number of stages
is counterbalanced by the increased number of mismatching components. As a result,
from a certain order of polyphase filters onwards, the performance worsens, as the
smaller and smaller improvement due to the compensation of quadrature error by a
higher number of stages is dominated by the additional mismatch introduced by the
resistors and capacitors of these additional stages.

+ The achievable IRR when both effects are combined (PM) is slightly poorer but close
to that when component mismatch is the only source of error. This is because the
performance under process spread is much better than under component mismatch,
this last being clearly the dominant factor limiting the achievable IRR for the chosen
form factor of transistors and passive components.

Table 3.23 on the following page shows the result of the mean VCG and IRR of a DQ
Weaver IRM based on 100 runs on process spread, component mismatch and both effects
simultaneously. From those results the following conclusions can be drawn:

+ The double-quadrature topology does not improve IR per se compared to the single-
quadrature counterpart. It shows a better performance for low order of the LO1
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Table 3.22: Statistical analysis on mean IRR [dB] of SQ Weaver IRM on process spread,
component mismatch and both effects simultaneously.

Filter Process Spread Comp. Mismatch Process & Mismatch

320/80 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

5 99 84.1 69.3 47.8 60.1 57.8 58.6 51.4 56.6 56.5 53.6 49.7

4 84.1 78.7 68.4 48.2 63.9 60.9 56.5 49.7 58.5 56.8 58.5 52.4

3 70.4 70.4 64.7 48.4 58.4 59.1 57.7 51.1 56.3 58.5 51 50.8

2 53.3 52.7 50.7 44.5 42.3 43.2 43 40.8 46.1 45.6 45 45.2

polyphase filter thanks to the pre-rejection of the harmful sideband of the image band,
but not if already a higher-order LO1 polyphase filter is granted.

+ The lower sensitivity to quadrature errors in the LO1 polyphase filter is clearly notice-
able as the IR under process spread is quite independent of the order of this polyphase
filter49. In this sense, a double-quadrature IRM should be designed trading the order
of the RF polyphase filter with a low-order LO1 polyphase filter in order to exploit the
benefit of less dependence of the quadrature accuracy of the latter and, thus, reduce
the losses at this filter, and as a result increase VCG.

+ Component mismatch in the DQ topology has even more weight than in the SQ topology
as limiting factor for the achievable IRR. The reason is the higher number of mismatch-
ing components of a DQ compared to the DQ topology. This is the main drawback of
this IRM topology together with higher power consumption for the same performance
in terms of VCG, noise and linearity. This limitation can be contrasted when compar-
ing the poorer IRR results of the DQ topology than those of the SQ under component
mismatch despite the lower dependence on LO1 quadrature accuracy.

Table 3.23: Statistical analysis on mean IRR [dB] of DQ Weaver IRM on process spread,
component mismatch and both effects simultaneously.

Filter Process Spread Comp. Mismatch Process & Mismatch

320/80 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

5 97.5 82.4 68 46.6 58.9 55.9 57.8 46.6 57 60.6 53.5 49.7

4 97.4 82 68 46.6 59.2 59.3 55.5 48 56.2 58.5 51.8 50.5

3 97.4 74.4 68 46.6 60.6 57.7 59.1 48.2 58.4 59 55.9 46.6

2 97.5 82.5 68 46.6 54.8 54.7 54.3 49.7 54.3 60.4 46.8 49.4

Tables 3.24 and 3.25 on the next page show the same analysis on SQ and DQ topologies
correspondingly, but based on the Hartley IRM topology. All the considerations based on the
Weaver topology hold true when applied to the Hartley IRM. All the same, there are some
differences that should be remarked:

49IR is indeed dependant on the quadrature accuracy of the LO1 polyphase filter, but in these results
remains quite independent due to the fact that a 5th-order RF polyphase filter grants a close to perfect image
pre-suppression.
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+ The performance of the Hartley is superior to that of the Weaver topology when com-
ponent mismatch is the source of error. This improvement is bound to the fact that
there is no second stage of down-converters in the IR topology, what results in less
mismatching elements. Nevertheless, this improvement with respect to the Weaver
topology diminishes as the order of either polyphase filter is increased. The reason if
bound to the higher sensitivity of the IF polyphase filter to quadrature accuracy than
the LO2 polyphase filter of the Weaver topology. In the case of the DQ implementation,
this improvement is even more noticeable due to the higher accuracy attained at the
RF section.

+ IRR under process spread lies in the same order as in the Weaver topology. The higher
sensitivity to quadrature accuracy of the IF polyphase filter is counterbalanced by
the fact that the load of this filter is open and thus induces no deviation in the pole
distribution.

Table 3.24: Statistical analysis on mean IRR [dB] of SQ Harley IRM without down-conversion
from IF to BB on process spread, component mismatch and both effects simultaneously.

Filter Process Spread Comp. Mismatch Process & Mismatch

320/80 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

5 99.6 83.9 68.8 51 58.4 59.5 60.6 59.5 58.1 58.9 58 46.3

4 83.5 79.6 68.9 50.7 57.7 58.3 57.7 59.8 60 57.5 56.2 50.7

3 67.9 67.6 63.1 49.2 56.5 57.8 57.3 57.7 58.6 57 56.6 47.6

2 50.4 50.4 49.5 43 43 43.2 43.6 43.3 46.8 46 48.2 41.6

Table 3.25: Statistical analysis on mean IRR [dB] of DQ Harley IRM without down-conversion
from IF to BB on process spread, component mismatch and both effects simultaneously.

Filter Process Spread Comp. Mismatch Process & Mismatch

320/80 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

5 98 82.7 67.5 49.6 61.7 64 62.4 61.9 61.7 61.4 60.9 49.8

4 98 82.7 67.5 49.7 61.9 59.4 61.3 61 59.8 57.1 59.5 46

3 98 82.7 67.5 49.7 61.5 58.1 58.9 61.8 59.8 58 59.6 43

2 98.1 82.7 67.5 49.7 58.2 56.7 59.8 58.5 58.3 58.5 58.4 46.9

Tables 3.26 and 3.27 on page 151 show the same analysis on SQ and DQ topologies
correspondingly, but based on the Hartley IRM topology complemented by a couple of real
active down-converters AC-coupled to the IF polyphase filter. All the considerations based
on the Hartley topology without additional down-conversion stage hold true when extended
to the indirect conversion to BB. With the extension of the pair of active down-converters
the VCG of the Hartley IRM is quite the same of that of the Weaver IRM and can be fairly
compared as extended version for an indirect conversion image-reject receiver. If the SQ and
DQ extended Hartley IRM’s are compared to the Weaver and basic Hartley counterparts,
following conclusions can be drawn:
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+ The coupling capacitor and the following mixer are not part of the IR mechanism, and
thus, do not influence directly the IRR. They do however influence the IF polyphase
filter as they form its load to ground. In this sense, process spread on this load devi-
ates the pole location (especially on the last stage) of the IF polyphase filter, whereas
component mismatch causes an unbalanced loading for the polyphase filter, which is
spread backwards through the stages of the IF polyphase filters.

+ In the case of the SQ topology the damage is evident on the IRR results under process
spread. As in the case of the basic Hartley IRM, mismatch is slightly superior to the
Weaver topology, especially for low-order IF polyphase filter because no down-converters
form part of the IR mechanism at the IF section. However, when adding the loading of
the additional stage the mismatch on the load makes the mismatch performance of the
Hartley IRM worse than that of the Weaver IRM. The superposition of both negative
effects due to the unbuffered impact of load variation and asymmetry results in clear
worse results when compared to the Weaver topology.

+ In the case of the DQ Hartley IRM, the double-quadrature alleviates the poor perfor-
mance of the IF polyphase filter due to the change in its load by diminishing the impact
of the quadrature error of the LO1 polyphase filter. This results in an evident improve-
ment with respect to the SQ topology, making as expected, IRR quite independent on
the quadrature accuracy of the LO1 polyphase filter. Nevertheless, the performance
is worse when compared to the DQ Weaver IRM. Mismatch is worse due to the same
reasoning explained for the SQ topology. As a result, the overall IRR results are worse
than in the case of the DQ Weaver IRM.

Table 3.26: Statistical analysis on mean IRR [dB] of SQ Harley IRM including down-
conversion from IF to BB on process spread, component mismatch and both effects simulta-
neously.

Filter Process Spread Comp. Mismatch Process & Mismatch

320/80 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

5 64.7 64.8 57.3 50.6 54.3 57.4 56.6 54.6 50.7 53.9 51.3 41.8

4 65.2 66.8 59.7 49.1 58.2 56.5 55.6 55.8 60 54.4 52.6 52.2

3 64.2 58.6 59.4 49.1 56.6 56 56.5 56.7 54.5 56.3 58 53.2

2 52.5 52.5 53.1 44.8 42.8 41.5 43.1 43 50.7 46 47.2 47.2

Figure 3.57 on page 152 illustrates the comparison among the IRR against process spread,
component mismatch and both effects simultaneously, for both SQ and DQ Weaver IRM’s.
From figure 3.57(a) the large dependence on the order of either polyphase filter to minimize the
impact of process spread can be observed, whereas from figure 3.57(b) this large dependence
becomes quite exclusive on LO2 as the double-quadrature topology makes the quadrature
accuracy at the IF quite independent from the quadrature accuracy of the LO1 polyphase
filter.

From figure 3.57(c) and 3.57(d) the dominance of component mismatch as the dominant
factor limiting the achievable IRR, independent of the use of SQ or DQ topology can be
observed. On the one hand, due the higher number of mismatching components, the achieved
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Table 3.27: Statistical analysis on mean IRR [dB] of DQ Harley IRM including down-
conversion from IF to BB on process spread, component mismatch and both effects simulta-
neously.

Filter Process Spread Comp. Mismatch Process & Mismatch

320/80 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

5 92.9 82.2 67.8 51.6 57.7 53.5 55.3 54.6 52 55.8 55 46

4 92.4 82.3 67.9 51.7 58.3 56.8 56.9 54.9 56.8 56.8 56.1 47.9

3 93.4 81.8 67.9 51.8 61 58.1 56.1 58.9 56.6 56.6 59.6 44.7

2 87.2 79.5 68.7 52 61.7 56.8 56.6 56.9 54.7 55.5 57 43.8

IRR is slightly worse under the DQ topology, especially for large order of the polyphase filters.
On the other hand, while not so clearly as in the study under process spread, the DQ topology
shows certain robustness against the quadrature errors due to component mismatch at the
LO1 polyphase filter.

Figures 3.57(e) and 3.57(f) under PM confirm the dominance of component mismatch due
to their likeliness to the corresponding graphs 3.57(c) and 3.57(d). For this particular case,
these last graphs show that it is not worth using a polyphase filter beyond 4th order as the
improvement in terms of process spread is overwhelmed by the worse performance against
component mismatch, this last being the dominant factor.
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(a) Process spread on SQ Weaver IRM.
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(b) Process spread on DQ Weaver IRM.
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(c) Component mismatch on SQ Weaver IRM.
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(d) Component mismatch on DQ Weaver IRM.
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(e) Process & mismatch on SQ Weaver IRM.
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(f) Process & mismatch on DQ Weaver IRM.

Fig. 3.57: IRR vs. the order of LO polyphase filters for SQ and DQ Weaver IRM’s.
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3.6 Structural Optimization of CMOS IR Mixers

This section complements the statistical optimization methodology presented in § 3.5 on
page 133. The most relevant structural issues concerning the operation of an image-reject
mixer are studied in order to optimize the achievable IRR and the corresponding power
consumption for a given performance. In this sense, the structural and topological design
considerations analyzed are not bound to the particular performance of the IC manufactur-
ing technology. In this section, polyphase filters are revisited to optimize their design from
different points of view such as quadrature generation, interstage impedance and termina-
tion. This analysis together with the statistical study yields a design guide of polyphase
filters. Component re-use is another important structural optimization that reduces com-
ponent mismatch and power consumption. Re-use schemes are proposed at every section of
the mixer cores. Image feed-through is a rather unaddressed topic in the literature, which
can significantly degrade the resulting IRR. The influence of frequency planning and design
parameters on image feed-through are explained and bound to the choice between active and
passive mixers for the RF and IF sections of an image-reject mixer. This active-passive par-
titioning has important structural implications as a function of the image-reject topology. A
good understanding of these impairments is fundamental to optimize the topology, not only
in terms of IRR and power consumption, but also with respect to other critical issues such
as VCG, linearity, noise, DC offset and flicker noise.

3.6.1 Polyphase Filter Optimization

In this section different aspects of passive polyphase filters are studied from the structural
point of view. This analysis together with the statistical approach for the choice of optimum
bandwidth and pole location 3.5.1 on page 133 conform the guidelines for optimum polyphase
filter design.

Figure 3.58 on the following page illustrates the operation of a simple complex filter. On
the one hand, real (in-phase) and imaginary (quadrature) components of a wanted complex
signal I(ω) + j ·Q(ω) for ω > 0 are constructively combined into I∗ after corresponding ±π/4
phase shifts. On the other hand, real (in-phase) and imaginary (quadrature) components
of the image complex signal I(−ω) + j ·Q(−ω) = I(ω)− j ·Q(ω) for ω < 0 are destructively
combined after corresponding ±π/4 phase shifts. This asymmetric response of the polyphase
filter between positive and negative frequencies is the essential mechanism that enables to
pass through the wanted and to reject the image signal.

This IR operation assumes that at the angular frequency ω the PPF performs perfect
±π/4 phase shifts for the entire bandwidth of the signal. Figure 3.59 on the next page
shows how the required ±π/4 phase shifts are implemented with passive real components.
By choosing the cut-off frequency ωo = 1/(RC), the output voltage vO is +π/4 phase-shifted
with respect to the in-phase voltage vI and −π/4 phase-shifted with respect to the quadrature
voltage vQ yielding the same additive construction depicted in figure 3.58.

Equation 3.16 on the following page shows the relation between the output voltage vO and
the quadrature inputs of the wanted signal vI and vQ, as wells as the corresponding relation
when ωo = 1/(RC) yielding ±π/4 phase shifts. It is important to note the 3dB voltage gain
from either in-phase or quadrature input to the unloaded output. However, when an identical
stage loads the output without buffering, the resulting voltage division by 2 lowers the 3 dB
voltage gain into 3dB voltage loss.
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This ideal representation of a simple polyphase filter has to be complemented by the
influence of parasitic components inherent to any real resistor and capacitor. These parasitic
components make the bulk node another part of the polyphase filter. The inclusion of this
node has two detrimental consequences for the performance of the polyphase filter:

+ Additional insertion loss: The finite impedance to bulk due to parasitics brings
a fraction of the signals to the bulk (usually at ground potential) instead of to the
outputs, increasing the inherent loss inserted by the main path of the polyphase filter.
These losses can even dominate over the direct insertion loss of the polyphase filter due
to the high-frequency operation and large parasitic capacitance associated to the use of
large devices to minimize component mismatch. This problem is especially serious with
technologies based on silicon substrates. In this sense, capacitors usually present larger
parasitic capacitance than resistors due to larger surface and perimeter. In particular
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the parasitic capacitance of the bottom plate of the capacitors is usually the clear
dominant low-ohmic parasitic path to substrate. On the one hand, square capacitors
are the optimum configuration to minimize parasitic loss thanks to minimum area and
perimeter for a given capacitance. On the other hand, metal insulator metal (MIM)
capacitors are, if available, an interesting alternative to classical poly capacitors, due
to higher distance between the bottom plate to substrate, and thus, smaller parasitic
capacitance.

+ Drift in pole location: An ideal polyphase filter is a floating network in the sense
that it has no path to ground. Under these conditions, interstage impedance together
with source and load impedances only limit the insertion loss of the filter as a function
of the impedance relation between neighboring stages. The location of the poles of every
stage, however, remains the same whatever the impedance relation. Nevertheless, when
the bulk becomes a part of the polyphase structure through the parasitic impedance,
the interstage parasitic impedance to ground together with source and load impedances
not only determine the insertion loss but also the drift from the nominal location of the
poles. This deviation is caused by the connection of all interstage nodes among them
and with the source and load through the parasitic network to a common ground node.
A recalculation of the required resistance and capacitance to account for the parasitic
drift is mandatory. Due to the complexity of the parasitic network, this recalculation
is iterative rather than analytical.

Due to the big impact of the parasitic network on the performance of polyphase filters,
a very accurate modeling of the parasitics is indispensable. Figure 3.60 shows an electri-
cal model of a poly2 resistor (3.60(a)) and a poly-poly capacitor (3.60(b)) as triterminal
components including parasitic elements.

P1 P2

REF

RPOLY/2 RPOLY/2
LS

C

CGC

CX X

G
RP PR

(a) Rpoly2 resistor.

LS
P1 P2
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CCX W

RS

POLYC

GR

(b) Cpoly capacitor.

Fig. 3.60: Electrical model of passive elements.

Topologies for Quadrature Generation

The constructive combination of the forward-rotating pair and destructive combination of its
conjugate complex reverse-rotating pair that takes place at every stage of a polyphase filter is
usually used in conjunction with a preceding quadrature generator. This first stage generates
the in-phase and quadrature components out of a single-ended or, usually, a differential
signal, whose quadrature accuracy and bandwidth is increased by the following stages of
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the polyphase filter. All LO polyphase filters as well as the RF polyphase filter of double-
quadrature topologies require first a quadrature generator. Only in the IF section of the
Hartley topology is a polyphase filter used without quadrature generator.

Figure 3.61 illustrates the three basic passive topologies in order to generate quadrature
signals. The resistor-capacitor capacitor-resistor (RC− CR) phase shifter in figure 3.61(a)
generates the in-phase component by means of a capacitor-resistor (CR) integrator and the
quadrature component by means of a RC differentiator, which results in an all-pass filter at
the cut-off frequency. This basic topology can be extended to the more common differential
quadrature generator, as illustrated in figure 3.61(b). An alternative differential quadrature
generator can be built taking a standard polyphase filter and shorting the quadrature inputs
as depicted in figure 3.61(c)
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Fig. 3.61: Quadrature generation schemes.

Equation 3.17 shows the in-phase and quadrature voltages generated out of the input
voltage when a RC-CR phase shifter is employed (single-ended or differential). It is impor-
tant to note that quadrature outputs remain π/2 phase-shifted regardless of the operating
frequency. Equation 3.18 on the facing page shows the in-phase and quadrature voltages
when a polyphase filter is used as quadrature generator. The advantage of this topology
is that quadrature outputs have the same amplitude regardless of the operating frequency.
Therefore, these two alternative topologies present complementary advantages.

vI =
1

1 + jωRC
· VLO vQ =

jωRC

1 + jωRC
· VLO∣∣∣∣vQvI

∣∣∣∣ = ωRC (3.17)

φ

(
vQ
vI

)
=
π

2
∀ω
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vI =
1− jωRC
1 + jωRC

· VLO vQ = VLO∣∣∣∣vQvI
∣∣∣∣ = 1 ∀ω (3.18)

φ

(
vQ
vI

)
= arctan (ωRC)− arctan (−ωRC) = 2 arctan (ωRC)

Figure 3.62 compares the amplitude relation and phase difference between quadrature
outputs of a differential RC-CR phase shifter and polyphase filter using ideal components
with 400MHz as cut-off frequency. The results corroborate the theoretical results and confirm
the independence in phase of the RC-CR topology and in amplitude of the polyphase filter
with respect to frequency of operation.
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Fig. 3.62: Comparison of amplitude relation and phase difference between quadrature
outputs of quadrature generators.

The polyphase quadrature generator presents additional structural benefits based on its
floating topology compared to the RC-CR phase shifter, which make it the quadrature gen-
erator of choice in this work. As previously stated, this floating characteristic is lost due to
parasitics to bulk. However, the structure remains being a floating network in terms of DC
despite parasitics. This has the advantage that a differential biasing at the input suffices to
distribute the DC potential to the four output quadrants and bias the next building block,
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for instance, the LO switching stage of a mixer. The RC-CR phase shifter has the in-phase
outputs DC shorted to ground. Thus, four large capacitors are required to AC couple the
four quadrants. The bias stage cannot be implemented at the input of the generator, and
has to follow the coupling capacitors following the RC-CR network. On the one hand, these
capacitors impose a relative low-ohmic load impedance to the RC-CR phase shifter due to the
large parasitic capacitance to substrate of the large coupling capacitors. This increases the
losses of the phase shifter. On the other hand, the coupling capacitors worsen the quadrature
accuracy due to mismatch among them.

All the same, the most critical issue is the higher sensitivity of the RC-CR phase shifter to
parasitics in terms of pole location. In this topology, the parasitic capacitance to ground (the
dominant parasitic effect) combines in parallel to either the resistor or capacitor to ground of
each integrator or differentiator directly changing the cut-off frequency. Moreover, the effect
on the integrator and differentiator is opposite, worsening further the quadrature accuracy.
On the contrary, in the case of the polyphase quadrature generator, there is no such direct
combination in parallel because the poles are not referenced to ground. Thus, the parasitics
to ground have an indirect influence over the ground node which causes a much smaller drift
in pole location for the same parasitics compared to the RC-CR phase shifter. Furthermore,
the parasitic influence is equal for all the four outputs.

In this sense, the need to use coupling capacitors due to DC bias aggravates the problem
of the drift in pole location in the case of the RC-CR phase shifter because these larger
capacitors have correspondingly large parasitic capacitors to ground which combine directly
to the phase shifter. This involves a proportional deviation from the desired ωo. To alleviate
this problem, this large parasitic capacitance should be embedded into the phase shifter50.
Another measure to diminish this detrimental influence is to couple the upper plate to the
output of the phase shifter, as this plate presents significant less parasitic capacitance than
the lower one, thus reducing the magnitude of the asymmetry.

Due to the structural advantage due to the floating topology, polyphase filters are used
as quadrature generators in this work.

Interstage Impedance

As explained in § 3.6.1 on page 153, the polyphase filter presents a voltage gain pro stage
that ranges from a 3dB gain at open to -3dB gain loaded by a succeeding stage with the
same impedance. In this sense, voltage losses in the polyphase filter are minimized by means
of minimum source and maximum load impedance. This can be achieved by using small
switches at the mixers as load and a driver after the VCO. However it is important to strike
the balance between the reduction in insertion loss in the polyphase filter and the increase in
power in the LO driver and the design considerations involved in the mixer.

Once the source and load impedance are given, the insertion loss of the polyphase filter is
minimized by means of increasing interstage impedance, as illustrated in figure 3.63 on the
next page. The impedance difference between source and load is best profited by distributing
linearly the increasing interstage impedance from source to load. However, this holds true
providing the polyphase filter is ideal. In a real polyphase filter, parasitics to substrate first
limit the effectiveness of the increasing interstage impedance to prevent losses and second,
make the linear distribution no longer be the optimal. As in the case of the recalculation of
the poles described in § 3.6.1 on page 153, this becomes an iterative tuning process.

50This does not solve the problem completely because the influence remains asymmetric.
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Fig. 3.63: Interstage impedance within a polyphase filter.

Related to the practical implementation of the increasing interstage impedance, two im-
portant aspects should be taken into account:

+ In case the poles of a multistage polyphase filter are distributed across a certain band-
width, the difference in the cut-off frequencies among the stages can be profited for
increasing interstage impedance. In this sense, the pole at the highest frequency
should correspond to the first stage because the minimum time constant RC is re-
quired, whereas the pole at the smallest frequency should correspond to the last stage
of the filter. The rest of the intermediate poles should be formed by the corresponding
intermediate stages.

+ Once a given pole frequency is given, and thus, the RC time constant, one has one
degree of freedom to choose to value of the resistor and the capacitor to yield the given
time constant. In this sense, even with all poles located at the same frequency, one can
increase the interstage impedance by increasing the value of the resistor and inversely
decreasing the value of the capacitor. In practice, however, the actual values of resistors
and capacitors are limited by the increasing relative influence of parasitics at the lower
boundary and the large silicon area at the upper boundary.

Termination

The symmetry at the load of the polyphase filter is a crucial issue for its quadrature accu-
racy. Asymmetric loading does not only affect the quadrature accuracy of the last stage, but
propagates with decreasing influence through the preceding stages. In case all four quadrants
of the polyphase are required, these can be symmetrically loaded, limiting the load asymme-
try to the component mismatch of the loading stage. However, there are cases where just
with either the in-phase or the quadrature output of the IF polyphase filter within a Hartley
topology suffices. The following image-reject topologies proposed in § 2.2 on page 21 are
examples of this situation: 2.12(a) on page 24, 2.12(b) on page 24, 2.15(a) on page 28, 2.16(b)
on page 30 and 2.19(a) on page 3451. In this case, the termination of the polyphase filter
becomes more problematic. Figure 3.64 on the following page illustrates three possible ter-
minations for an IF polyphase filter within a Hartley IRM when just one of the differential
outputs is employed.

51Except for receiver 2.12(b) on page 24 the rest of the enumerated Hartley topologies use just one differential
output in case of SSB modulation.
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Fig. 3.64: Termination possibilities for IF polyphase filter for DSB demodulation.

The solution illustrated in figure 3.64(a) combines prior to buffering the quadrature phases
of the same signal propagating in the in-phase and quadrature branches (3-dB voltage gain),
but each branch also loads the other branch shorted to it (6-dB voltage loss). Compared to
open circuit output, the voltage gain to the desired signal in this filter stage is 3 dB lower,
that is, net 0 dB. An alternative method that preserves the 3-dB net gain of the polyphase
structure in shown in figure 3.64(b). The dummy capacitors of the unused differential output
try to match up to a certain extent the input capacitance of the buffer. Apart from the
difficulty to properly attain the same impedance at the cut-off frequency, the different impact
of process spread and component mismatch on the buffer and the dummy stage limits the
effectiveness of this approach. Figure 3.64(c) shows the best solution in terms of termination
of the polyphase filter which uses a quadrature differential buffer as in the case of topologies
where both quadrature outputs are employed. The clear drawback of this option is the
increased power consumption compared to the asymmetric buffering. The influence of the
load mismatch depends on the ratio between the load impedance and the impedance of the
polyphase filter (in case different among stages, dominated by the last stage). The use of
passive dummy loading or additional active buffering is traded off depending on this impact.

Design Guidelines

From the statistical approach for the choice of the bandwidth and pole location from § 3.5.1
on page 133, and the structural optimization from this § 3.6.1 on page 153, the following
design guidelines are proposed for the optimization of polyphase filters as part of the overall
design strategy pursued for image-reject mixers:

+ From the very beginning a model as accurate as possible should be used that accounts
for the parasitic elements of the resistors and capacitors forming the polyphase filter.
The same type of resistors and capacitors should be used for all the stages.

+ The extreme bandwidth of a single-pole stage delimited by the worse-power and worse-
speed corner simulations should be simulated.

+ Based on the statistical approach proposed in § 3.5.1 on page 133 the optimum band-
width for different orders of the required polyphase filters should be computed. The
values of the resistors and capacitors have to be tuned to the desired pole frequencies
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accounting for the drift caused by parasitics. This process is related to an specific size
of resistors. A range of resistor widths should be tested for a given impedance value.
This choice influences the extreme bandwidth, the size of parasitics as wells as the ro-
bustness against mismatch. Thus, if any change is applied to the width of the resistors,
all these related parameters ought to be recalculated.

+ Choose the best relative bandwidth for every order of every polyphase filter relying on
the PM Monte Carlo results.

+ Use polyphase filters as quadrature generators and locate the DC bias of the mixer
switches prior to the filters.

+ Based on the optimum bandwidth for every filter order, calculate the achievable IRR
and VCG based on the chosen image-reject topology as a function of the order of all
polyphase filters involved.

+ With the aimed IRR and VCG as reference, co-design the requirements for the mixers
and the order of the polyphase filters.

+ Once the optimum order and relative BW for the pole distribution is chosen, distribute
in a linear way the difference between load and source impedance across the stages of
the polyphase filter with increasing interstage impedance towards the load.

+ Bear the upper limit set by the size of the capacitors and the lower set by the large
influence of parasitic elements when choosing the impedance of the first and last stages.

+ Tune by means of simulation the optimum increasing interstage impedance taking the
previous linear distribution as initial guess.

+ The output stage should be terminated by a balanced load. In case just one of the
quadrature differential outputs is required at the IF polyphase filter, consider the three
options illustrated in figure 3.64 on the preceding page and evaluate the impact in terms
of power consumption, voltage loss in the filter and relative impedance variation in the
load with respect to the impedance of the last stage of the filter.

3.6.2 Component Re-use

In this section, the re-use of components within the mixer cores of IRM’s is studied aiming at
reducing component mismatch (and thus, improving IRR) and power consumption. As shown
in § 3.5.2 on page 147, component mismatch is the dominant limiting factor for the achievable
IRR. In contrast to the polyphase filter, the impact of the mixer cores on the IRR relies quite
exclusively on component mismatch, process spread remaining as a secondary indirect factor
as it changes the load impedance for the polyphase filters. Component mismatch can be fought
against by means of increasing the size of the components and by increasing quiescent current
bias. The former factor involves a significant increase in capacitance which compromises the
operation at high frequency, while the later goes against a low-power implementation. Under
these constraints, blend components that perform the same functionality into a single one
reduces component mismatch without increasing size and bias current. Thus, component re-
use optimizes the IRM topology both in terms of IRR and power consumption. Component
re-use has been analyzed in all sections of the mixers: mixer core, load and bias.
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Mixer Core

Both IRM topologies consist of either SQ or DQ complex mixers. The classical approach to
implement a complex mixer is to use two separate mixers, one driven by the in-phase LO
signal, and the other by the quadrature LO signal. The switching cores of these two mixers
are driven by different signals, yielding the four quadrants at the IF. Therefore, neither the
LO switches nor the mixer loads can be combined in parallel. However, in the case of active
mixers, the transconductors of both mixers share the same RF input signal. This enables to
communalize these two transconductors into a single one52.
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Fig. 3.65: Combination of two double-balanced Gilbert-cell mixers into a communalized
quadrature mixer.

Figure 3.65 illustrates the combination of two double-balanced Gilbert-cell mixers into
a single communalized quadrature mixer53. The figure shows how a unique transconductor
can be re-used to deliver the RF current to both in-phase and quadrature current switches.

52A BJT version of this circuit was independently developed and patented by another group of researchers:
U.S. Patent 6,029,059, February 2000

53The re-use of a single transconductor is also possible in its single-ended version and therefore portable to
a single-balanced Gilbert cell. In the case of passive mixers no component re-use is possible as it only consists
of the switching core.
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In terms of AC performance the input capacitance determines the phase matching whereas
the gm sets the gain matching. All the same, being the first component of the mixer, its
matching performance in terms of DC operating point influences the matching performance
of the succeeding current switches. Therefore, the increase in gm matching thanks to re-use
has a large impact on the overall IRR.

Nevertheless, the performance of the communalized complex mixer must be compared to
that of a complex mixer formed by two conventional Gilbert mixers under the same conditions
in terms of size of components and power dissipation. In this sense, the comparison must be
made between the communalized complex Gilbert mixer and two Gilbert cells, not just one.
Thus, the quiescent current through the communalized complex mixer must be twice that of a
Gilbert cell, whereas the unique transconductor must be twice as wide as the transconductor
of either Gilbert mixer.

+ Voltage Conversion Gain: As demonstrated in § 3.2.1 on page 63, under perfect
LO commutation the VCG of a Gilbert mixer is given by equation 3.19:

V CG =
2
π
· gm,RF ·ROUT (3.19)

Providing the relation between transconductance and the width of the transconductor
were linear, the communalized structure would present the same VCG as either Gilbert
mixer forming the conventional complex mixer. On the one hand, gm would be twice
as large, but on the other hand, the RF current delivered by a communalized transcon-
ductor is split into two simultaneously conducting switches at all times, what halves
the VCG. However, it must be borne in mind that the increase in gm is not linear with
the increase in width and saturates rapidly for very large transistors mainly due to the
impact of parasitic capacitance, as explained in § 3.2.1 on page 63 and illustrated in
figure 3.8(a) on page 66. The saturation of gm with width makes the communalized
structure present less VCG than either Gilbert mixer if no other factor is considered.
However, the quiescent current through the communalized transconductor is twice the
current through the transconductor of either Gilbert mixer, what enhances gm to a
great extent and counterbalances by far the possible loss in VCG due to saturation of
gm with transistor width.

+ Linearity: The linearity of the communalized structure is similar to that of the Gilbert
mixers. This is due to the fact that the dominant source of nonlinearity is the transcon-
ductor. In this sense, having a communalized transconductor twice as large worsens
linearity, but this is counterbalanced by twice as much IBIAS through it, yielding quite
the same VOD. The switching core under the communalized structure has the same size
and is biased by the same current as in either Gilbert mixer.

+ Noise: Related to the VCG performance, the larger gm of the communalized transcon-
ductor due to twice the width and bias current involves lower thermal noise from this
stage. On the other hand, each current switch introduces noise to two outputs correlated
with a 90◦ phase shift, instead of to one output as it happens in the case of a conven-
tional Gilbert cell. This is due to the fact that at every time two connected switches
are conducting. In this sense, it can be stated that a quadrature mixer presents a noise
advantage at the transconductance stage and a noise disadvantage at the switching
stage. Which is dominant depends on the actual size and bias of the transistors.
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+ Image Rejection: The communalized transconductor improves the quadrature accu-
racy of the complex mixer compared to two independent Gilbert mixers in quadrature
because being unique, no mismatch takes place between the transconductance stage
delivering the current for the in-phase and the quadrature current switches. This fun-
damental improvement is boosted in terms of differential matching by the fact that
the transconductor is twice as big as either transconductor of the Gilbert cells and be-
cause twice as much quiescent current flows through it. This results in an important
improvement in terms of quadrature accuracy at the stage where it is most relevant
for the overall IRR. The advantage of the communalized mixer in terms of IRR due
to perfect transconductor matching in terms of quadrature is offset by a certain loss
of IRR due to mismatch in the switching core, which in the communalized topology is
more sensitive to mismatch than in the conventional topology. The reason is once again
the simultaneous commutation of in-phase and quadrature switches which are bound
at the drain of the communalized transconductor. In the conventional complex mixer
formed by two Gilbert mixers in quadrature, mismatch of current switches influences in
the differential commutation. In the communalized version, apart from influencing the
precision of the differential commutation, it also distorts the ratio of current routed to
the in-phase and quadrature switches conducting simultaneously at all times. All the
same, the improvement in transconductor matching is by far dominant over this I-Q
crosstalk at the switches.

In the comparison so far the conventional and the communalized topologies have been
compared under the same conditions of component size and power consumption. This com-
parison shows a superior performance of the communalized topology in VCG and IRR and a
fairly similar performance in terms of linearity and noise. It is important to note, that VCG
is together with IRR the critical parameter in IRM topologies where quadrature generation
is based on lossy passive polyphase filters. In this sense, the advantage of the communalized
topology in terms of these two parameters can be exploited to grant similar performance in
terms of VCG and IRR to that of a conventional complex mixer reducing power consumption,
and, thus, designing a power optimized IRM.

Load

As seen in figure 3.65 on page 162 the load of a complex mixer cannot be recombined into
less components to improve mismatch performance because all four output carry a different
phase forming the four quadrants among them. In this sense, the communalized complex
mixer does not grant any improvement with respect to the conventional topology. Never-
theless, the concept of communalizing the transconductance stage can be also applied and
extended to the next order of mixing complexity: the double-quadrature complex mixer,
which comprises four mixers forming two complex mixers whose eight outputs are grouped
by additions/subtractions in groups of two signals yielding the four outputs forming the four
quadrants among them. If implemented in the conventional way this topology is made up of
four conventional Gilbert mixers. However, it can also be implemented by means of two com-
munalized complex mixers. However, this topology enables a further improvement in terms of
re-use of the load resistors. As the resulting eight current outputs have to be added/subtracted
in groups of two, this operation can be performed at a single resistor formed by adding in
parallel the loads of the communalized complex mixer. This recombination of the load re-
sistors where current-to-voltage conversion and addition/subtraction of IF signal takes place
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halves the number of load resistors, improving component mismatch. Figure 3.66 illustrates
the proposed communalized DQ double-balanced Gilbert-cell mixer54.
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Fig. 3.66: Communalized double-quadrature double-balanced Gilbert-cell mixer.

Bias

In the case of active mixers, the matching of the current bias also determines the degree of
quadrature accuracy. In this sense, component re-use at the current bias helps to reduce the
number of components that can mismatch by grouping them together. On the one hand,
the technique presented in § 3.3.2 on page 109 can be applied to combine the transconductor
for the RF input and the current mirror into the same transistor. On the other hand, the
communalized topology can be implemented to halve the number of transconductors/current
mirrors. By applying both techniques simultaneously, communalization reduces further the
current mismatch within a SQ or DQ complex mixer.

A DQ double-balanced complex mixer is the most complex mixer block. If it is taken as
example, under the conventional topology the four mixers that form the DQ topology need
four current mirrors to feed the current to the eight transconductors. If the communalized
topology is applied, the number of transconductors is halved, and correspondingly the number
of current mirrors as well. Furthermore, if the transconductor and current mirror functional-
ity is performed by a single transistor, the minimal number of four transistors are required,

54This topology is also feasible in the single-balanced version.
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compared to the twelve of the conventional topology, and the six of the communalized topol-
ogy. Therefore, the combination of both component reuse techniques (gm communalization
and merging of transconductor and current mirror) yields an optimum current bias scheme
using the theoretical minimum number of transistors.

Figure 3.67(a) illustrates the current source scheme required to combine the DC bias and
the four RF quadrants into the four communalized transconductor-current mirrors for the
DQ double-balanced complex mixer. AC-isolating DC-coupling high-ohmic resistors can also
be used to distribute the DC voltage bias to the switching cores, as depicted in figure 3.67(b).
This technique has two important benefits. First, it produces no DC offset regardless of
component mismatch, and second, it presents higher ohmic load than the alternative use of
four separate voltage references, what enables to save a lot of power at the LO driver55.
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Fig. 3.67: Communalized bias schemes.

3.6.3 Image Feed-through

In this section the leakage of image signal through image-reject architectures is analyzed56.
First of all, it should be clarified what is meant by leakage of image signal. This term
refers to the image signal that passes through the image-reject mixer as a result of mixing,
parasitic coupling and/or intermodulation within the image-reject mixer. The problem arises
because this image energy is not canceled by the image-reject mixer. The reason is that
this image energy goes through the image-reject mixer through a different mechanism, what
results in different phase, compared to the image at the output of the IRM resulting from
the down-conversion of the image at the input of the IRM by the fundamental tone of the
local oscillators. It must be clear that this leakage has nothing to do with gain and/or phase
errors within the IRM, or with process spread and component mismatch, but it is an inherent
mechanism that takes place under perfect quadrature and typical mean conditions.

55This DC voltage bias is implemented in the offset-free passive mixer topology implemented and presented
in § 3.3.3 on page 118 and in the pair of real passive mixers of the offset-free Hartley IRM presented in § 3.7.2
on page 187.

56This effect has not been addressed in the literature up to date to the author’s knowledge.
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On the one hand, this other path for the image energy to circumvent the IR mechanism
is only harmful if it lies at the same frequency as the desired signal at the output of the
IRM. On the other hand, the problem is associated to the Weaver topology rather than to
the Hartley. The reason is that this mechanism takes place at the second stage of the IRM,
that is, at the stage where the actual IR takes place after the RF complex mixing. The feed-
through is based on mixing and intermodulation between the image signal at the IF with
the LO drive and the parasitic capacitive coupling across the switches as it happens with the
classical LO-IF feed-through.

This mechanism is harmful at the second complex mixer (or double-quadrature mixer)
of the Weaver topology. The mechanism also takes place at the RF complex mixer, but
the resulting image feed-through compared to the image directly down-converted by the
LO1 fundamental tone is negligible. However, at the second down-conversion stage where
the IR takes place, the feed-through can be significantly greater than the residual image
from imperfect IR mechanism. This is not the case within the Hartley topology because it
consists of an IF polyphase filter. In the case of complementing the Hartley architecture
with an additional mixing stage to bring the IF spectrum down to BB, one may expect
this problem to arise. However, the image energy at the IF has already been removed to a
large extent. Thus, while being present, the feed-through mechanism at the complementary
down-conversion stage of the Hartley IRM, results in a negligible image signal at BB.

The magnitude of the image feed-through is mostly determined by the form factor of
the transistors of the second mixer and especially by the amplitude and type of LO2 driving
signal. However, this image energy may not lie at the same frequency as the carrier. Being a
product of mixing and intermodulation between the image signal at the IF and the LO2 signal
and its higher-order harmonics, the frequency plan determines whether image feed-through
superposes onto the carrier at the output of the IRM or not.

As explained in § 2.1.5 on page 16, indirect-conversion receivers are usually implemented
in such a way that the LO2 is generated out of LO1 as a 2n-fraction by means of a digital
divider in order to save a synthesizer for the generation of LO2. This particular frequency
plan where carrier frequency, image frequency and LO1 frequency are all integer multiples of
LO2 frequency is especially favorable for image feed-through to lie upon the carrier frequency
at the output of the IRM.

Figure 3.68 on the next page shows superimposed the output spectrum of carrier (in blue)
and image (in red) for fRF = 400 MHz, fIM = 236.8 MHz, fLO1 = 318.4 MHz and fLO2 = 79.6
MHz under two different amplitudes of LO2 based on a Weaver IRM formed by an active RF
complex mixer and an IF passive complex mixer (markers A in both subfigures point at the
amplitude of the carrier, while markers B point at the amplitude of the image). Without
considering the problem of image leakage, the Weaver IRM consisting of a passive second
mixing stage should present lower IRR as the amplitude of LO2 decreases due to less sharp
on-off transitions. However, this holds true providing no other overlaying mechanism takes
place. However, under this condition of multiplicity of LO frequencies, image leakage lies
on top of the output carrier frequency57 and is proportional to the amplitude of LO2, and
therefore, a decrease in LO2 reduces this leakage. The reduction in leakage is higher than the
slight worsening in the IR mechanism, what results in clearly less image energy at the output
when the amplitude of LO2 is decreased because the VCG of the IRM is barely influenced.

All the same, the results presented in figure 3.68 correspond to a sinusoidal LO2. When

57An offset of 2 MHz is used instead of indirect conversion to BB in order to tell DC bias on the one side,
and carrier and image signal on the other side apart.
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Fig. 3.68: Image leakage vs. amplitude of LO2 under LO multiplicity.

a large sinusoidal is applied to the LO, this creates harmonics at this input port as a result
of the large non-linear switching mechanism. However, these harmonics are by far not as
strong as if a rectangular drive is applied. This larger higher-order harmonics of LO2 also
contribute to leak image energy to the output of the IRM. Figure 3.69 on the facing page
shows the results under the same conditions as those for the results in figure 3.68 but driven
by a rectangular signal. The results show a larger image leakage resulting from larger LO2

harmonics. The influence of the amplitude of the fundamental tone of the LO2 drive signal
loses significance due to the leakage through the higher-order tones58.

In order to remark the relevance of frequency plan, and in particular, the multiplicity of
LO frequencies on the superposition of the image feed-through and the carrier at the output
of the IRM, the same Weaver IRM is simulated under the same conditions, both with a
sinusoidal and a square wave as LO2 driving signal, but with a slight different frequency plan
which yields the same frequency offset at the output of the IRM but without multiplicity
of the LO frequencies. In particular, fRF = 400 MHz, fIM = 238 MHz, fLO1 = 319 MHz
and fLO2 = 79 MHz are chosen, yielding an offset of 2 MHz. Figures 3.70 on page 170
and 3.71 on page 171 show that image feed-through folds onto the output frequency without
LO multiplicity neither with sinusoidal nor with rectangular LO2 drive. One may think that

58The loss in VCG compared to the simulation with the sinusoidal LO2 drive responds to the lower amplitude
of the fundamental tone as the amplitude of the square signal is equal to the sinusoidal simulation.
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Fig. 3.69: Image leakage vs. amplitude of rectangular LO2 under LO multiplicity.

the IRR limitation due to image leakage takes place only at the center frequency of the
down-converted band where LO multiplicity takes place. However, the problem extends to
the band around the center frequency due to multiplicity between the frequencies offset by
the LO phase noise.

3.6.4 Active-Passive Partitioning

Related to the problem of image feed-through, it is important to choose the right IRM
topology for receiver architectures that are susceptible from suffering this problem, such as
indirect-conversion or heterodyne receivers where LO2 is generated out of LO1. In this sense,
the Hartley topology is superior to the Weaver as the image is canceled to a great extent at
the IF, leaving a negligible image energy that can leak into the output of the mixer regardless
of the amplitude of the LO2 drive. On the other hand, the required LO2 driving signal is an
important factor to minimize the possible image feed-through. In this sense, active mixers
are superior to ring mixers as they require moderate LO swing whereas passive mixers need
a large LO drive (often a rail-to-rail square wave). This reasoning would lead to a Hartley
IRM extended by a couple of real passive mixers to bring the signal down to BB.

However, the choice is not as straightforward as many other design parameters also have
to be taken into account. Table 3.28 on page 172 summarizes the main advantages and
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Fig. 3.70: Image leakage vs. amplitude of sinusoidal LO2 without LO multiplicity.

disadvantages of Weaver and Hartley topologies depending on the choice between active and
passive mixers at the RF and IF sections of the IRM.

A Weaver IRM consisting of active mixers in both sections has the main advantage of
providing high VCG because both sections provide gain and no polyphase filter lies in the
path of the signal. As a result, the broadband NF of the mixer is very low. VCG being one
of the most limiting factors in the design of IRM’s due to the losses associated to the passive
quadrature generators, this topology is a very interesting choice that enables to save quite a
lot of power in case moderate VCG is required. Related to the IF section, its implementation
based on a Gilbert-type mixer limits the reduction in output DC offset and in 1/f noise.

In case very low DC offset and very low 1/f noise is required (for instance, in the case of
indirect-conversion receivers) a passive IF section provides superior performance (for instance
based on the offset-free mixer topology presented in § 3.3.3 on page 118). This grants a
moderate VCG and NF performance and a certain improvement in linearity. However, image
feed-through may become a strong limiting factor in the achievable IRR as a very large
LO2 becomes mandatory to prevent the otherwise very large losses of the passive mixers.
In this sense, the Weaver topology does not lend itself to embed a passive topology into it
because a complex LO2 drive is required. If polyphase filters are used to implement such a
quadrature generation, this topology becomes unfeasible. On the one hand, the PPF inserts
significant losses itself. Thus, a huge signal should be applied at its input so that a sufficiently
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Fig. 3.71: Image leakage vs. amplitude of rectangular LO2 without LO multiplicity.

large signal drives the passive mixers after going through the PPF. On the other hand, the
slew rate of the LO2 driving signal should be as high as possible. This being an important
factor, it is very problematic to implement under this configuration. If the square wave is
applied prior to the polyphase filter, the high-order harmonics will be suppressed by the
PPF leaving neither a sinusoidal nor a rectangular signal, but a signal whose zero cross-overs
may be very asymmetric between rise and fall resulting in a very poor performance of the
mixer. An alternative solution is to sharpen up the signal after it has gone through the
polyphase filter, for instance, by means of a chain of inverters. However, process spread and
component mismatch on this stage significantly degrades the quadrature accuracy obtained
by the polyphase filter.

In this sense, the Hartley topology presents the advantage of requiring a real and not
complex LO2 drive with the related drawback of the high sensitivity of the IF polyphase
filter to quadrature accuracy, this being an important limiting factor for the achievable IRR.
In the case the Hartley IRM is built up with active mixers in both sections, the insertion loss
of the IF PPF is well counterbalanced and moderate VCG and NF can be achieved while
image feed-through does not pose a limitation to use a moderate to large LO2 drive, which
in this case, is a real signal that requires no quadrature generator. Being based on a Gilbert-
type mixer at the IF section, it limits its performance in terms of output DC offset and flicker
noise, as in the case of the active-active Weaver IRM.
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For such receiver architectures where DC offset and flicker noise are main concerns, the
Hartley topology can be implemented with an RF active complex mixer and a couple of
passive real mixers at the IF section. This topology is very well balanced in terms of VCG
and linearity, as the RF active section provides the gain at the first stage whereas the IF
passive section handles with superior linearity the amplified IF signal. In contrast to the
Weaver topology, the Hartley lends itself to embed this passive stage easily, mainly due to
the fact that no LO2 quadrature generation is required. This enables to generate a large
square wave as required by the passive mixers to operate in an optimal manner, without
power penalty or additional power consumption. The stumbling block of this configuration
is that the Hartley topology is itself rather lossy due to the IF polyphase filter, and thus, the
additional losses of the passive mixer must be compensated to prevent large overall losses and
broadband noise. Furthermore, the amplifier may be necessary to buffer the IF PPF from
the passive mixers.

Other configurations based on passive-active or even passive-passive partitioning are in-
deed possible but not advisable. On the one hand, a passive RF section introduces losses
at the input of the IRM increasing most the overall NF. On the other hand, the losses are
higher due to the higher operation frequency when compared to a passive mixing stage at the
IF section. Furthermore, the RF section requires a complex LO1 drive independent of the
IRM topology chosen, which, as in the case of the active-passive Weaver IRM, becomes very
problematic and inefficient in terms of power consumption and achievable IRR.

Table 3.28: Comparison of Weaver and Hartley IRM’s for active/passive partitioning.

Active-Passive Weaver IRM Hartley IRM
Partitioning Advantages Drawbacks Advantages Drawbacks

RF Active
IF Active

High VCG Moderate output offset Moderate real LO2 Moderate output offset

Low thermal noise Moderate 1/f noise No image feed-through Moderate 1/f noise

High sens. of IF PPF

RF Active
IF Passive

Offset-free output Image feed-through Offset-free output Amplifier required

Very low 1/f noise Complex large LO2 No image feed-through High sens. of IF PPF

Very low 1/f noise
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3.7 IR Mixer Prototypes for Indirect-conversion Receiver

In this section two IRM prototypes are presented: a Weaver IR mixer and an offset-free
Hartley IR mixer. Both prototypes are designed according to the statistical and structural
optimization design strategy proposed in § 3.5 on page 133 and 3.6 on page 153, respectively.
The main goal is to validate with measured data the statistical design methodology and
optimization guidelines as the right approach to strike the balance between an on-chip large
image-rejection ratio and a low-power implementation59. The test-case is the same low-power
short-range fully integrated CMOS indirect-conversion transceiver for biomedical applications
used as design framework for the LV-LP mixer chain (see § 3.3.2 on page 109) and the offset-
free mixer chain (see § 3.3.3 on page 118) on which both prototypes are based on. The
frequency plan of this receiver is as follows: fRF = 400 MHz, fLO1 = 320 MHz and as a result,
fIM = 240 MHz with a final fLO2 = 80 MHz which down-converts to BB.

As explained in § 2.2.3 on page 29, indirect conversion is the best suited receiver architec-
ture for a power-saving integrated image-reject receiver thanks to a moderate integrated IRR
requirement (due to IR provided by antenna, pre-select filter and, eventually LNA), and due
to a channel selection, amplification and digitalization in BB. In this sense, IRM’s embedded
into this architecture need to deliver moderate IRR but have to cope with the two major
stumbling blocks of the topology: flicker noise and DC offset. On the one hand, in terms of
IRR, the RF section delivers around 45 dB of rejection at 240 MHz. With an overall maximal
IRR for the receiver of 80-90 dB, additional 35-45 dB of rejection are required at most. On
the other hand, the gain of the base-band section spans between 15-65 dB, which imposes
very stringent requirements in terms of DC offset.
In order to prevent the DC offset of the channel-select filter and the base-band variable gain
amplifier (VGA) from clipping the signal prior to digitalization, an offset-correction loop has
been designed around the base-band VGA. This analog calibration applies a correction offset
at the input of the VGA so as to null the offset at its output. The offset calibration and
correction is performed between received frames. In spite of the calibration, the offset of the
base-band components must be kept at reasonable levels due to residual offset of the correc-
tion loop. In this sense, the most important offset is that of the mixers that down-convert
from the IF to BB, as this offset is multiplied by the total gain of the BB circuitry.

The design goal in terms of IRR for the prototypes is set to around 50 dB with a certain
safety margin to the required 35-45 dB. Besides, the IRM to fit into this short-range receiver
should not incur in signal loss and should deliver an output signal with very low offset due to
the large total gain required in the receiver, most of which lies at the BB section. Linearity
and noise are not of great concern, providing they lie at reasonable levels. In particular, flicker
noise of the last mixer stage comprising the IRM is indeed important as it may substantially
corrupt the signal being down-converted to BB.

Both prototypes have been fabricated on the same wafer, which enables a fair comparison
in terms of robustness against process spread and component mismatch. Both chips have
been measured on-wafer. Despite a more complicated measurement environment, this setup
avoids additional sources of amplitude and phase errors due to lack of perfect symmetry in
terms of bond wires or signal paths which are difficult to evaluate in order to capture the real
performance of the chips.

Figure 3.72 on page 175 shows the on-wafer measurement setup used to evaluate the proto-
types. Figure 3.72(a) depicts the probe station as well as the power supply, signal generators,

59Both prototypes are implemented with the same 0.35µm technology used in the statistical analysis.
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audio analyzer and other passive components used to test the two IRM’s. Figure 3.72(b)
illustrates the overall measurement setup in a schematic way60.

Both prototypes are fully differential and in order to generate those differential RF and
LO inputs baluns are used in the case of sinusoidal signals or a pulse generator with comple-
mentary outputs in the case of the rectangular LO2 for the Hartley IRM61. DC blocks are
required due to internal biasing of the chip at all inputs (evidently except for the rail-to-rail
square wave). The power supply is used to deliver both the supply voltage and the power
down voltage for the RF/IF or both sections62. The multi-meter in series is used to measure
the current consumption with high precision. The output of the prototypes is complex differ-
ential. One of the outputs is left open while the other is measured as balanced AC-coupled
signal at the audio analyzer in high-impedance mode (200 kΩ)63. The I/O signals are accessed
by means of commercial probes and self-mounted needle-cards (required due to large number
of I/O’s and customized arrangement). Apart from through the ground of the power supply
of the signal generators and audio analyzer, all four probes share the same ground potential
thanks to accessing the ground ring on chip, preventing with high precision any drift among
the ground potential of different generators, supplies or analyzers.

Figure 3.73 on page 176 shows the different arrangements with commercial and self-
mounted needle cards for the measurement of both IRM prototypes, together with a zoomed
embedded microphotograph view of the chips with the corresponding probes on. The basic
change between the configuration for the Weaver IRM (figure 3.73(a)) and that for the Hartley
IRM (figure 3.73(b)) is the use of a self-mounted needle segment for the sinusoidal LO2 signal
for the Weaver IRM instead of a commercial signal ground signal (SGS) probe to connect the
differential rail-to-rail square LO2 signal for the Hartley IRM. The reason is that in the case
of the Weaver IRM the BNC balanced output of the balun cannot be connected to the two
SMA connectors of a commercial probe. For that reason, a cable with BNC termination and
a self-adapted differential output for a couple of jumpers is used to connect this differential
output to the self-mounted needle card. In the case of Hartley, the pulse generator grants
complementary signals with SMA connectors, which are easily connected to the commercial
cascade probe.

60The setup shown corresponds to the measurement of the Hartley IRM. The setup for the Weaver IRM
varies in the generation of the sinusoidal LO2 without posterior pulse generation in the same way as the
generation of LO1.

61The pulse generator is driven by an external input from a signal generator in order to improve the stability
and precision of the differential square wave.

62All power-down sections are pulled internally to normal operation mode.
63The difference between 200 kΩ and open in terms of VCG or reduction in IRR due to asymmetric loading

is negligible.
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(a) Photograph of overall measurement setup.
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(b) Schematic of overall measurement setup (Hartley).

Fig. 3.72: On-wafer measurement setup.
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(a) On-wafer measurement setup for Weaver IRM.

(b) On-wafer measurement setup for Hartley IRM.

Fig. 3.73: On-wafer measurement setup with commercial and self-mounted needle cards.
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3.7.1 Weaver Image-reject Mixer

Figure 3.74 shows a simplified block diagram of the implemented Weaver IRM. Both RF
and IF mixers are implemented as double-balanced Gilbert cells. Due to the second down-
conversion to BB, a double-quadrature IF mixer is mandatory in order to deliver a complex
differential signal at BB. Both LO ports are driven by moderate/large sinusoidal signals
directly connected to a 3rd-order polyphase filter at LO1 and to a 4rd-order polyphase filter
at LO1. RF and IF sections are AC-coupled and have independent power-down capability.
The output buffer is implemented to perform a DC level shift for the succeeding LPF (for
other LPF’s this level shift is not required, with the subsequent power saving).

LO2 = IF

ωLO2cos
ωcos LO1

��

������

����

Gilbert

Gilbert

Gilbert

Gilbert

Gilbert

Gilbert

3   orderrd

filter
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90°
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90°
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Fig. 3.74: Simplified block diagram of Weaver IR mixer.

There are two main reasons in order not to embed the offset-free active-passive mixer
chain (see § 3.3.3 on page 118) into the Weaver IRM:

+ As explained in § 3.6.3 on page 166, a large LO2 driving signal may yield a large image
energy feed-through which is not canceled by the image-rejection mechanism.

+ As explained in § 3.6.4 on page 169, the polyphase filter does not work well with
rectangular signals because the high-order harmonics are not completely canceled and
they distort the commutation of the mixer switches. This can only be avoided by means
of a prohibitory high order of polyphase stages. This limits the use of the offset-free
topology, as it requires a rail-to-rail signal to operate properly.

As a result, the Weaver IRM relies upon active Gilbert-type mixers both at the RF and
IF sections. The design is optimized according to the guidelines in terms of component reuse
explained in § 3.6.2 on page 161. In particular, both the RF complex mixer and the IF double-
quadrature mixer are based on communalized transconductor as well as shared current source
and load (in the case of the double-quadrature topology).

While in the case of the polyphase filters, both process spread and component mismatch
are determining factors for the achievable IRR, in the case of the mixer cores, only mismatch
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has an influence64. In this sense, the choice of the form factor of the transistors is a key issue
determining the achievable IRR together with the tail current of each mixer.

The transconductor/current mirror of the RF complex mixer is the most important tran-
sistor in terms of the impact of its mismatch on the overall achievable IRR, because it is
the first component in the chain and the induced difference in its differential RF current as
well as in the DC operating points compromises the performance of the following stages in
a mechanism similar to the propagation of DC offset. This mechanism, however, involves
both DC offset and RF signal offset. For this reason, a large transconductor is mandatory.
However, due to operation at fRF the length of the transistor is kept minimum in order to
attain the required VCG. In order to compensate for the choice of LMIN, a very large width is
chosen. This value exceeds the required value for the required VCG, but is increased further
in the region of saturation (see figure 3.9 on page 67) to improve the mismatch behavior of
the device. In this prototype, WRF = 800 µm and LRF = 0.35 µm are chosen.

The LO1 switches should also be dimensioned with large width and small length. While
in the case of the transconductor large gm is the factor preventing a large transistor length,
in the case of the switches the limiting factor is the relatively low load resistance. If the
length of the switch is increased its on-resistance increases and in case of a moderate load
resistance, this involves large reduction in VCG (see figure 3.15(b) on page 75). However,
the increase in the width is more limited in this case as in the case of the transconductor
because a large width may also decrease the VCG (see figure 3.15(a) on page 75) and decrease
the input impedance for the LO1 PPF, increasing its losses. Thus, a moderate width and
minimum length switch is advisable. In this prototype, WLO1 = 200 µm and LLO1 = 0.35
µm are chosen.

In the case of the IF double-quadrature mixer, a different strategy is followed to respond
to the lower operating frequency and the higher need for linearity due to higher input signal
compared to the RF complex mixer. However, the reduced operating frequency enables
to increase the length of the transconductor/current mirror and reduce the width. In this
manner, the higher input impedance of this stage increases the VCG attained at the RF mixer
while the linearity of the double-quadrature mixer is improved while keeping a good response
to mismatch. This tendency is exacerbated in the case of the LO2 switches, where the on-
resistance may be much larger due to load resistance approximately an order of magnitude
larger in this particular implementation. In order to provide very linear switches and very
high-input impedance for the LO2 PPF, small width and large length switches are employed.
In this case, mismatch performance is traded off in the case of small width in favor of increased
linearity and input impedance for the LO2 PPF, because being the last stage together with
the load, the mismatch of these switches is the less determining to the overall mismatch
performance of the mixer cores. In this prototype, WIF = 320 µm and LIF = 1.2 µm and
WLO2 = 40 µm and LLO2 = 1 µm are chosen.

However, choice of form factor has to be planned in conjunction with the partition of the
targeted low current budget. Due to the fact that a higher quiescent current improves the
matching of the transistors due to increased VGS [138], an additional extra current is devoted
to the RF section compared to the necessary to cope with the higher operating frequency. In
practical terms, despite the bandwidth being 4 times higher at the RF section compared to
the IF section, the current devoted to the RF section is around 7 times higher. This extra
boost of current enables the use of more nonlinear transistors (large W and low L) at the RF
section, which gets along with the need for high VCG and low noise of this section. On the

64Process spread in mixer cores does impact other parameters like VCG, linearity or NF.
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other hand, the lower current at the IF section requires more linear transistors (small W and
large L), which gets along with the need for high linearity. Therefore, relatively large devices
are used to come along with a fairly good matching response. However, at the RF section
the size increase is applied to the width, whereas the at the IF section the increase is applied
with preference to the length of the transistors. In this prototype, 440 µA are devoted pro
RF transconductor while 62 µA are applied pro IF transconductor.

Figure 3.79 on page 185 shows the histograms corresponding to Monte Carlo statistical
analysis of the implemented Weaver IRM based on 100 runs of the capacitive extraction of
the layout65. The figure shows independently the impact of process spread (figure 3.79(a)),
component mismatch (figure 3.79(b)), and both effects simultaneously (figure 3.79(c)). From
these results, the following conclusions can be drawn:

+ VCG is mostly affected by the process spread while mismatch has no practical influence
on it. Despite the variation suffered under process spread, the typical mean value
remains constant. In this sense, process spread is the dominant factor for the variance
in VCG because the absolute variation of all components in the wafer is much stronger
than the relative spread between same components. This variation determines the
actual VCG and is especially important in the mixer core.

+ Component mismatch is the dominant limiting factor for the achievable IRR. This is
also ascertained when both effects are combined by the closeness between mean IRR
under component mismatch and when both effects are combined. On the one hand, IRR
is affected by the mismatch of all sections of the IRM, whereas it is only affected by the
process spread at the polyphase filters. Process spread in the mixer cores affects VCG,
linearity and NF, but not IRR. This is an important consideration for this dominance.
On the other hand, by striking an optimized balance between current consumption,
VCG, linearity and IRR, quiescent current and the size of the components cannot be
increased without a high penalty at the other figures. In this sense, each technology has
its own performance in terms of component mismatch, and in this case, the worsening
in the rest of parameters does not compensate a further improvement in component
matching.

Figure 3.75 on the following page shows the histograms corresponding to Monte Carlo
statistical analysis of the implemented Weaver IRM based on 100 runs of the resistive and
capacitive (RC) extraction of the layout66 (figure 3.75(a)) and another view of the IRR of one
of the outputs versus the iteration (figure 3.75(b)). In this figure, the little variation among
the histograms of the IRR at all four outputs of the mixer can be observed. Compared
to the results presented in figure 3.79, the worsening in IRR due to resistive mismatch in
the interconnections is minimal, proving a good layout strategy. The loss in 3 dB of VCG
responds to the need to use minimal width interconnections in order to minimize the parasitic
capacitance to substrate or between interconnections.

Figure 3.76 on page 181 shows the histogram view (figure 3.76(a)) and in terms of re-
sult per iteration (figure 3.76(b)) of the Monte Carlo statistical analysis of the implemented

65The line in green represents the probability density estimation.
66This simulation took over a month on a Linux machine with 2 Intel Xeon processors running at 3.6 GHz.

Though desirable, a higher number of samples is not feasible due to the complex net-list resulting from the
precise RC extraction of the layout.
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Fig. 3.75: PM on 100 runs of RC extraction of Weaver IRM.

Weaver IRM based on 1000 runs of the resistive and capacitive extraction of the layout67.
The standard deviation of around 3 mV of output offset is a good value for an active-active
implementation compared to the 10 mV of offset of the LV-LP mixer chain shown in fig-
ure 3.43(b) on page 117. This improvement responds to the optimization strategy followed
to minimize component mismatch.

67Offset simulation must include the extraction of parasitic resistance, because apart from the mismatch of
the components, it is the main source for DC offset.
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Fig. 3.76: Output offset based on PM on 1000 runs of RC extraction of Weaver IRM.

As explained in § 3.7 on page 173 the Weaver IRM prototype is measured on-wafer, as
shown in figure 3.73(a) on page 17668. The first measurement is to check the deviation
between measured and simulated DC operating points.

Table 3.29 on the next page69 compares the DC values of the relevant accessible nodes

68To characterize the measurement, 10 samples have been measured. Unless otherwise stated, the measured
data responds to the mean value.

69Approximately 100µA of Isupply correspond to the output buffer, which is only included to perform a DC
bias level change for the succeeding LPF.
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showing the excellent degree of agreement. Related to DC operating points, the measured
mean output DC offset is 3 mV with negligible dispersion among the samples, in concordance
with the simulated standard deviation (see figure 3.76(a) on the preceding page).

Table 3.29: Comparison of measurable DC levels with simulated values.

Parameter Simulated Measured

Isupply 1590µA 1560µA

VRF 577mV 567mV

VIF 547mV 545mV

VBB 625mV 625mV

VLO1 1273mV 1250mV

VLO2 1345mV 1315mV

Figure 3.77 on the next page shows the worst measured IRR and corresponding VCG at
the 220kΩ-input-impedance audio analyzer in balanced mode with a 250kHz FFT window
(see figure 3.72(b) on page 17570). Figure 3.77(a) corresponds to the worst measured voltage
amplitude of one of the two differential outputs in quadrature expressed in dBV when the RF
input at 400 MHz is applied at the RF differential port, while figure 3.77(b) corresponds to
the same output when the IM input at 240 MHz is applied. In both cases -20 dBm of power
is applied while ±500 mV are used to drive both LO ports71. The RF input being impedance
matched internally to 50 Ω, this input power corresponds to -30 dBV.

Thus, the worst measured VCG of the Weaver IRM is 8 dB while the worst measured
IRR is 46 dB. The 10 samples measured show very little deviation with a mean value of 10
dB of VCG and 48 dB of IRR. Though slightly below the simulated values, the measured
values show very good agreement with the simulation based on the RC extraction.

Figure 3.78 on page 184 compares the simulated and measured input 1-dB compression
points. The measured value is the mean of 10 samples, which show very little deviation
among them. The measurements are performed with the balanced differential signal both at
the RF input and the BB output loaded with the 200 kΩ. The higher impedance of the audio
analyzer compared to the 40kΩ load imposed by the succeeding LPF, and used for simulation,
is a negligible difference. Simulated and measured data present a very good agreement, with
slightly better measured linearity than simulated.

Figure 3.80 on page 186 shows the microphotograph of the implemented Weaver IRM.

70The measurement setup illustrated corresponds to the Hartley IRM. The only change in the setup around
the probe station is the substitution of the pulse generator by a signal generator and corresponding balun at
the LO1 port.

71The actual targeted input power is -30 dBm. However, this input power is increased to -20 dBm for
simulation purposes in order to accurately determine the rejection of the image signal away from the noise
floor determined by numeric computation. For comparison consistency, -20 dBm were also applied in the
measurements.
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Fig. 3.77: Measured IRR of 46 dB with PRF = -20 dBm.
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Fig. 3.79: Histograms of IRR and VCG on 100 runs of cap. extraction of Weaver IRM.
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3.7.2 Hartley Image-reject Mixer

Figure 3.81 shows a simplified block diagram of the implemented Hartley IRM. This IRM is
based on the innovative inclusion of the offset-free mixer presented in § 3.3.3 on page 118 into
the Hartley IRM topology. On the one hand, the RF active mixer of the offset-free mixer is
substituted by the active RF complex mixer implemented in the Weaver IRM. On the other
hand, the Hartley topology itself consists of a unique down-conversion stage, insufficient for
the indirect-conversion architecture. In this sense, the offset-free passive mixer complements
the Hartley IRM to bring the image-free quadrature output of the Hartley IRM to base-band
with an offset-free output and minimal flicker noise.

It is important to note that in contrast to the highly complex double-quadrature IF
mixer in the Weaver IRM, the IF section of the Hartley IRM does not require any double-
quadrature topology, not even complex, because the Hartley IRM delivers at the output of
the IF polyphase filter the quadrature outputs free of image-energy. Therefore, in contrast
to the offset-free mixer chain implemented in § 3.3.3, the IF passive stage is driven by a real
LO2 instead of by a quadrature one.

Another important aspect to remark is the fact that the passive mixer needs to be driven
by a rail-to-rail square wave, above all, to keep their losses close to the theoretical minimum.
As explained in § 3.6.3 on page 166 such a large LO2 could leak a lot of image energy at the
output of the mixer. However, in the Hartley topology, image energy is already suppressed
by the polyphase filter at the IF prior to the second stage of mixers, and as a result, no image
leakage takes place.
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Fig. 3.81: Simplified block diagram of offset-free Hartley IR mixer.

The interface between the 4rd-order polyphase filter72 and the couple of real IF passive
mixers is a critical issue of this Hartley IRM:

+ The IF polyphase filter benefits from a high-ohmic load because this enables to range
the impedance of the stages of the polyphase filter between relative high ohmic values,
enabling a moderate input impedance of the polyphase filter and therefore, maximizing
the gain of the RF complex mixer, while minimizing the insertion loss of the polyphase
filter itself thanks to moderate/large increments in the interstage impedance.

72This polyphase differs from those implemented in the Weaver IRM in the first stage, as this polyphase
needn’t generate the IQ signal out of a differential LO.
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+ In contrast to the Weaver IRM, the IF PPF of the Hartley IRM inserts loss in the signal
path. Furthermore, the second stage of mixers in this proposed architecture are also
passive components, and therefore, introduce additional losses in the signal path.

In order to provide the high-ohmic load to the IF polyphase filter preventing it from the
low-ohmic input impedance of the passive mixers, and in order to provide gain between two
lossy stages such as the polyphase filter and the ring mixers, a couple of differential AC-
coupled amplifiers are inserted, both at the input and the output. The additional current
consumption of this building block is by far compensated by the reduction in the losses of
the polyphase filter and the gain it provides at a moderate IF, thus preventing an excessive
NF of the IRM.

The Hartley IRM prototype shares with the Weaver IRM the complete RF section in-
cluding the LO1 polyphase filter. The IF polyphase filter of the Hartley shares the same
order and dimensions of passive components of the LO2 polyphase filter of the Weaver IRM.
The only difference relies on the fact that the first stage in the Weaver is configured as a
quadrature generator while in the Hartley this is not required, as it is directly connected to
the quadrature outputs of the RF complex mixer.

The amplifier between the IF polyphase filter and the passive mixers is not part of
the image-reject mechanism because the suppression takes place at the IF polyphase fil-
ter. Nonetheless, this component must be carefully dimensioned and laid out because it does
indeed have a big impact on the achievable IRR as it is the termination of the IF polyphase
filter and both process and mismatch on this component alter the response of the polyphase
filter. In this sense, transconductors of large width and minimum length are chosen, fol-
lowing the same approach as in the RF transconductors. On the one side, the large width
ensures little component mismatch and a balanced termination for the polyphase filter, while
additional matching robustness is compromised in the case of the length in order to provide
enough gain by maximizing the gm of the transistors. This stage requires spending quite
a lot of current in order to reduce further component mismatch, provide large gain despite
the low-ohmic impedance of the passive mixer and preserve a fairly good linearity. In this
prototype, WIF = 400 µm and LIF = 0.35 µm are chosen.

Minimum size switches are chosen for the pair of passive mixers. As in the case of the
amplifier, these mixers are not part of the IR mechanism, but in contrast to the amplifier,
the influence of process and mismatch on the achievable IRR is quite limited because they
are buffered by the amplifier. In this case the priority is to reduce the rDS of the switches in
order to minimize the insertion loss of the mixer. For that sake large width and minimum
length switches are required. However, very small width and minimum length switches are
chosen trading on-resistance with minimum capacitance at the LO2 port. This is a especially
important aspect for power saving considerations, as this node must be driven by a rail-to-rail
square wave and the drive force required scales to the input capacitance of this node. Thus,
a reduction in input capacitance involves a large reduction in current at the stage driving the
LO2 port of the passive mixers. However, the main reason to choose the particular width is
to bias the switches at the optimum point below VTH as this grants the best performance of
the passive mixers in terms of VCG and NF (see figures 3.24 on page 91 and 3.25 on page 92).
In this prototype, WIF = 20 µm and LIF = 0.35 µm are chosen, while VGS is 275 mV (with
an output DC voltage of 625 mV and a rail-to-rail commutation at the gate between ground
and a supply voltage of 1.8V), around 300 mV below VTH.

The coupling capacitor between the amplifier and the passive mixers fulfils an additional
function apart from AC-coupling the IF signal to the mixers allowing an offset-free mechanism
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by means of the bias scheme of the passive mixers (see § 3.3.3 on page 118 for more information
on the offset-free down-conversion). Even though the relative large mismatch of the passive
mixers does not influence IRR, it does influence the quadrature mismatch at the BB section,
which degrades the demodulation of the signal. This coupling capacitor pads the mismatch
among the on-resistance of the switches, minimizing their impact on the quadrature accuracy.

Figure 3.86 on page 195 shows the histograms corresponding to Monte Carlo statistical
analysis of the implemented Hartley IRM based on 100 runs of the capacitive extraction of
the layout73. The figure shows independently the impact of process spread (figure 3.86(a)),
component mismatch (figure 3.86(b)), and both effects simultaneously (figure 3.86(c)). From
these results, the following conclusions can be drawn:

+ As in the Weaver IRM, VCG variation is dominated by process spread while achievable
IRR is limited by component mismatch. The same reasoning as in the Weaver IRM can
also be applied in this case.

+ The IF polyphase filter grants a better mean suppression of image energy than that
at the IF DQ mixer against process spread. On the one hand, this proves that the IF
polyphase filter is better tuned at the optimum pole locations than the equivalent LO2

polyphase filter. This has to do with the influence of the source and load impedances
of the filter in each case, which results in a better mean value against process spread.
On the other hand, the fact that this polyphase filter lies in the signal path has the
drawback of a larger dependence of IRR on process spread than in the case of the
Weaver IRM, where the IF DQ mixer diminishes the impact of the process spread of
the LO2 polyphase filter on IRR. The reason is that amplitude error at the output of the
polyphase filter barely translates into an amplitude error at the IF double-quadrature
mixer, because the switches are driven at their saturation region. Thus, only phase
error of the LO2 polyphase filter translates into a phase error in the IF DQ mixer. In
the Hartley IRM both errors due to process spread impact directly IRR, what results
in a quite larger standard deviation.

+ While sharing the same RF section, the Hartley IRM shows a better performance than
the Weaver IRM against component mismatch. The reason is a lower number of com-
ponents within the IR mechanism (the second down-conversion stage in the Hartley
IRM is not part of the IR mechanism while it is in the Weaver IRM).

Figure 3.82 on the next page shows the histograms corresponding to Monte Carlo statisti-
cal analysis of the implemented Hartley IRM based on 100 runs of the resistive and capacitive
(RC) extraction of the layout74 (figure 3.82(a)) and another view of the IRR of one of the
outputs versus the iteration (figure 3.82(b)). In this figure, the little variation among the his-
tograms of the IRR at all four outputs of the mixer can be observed. Compared to the results
presented in figure 3.86, the worsening in IRR due to resistive mismatch in the interconnec-
tions is minimal proving a good layout strategy, whereas the loss in 2 dB of VCG responds
to the need to use minimal width interconnections in most traces in order to minimize the
parasitic capacitance to substrate or between interconnections.

73The line in green represents the probability density estimation.
74This simulation took over a month on a Linux machine with 2 Intel Xeon processors running at 3.6 GHz.

Though desirable, a higher number of samples is not feasible due to the complex net-list resulting from the
precise RC extraction of the layout.
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(a) Histogram of IRR at all outputs and VCG.
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Fig. 3.82: PM on 100 runs of RC extraction of Hartley IRM.

Figure 3.83 on the facing page shows the histogram view (figure 3.83(a)) and view in
terms of result per iteration (figure 3.83(b)) of the Monte Carlo statistical analysis of the
implemented Hartley IRM based on 1000 runs of the resistive and capacitive extraction of
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the layout75. The standard deviation of around 250 nV of output offset can be considered an
offset-free output in practical terms and responds to the inclusion of the offset-free topology
presented in § 3.3.3 on page 118.

μ = -7.80 nV 
σ = 251.5 nV 
N = 1000 
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(a) Histogram of output offset.
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(b) Output offset vs. iteration.

Fig. 3.83: Output offset based on PM on 1000 runs of RC extraction of Hartley IRM.

75Offset simulation must include the extraction of parasitic resistance, because apart from the mismatch of
the components, it is the main source for DC offset.
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As explained in § 3.7 on page 173 the Hartley IRM prototype is measured on-wafer, as
shown in figure 3.73(b) on page 17676. The first measurement is to check the deviation
between measured and simulated DC operating points. Table 3.30 compares the DC values
of the relevant accessible nodes showing an excellent degree of agreement. In this sense, the
measured mean output DC offset lies below the resolution of the high-precision Keithley 2000
multimeter proving an offset-free output with negligible dispersion among the samples, in
concordance with the simulated prediction (see figure 3.76(a) on page 181).

Table 3.30: Comparison of measurable DC levels with simulated values.

Parameter Simulated Measured

Isupply 1800µA 1770µA

VRF 577mV 568mV

VIF 568mV 564mV

VBB 623mV 625mV

VLO1 1271mV 1250mV

Figure 3.84 on the facing page shows the worst measured IRR and corresponding VCG
at the 220kΩ-input-impedance audio analyzer in balanced mode with a 250kHz FFT window
(see figure 3.72(b) on page 175). Figure 3.84(a) corresponds to the voltage amplitude of
one of the two differential outputs in quadrature expressed in dBV when the RF input at
400 MHz is applied at the RF differential port, while figure 3.84(b) corresponds to the same
output when the IM input at 240 MHz is applied. In both cases -20 dBm of power is applied
while ±500 mV are used to drive both LO ports77. The RF input being impedance matched
internally to 50 Ω, this input power corresponds to -30 dBV.

Thus, the worst measured VCG of the Hartley IRM is -2 dB while the worst measured
IRR is 50 dB. The 10 samples measured show very little deviation, with a mean value of -2
dB of VCG and 51 dB of IRR. Though slightly below the simulated values, the measured
values show very good agreement with the simulation based on the RC extraction.

Figure 3.85 on page 194 compares the simulated and measured input 1-dB compression
point. The measured value is the mean of 10 samples, which show very little deviation among
them. The measurements are performed with the balanced differential signal both at the RF
input and the BB output loaded with the 200 kΩ. The higher impedance of the audio analyzer
compared to the 40kΩ load imposed by the succeeding LPF, and used for simulation, is a
negligible difference. Simulated and measured data present a very good agreement, with
slightly better measured linearity than simulated.

Figure 3.87 on page 196 shows the microphotograph of the implemented Hartley IRM.

76To characterize the measurement, 10 samples have been measured. Unless otherwise stated, the measured
data responds to the mean value.

77The actual targeted input power is -30 dBm. However, this input power is increased to -20 dBm for
simulation purposes in order to accurately determine the rejection of the image signal away from the noise
floor determined by numeric computation. For comparison consistency, -20 dBm were also applied in the
measurements.
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Fig. 3.84: Measured IRR of 50 dB with PRF = -20 dBm.
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Fig. 3.85: Comparison of simulated and measured input 1-dB compression point.
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Fig. 3.86: Histograms of IRR and VCG on 100 runs of cap. extraction of Hartley IRM.
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3.7.3 Overview of Implemented IR Prototypes and the State of the Art

Table 3.31 summarizes the measured performance of implemented Weaver and Hartley IRM
prototypes, and compares it to the most accurate available post-layout simulated data. On
the one hand, simulated and measured data show a high degree of agreement in both cases.
On the other hand, both prototypes show similar performance in terms of IRR78 and power
consumption, the Hartley topology being more robust in terms of IRR and the Weaver being
more power efficient. This difference is inherently bound to the difference between these two
prototypes in the IF section, where the IF polyphase filter with a well-matched amplifier-
buffer as load of the Hartley IRM provides better IRR than the required double-quadrature
active complex mixer of the Weaver IRM. On the contrary, the higher power consumption of
the Hartley responds to the need to compensate for the losses of the IF polyphase filter and
passive mixers by means of the intermediate amplifier-buffer. This is also the key factor for
the superior VCG of the Weaver and superior linearity of the Hartley. In this sense, both
topologies are optimized according to their inherent properties, where either increasing the
linearity of the Weaver or increasing the VCG of the Hartley to resemble the performance
of the concurrent topology would significantly increase the power consumption. Another
important issue for indirect conversion receivers is the superior performance of the Hartley
topology in terms of output DC offset thanks to being able to embed an offset-free passive
mixer into its second down-conversion stage.

Table 3.31: Post-layout simulated and on-wafer measured prototype results.

Parameter Weaver Hartley

(VLO = ± 500 mV) Simulated Measured Simulated Measured

VCG [dB] 11 10 -0.5 -2

i1dB CP [dBm] -11 -10 -5 -3

Output DC offset [mV] < 10 3 < 10−3 < 10−3

Image Rejection Ratio [dB] 50 > 46 52 > 50

Power Consumption [mW] 2.86 2.81 3.24 3.19

Table 3.32 on page 199 revisits table 2.6 on page 51 with the summary of the state of the
art of IRM implementations to compare it with the performance of the implemented Weaver
and Hartley prototypes. The following conclusions can be drawn about the prototypes in
contrast with the state of the art:

+ The IRR attained by both prototypes belongs to the upper class of high performance
IR mixers.

+ Among the high-performing IR mixers, these two prototypes consume far less power.

+ Both prototypes are competitive in terms of linearity and VCG bearing in mind that
those other implementations delivering very high VCG include an LNA.

78Worst measured IRR is shown as the goal is to grant a minimum performance over 45 dB. The span of
measured IRR is around 5 dB from the shown minimum for both prototypes.
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+ The operating frequency is considerably lower than that of the implemented prototypes,
which reduces the weight of parasitic mismatch of the layout on phase/gain errors.
However, the large reduction in quiescent current is a much more determining factor for
the attainable IRR, unless the parasitic mismatches are very large due to a bad layout.
Thus, the high IRR achieved with such a low power consumption is only feasible thanks
to the optimization process followed and described in this work, which gains more and
more importance as the current consumption is further decreased.

+ These prototypes pave the way for the integration of IR mixer in low-power receivers,
such as those for short-range telemetry applications, thanks to the attained IRR and
power consumption. The summary of the state of the art proves the lack of implemen-
tations for these stringent cases where moderate to large IRR and at the same time
low power operation is mandatory, remaining in the arena of cellular and microwave
applications where an IRR comparable to that of an external IR filter justifies the use
of a relatively power-hungry integrated IR mixer.

+ Taking the operating frequency into consideration, the prototypes use very little silicon,
which is usually another of the drawbacks of using IR mixers compared to conventional
mixers together with external IR filters. The key factor is the proposed novel layout
strategy for the polyphase filters (despite the duplication of the structure to account
for gradient compensation).
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Table 3.32: Comparison between state of the art and the implemented prototypes.

Ref. Year Arch. Tech. A fRF BW VCG P1dB Cal. IRR VDD PDISS

[mm2] [MHz] [MHz] [dB] [dBm] [dB] [V] [mW]

[114] 2000 SQ W C 0.35 NA 900 NA NA NA A 57 3.0 170

[115]a 2003 SQ W C 0.25 2.26 2000 NA 41 -29 D 57b 2.5 55c

[116]d 1996 SQ H BiC NA 2000 200 8.5 -16.5 D 45 3 45

[117]e 2004 SQ W C 0.35 4.0 1800 NA NA -15 D 59 NA 160

[118] 2005 SQ H C 0.13 4.1 NA 4.7 12 -19 D 46.6 1.8 23.4

[109] 2003 SQ W C 0.6 0.8 1900 NA 16 -6 NO 34 3.3 23.4

[110]f 2003 DQ H C 0.18 3.0 5000 20 16 -24 NO 50 1.8 22.4

[107]g 2002 SQ H C 0.18 NA 2400 1 21.4 -10 NO 28 1.8 6.5

[119] 2002 SQ H C 0.35 NA 2450 2 23.7 -19 NO 45 3 31.2

[120]h 2001 DQ H C 0.6 NA 2400 10 NA NA NO 58 3.3 96

[121] 2005 DQ H GaInp NA 5200 20 11 -17 NO 40 NA 500

[122] 2004 DQ H BiC 0.5 NA 50-860 6 10 NA NO NA NA 115

[123]i 1995 DQ x C 0.7 6.0 900 NA NA 16 NO 43 5 NA

[108] 2004 SQ W C 0.25 0.36 1500 NA NA -12 NO 43 j 2.5 10

[124] 2001 SQ H C 0.5 NA 3650 2.5 NA 6 NO 55 k 3.3 96

[125] l 1998 SQ H GaAs 2.94 2440 130 34 NA NO 33 NA 500

[139] 2005 SQ W C 0.35 0.84 400 NAm 10 -10 NO > 46 1.8 2.8

[139]n 2005 SQ H C 0.35 0.84 400 NA -2 -4 NO > 50 1.8 3.2

aIncludes LNA.
bIRR = 25 dB uncalibrated.
cPD = 50 mW uncalibrated.
dTrimming applied to VCG.
eIncludes LNA.
fIncludes LNA.
gIncludes LNA.
hIncludes LNA.
iDouble-quadrature RF complex mixer without second stage.
jPeak of 64 dB @ VLO = 1 V. It uses communalized transconductor.
kIn conjunction with the rejection of the vector filter.
lIncludes LNA, VCO and digital divider.

mBandwidth is not measurable because of the limited bandwidth of 250kHz of the audio analyzer used to
capture the base-band output signal.

nDC offset-free output.
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3.8 Layout Optimization of CMOS IRM Prototypes

The aim of this section is to provide the reader with some guidelines to optimize the layout of
CMOS IRM’s taking the Weaver and Hartley prototypes of § 3.7 on page 173 as an example.
The analysis is structured according to critical parts of the layout.

3.8.1 Interconnection Symmetry

Asymmetric interconnections are an important limiting factor for the achievable IRR. The
asymmetry can result from actual different length and width among the interconnections or
from asymmetric parasitic elements among the connections. Furthermore, the parasitic ca-
pacitive loading is in turn a result of both parasitic loading to substrate and side-capacitance
to other paths and components.
The quadrature differential signals involved in the design of the IRM prototypes is a challeng-
ing case which requires an appropriate design strategy to preserve symmetry. The challenge
increases if these interconnections carrying the 4-quadrant signals are split into two halves
to account for gradient compensation of building blocks. Furthermore, the polyphase filters
require inevitably crossings between the four lines carrying the differential quadrature signals,
which increases the capacitive coupling between the lines.

In this work a novel approach to provide fully symmetric interconnections is proposed
and implemented in the Weaver and Harley IRM prototypes, being one of the basic design
parameters conforming the overall layout of the prototypes. In order to provide a perfectly
symmetric interconnection, symmetry in the following aspects has to be attained:

+ The parasitic series resistance of all lines must be the same.

+ The parasitic capacitance to substrate must be the same.

+ The parasitic side capacitance to other neighboring lines or building blocks must be the
same.

+ Taking the phase of the line as phase origin, the sum of the phases of the side-coupled
lines has to yield zero phase79. If not, this side-coupled lines create a phase shift in the
line.

Figure 3.88 on the facing page illustrates the problem of parasitic side-coupling among
quadrature differential lines. Figure 3.88(a) depicts the asymmetric loading of the lines under
the classical straight parallel line distribution because the inner lines suffer from twice the
parasitic side-capacitance compared to the outer ones. The only way to solve this asymmetry
is to increase the distance between the lines, what often involves too much silicon area apart
from more series resistance and parasitic capacitance to substrate. In order to overcome this
asymmetry without spending a lot of silicon area for that sake, ground lines are sometimes
used to balance the capacitive load of all four lines, as depicted in figure 3.88(b). Providing
the size of the ground line and distance to the outer lines is properly dimensioned, the loading
of all four lines is the same. However, this only half solves the problem. As stated before, in
order not to induce a phase shift on a particular line, the phases of the two neighboring lines
have to cancel each other out, taking the phase of the line of interest as reference. The 90◦

79Providing the side-capacitance of all the lines is the same. If not, the size of the parasitic capacitance
weighs the influence on the phase of this particular neighboring line on the line of interest.
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phase shift between the outer and the neighboring inner line is known, but the relative phase
between the outer line and ground is uncontrolled. Thus, this method induces a certain level
of phase imbalance among the quadrature differential lines.
The key idea of the novel approach presented is to split the four lines into two pairs of closely-
routed lines, so that only the mutual side-capacitance between the lines of such a pair adds
to the parasitic capacitance to substrate common to all 4 lines. In order to preserve the
phase of the lines, these have to be grouped in differential pairs because the side-capacitance
between differential lines is equivalent to twice the capacitance of the line to ground. This
increases the loss of signal but does not create a phase shift in the lines. On the other hand,
the coupling between the two pairs has to be prevented as this quadrature coupling deviates
most the phase of the lines, as illustrated in figure 3.88(c).

I− Q−I+

1X Load 2X Load 2X Load 1X Load

Q+

(a) Asymmetric loading.

I− Q−I+

2X Load 2X Load

Q+ GND

2X Load 2X Load

∆ϕ = ? ∆ϕ = ?

GND

∆ϕ = 90° ∆ϕ = 90° ∆ϕ = 90°

(b) Phase error with dummy ground lines.

I+

1X Load 1X Load

I− Q−

1X Load 1X Load

Q+

∆ϕ = 180° ∆ϕ = 180°

(c) Proposal for balanced loading and no phase error.

Fig. 3.88: The problem of parasitic side-coupling among quadrature differential lines.

Another important source of error limiting the signal symmetry of the quadrature dif-
ferential lines are line crossings. In the case the lines at the cross-over carry signals that
are in quadrature, the resulting cross-talk limits the quadrature accuracy. This cross-talk
is proportional to frequency. Thus, at high-frequency cross-overs, a grounding line between
the crossing lines is required. This ground line converts the IQ cross-talk into two parasitic
capacitors to ground.
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3.8.2 Communalized RF Complex Mixer

+ On the one hand, the large differential transconductor is the most sensitive building
block regarding the impact of process spread and component mismatch on the achievable
IRR. On the other hand, the large transconductance required involves a large device.
The layout strategy for this differential transconductor has to deliver a very compact
and robust design against gradients.

+ In order to diminish the distance between extreme positioned transistors, and there-
fore, the impact of a gradient, the transconductor is split in two parts and positioned
in antiparallel. In this way, a more compact structure is attained. This measure is
feasible because only a differential structure is to be compensated without quadrature
compensation, which is a avoided thanks to the communalized topology used for the
RF complex mixer.

+ The bias transistor is embedded in three sub-blocks in both halves of the transconductor
to guarantee the ratio between current source and mirror despite gradients.

+ Ground line is supplied from just one side of the transconductor due to access limita-
tions. This involves providing very low ohmic path within the transconductor to ensure
the ground potential for all sub-transistors in the common-centroid topology is the same
in practical terms. For that purpose, 4 arms in parallel, each of them formed by the
upper 3 metal layers in parallel drain the current to the outer ground ring. The output
of the transconductor carries the same DC current as the ground, but it also carries the
RF current, and thus, the capacitance of the line trades off with the series resistance.
In this sense, a unique upper metal layer is chosen.

+ The RF input voltage is fed into the middle section and parallelized for both halves
of the transconductor, while the output current is removed at the outer side of both
halves and recombined at the opposite side where the RF signal is fed. The antiparallel
configuration of both halves involves that the input/output for both sections is also
inverted. This has the important benefit that difference in side capacitance due to
different proximity to ground lines is compensated.

+ The high-ohmic resistors that short the DC potential of the bias node to the RF input
and isolate the bias node from the RF signal are also arranged in anti-parallel. The
bias node is besides decoupled by two large capacitors. It is important to note that
the metal path that accesses the bias transistor within the transconductor structure
has minimum width. This contrasts with the desired decoupling capacitance to ground.
The reason for this minimum-width path is to minimize the parasitic capacitance of the
bias node with the RF inputs within the transconductor, as this parasitic capacitance
is in parallel with the high-ohmic resistors and if large, would decrease the isolating
impedance of these resistors.

+ The fact that except for the bulk, none of the terminals of the switches are connected
to ground has two implications. On the one hand, no dummy transistors should be
placed at the edges of the sub-blocks, because these transistors would create asymmetric
capacitive loading in the differential common-centroid. On the other hand, the substrate
tapping around the switches does not require a metallic path to the outer ground ring,
as no current flows to this part of the substrate. Thus, a P+ well suffices to assure
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Fig. 3.89: Highlighted layout of RF transconductor.

that the substrate around the switches is at ground potential. This avoids capacitive
coupling of the signal paths to the ground metal.

+ The quadrature switching stage of the RF mixer is also split into two halves in or-
der to provide gradient compensation between in-phase and quadrature switches. The
differential compensation is provided within each of the four sub-blocks. Two halves
of in-phase switches are in antiparallel to each other, and so are those of quadrature
switches. This compensates the edge effect on the sub-transistors at the edges of the
sub-blocks because due to antiparallel configuration the errors due to edging affect to
complementary transistors. Thus, this measure does not prevent edging but makes that
it affects in the same manner to the differential topology.

LO1I LO1I LO1Q LO1Q 

Symmetric injection of IRF for I and Q Anti-parallel 

Fig. 3.90: Highlighted layout of quadrature switching stage of RF complex mixer.

+ In order to provide compensation in terms of capacitive loading, the paths for the two
inputs iRF and vLO1 and the output iIF are split or combined in antiparallel. It should be
noted that the path for iRF has to be parallelized in order to avoid asymmetry between
the current arriving to in-phase and to quadrature switches.
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+ While the in-phase and quadrature paths for vLO1 have to be primarily compensated
in terms of parasitic capacitance, those for iRF and iIF also have to be compensated in
terms of parasitic resistance.

+ iRF and iIF are accessed at the same side while vLO1 is accessed at the opposite side in
order to minimize LO1-to-IF feed-through.

+ The RF mixer load is placed on one side to position the IF section at right angles with
the RF section. Despite asymmetric appearance, in-phase and quadrature paths to the
load, these paths are resistively and capacitively balanced.

Figure 3.91 shows a detailed microphotograph of the communalized RF complex mixer.

Fig. 3.91: Microphotograph of RF complex mixer.

3.8.3 Asymmetric Polyphase Filters

+ Besides symmetry, the two major design goals determining the overall layout of the
polyphase filters are differential and quadrature compensation against gradients and
minimization of quadrature cross-talk at the interconnections and terminations.

+ In order to provide compensation against gradients, two half polyphase filters are imple-
mented. It must be clear that the gradient compensation trades off with area efficiency.
On the one hand, in the case component mismatch is the limiting factor for IRR, rel-
ative large devices are required, which in turn, calls for gradient compensation based
on halving the original polyphase filter into two sections. On the other hand, in the
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case compensation is chosen, compensation can be performed only at the terminations
of the PPF, or also between the stages of the PPF80.

+ The width of the LO1 polyphase filter is arranged to match with the width of the LO1

switches. This involves a slight increase in parasitic capacitance to substrate of capaci-
tors forming the polyphase filter (square capacitors present the minimum total parasitic
capacitance for a given capacitance value due to minimum surface and perimeter) but
enables a more compact design.

+ As shown in figure 3.92 on the following page, active elements are surrounded by dummy
elements to prevent edging from increasing component mismatch81. On the one hand,
dummy capacitors surround the active ones providing the same side capacitance as the
neighboring active capacitors. In this sense, even the orientation of the upper and lower
plates of the capacitors are arranged symmetrically to provide the same side capacitance.
On the other hand, the size of the dummy capacitors is considerably reduced in order
to attain a compact design. This is feasible because the side capacitance and not so
much the actual capacitance of the capacitor is relevant for the signal symmetry at the
active capacitors. Furthermore, openings are included around the inputs/outputs to
the active capacitors in order to minimize the losses from the interconnections to the
poly plates of the dummy structures. In the case of the resistors, only lateral dummy
resistors are feasible.

+ All components of the PPF are surrounded by a highly-doped P+ well (see figure 3.92
on the next page), which ensures that the substrate below the polyphase filter lies
at ground potential. This P+ network is not connected to the main ground ring by
means of metal lines because this metal lines would couple to the interconnections and
passive components, which involves signal loss and/or signal imbalance. This is however
possible because the polyphase filter is a passive component and does not drain current
to the substrate, in which case, a sole P+ well would have too much series resistance
to grant ground potential of the substrate around the PPF.

+ The parasitic capacitance and resistance of the interconnections is embedded in the
dimensioning of the actual capacitors and resistors. In particular, the interconnections
have minimum width to minimize the losses due to capacitance to substrate. This
measure, however, increases the series resistance. The nominal resistance of the actual
resistors is decreased to account for this parasitic resistance of the lines. This is es-
pecially important in the LO1 polyphase filter because the resistors are smaller due to
higher cut-off frequency, and thus, the relative influence of the parasitic series resistance
of the interconnections is higher.

+ Figure 3.94 on page 208 illustrates the interconnection strategy followed for the PPF.
This so-called diamond topology is the key that enables a gradient-compensated layout
which at the same time presents minimal IQ crosstalk. Furthermore, this strategy

80In the implemented prototypes gradient compensation is applied, both because of the dominance of com-
ponent mismatch, and to stay on the safe side against the lack of information regarding on-chip gradients.
Compensation both at the terminations and interstage connections has been tested in order to weigh the
relevance of the later, yielding no significant improvement.

81The edges of the capacitors are sometimes cut at 45◦ in order to minimize the mismatch. In this work
this measure is not undertaken due to practical reasons, as the fo of all stages of both polyphase filters would
have to have been retuned according to the extracted capacitance of those modified forms.
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Fig. 3.92: Highlighted layout of 4th-order LO2 polyphase filter and bias/coupling stage.

requires minimal area for the components, and above all, for the interconnections, which
in the case of gradient-compensated designs may require as much silicon area as the PPF
stages themselves. Another important benefit is that no serpentine interconnections are
required to balance the parasitic capacitance and resistance of all lines.

+ As shown in figure 3.94(a), the interconnections are fully symmetrical in terms of
quadrature components on both half PPF’s (I-Q symmetry and I’-Q’ symmetry). Fol-
lowing the interconnection guidelines described in § 3.8.1 on page 200, interconnections
are grouped differentially keeping a distance between signals in quadrature in order to
minimize the IQ crosstalk. The arrangement of resistors and capacitors minimizes the
number of cross-overs (interconnections in blue) between lines in quadrature (4 cross-
overs total) and the coupling capacitance at the cross-overs is minimized by using distant
metal layers at the crossing section (interconnections in red)82. Another fundamental
aspect of this proposed interconnection strategy is that provides gradient compensation
by interconnecting both half polyphase stages at every stage (interconnection in green).
This interconnection between the halves is also fully symmetrical (the IQ symmetry cen-
ters of both halves and the symmetry centers of the gradient compensation are marked
with circles in figure 3.94(a)). In this sense the two lines that interconnect both filters
pro stage (interconnections in green) are dimensioned to provide the same path length
between I-I’ and Q-Q’. This calls against the natural shortest connection between the

82The difference in capacitance to substrate due to distant metal layer at the crossings is compensated
between the two half structures because at both crossings alternate metal layers are employed.
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Fig. 3.93: Microphotograph of 4th-order LO2 polyphase filter and bias/coupling stage.

two halves connecting directly Qi with Qi’ and Ii+1 and Ii+1’, but provides a symmet-
ric interconnection between the in-phase and quadrature interconnections between the
same equivalent components on both half filters83.

+ The capacitors of the polyphase filter carrying in-phase and quadrature signals are
separated from each other, while equivalent resistors are all grouped together. The
reason why capacitors carrying signals in quadrature are separated and not the resistors
is that the coupling capacitance between the capacitors is much larger than that between
the resistors. This is an important issue to minimize the IQ crosstalk.

+ An intermediate ground metal plate is used at the cross-overs of the LO1 polyphase
filter. IQ crosstalk is thus replaced by a quite balanced parasitic capacitance to ground.
This measure is not undertaken at the LO2 polyphase filter because the IQ crosstalk at
those cross-overs is negligible due to frequency84.

+ The same diamond topology is used to connect to the coupling and bias stage for the
amplifier of the Hartley IRM (see figure 3.92 on the facing page). In this manner, the

83The access points to the capacitors are taken as reference. The connection from the resistors to the
capacitors connected to the same node has irrelevant capacitive influence but important resistive influence,
which is embedded into the choice of the nominal resistor value. This effect is more important in the case of
the LO1 polyphase filter where resistors have lower nominal values than those of the LO2 polyphase filter.

84The intermediate plate increases losses due to a stronger parasitic capacitance to ground. Therefore, its
use is only sensible if the reduction in IQ crosstalk compensates.
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Fig. 3.94: Interconnection strategy followed for the layout of the polyphase filters.

coupling and bias resistors are dimensioned and arranged in an equivalent manner to the
capacitors and resistors of the two half PPF’s. This helps to keep the symmetry at this
termination of the PPF following the same topology as in the interstage connections.

+ The coupling capacitors between the output of the RF section and the input of the
IF section together with the high-ohmic resistors between the bias node and the IF
input signals are arranged together into the same configuration and dimension as the
capacitors and resistors of the two half PPF’s85. This arrangement enables to use
the same diamond topology as in the interstage connections to connect the coupling
capacitor and bias resistors to the LO2 PPF.

3.8.4 Double-quadrature communalized IF Complex Mixer

+ The double-quadrature mixer is the most complex part in terms of the order of gradient
compensation because differential and quadrature compensation has to be provided at
all three ports (in this case, IF input, LO2 input and BB output).

+ Being a communalized structure, the transconductor delivers the IF current to a com-
plex switching stage. However, being a DQ topology, the IF input is also in quadrature.
As a result, the transconductor is also split into two sections, so that quadrature com-
pensation for this stage can also be provided. Furthermore, the switching stage has to
be split twice so as to provide quadrature compensation for the LO2 input.

85In the case of the Hartley IRM, there is an additional bias-coupling stage between IF amplifier and IF
complex passive mixer arranged in the same manner.
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+ The layout of each sub-block of transconductors and switches is based on that of the
RF complex mixer. Every block is internally differentially compensated, while the
arrangement of sub-blocks of the same kind (i.e. in-phase transconductors between
them) is configured in anti-parallel to compensate for asymmetric loading of the paths.

BBQ BBI LO2Q

LO2I 

VIF 
BIAS 

Fig. 3.95: Highlighted layout of communalized transconductor sub-block and corresponding
complex switching stage.

+ On the one hand, sub-blocks of transconductors have to be equally spaced between
them, independent of whether they belong to the same folded transistor or not. On
the other hand, sub-blocks of the switching stage also have to be equally distributed.
Besides, each folded transconductor is to be aligned symmetrically with the switches in
quadrature it supplies the current to. The form factor of transconductors and switches
is accommodated in order to meet all these constraints86.

+ The common bias transistor for the quadrature transconductor is embedded in the
middle of all the sub-blocks. All these bias transistors are connected by a thin metal,
resembling the approach followed at the RF transconductor.

+ Both the array of transconductors and switches are complemented by additional dummy
sub-blocks at both sides. On the one hand, this dummy structures differ from those at
the edges of a sub-block because they are not bound to the sub-block, and therefore,
do not cause any asymmetric capacitive loading to the active transistors. On the other
hand, it is feasible to place these dummy structures while it is not in the case of the
LO1 switches because both sides around the double-quadrature mixer are unrestricted
by other building blocks.

Figure 3.97 on the next page shows the DQ communalized IF complex mixer:

86The folded topology becomes essential in this layout in order to attain a compact design.
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Fig. 3.96: Highlighted layout of complete DQ communalized IF complex mixer.

Fig. 3.97: Microphotograph of DQ communalized IF mixer of Weaver IRM.

3.8.5 Offset-free Passive IF Complex Mixer

+ On the one hand, in the case of the passive IF complex mixer, LO2 is real and IF is
complex, opposed to the RF complex mixer, where LO1 is complex and RF is real. On
the other hand, the small size of the switches enables a very compact design. These
factors make the layout strategy different from that for the RF mixer. In this case, no IQ
compensation is performed because at such a tiny structure, the influence of gradients
is insignificant. In this manner in-phase switches are faced to quadrature switches,
accessing quadrature IF signals from the outer side, which minimizes IQ crosstalk.
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+ LO2 is accessed by both in-phase and quadrature switches at the inner part, so that it
is kept apart from the other signals, thus, reducing LO2-to-BB feed-through.

+ In-phase and quadrature switches are split into two sub-blocks in antiparallel configu-
ration in order to provide differential compensation for edging effects and asymmetric
loading of the paths.

IFI IFQ

BBI BBQ

Anti-parallel Anti-parallel

LO2

Fig. 3.98: Layout of passive IF complex mixer.

+ Additional distance between the pads of LO2 and the core is chosen in order to prevent
coupling of this signal through the substrate to other sections of the design, while its
orthogonal position with respect to both BB outputs prevents coupling of the rail-to-rail
LO2 to the outputs.

Figure 3.99 on the following page shows the passive IF mixer of the Hartley IRM and its
bias stage:

3.8.6 Important Layout Considerations

+ From the practical point of view, comparing the time effort devoted to schematic design
and layout design, the later is by far the process most of the time should be planned for
in order to achieve a successful IRM design. One of the major limitations to automate
the layout of such an IRM is the required tuning of passive components of PPF’s in
order to account for the deviations from schematic due to parasitics. Under the sources
that add such parasitics that are not accounted for in schematic we can find those of
the interconnections, and those of side-capacitance to neighboring active and dummy
components. On the one hand, real components cannot be parameterized to automate
the tuning process. On the other hand, long simulations are required to account for
the extracted parasitic capacitors and resistors87. From the point of view of the type

87The simulation of extracted parasitic resistors is by far much more time-consuming that of parasitic
capacitors due to the fragmentation of paths and the resulting increased number of nodes in the net-list to
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Fig. 3.99: Microphotograph of passive IF mixer of Hartley IRM and its bias stage.

of simulation, the tuning process of the polyphase filters should be performed based on
AC simulations where amplitude and phase errors can be checked considerably faster
than IRR values based on periodic steady state (PSS) simulations of the whole circuit.

+ The layout of transistors that function both as transconductors and as current mirrors is
a critical aspect. On the one hand, those transistors have their source terminal directly
connected to a local ground. On the other hand, the transistors are surrounded by
guard rings that connect the local ground to the local substrate around the transistors.
A metallic low-ohmic connection between the general ground ring and the local ground
is indispensable. Providing the outer ring has also some connection to the substrate (as
it is usually the case to ensure the substrate is at ground potential) the lack of such a
metallic connection between the general ground ring and the local ground is detectable
neither by means of layout versus schematic (LVS) check nor by means of simulation of
resistive & capacitive extraction. The reason is that the bulk is considered in design kits
as an ideal node, and correspondingly no resistive path is extracted, even if a highly-
doped path in the substrate is drawn. This limitation has severe implications as there
is no way to ensure that such a metallic proper connection is granted. On the one hand,
LVS check yields matching net-lists because the connection across the bulk makes the
source of the transistors appear to be connected to ground node. On the other hand,
being an ideal node, no series resistance is extracted for this connection, and the relative
large series resistance of the bulk (compared to a metallic connection) is completely
ignored. Therefore, simulation even based on resistive extraction of the layout will

simulate. In this sense, resistive extraction is advised to be left for the final steps of tuning or a coarse resistive
extraction for the initial tuning phase.
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undercover the lack of metallic connection between the source of the transistor and the
ground ring. As these transistors drain current to the substrate, the series resistance of
the substrate increases the potential of the local ground considerably while remaining
undetectable in simulation leading to malfunction of these transistors due to completely
different DC operating point88. This problem is illustrated in figure 3.100.
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Fig. 3.100: Ideal substrate node shorts local ground with ground ring.

+ General thick ground and supply metal rings are superposed all over the layout in order
to form a large decoupling parasitic capacitance between both DC lines. Besides, un-
occupied sections of the core are profited to add large poly capacitors between supply
and ground lines and other bias points and ground. Especially important is the addi-
tional ground and supply metal ring around the complete RF section as, apart from
the natural function of providing a low-resistive access to those DC potentials, it also
avoids coupling of RF signals into the IF section.

+ On the one hand, the arrangement at right angles between the RF section and the IF
section avoids coupling. This is especially important in the case of the polyphase filters,
through which large LO signals flow and which could couple into the other polyphase
filter, thus corrupting the quadrature signals. On the other hand, the same orientation
of RF and LO1 is not problematic, because the RF port lies opposite to and thus quite
away from the LO1 polyphase filter.

+ The design of the prototypes can be further improved from the point of view of the
layout by means of more modern CMOS RF processes. The main changes that would
improve the design are the use of MIM capacitors instead of poly-poly capacitors and
the use of higher levels of metallization. Both measures involve an important reduction
of the losses through parasitic capacitance to substrate at the polyphase filters due to
increased distance between those layers and the substrate.

88This problem was present at the RF transconductors, the IF transconductors in the Weaver IRM and the
IF amplifier in the Hartley IRM, and led to a redesign of both IRM prototypes. The work-around consisted
in using a second layout version without substrate contacts and apply LVS to it. Once metallic connection
between outer and inner grounds is verified, substrate contacts are included at own risk.
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Chapter 4

Summary and Future Perspective

4.1 Summary

This work contributes in the following topics around IR mixers: IR receiver architectures,
CMOS mixers for operation in IR mixers and low-power CMOS IR mixers. The work is split
into the state of the art on chapter 2 and own contributions on chapter 3.

Chapter 2 on page 5 analyzes the state of the art of IR receivers as follows:

+ State of the art of receiver architectures and their main impairments, with special
attention to possible IR topologies for each architecture.

+ State of the art of the core of IR mixers focused on CMOS technology: the mixer. The
reader is provided with a short introduction and a succinct explanation of the main
performance metrics of the mixer.

+ State of the art of the core of IR architectures focused on CMOS technology: the IR
mixer. The reader is provided with a short introduction and a succinct explanation of
the possible IR architectures.

The first topic is addressed in § 2.1 on page 5 and § 2.2 on page 21. In the first section the
state of the art in modern receiver architectures is first introduced and the most important
impairments are described. In the second section IR requirements of each receiver topology
are studied and possible IR topologies that fit into each receiver architecture to meet its IR
requirements proposed and compared. As thoroughly explained in these sections, there are
two major approaches for receiver implementations. On the one hand, we can find the super-
heterodyne and the homodyne architectures as opposed topologies in terms of performance,
reliability for the first and integrability, low-power operation and flexibility for multi-standard
operation for the later. On the other hand, low-IF and wide-band indirect-conversion are two
other concurrent topologies which lie between the previous two architectures, as an attempt to
combine their benefits and avoid their drawbacks. As explained in § 2.1.7 on page 18, digital
topologies are no architectures themselves, but any of the previously presented architectures
where some part of the analog front-end has been implemented digitally, and therefore, they
are not considered in this comparison of architectures.
The fact of relying on external filtering makes the heterodyne architecture the most robust
architecture and the one which grants the best performance in terms of selectivity and sen-
sitivity. These benefits have made it the dominant choice in RF systems for many decades.
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Nonetheless, external filtering is also the major stumbling block of this topology as it is the
source for its limitations in terms of integrability, low-power operation and flexibility. Both,
RF and IR filters are typically designed for 50Ω termination. Such a low impedance imposes
a strong reduction in voltage gain at the input of the LNA and mixer and a rather power-
hungry high-drive-force output buffer is required at the output of the LNA. Channel-select
filters are also rather low ohmic, typically matched to 330 Ω, which causes similar voltage
conversion losses at the output of the mixer and the input of the base-band amplifier and
power consumption at the mixer output. On the other hand, these filters are not tuneable
and cannot be digitally accommodated to different channel bandwidths or different center
frequencies of receive bands. This inflexibility leads to parallel the heterodyne receiver for
different standards, disabling the re-use of building blocks with the resulting increase in power
consumption and silicon area. Being a multiple down-conversion architecture, it does not suf-
fer from the problem of LO radiation, but frequency planning plays a very important role
in order to minimize the impact of spurious signals coming from intermodulation distortion
and the problem of half-IF. Frequency planning has a great impact on the trade-off between
filtering of image signal and channel selection. An additional down-conversion stage alleviates
this trade-off but increases the spurious content through additional intermodulation distor-
tion and half-IF. As seen in table 2.1 on page 9, most heterodyne receivers rely on external
IR filters to further attenuate the image signal. As an alternative, IR topologies in the case
of heterodyne receivers enable great power saving thanks to preventing the 50Ω input/ouput
impedance of the IR filters. Moreover, they relax the constraint for the selection of the IF
concerning IR versus channel selection1 and add flexibility for multi-band operation.
Homodyne receivers can be considered the opposite approach to heterodyne receivers, in the
sense that they present a rather limited performance in terms of sensitivity and selectivity
while being highly integrable, flexible for multi-standard operation and amenable for low-
power operation. They also present a straightforward frequency planning thanks to a relaxed
image rejection requirement limited to the rejection of the opposed sideband of the wanted
signal itself. The main reason for this fact relies on the lack of external components and single
down-conversion to base-band. In this sense, no practical image problem and programmable
LPF for channel selection are the main strengths of the homodyne receiver. In other words,
filtering and down-conversion are the key issues for the opposed benefits and drawbacks of het-
erodyne and homodyne receivers. As these topologies rely on opposed approaches in these two
aspects, they present quite opposed impairments. Moreover, this also results in the fact that,
while most problems in the heterodyne receiver take place at the RF section of the receiver,
homodyne receivers translate most problems to base-band2. Nevertheless, it is important to
point out a basic difference between these two topologies. The heterodyne receiver is much
more tied to its inherent structural drawbacks than it is the homodyne receiver. High power
dissipation due to external filtering, moderate/large IR requirements or inflexibility for multi-
standard operation cannot be solved or alleviated by means of additional circuitry. On the
contrary, such problems as DC offset, flicker noise and I/Q mismatch can indeed be alleviated
by additional circuitry and mixed signal implementations. In this sense, it is important to
point out that, although the homodyne receiver is the simplest possible topology to imple-
ment in its basic form, in reality, it tends to become a rather sophisticated receiver when all
the additional circuitry to cope with the above mentioned problems is included.

1In the case of Hartley IR mixers, without spurious signal generation from additional down-conversion.
2LO radiation to the antenna could be considered as an exception.
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Low-IF and wide-band indirect-conversion architectures emerge as attempts to combine
the benefits of heterodyne and homodyne receivers. While heterodyne and homodyne repre-
sent fully opposed concurrent topologies, these other two concurrent architectures are more
similar to each other. They provide higher performance than the homodyne receiver by al-
leviating the problems at base-band and more integrability, low-power operation capability
and flexibility for multi-standard operation than the heterodyne receiver. One could consider
the low-IF topology as an evolution of the heterodyne in such a way that the intermediate
frequency is decreased so that channel selection can be performed in an integrated manner.
Wide-band indirect conversion, on the other hand, could be considered as an evolution of
the homodyne receiver, where the integrability of the synthesizer is eased, and LO radiation
and the flicker noise contribution of the down-conversion stage are greatly reduced. Thus, as
shown in table 4.1 on the next page, the impairments of low-IF resemble more to those of
the heterodyne receiver, and those of the wide-band indirect-conversion receiver to those of
the homodyne receiver. The main difference consists of LO radiation, where low-IF suffers
strongly from this problem like in homodyne receivers, and indirect conversion receivers solve
this problem by multiple down-conversion like in heterodyne receivers.
In the particular case of the low-IF architecture, the main benefit consists of getting rid of
the problems at base-band, like DC offset and flicker noise, without sacrificing integrability,
low-power capabilities and flexibility due to external IR filtering and external channel filter-
ing. The price to pay involves very demanding IR and ADC clocking requirements, both
of which involve a rather high power consumption. Due to the lack of attenuation of the
image band from the pre-select filter and limited selectivity of the LNA, IR architectures
become indispensable in the case of low-IF. Frequency planning also plays an important role
to choose the image band in the middle of two transmit bands in order to minimize the IR
requirements. On the other hand, the fact that the channels lie at non-zero IF increases
the sampling speed of the ADC. Once again, frequency planning is a key factor in order to
alleviate this power-consuming issue by means of particular relations between the IF and
fS. As explained in § 2.2.2 on page 25 and 2.2.2 on page 26, so as to cope with these two
main drawbacks, low-IF architectures rely upon the two basic IR architectures: Hartley and
Weaver. In this sense, a trade-off is to be met when choosing one of the two dominant ap-
proaches for low-IF architectures in terms of IR versus ADC requirements. In the case of
the Hartley topology, IR is more limited by a fully analog rejection topology subjected to
inherent process spread while ADC requirements resemble those of the homodyne receivers if
fS = IF is chosen. On the other hand, the Weaver approach provides higher image rejection
thanks to inherent digital accuracy for quadrature generation, with an specially eased digital
implementation if fS = 4 · IF is chosen. However, both sampling frequency and increased
dynamic range to digitalize the image signal involve rather power-hungry ADC’s. In either
case, low-IF presents an inherent drawback compared to homodyne or indirect conversion
for channel selection. Even though low-Q low-IF band-pass filters are easily integrable, the
dependency on process spread for a given performance and the power consumption specially
in the case of wide-bandwidth standards compared to their low-pass counterparts is much
higher. Once again, frequency planning can alleviate this drawback in the case of a Weaver
approach, replacing band-pass ADC by a low-pass ADC when the IF is chosen in the order
of the signal bandwidth.
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In the case of the wide-band indirect-conversion architecture, the main benefits and draw-
backs of the base-band circuitry remain quite the same compared to the homodyne receiver
from which it emerges. The main benefit comes from the RF section of the front-end in terms
of LO radiation and reduced DC offset and flicker noise contribution of the down-converter
thanks to reduced LO frequency. In this sense, frequency planning plays a key role to reduce
the power consumption by means of wide-band down-conversions driven by a unique fre-
quency synthesizer. This issue is a key benefit compared to heterodyne receivers, which also
rely on multiple down-conversion. Being both down-conversions wide-band, channel selection
can be performed by a unique synthesizer, which is impossible in the case of the heterodyne
receiver. In this sense, the particular case described in § 2.2.3 on page 29 eases the inte-
gration of the frequency synthesizer by means of translating the channel-select functionality
to a much lower LO frequency at the expense of the additional power consumption of the
unique-frequency PLL.
The main drawback of this topology compared to the homodyne receiver is the need for mod-
erate/large IR due to a non-zero IF. However, the IR requirements are not as severe as in the
case of low-IF as the pre-select filter accounts for image suppression. Nonetheless, a relatively
large IR is still required, for which Hartley or Weaver topologies can be accommodated in
order to preserve the integration level, low-power operation and flexibility of the homodyne
receiver. However, opposed to the low-IF receiver, indirect-conversion does not lend itself to a
mixed-signal IR topology. The dependency on process spread of fully-analog IRM’s is not so
critical in this architecture. Except for the particular case of the wide-band IF architecture,
frequency planning becomes very determining in wide-band indirect-conversion, as it must
account for the image suppression of the pre-select filter and enable channel selection with
two down-conversion stages and a unique frequency synthesizer. This problem is exacerbated
if a IRM is implemented for further on-chip image suppression.

Double-conversion low-IF receivers result from merging the low-IF and the indirect con-
version receivers. As a result, this receiver does not suffer DC offsets and flicker noise, while
LO radiation is not a concern either. Nevertheless, having to deal with two image frequencies,
the IR requirement for the first image resembles the moderate IR of the indirect conversion
receiver thanks to the rejection provided by the pre-select filter, whereas the IR requirement
for the second image resembles the high IR of the low-IF receiver. In this sense, it is manda-
tory to embed two IR topologies into this receiver. The first stage is a Hartley IRM while
the second is either an hybrid Weaver or a fully analog Hartley as in the case of the low-IF.

Table 4.1 summarizes the most relevant benefits and drawbacks of the different receiver
architectures.

Table 4.1: Comparison of most significant characteristics of receiver architectures.

Archi- Inte- Channel DC 1/f Isol. PLL Half-IF

tecture gration selection offsets noise LO-RF & IRR & IM2

Superhet. - – + + + + -

Dicon ++ ++ - - - - - - - - ++

Low-IF + + + - - - - - - -/+

Indicon + ++ - - - - + - - -

Double-conv. Low-IF + + + - + - - - -
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The second topic is addressed in § 2.3 on page 35. In this section, the concept of mixing is
first presented and the associated performance parameters are briefly clarified, so that it serves
for the reader to understand the discussion on mixer design. The summary of the state of the
art presents potential architectures in order to seek the best candidates for implementation
within IR mixers. Diode-ring mixers, MOS-ring mixers, subsampling mixers, Gilbert mixers
and dual-gate mixers are presented and their main structural impairments described.

The third and last topic is addressed in § 2.4 on page 46. In this section, the concept
of image rejection is presented. As performance parameters of mixers are already explained
in § 2.3 dealing with the state of the art of mixers, this section focuses on the concept
of image rejection and the single-quadrature and double-quadrature. This explanation is
enhanced by appendix A on page 225, where single-quadrature and double-quadrature as
well as both Weaver and Hartley terminations are mathematically described, both in time
and frequency domain, including a section on response under phase error. The state of the
art of IR implementations is presented in tabular form and summarizes the main IRM chip
implementations in the last years. This collection of the best implemented IR mixer chip
implementations will serve as basis for comparison purposes with own implementations.

Chapter 3 on page 53 comprises the own contributions to the design of low-power IR
receivers. The overall goal is to improve the state of the art around low-power IR receivers
for wireless communications. Innovative solutions are proposed to the most challenging cases
addressing the overall subject of power-optimized IR receivers from different scopes. In this
sense, the contributions in this work can be grouped in three main topics:

+ Novel IR topologies for broadband dual reception, focused on structural power optimiza-
tion for both approaches, discrete implementation using minimal number of components,
and fully integrated solution.

+ Analysis of CMOS mixers for operation in IR mixers and innovative structural and
layout optimization of specially challenging cases.

+ Novel design methodology for the design of IR mixers based on statistical, structural
and layout optimization and IR prototypes for low-power indirect-conversion receiver.

The first topic is addressed in § 3.1 on page 53 where two novel dual receiver architectures
are proposed. It is important to note that these inventions are grounded on the knowl-
edge gained from the study of the IR requirements and possible IR topologies performed
in § 2.1 on page 5 and § 2.2 on page 21. Without this own analysis of possible feasible
IR topologies bound to the needs of each receiver architecture, these contributions would
not have been conceived, and thus, the reader is encouraged to visit these sections to have
the right background to better understand the underlying principles around the proposed
novel receiver architectures. Broadband dual reception is chosen as test case because from the
topological/structural point of view imposes the greatest challenge in terms of IR and power
consumption. On the one hand, there are nowadays no unified receiver topologies to deal with
dual reception and spread spectrum signals of very large bandwidth. In other words, there
are either single broadband receivers or rather band-limited dual receivers, these last being
quite novel themselves. On the other hand, the trend for higher and higher precision requires
higher and higher bandwidth (for instance, E5 and E6 bands of the Galileo navigation sys-
tem) while dual reception is acquiring more relevance to overcome precision limitations due
to multi-path or ionospheric group delay variations. Therefore, it becomes highly desirable
to overcome the actual limitation where either independent broadband receivers or relatively
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narrow-band dual receivers are available. Furthermore, it is pursued to optimize the few al-
ready presented dual receivers in terms of power consumption and/or number required analog
building blocks. In this context, I present two novel receiver topologies tailored to the needs
and IR requirements of broadband dual receivers.

The broadband low-IF dual-receiver presented in § 3.1.1 on page 56 is best suited for
discrete implementations reducing the number of external components to the essential mini-
mum by means of an hybrid analog-digital Weaver IR topology and a special frequency plan.
The broadband double-conversion low-IF dual-receiver presented in § 3.1.2 on page 59 is best
suited for full integration based on a fully analog Weaver IR topology and a special frequency
plan. On the one hand, it is important to note, that both topologies reject the two image
bands associated with the two corresponding down-conversion stages, and that both are ca-
pable of concurrent simultaneous reception of both bands of interest. On the other hand,
the innovative concepts these architectures are based upon have been put under test in in-
dustrial multi-band receivers demonstrating successful real operation. Due to confidentiality
constraints, neither the prototypes nor measured data is included in the present work.

This system-level contribution in the field of IR receivers is complemented by the contri-
bution in the field of system-level simulation of receiver architectures developed in the master
thesis [140] and further developed and reported in [141].

The second topic is addressed in § 3.2 on page 62, § 3.3 and § 3.4. In the first section,
the most appropriate CMOS mixers for operation in IRM’s according to the analysis and
comparison of mixer schemes of § 2.3.3 on page 39 are systematically studied. The influence
of each section of the mixer on its most relevant performance metrics, and the underlying
physical reasoning are explained and backed up by simulation. This in-depth analysis is
further extended to identify the limits for LV-LP operation in the case of active mixers. In
the second section, all this knowledge is put in practice in several test structures that validate
with measured data several proposed mixer optimizations:

+ Multi-band operation: Re-use of a unique mixer to operate at different frequency
bands while delivering the required performance, which can be profited to reduce power
and silicon area. For cases where the frequencies of operation of the bands to cover
and the specifications involve a too diverging environment for the mixer, an innovative
solution based on a dual-mode operation based on power management on the supply
voltage is proposed (§ 3.3.1 on page 97).

+ LV-LP operation: This mixer chain designed for an indirect-conversion receiver with
quadrature outputs at base-band presents an extreme low power consumption basically
thanks to the combination of the functions of RF transconductor and current mirror
into the same transistor and an adequate bias, interface and isolation scheme (§ 3.3.2
on page 109).

+ DC-offset and 1/f-noise: Based on the LV-LP mixer chain, a novel offset-free
mixer topology is presented, which embedded in a active-passive mixer chain delivers
the performance of the previous mixer chain without DC-offset and minimal flicker
noise. These two being the most determining problems related to CMOS mixers, this
schema involves a significant headway (§ 3.3.3 on page 118).
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In the last section, the layout strategy followed that ensures the good agreement between
simulated and measured data in all presented prototypes is explained. In this sense, a novel
approach specially well-suited for CMOS mixers is presented following a digital approach for
the interconnections and an optimized common-centroid strategy that maximizes the number
of symmetry centers per device. This common-centroid concept is extended to several levels
of compensation adequate for quadrature and double-quadrature mixers, so common in IRM’s
and SSB receivers.

The third and last topic is addressed in § 3.5 on page 133, § 3.6 on page 153, § 3.7 on
page 173 and § 3.8 on page 200.

In the first section, a novel design methodology for the optimization of image-reject mixers
is proposed. This approach relies on Monte Carlo simulation based on statistical data from the
IC manufacturer. This insight is profited for the decision-making process enabling a design
methodology bound to the real performance of each individual technology in contrast to
other approaches where only theoretical and structural considerations of image-reject mixers
are considered. In particular, the influence of process spread and component mismatch are
addressed separately, enabling to weigh the influence of each source of error on the resulting
performance of a real image-reject mixer. On the one hand, this makes possible to find out
which deviation from ideal behavior is dominant at each critical section of the image-reject
mixer and correspondingly focus the optimization by fighting against this dominant effect.
On the other hand, this statistical design strategy makes possible to power optimize the
design for a given targeted IR thanks to a higher degree of insight bound to the particular
technology. For instance, the optimum bandwidth and the order of the polyphase filters can
only best chosen if the impact of process spread and component mismatch is known and
quantified, enabling to optimize the location of the poles according to the number of stages
bound to the particular properties of the IC technology chosen to implement the image-reject
topology. Another example is the ability to co-design the polyphase filters together with
the mixer cores by analyzing the joint impact on VCG and IR as a function of the order of
all polyphase filters and the form factor of the transistors of the mixer cores. The ability
to differentiate the impact of process spread and component mismatch is a crucial benefit
to co-design filter and mixers and thus power optimize the resulting image-reject mixers.
The methodology is described based on a standard CMOS technology without any loss of
generality, being fully portable to any other IC manufacturing technology.

The second section complements the statistical optimization methodology presented in
§ 3.5 on page 133. The most relevant structural issues concerning the operation of an image-
reject mixer are studied in order to optimize the achievable IRR and the corresponding power
consumption for a given performance. In this sense, the structural and topological design con-
siderations analyzed are not bound to the particular performance of the IC manufacturing
technology. In this section, polyphase filters are revisited to optimize their design from dif-
ferent points of view such as quadrature generation, interstage impedance and termination.
This analysis together with the statistical study yields a design guide of polyphase filters.
Component re-use is another important structural optimization that reduces component mis-
match and power consumption. Re-use schemes are proposed at every section of the mixer
cores. Image feed-through is a rather unaddressed topic in the literature, which can signifi-
cantly degrade the resulting IRR. The influence of frequency planning and design parameters
on image feed-through are explained and bound to the choice between active and passive
mixers for the RF and IF sections of an image-reject mixer. This active-passive partitioning
has important structural implications as a function of the image-reject topology. A good un-
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derstanding of these impairments is fundamental to optimize the topology, not only in terms
of IRR and power consumption, but also with respect to other critical issues such as VCG,
linearity, noise, DC offset and flicker noise.

In the third section, two IRM prototypes are presented: a Weaver IR mixer and an offset-
free Hartley IR mixer. Both prototypes are designed according to the statistical and structural
optimization design strategy proposed in § 3.5 on page 133 and § 3.6 on page 153, respectively.
The main goal is to validate with measured data the statistical design methodology and
optimization guidelines as the right approach to strike the balance between an on-chip large
image-rejection ratio and a low-power implementation3. The test-case is the same low-power
short-range fully integrated CMOS indirect-conversion transceiver for biomedical applications
used as design framework for the LV-LP mixer chain (see § 3.3.2 on page 109) and the offset-
free mixer chain (see § 3.3.3 on page 118) on which both prototypes are based on. These
prototypes are compared between them and in terms of simulation versus measured data.
Finally, these prototypes are compared to the state of the art of the most relevant calibrated4

and non-calibrated IR mixer chip implementations.
Low-power telemetry is chosen as design framework for the prototypes. In this sense, the

reader should keep in mind that broadband dual reception is the most challenging environment
for the structural optimization of IR topologies, but not for the design of an IR mixer in terms
of IRR and power consumption. In this sense, short-range telemetry imposes a much higher
challenge from the transistor-level design point of view than broadband dual receivers. In this
frame, these prototypes pave the way for the integration of IR mixer in low-power receivers,
such as those for short-range telemetry applications, thanks to the attained IRR and power
consumption while being competitive in terms of linearity and VCG.

In the forth and last section, the reader is provided with layout design guidelines to
optimize the layout of CMOS IRM’s taking the Weaver and Hartley prototypes of § 3.7 on
page 173 as an example. The analysis is structured according to critical parts of the layout.
The last section provides with practical information on implementation problems associated
with the design of IRM’s.

3Both prototypes are implemented with the same 0.35µm technology used in the statistical analysis.
4Although not presented in this dissertation, the feasibility and low-power capabilities of analog calibration

on a Weaver IR mixer prototype are studied and presented in the master thesis [142].
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4.2 Future Perspective

This works makes headway in three different fields around the main topic of power-optimized
image-reject receivers: at the system and architectural level, at the mixer core level, and
finally at image-reject mixer level. In all three cases, the thorough study yields innovations
backed up by measured prototypes that confirm the validity of the reasoning and proposed
design methodology choosing the most stringent and demanding scenarios as design frame-
work for each individual case. Specially remarkable are the achieved results in the numerous
integrated circuit implementations and the excellent agreement with simulated data taking
into account the high-frequency operation and the implementation in standard digital CMOS
technology. The thorough systematic analysis both at transistor-level design and at layout
design have enabled this outstanding performance. The thorough description of the design
methodology including a detailed information on the layout innovations and strategies fol-
lowed (not available in most works) for the CMOS mixer cores and image-reject mixers involve
an important didactic contribution of this work. Furthermore, the completion of Weaver and
Hartley image-reject mixer prototypes including all required components at all design stages
performed by the author is also an unusual contribution from a unique designer. Furthermore,
the performance measured from these prototypes based on the proposed statistical and struc-
tural design methodology paves the way for integration of image-reject mixers within modern
and future receivers that dispose of very limited budgets in terms of power dissipation.

Nonetheless, there is always headroom for further improvement and open research fields
to enhance and extent the presented work. The author would like to highlight and emphasize
the following topics:

+ The implementation of the presented chips with modern CMOS RF technologies would
undoubtedly either improve the performance accomplished or for the given performance
in terms of voltage conversion gain, linearity, noise and IRR require significant less
power. The reduction in transistor length would enable to achieve similar voltage
conversion gain at higher operation frequencies or further decrease the power dissipation
for the given implementations, while achieving similar linearity and noise performance.
However, the use of shorter transistor length would further compromise the achievable
image rejection due to poorer transistor matching, emphasizing the relevance of the
proposed re-use techniques. In this sense, additional benefits of modern CMOS RF
technologies are more relevant than transistor length to enhance performance without
sacrificing IRR, such as the use of upper level metallization for interconnections and
metal-insulator-metal capacitors instead of poly-poly capacitor to diminish the parasitic
coupling to substrate. This would result both in less signal losses and less impact of
substrate on the drift induced in the location of the poles of polyphase filters.

+ Implementation using other technologies such as bipolar or BiCMOS. The superior
performance of bipolar transistor in terms of matching would further improve achiev-
able image-reject performance while yielding higher voltage conversion gain for a given
current bias. This alternative is specially interesting for image-reject structures for
operation at much higher frequencies.

+ The use of analog or hybrid calibration techniques in terms of additional IRR versus
additional silicon and power dissipation is an interesting topic which can be investigated
based on this work and the work not included in this thesis but in the master thesis
directed by the author [142].
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Appendix A

Mathematical Analysis of IR
Mixers

The complex exponential A · ejω0t can be regarded as the mathematical model of a perfect
quadrature oscillation. This complex signal can be generated out of two real signals, x1(t) and
x2(t), which oscillate with the same angular frequency ω0 and amplitude A (see figure A.1 on
the following page). In order for these two real signals to form a complex exponential, they
must be in quadrature, that is x2(φ2(t)) = x1(φ1(t)− π

2 ), for ∀t > 0. The grouping of [x1, x2]
can be called a forward-quadrature pair, ↑→, where x1 is the in-phase and x2 is the quadrature
component. From these two real signals x1 and x2, the complex signal xc(t) is obtained by
the xc(t)

.= x1(t) + jx2(t) operation. In other words, Re [xc(t)] = x1(t) and Im [xc(t)] = x2(t).
In the literature, such quadrature pairs are analyzed in terms of phasors. In this sense, xc

is a forward-quadrature or forward-rotating phasor, which rotates clockwise with ω0 where
x1 always leads x2 by π

2 radians, satisfying the quadrature relationship. Note that x2 is the
Hilbert transform of x1 and that xc is a so-called double-wired signal whose Fourier transform
Xc(ω) is a single Dirac delta function at ω0 (see figure A.1(a) on the next page). The time-
frequency representation of these signals is given graphically in figure A.1(a) on the following
page and analytically below:


x1(t) = A · cos(ω0t)
x2(t) = A · sin(ω0t)
xc(t)

.= A · x1(t) + jx2(t)

−−−−−→
Fourier

−−−−−→
Fourier

−−−−−→
Fourier

−→
X 1(ω) = Aπ · [δ(ω + ω0) + δ(ω − ω0)]
−→
X 2(ω) = Aπj · [δ(ω + ω0)− δ(ω − ω0)]
−→
X c(ω) = 2Aπ · δ(ω − ω0)

When x1 lags x2 by π
2 radians, the pair [x1, x2] forms a reverse-quadrature pair, ↓→. In

this case, the resulting complex signal xc is a reverse-quadrature or reverse-rotating phasor,
which rotates clockwise with −ω0 (or counter clockwise with ω0), and forms the complex
exponential A · e−jω0t (see figure A.1(b) on the next page). Note that the Fourier transform
−→
X c(ω) is a single Dirac delta function at −ω0. The time-frequency representation of these
signals is given graphically in figure A.1(b) on the following page and analytically below:


x1(t) = A · cos(ω0t)
x2(t) = −A · sin(ω0t)
xc(t)

.= A · x1(t) + jx2(t)

−−−−−→
Fourier

−−−−−→
Fourier

−−−−−→
Fourier

−→
X 1(ω) = Aπ · [δ(ω + ω0) + δ(ω − ω0)]
−→
X 2(ω) = −Aπj · [δ(ω + ω0)− δ(ω − ω0)]
−→
X c(ω) = 2Aπ · δ(ω + ω0)
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Fig. A.1: Time and frequency domain representation of complex exponentials.
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Fig. A.2: Single- and double-quadrature generation at the RF section.
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A.1 Single- and Double-Quadrature

In this section, the spectra of flawless single- and double-quadrature generation at LO1 is
analyzed. Figure A.2 on the preceding page illustrates both quadratures. The letters in
red represent the spectra of different nodes of the quadratures, while the sub letters in blue
represent the corresponding phase1. The RF input is convolved with half the energy of the
oscillator in the case of double-quadrature, because the energy of the oscillator is divided into
2 complex mixing processes. As demonstrated by the analysis of the spectra of the output
quadratures, the result is identical providing there is no gain or phase error in the quadrature
generation.

xA(t) = A
2 (ejωRF t + e−jωRF t) + A
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2
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be analyzed with the same nomenclature independent of the quadrature they are connected to.
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A.2 IR Terminations

In this section, the spectra of the basic image-rejection topologies are analyzed in order to
better understand how image energy is suppressed. Quadrature generation is assumed, and
Weaver and Hartley architectures analyzed connected to either single- or double-quadrature
outputs. In this sense, it is important to note that both topologies share the same input
quadrature generation stage and yield the same spectrum at the desired output frequency2.
Figure A.3 on the facing page shows the Weaver and Hartley IR terminations from the
complex output of the LO1 quadrature generator (

−−→
XH(ω) + j

−→
XG(ω)).

A.2.1 Weaver

The time domain description and the corresponding spectra illustrations of the Weaver ter-
mination are presented:

2Due to additional complex mixing and filtering, the Weaver topology yields half the energy at the desired
output frequency compared to the Hartley topology.
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Fig. A.3: Weaver and Hartley IR terminations.
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A.2.2 Hartley

The time domain description and the corresponding spectra illustrations of the Hartley ter-
mination are presented:
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Fig. A.4: Phase error at
the LO1 quadrature.

As described in § A.1 on page 227, the spectra at the outputs
of single- and double-quadrature are identical, providing quadra-
ture generation is flawless. In this sense, the potential benefit of
the double-quadrature in terms of lower sensitivity to imperfect
quadrature is difficult to grasp.

In this section, the higher insensitivity to imperfect quadra-
ture of the DQ compared to SQ is mathematically analyzed. For
that purpose, a phase error φe is assumed at the quadrature gen-
eration of the first oscillator LO1 while other quadrature pairs
are kept ideal3. Phase error instead of gain error is considered
because phase error involves a gain error itself, apart from cross-
talk between in-phase and quadrature components. Thus, it is
a worse case that implicitly includes the effect of gain mismatch
between I and Q components.

Figure A.4 illustrates quadrature (BQ) and imperfect in-phase (BIe) components of LO1.
BIe is decomposed into ideal BQ and BI components, where 1-a represents the amplitude
error in the in-phase component, and b represents the frequency cross-talk from in-phase into
quadrature component.
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A.4 IR Terminations Under Phase Error at LO1

In this section, the response of the IR topologies are tested connected to the complex outputs
generated under phase error at LO1. Under such conditions, the lower sensitivity to amplitude
and phase error at quadrature generation of the double-quadrature is proved.

A.4.1 Weaver from Single Quadrature

The time domain description and the corresponding spectra illustrations of the Weaver ter-
mination under phase error at LO1 are presented:
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A.4.2 Weaver from Double Quadrature

The time domain description and the corresponding spectra illustrations of the Weaver ter-
mination under phase error at LO1 are presented:
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A.4.3 Hartley from Single Quadrature

The time domain description and the corresponding spectra illustrations of the Hartley ter-
mination under phase error at LO1 are presented:
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A.4.4 Hartley from Double Quadrature

The time domain description and the corresponding spectra illustrations of the Hartley ter-
mination under phase error at LO1 are presented:
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A.5 Overview of Output Spectra Under Phase Error at LO1

Table A.1 shows the coefficients of the in-phase and quadrature terms of the output spectra of
Weaver and Hartley IRM’s. These coefficients are grouped according to their origin (carrier
or image signal) and the quadrature at LO1 (single or double)4.

Table A.1: Overview of output spectra of IR topologies under phase error at LO1.

Output Weaver Hartley

Coefficients SQ DQ SQ DQ

In-Phase
Carrier (1+a)(πA)3

8
(1+a)(πA)3

8
(1+a)(πA)2

4
(1+a)(πA)2

4

Image (1−a)(πA)2

4
(1−a)(πA)2

4

Cross-talk
Carrier b(πA)3

8
b(πA)3

8
b(πA)2

4
b(πA)2

4

Image b(πA)3

8
b(πA)2

4

Several conclusions can be inferred:

+ Considering ideal mixers and Hilbert transformers, Weaver and Hartley topologies
present the same degree of IR for single- and double-quadrature topologies.

+ Double-quadrature topologies with ideal quadrature generation at the RF port do not
get rid of frequency cross-talk due to imperfect quadrature generation at the LO1 port.
This cross-talk creates a similar effect as multipath.

+ Providing the quadrature generation at the RF port is flawless in the double-quadrature
structure, no image energy appears at the output of either IR topology, independent of
the degree of gain or phase error at the quadrature generation at the LO1 port.

+ If another phase error is considered at the quadrature generation at the RF port in the
case of double-quadrature, the image cancelation is not perfect, but it can be math-
ematically described as in § A.3 on page 230 that it is always better than that of
single-quadrature.

4If φe = 0→ a = 1; b = 0, then the coefficients obtained are equal to those obtained for ideal quadrature
generation at the LO1 port.
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